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AX-7e Integrated Amplifier

The Audio Salon is
proud to represent
Symmetry in
Scotland. Offering
our customers the best
portfolio of audiophile
products, the best postsales support, and the
most ethical pricing policy.

are mass-produced and bear huge
marketing on costs that you pay for and
don't recover upon resale.You may have
to look further than the High Street for
products like Ayr -e; now you know why!

It is hardly surprising that Ayre Acoustics has joined the
portfolio and this advertisement celebrates Ayre's stunning
achievements as best we can, with ten reasons why we sell
Ayre Acoustics.
I. Only Ayre has the services of Mr Hansen.
Ayre Acoustics, from Boulder Colorado, is the creation of
Charles Hansen:a motivated, visionary and sincere man
untainted by the materialistic and marketing ethic which
unfortunately does succeed in audio and most other
industries.To summarise Mr Hansen's views, he has never
lost the core values ( musical involvement) and is equally
comfortable with very high-technology and very traditional
means which play equal parts in his designs. For more details
you should read his recent press interview.
2. The evolution series
is the third generation
of his audio designs. The
x- series was the previous
level; thus, anew product like
the C5 universal player is designated C5-xe, but adefinitive
product like the KIpre-amp became Kl-x and is now
KI-xe since its launch ( nearly ten years ago). Upgrades to
products can be done; please enquire for details.
3. Each of Ayre's three product series
competes with rivals at least one price level up.
For example, the KI-xe is atwo-box pre-amp selling for
only £4,995 (£ 5,995 with its legendary fully- balanced phono
stage) including VAT in the UK. It may sound different to
rivals at £ l5k, but not inferior.
4. The same may be said
about the VI - xe power
amplifier: £6.495 buys adevice
that competes with the very best
valve and transistor amplifiers that cost many times the
price. Reviewers have said so; more convincingly, we can let
you be the judge. Five minutes are enough!
5. On a lower budget? It is wise to spend as little as
possible to achieve your required performance level. But
it is foolish to buy used and abused, obsolete in the sense
that it was never good value, equipment correctly rejected
by previous owners! Enter the K5-xe pre-amp, astoundingly
now £ 1,995 including VAT How can they do it, don't hang
around, and don't judge audio by its price tag? The series 5
amplifier is theV5-xe, and the UK price with the present
low dollar is not £ 3,995, but £ 2,995,1 had to take asecond
glance at the new price list!) At last, UK audiophiles can buy
state of the art for High Street domestic products which

/

6. If you want to pay f5k for
your system, Ayre can present
you with the legendary CX7xe CD player, now just £ 2,195
(under Path Premier it was £ 2.995 only
two years ago). It can be confidently
asserted that the CX-7 performs by huge margins above
rivals up to and beyond twice the price. Introduce the
integrated amplifier AX- 7at £ 1,995 (formerly £ 2.995) and
your choice of loudspeakers, and no one in- the- know can
complain that true high-end is unaffordable.
7. If you are avinyl lover
and own satisfactory
r
, amplifiers, the
astonishing K 1phono
stage has inspired the stand-alone P5-xe
single- ended and fully- balanced phono amp.
Again, staring at the new price list in disbelief: £ 1,695
because this device is not atwo grand phono stage; it's a
top level piece of kit that brings analogue to its full potential.
Consult the reviews, then come and hear it and/ or Ayre's
phono leads which seriously revise anything you are using
with these new dedicated low-level cables.
8. Digital has been evolving fast but has always
seemed acompromise, and we have despised
all universal players we have heard as seriously
flawed; but as stated above,Ayre have acquired traditional
and cutting edge techniques. Perhaps we should have
expected their universal player to rewrite the book. Price
is less than HALF the expected ten grand at £ 4,495, and
performance on all formats is user-friendly and musically a
revelation. It is one of the greatest hi-fi products ever made.
At its price it is the nobramer CD Player to buy, which also
happens to—not just play—optimise the huge benefits of
SACD, and DVD in its various versatile sub-formats.
9. Ayre Acoustics has the same reputation
in video and home theatre circles with its
multi- channel amplifiers and DVD players. If
you want to integrate without compromise you have one
manufacturer at the top of your list.
10. Ayre Accessories. If you are an
impecunious, sceptical, or loaded with
appalling part-exchanges no one wants,
get ataste of Ayre's refreshing value
and performance; buy aset of Myrtle
wood equipment feet £ 11.50 including VAT and postage;
the enhancer CD £ 17.95; or Signature cables ( prices on
request).
Every journey begins with afirst step, and this could
take you right to the place you started the desire
for musical involvement not disappoit
lei it
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Definitive Test:
Krell Resolution 1

24

Roksan Xerxes.20

32

42

Consonance Cyber 10

Oracle CD2500

Hardware

18

Krell Resolution 1speaker

48

Audio Note (UK) Ongaku amp

Power-hungry but civilized: Martin Colloms offers

Over the top? Martin Colloms brings us afull lab

the Definitive Test on Krell's new heavyweight

and listening test on this outrageous no-holds-

24

barred single-ended-triode power amplifier

Roksan Xerxes.20 turntable

Better than ever: evolved over 20 years, Roksan's

54

anniversary Xerxes/Artemiz/Shiraz ccombination

Inside the ' pressure vessel': Keith Howard

with Upgrade Plinth is reviewed by Alvin Gold

28

B&W PV1 subwoofer

investigates B&W's intriguing spherical
subwoofer and shows that it is possible to

KEF Reference 205 speaker

measure subwoofer performance

This well-regarded floorstander receives anew
room-tuning circuit in abid to make it more
flexible in use. Ivor Humphreys is impressed

32

Consonance Cyber 10 amp

Exhilaratingly realistic sounds are possible with

Mail order: Onix
Rocket 550 Mk II

this affordable valve integrated, apush-pull
design using 2A3 tubes. Ian Harris reports

36

Onix Rocket 550 Mk II speaker

Big and bold: this mail-order floorstander from
China via USA is hard to beat, says David Allcock

38

iPod essentials

Andrew Harrison picks the most invaluable iPod

48

Audio Note ( UK)
Ongaku amp

accessories from PodGear, JBL and Tivoli

41

Benz Micro LP Ebony cartridge

Swiss bliss: Ian Harris finds stunning musicality
with this superb wood- bodied moving-coil

42

Oracle CD2500 CD player/
DAC1000 D/A converter

Stunning looks, but how does Oracle's
turntable-like player perform? Ken Kessler
reviews it, along with the optional DAC.
Lab report by Paul Miller

54

B&W's PVI
subwoofer

Guarantee your copy of HiFi News every month. Call our subscriptions hotline now on 0845 676 7778
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Marantz VP- 12S4 projector
At last, the longstanding VP- 12S3 single-chip DLP

NAD T533

projector has arival - the new VP- 12S4
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NAD 1533 DVD player
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Famed for its budget audiophilia, NAD tries the
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same trick with DVD
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View From The Inside

Jon Thompson reports from Cannes and stows
away aboard the World's largest privately-owned
yacht - the Octopus

72

Harman Kardon AVR7300

7.1 channel AV receiver
Just how powerful is Harman Kardon's flagship

Convergence — Story so far
Some years after Bill Gates promised us aPC
in every living room, our Peter Thompson

AV receiver? Paul Miller finds out

counts his processors
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Munich show
Valves, vinyl and AV: Andrew Harrison on High
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B&W Bowers&VVilkins

The new B&W 800 Series
Diamond Tweeter Technology
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The mark of a truly great tweeter - one that can
release all the vivid detail in your music - is what's
I I

called ' perfect piston behaviour'. As long as the
tweeter dome is vibrating rigidly, like a piston, its
delivery will be accurate. The higher the frequency,
though, the harder that becomes. The materials most
resistant to ' break-up' combine lightness and stiffness.
And there's one that does that better than anything
else on earth.
The new B&W 800 Series feature tweeter domes
of pure, ultra- hard diamond. It may seem extravagant,
but nothing gets closer to the behaviour of a hypothetical
'perfect tweeter' - one with infinite stiffness. Our diamond
dome carries on vibrating like a piston well beyond
the range of human hearing, and delivers audible
sound with unheard-of clarity.

www.bvv800.com
Visit our website and order your free DVD
Call + 44 (0)1903 221 500
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Welcome
T

he moment has come! This will be the last time you see my face

Editorial staff
Editor • Steve Harris
Deputy Editor • Andrew Harrison
Art Editor • Rene Andrew
Production Editor • Patrick Fraser
Editorial Assistant • Liz Briggs

and signature on this page, as I'm stepping down as Editor to
pursue broader writing interests. After 19 years in the chair, it's

going to seem strange at first. But while the editorial burden passes
over to other shoulders next month, I'm really looking forward to
remaining — Ishould say becoming — an active regular contributor to

Editorial contacts
tel • 020 8726 8311
fax • 020 8726 8397
e-mail • hi-tinews@ipcmedia.com
HiFi News, PC Media, Leon House,
233 High Street, Croydon, Surrey CR9 1HZ

this great magazine. At last, Ican follow up all those interesting

Technical Advisers
Martin Colloms
Malcolm Hawksford

to make the magazine what it is. I'm sure they'll go

projects there's just never been time for.
Editing HiFi News has been richly rewarding— being at the heart of a
fascinating industry, I've had agreat time. Andl must pay tribute to the
fantastic people who make up the editorial team, who've all given so much
from strength to strength as HiFi Newscelebrates
its Golden Jubilee year in 2006.

Consultant Technical Editor
Keith Howard

EXTREME ISSUES
For now, I'm glad to be able to say that this issue is

Senior Contributing Editor
Ken Kessler

avintage one in some ways, even though we
regrettably had to omit anumber of products
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which were promised in July's Next Month'. To
start with, our cover story product [ page 18]
embodies the classic American approach to highend audio design — ' bigger is better'. It's an
engineering- based approach, perhaps better
described as over-engineering.

Publisher
Angela O'Farrell

In the opposite corner, we have an extreme
example of the ' less is more' school. Here you are

Group Art Editor
Patrick Morrissey

expected to pay£30,000 for an amplifier which
consists, essentially, of two triode valves. But

Chief Photographer
Roger Phillips

Martin Colloms's Audio Note ( UK) Ongaku review
[page 48] is essential reading, even if you are quite
happy only having one mortgage. He explains

• WINNER of our
May issue Meridian
competition was
Richard Groves of
Northumberland,
who, by the time you
read this, will be the
happy owner of a
Meridian GO8 CD
player, worth £2250.
So don't miss your
chance to win this
month's prize, apair
of PMC FB1+
speakers worth
£1700 [page 991.

I'm really looking
forward to
remaining —
Ishould say
becoming — an
active contributor
to this great
magazine...
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the trade-offs are if you go the single-ended triode route — and this will be
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(more cogently than ever before, I
think), just what
relevant to anyone contemplating alow- powered amplifier, whether it's
single-ended or push-pull ( like the more affordable Consonance reviewed
on page 32), and whether or not your transformers are silver-wound and
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Back in August 1986, when our great British loudspeaker industry still
ruled the waves, aserious contender from Technics was big news. The
other big news of the day was the arrival of genuine 16- bit CD players
from Philips/Marantz, replacing the 14- bit 4- times oversampled
solution. This was my first complete issue as Editor: I'd joined the
magazine to find myself on the same masthead as many of the great

COUNTRY
&LEISURE
MEDIA

A Pan of ' hell, Merl.

o,

DIstnbuted by MarketForce

www.hifinews.co. uk

figures from the earlier decades of audio, now no longer with us: Donald
Aldous, Rex Baldock, Stanley Kelly, Angus McKenzie, Jantes Moir, Ralph
West. The magazine seemed to have an organic life and ethos entirely of
its own. So much has changed, but that spirit remains! SH
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The experiences

this

chair has had! The amazing performances, concerts and gigs it has witnessed from all aroLnd the musical world.

From the front rcw at Carnegie Hall to the stalls at Brixton Academy, from the dress circle of the Sydney Opera House to the bar in
Ronnie Scott's —

this

chair has been there! It has experienced music as it should be Freard — alive and vibrant, with every nuance and
emotion os clear as the musicians intended.

The Rotel 02 Series is anew range of hi-fi from acompany with areputation for delivering award-winning sounds at realistic prices.
The 02 Series' superb sound is the result of Rotel's Balanced Des'gn Concept — an integrated approach that ensures five star performance.
To find out how the Rotel 02 Series can take you to the word's grecteg musical venues, visit wvim.rotel.com.

The Rote!

Series

including the RA-03 amplifier

J e

RO -raL
Rotel RA-03
May 2005

B&W Loudspeakers, Dale Road, Wodhing, West Sussex fIN11 2BH, Untted Kingdom, 01903 221500

Rotel RA-03
April 2005
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What's happening in the world of hi-fi

Clearaudio goes ballistic

The likelihood of an armed intruder

defying properties of said chassis

hardened steel shaft running in a

Directwire. This costs £ 555 and is

bursting into your listening room and

—a sandwich of aluminium and

polished sintered bronze precision

the latest addition to Clearaudio's

emptying ahigh-calibre weapon into

'Panzerholz', asuper high-pressure

cap, while the motor is mounted in a

Satisfy tonearm family. With awoven

the heart of your precious system is

70- layer laminate of wood and

separate plinth for optimum isolation

carbon- fibre armtube, awolfram

slim: let's face it, they'd be far more

synthetic resin — are amere

and damping. Clearaudio's Syncho

vertical bearing shaft running on

likely to put the gun down and stuff

by-product of the high density

speed controller is linked to abacklit

sapphire watch bearings and ceramic

your beloved components into alarge

material's audio advantages, namely

blue LCD display, and the 40mm

twin- horizontal bearings, the Carbon

bag. Nevertheless, if your turntable

extreme acoustic deadness.

thick OS- PM MA acrylic turntable

Directwire features an unbroken

platter is driven by the company's

run of Clearaudio's Direct Wire from

happens to be the new Clearaudio

On top of this military-spec base

Ambient, you can slumber safe in the

Clearaudio has built afine analogue

knowledge that its chassis is, in fact,

turntable, with amaintenance-

bulletproof. Naturally, the projectile-

free main bearing with apolished,

silicone- based ' silent belt'.
The recommended tonearm for
the £ 2285 Ambient is the Carbon

cartridge to phono plugs.
Audio Reference, 01252 702705
www.clearaudio.de

Link Gone

Denon colour
correction
Our cover story for the June issue
featured the Denon DCD-SA1
and PMA-SA1 stereo SACD
player and amplifier, which was
pictured in achampagne gold

The Missing Link is aNottingham-

misrepresented due to aprinting

IsoTek adds
new brightness

anomaly. Acloser representation

Following the well- reviewed lsotek

secondary filter configuration, with

is reproduced below.

Titan mains conditioner [ April

individual filtering for each of the

interconnects and loudspeaker

'05] comes the Nova, asimilarly-

six outlets, leading Isotek to claim

cables. The company has spent

styled unit intended primarily for

high protection from component

three years in research, especially

lower power source components.

cross-contamination. ' Adaptive

the use of cryogenics. The Orbit

But like the Titan, it has ahigh

Gating' senses components' power

[above] uses silicone rubber to

current capability, in this case

requirements and adjusts filtering

damp internal resonance, and

3680 watts, making it also suitable

and power to suit. It includes six

silver-plating to reduce line noise

to run complete modestly- sized

unswitched UK 13A outlets. Price

and hot spots. The Orbit power cable

systems. It uses an optimised

is £ 1495

costs £ 65.

direct-coupled design with a

Activ Distribution, 01635 291357

The Missing Link, 01158 779089

six-stage primary and five- stage

www.isoteksystems.com

www.the-missing-link.net

finish. Denon UK has asked us
explain that this is not astandard
colour option; the products'
'Premium Silver' colour was

8
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based business hand- making cables
to order, with the stated aim of
producing high-performance UKmade cables at afair cost. Its most
popular items are mains cables and
its Reference 5n solid-core silver

www.hifinews.co.uk

A different Classé
For more than 20 years Classé has been designing and manufacturing extraordinary
audio equipment for enthusiasts who demand nothing less than the very best. Our
engineers have apassion for what they create and it shows: engineering, style, userinterface, product reliability and performance are all second to none. The new Delta
series is an inspired statement about the art of high performance design. Visit us
at www.classeaudio.com or experience the product range at one of the following
authorised retailers.

Holburn Hi Fi Ltd
+ 44 ( 0) 1224 585 713
note@holburnhiti.co.uk
Hi-Fi Experience
+44 (0) 20 7580 3535
sales@hifilordon.co.uk

Sound Academy
+44 (0)1922 493 499
sales@soundacademy.co.uk
Acoustica
+44 ( 0) 1244 344 227
geoftcoleman@acoustica.co.uk

Robert Taussig
+44 (0) 20 7487 3455
sales@roberttaussig.co.uk
Cloney Audio
+ 353 ( 0) 1288 9449
sales@cloneyauaio.com

CLASSE

for the love of music...
conrad-johnson
Valve and solid state
technology applied in
a manner others can
only seek to achieve.
The last of the big
names to remain
dedicated to pure
valve circuits.
ACT2 valve remote line preamplifier -

MV6OSE valve power amplifier

1_11

OU

Le

Premier 350 amplifier

Acustica Applicata (DAAD) • Avalon Acoustics • Avalon Music Systems • Benz- Micro • Cardas
conrad-johnson • Esopower • finite elemente • Harmonix • Karan Acoustics • Kuzma • Magnum Dynalab
McCormack • Muse Electronics • Reimyo by Harmonix • Tri Planar • Zanden Audio Systems
Distributed Exclusively by

AUDIOFREAKS
DISTRIBUTORS OF FINE AUDIO + HOME ENTERTAINMENT EQUIPMENT

tel: 020 8948 4153 fax: 020 8948 4250 email: infol @audiofreaks.co.uk www.audiofreaks.co.uk

What's happening in the world of hi-fi
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Arcam waves stereo flag with
upgraded CD player and pre- amp
9)9
0

9

9

mow
Arcam is poised to launch the
finest and most expensive
CD player yet. At £ 1400 the CD36

billed as capable of acleaner,
more musical performance than

represents abig step up for the

toroidal transformers give avery

UK company: it boasts ahugely
impressive spec and some brand-

low noise floor, while proven
upsampling techniques and quad

predecessor, the C31 is said to be

new technology derived from
fighter planes — amaterial called

Wolfson Microelecctronics DACs
on each channel give excellent

a ' clean sweep' design with the
emphasis upon aclean, accurate

Stealth Mat, unique to Arcam,

linearity. Built in the UK and

signal path, with top-level

which diffuses RFI within the
player to reduce signal pollution,

carrying afive-year guarantee, the
CD36 confirms the company's

components throughout. It uses
the same Stealth Mat technology

lowering the noise floor and
removing both detail- masking

long-term commitment to regular,
traditional stereo.

as the CD36 and also boasts no
tone controls, anew and improved

hash and sibilance.
Extensive re-engineering of

That commitment is further
underlined by the release of

Burr- Brown volume control,

the CD36 and the PIpower
amps should make asystem to be

Stargate and Rubicon capacitors,

reckoned with.

the power supply and control
electronics means the CD36 is

the C31 two-channel pre-amp.

Arcam's critically-damped

Though it looks rather like its C30

Acoustee chassis to reduce

Arcam, 01223 203200
www.arcam.co.uk

£7à,

previous Arcam players: dual

C

000

COC

microphony, and hermeticallysealed reed relay input switching
which ensure immeasurable levels
of switching noise and distortion,
and should give afault-free life
of over 100 million operations.
The C31 costs £ 1200, and with

Boa Selecta

Shell out
less for Eggs

True Colour Industries of Lisburn in Northern Ireland was proud of
its £ 200 Super Constrictor power lead, but when one customer with
a £ 20,000 system requested something better, whatever the cost,
TCI grasped the nettle. The result is the Boa Constrictor with its 26

KEF Audio has announced that it
is dropping the high street prices
of its award-winning home cinema

silver-plated copper alloy cores and PTFE insulation, which claims to
maintain the midrange openness and top-end clarity of the original
cable but to add increased resolution and extension in the bass

speaker systems. The KHT1005,
once £ 500, is now £300, while
the KHT2005.2 has been reduced

frequencies. The Boa comes in various lengths, with prices ranging

from £800 to £ 600. 'The market

from £450 for 1.5m, up to £ 1000 for a3m cable.

is settlingat these levels', explains

TCI, 07710 196949

KEF's Chris Garland. 'We now offer
our unique looks and performance

www.true—colours.com

at pricesto suit the entry-level
consumer, who will experience
quality of this level fora highly
affordable price for the first time.'
KEF Audio, 01622 672261
www.kef.com

Shelf consciousness
Soundstyle has added two wood/

displays. Both feature endpieces

glass units to its Finewoods furniture
range. WG3AN is a1200mm wide

in oak or walnut veneers, and these
support three toughened glass

unit, designed for home cinema

shelves. The central one is fully

systems, while the WG3 is

fib

600mm wide with an
internal shelf width of
475mm, just right for
many hi-fi components
or medium-sized LCD TV

www.hifinews.co.uk

o

adjustable and the topmost one
capable of supporting 60kg. Prices
are £379 and £ 279 respectively.
Armour Home Electronics,
01279 501111
www.armourhe.co.uk
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www.usheraudio.com

6 key elements

op G
entemporary Art
_,/ SERIES

X-6 16
Dimensions w x

xh,cm1•65x35x2

CP-6371
Dimensuonsfw x d x h,crn):35x65x 1

The Six:
. Top mounted tweeter avoiding diffraction for
more natural sound imaging.
. Elegantly sloped cabinet design to enhance
sound dispersion and time phase coherency.
. High-grade mirror- imaged finish on gloss black,

CP-6381
Dirnensions(w

gloss sliver, gloss white.
. High-grade furniture-quality real wood tweeter
cover and wood side panel reinforcement.
. Base chamber design, to increase weight by
fill in leads or sand and better bass control.
. Design by Dr. Joseph D'appolilto

Usher 6 Series CP-6311 speaKei
* 2004 CES " Best at Show" by The Stereo Tínes
* 2004 " Editors' Choice" by THE ABSOLUTEâOUND
* 2004 " Great Sound, Awesome Build-Clualitererrific Value"
by AUDIO VIDEO GUIDE
* 2005 " Editors' Choice" by Audio Art

USHER AUDIO TECHNOLOGY
67 Kai- Fong Street Sec.1 Taipei 100 Taiwan Tel:886-2-23816299 Fax:886-2-2371105

HIAudio
9 Sovereign Gardens Miskin nr Pontyclun CF72 8SZ
Tel/Fax: 01443 231458

Mob:07968 272614

Web:www.hiaudio.co.uk

Email: hugh@hiau

d x h,crni:35x65x123

What's happening in the world of hi-fi

Air moves at Abbey Road
Moving Air's handsome new
black-and-white cable line is

cables' starquad and pair twist
designs aim to reject noise without

endorsed by EMI Abbey Road

the use of screens, reducing signal-

Studios and was launched in

muddying capacitance. A reference

the hallowed surrounds of the

interconnect in Nextgen silver cable

legendary Studio 2. The Abbey

costs £280; a2m speaker cable
with 4mm connectors costs £395,

Road cables employ aunique
twin dielectric system — one 15%
polyethelene and 85% air cellular,

and plain cable costs between £24

the other solid polyethelene

Moving Air, 020 7373 4540
www.movingairproducts.com

—claims to solve absorbency of
the electrical signal, while the

and £ 75 per metre.

Sources

Shorts
APPLE has just launched
four new iTunes music
stores in Denmark, Norway,
Sweden and Switzerland,
bringing the number of
countries covered to 19.
Over 400 million songs have
now been downloaded
worldwide, and the stores
feature daily specials such
as exclusive tracks from
artists such as Van Morrison,

DTS plans to Connect PCs
DTS Inc. formerly DigitalTheatre
Systems, has joined forces with
two Taiwanese chip makers to help
spread the use of DTS audio on the

connect their PC to an AV processor
that supports DTS audio decoding.
Based on DTS' Neo:6 matrix

PC platform. The initiative, known

techology, Neo: PC transforms any
stereo content such as MP3, WMA

as DTS Connect, comprises two
parts— astereo-to-multichannel

or CD audio, into a7.1-channel
surround sound experience'.

matrix surround conversion process,

'DTS Connect will bring rich DTS

called Neo:PC; plus ameans to pipe

surround audio to the PC market

this audio out, with the surround-

simply and seamlessly,' says Brian
Towne of DTS. ' No matter what

converted audio signal seen as DTS'
Coherent Acoustics codec at the

materially degrade the perceived
audio quality. DTS at 1.5Mb/s is as
close to transparent as it gets when
you are talking about the installed
base of AN products.'
At time of press, no details were
announced about which PC hardware
manufacturers will be adopting DTS'
PC-Connect technology, nor when
products will appear on the market.
On June 6th, Digital Theater
Systems Inc legally changed its
name to ' DTS, Inc', after an approval

format's higher rate of 1.5Mb/s.
C- Media and Realtek are DTS'

original content consumers play
—whether stereo or multi-channel
—DTS Connect ensures simple

chosen providers of silicon, and chips

installation of multi-channel audio

by its stockholders on May 19th.
This change,' said DTS CEO Jon

installed on PC hardware will enable
the digital audio outputvia S/PDIF

for the PC, and brings new life to

Kirchner, 'will clarify and simplify our

stereo recordings.'
When asked about the issue of

corporate messaging and support the

cascading lossycodecs, DTS told
HFNthat 'the DTS encode does not

the DTS brand.'

of DTS audio. The DTS-Connect
initiative does not include actual DTS
decoding, so users will still need to

continued growth and awareness of
www.dtsonline.com

DAC is back at April Music

The Cardigans,
Stereophonics and Lucinda
Williams. ¡ Tunes is available
as afree download from
www.apple.com/uk/itunes
The BFA ( British Federation
of Audio) is calling for a
visible fee on invoices to
identify the cost of WEEE
(Waste Electrical and
Electronic Equipment). The
new EU directive requires
that manufacturers take on
the cost of disposing of
scrapped consumer
electronics goods.
www.british-audio.org.uk
IPC Media, publisher of
HiFi News, has rolled out
an online service to find
your nearest newsagent. Just
go to the HFN site and click
on ' Find a newsagent selling
Hi Fi News' link, or www.
ipcmedia.com and navigate
to any magazine
www.hifinews.co.uk

Proving that the market for stereo

SONY's PlayStation3, to be

digital-to-analogue converters is
not dead, Korean high-end brand

officially launched in 2006,
will feature support for
Super Audio CD. The linking

April Music is now selling its Stello
DAC220 though UK distributor
AudioReference. The DAC220

of the computer games

is an upsampling design, able to
upconvert 44.1kHz signal from

up new possibilities to play

regular CD, to 48kHz, 96kHz or

than licensed hi-fi hardware.

market with SACD will open
SACO on anything other

192kHz. Output word length is
available in 16-, 18-, 20-, or

TEAC has moved to:

24- bit form. Separatetransformers

TEAC UK Ltd

for analogue and digital circuits

Unit 19-20

are employed, and the DAC offers
balanced audio output on XLR, and

The Courtyards

RCA phono sockets for unbalanced
use. A ' sixth-order digital filter'
is installed between the DAC and
analogue output modules, said to

www.hifinews.co.uk

significantly improve the unit's S/N
ratio. The DAC220's digital inputs
comprise two coaxial S/PDIF on

optical on TosLink. The price in the

RCA, one AES balanced on XLR, and

www.aprilmusic.co.uk

UK is £920.
Audio Reference, 01252 702705

Hatters Lane
Croxley Business Park
Watford, Herts
WD12 81E
Tel: 0845 1302511
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Sources

Phonosophie and
ALR Jordan in UK
Two highly-regarded German

3at £ 12,725, but for now

manufacturers are now being

models available in the

represented in Britain via
distributor Überphon. From

UK comprise the Impuls

Hamburg comes Phonosophie's

(£3675) and Impuls 2

range includes amplifiers
and CD players, loudspeakers

(£4875).
Überphon has also

and turntables. Its CD players

been appointed the sole

feature ultra- low noise toroidal
transformers and smoothing

1 (£2675), Impuls 1.5

UK distributor of ALR

capacitors, Philips mechanisms

Jordan loudspeakers.
All models from the Entry,

for reliable, stable playback, one-

Classic and Note series will be

topping Note 9at £7300.

bit digital-to- analogue converters,
high-performance output filters
and remote controls. Top of the

available, from the mini- bookshelf

All ALR Jordan speakers are handassembled in Germany and come

range is the two- box Impuls

Entry Sspeakers at £250 per pair
to the Classic 5floorstander at
£1200 per pair and the range-

Uberphon,
01730 261924
www.uberphon.co.uk
vivivi.phonosophie.co.uk

in arange of wood finishes from
maple to ebony, or silver.

Blame it
on Cain

Events

H

Hi Fi & Home

Entertainment Show
23rd- 25th September 2005

12 JULY AES UK Meeting,
Attractions of DSD by Mike
Story of dCS, Royal Academy
of Engineeering, 29 Great
Portland Street, London. Call
01628 663725
23-25 SEPTEMBER Hi Fi &
Home Enterainment Show,
Park Inn and Renaissance
Hotels, Heathrow, London.
Open to the public 24th and

Cain & Cain Co's sculptural,

25th. Call 020 8726 8317

all-solid wood speakers are now
available in the UK via Angelsound
Audio. Terry Cain spent 20 years
designing high-end office furniture
before his long-running love affair
with audio led to asuccessful
change of direction. Now the
Abby floorstanding speaker with
its Fostex FE 166e driver costs

1-2 OCTOBER The Brussels

New Epos
floorstander

Hi Fi & Home Cinema Show,
Sheraton Hotel, Brussels
29-30 OCTOBER Home
Entertainment Show,
Renaissance Hotel,
Manchester. Call Stuart

subwoofer will come in at £ 1195.

This June sees the launch of anew
floorstanding speaker from Epos, the

the rest of the unIt in a2 1/2 way
manner. Being tati and slim the 303

All the cabinets are solid alder or
maple (£350 extra), with arange

wood- look vinyl finished ELS 303.
It uses the Lightning 130 midrange

of cherry, mahogany and walnut
veneers on offer, and with no MDF

driver from the ELS 3 bookshelf

needs aplinth to prevent unfortunate
accidents, and Epos has designed a
PVC-foiled MDF item which comes

speaker with added improvements to
the crossover and midrange linearity.

included in the price. The ELS 303

Bristol. Call Audio Excellence,

w; II cost £399 per pair.

The Chinese- made 303 also nas
a new 130mm woofer coupled to

Epos Ltd, 01442 260146
www epos-acoustics.com

0117 926 497
www.bristolshow.co.uk

£1195 and the matching Bailey

used anywhere.
Angelsound Audio, 01923
352479

Hopwood 01206 391001
24-26 FEBRUARY Sound &
Vision 2006, Marriott Hotel,

Guarantee yourself acopy of HiFi News every month Call our subscriptions hotline now on 01622 778778

www.hifinews.co.uk
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Changing TacT
Since 1998, TacT Audio products have been synonymous
with state-of-the-art digital amplification and room
correction receiving numerous awards worldwide.
Now Peter Lyngdorf, co-founder of TacT Audio, is to set
a new level of performance and value. Substantial
investment in R&D has enabled us to include even
more groundbreaking ideas and technologies,
enhancing and extending our current range of products.
The long-awaited versatile CD player will join the range
later this year, as will the room correction module to
include within the scalable TDA2200 amplifier.
TacT Audio Europe is transitioning to Lyngdorf Audio.
A new marque. A new reference.

Our recently launched products have already set new
standards - scme review commems are included below.

SDA2175 - 200W Semi Digital Power Amplifier.
"Supremely smoot and well balanced in every respect,
this amplifier starkly shows wha other solid-state does
wrong. Brilliantly engtee-ed, its nothing less than an
epoch-making product.
VERDICT - Outstandinc."
Hi- F. World, , une 2005

TDA2200 - 200W Integrated True Digital Amplifier - Our most advanced amplifier to date.
"The TDA2200 is a technological triumph ... TDA2200 is not just another amplifier but a digital tool to
solve practical reproduction problems. To say the TDA2200 sounds open is a huge understatemem.
The TDA2200 excels with details. The loudspeakers disappear completely and the soundstage is spreading
to record levels. Localization is super- precise and the holography is close to incredible."
DVD and Home Cinema, Norway, May 20)5

!OR,

SDA2175, 200W Power Amplifier £ 775
SDAi2175, 200w Integrated Amplifier £ 1095
TDA2200, 200W Integrated True Digital Amplifier.
DSP crossovers, extensive inputs/outputs.
Parametric and voicing equalizers. £ 2150
Millennium Mk3 Digital Amplifier £ 5750
Digital Speakers from £ 3200 pair

LYNG DORE
0870 9 100 100
www.tactaudio.co.uk
www lyngdorfaudio.co.uk

Opinion

Protect
and survive?
Why new anti- piracy methods are doomed

l

using software keys

nternet piracy has been largely
knocked on the head by the simple

that are stored in
its memory. This

expedient of suing afew people as

memory can be
updated to blacklist

high profile examples. But the industry
continues to impose ever more intrusive
protection technology and Digital Rights
Management schemes that get in the way

any keys that have

of legitimate musical enjoyment. Tracks
stored with the software that came with

Updating will be
done while anew

been hacked.

disc plays.
The documents

one portable player won't work on the
player that came with different software.

are tough to read,
but it boils down

Expensive downloaded tracks can be lost
in ahard disk crash, with no chance of
free replacement. My Windows PC recently

Sound from HDTV can be copied from analogue outputs

to this: the disc
replicator gets a

told me that it had crashed because of an
'unknown error' with the software that came with aSony flash-

Media Key Block put on every disc, along with the sound and

memory Walkman, and ' Sony do not currently have asolution
for the problem' (see http://oca.microsoft.comien/response.

vision. The player manufacturer gets decryption Device Keys
which are built into every player. When the player plays adisc,

aspx?SGD= a91a66c3-9f41-4a96-8583-8ca948f

the Device Keys work with the MKB on the disc to unlock the

059e&SID=1458). Ihad to reformat the memory, lose
everything and start again. It all makes the simplicity of a
cassette or CD seem very appealing.

film or music. Each disc also carries aContent Revocation List
which blacklists any compromised keys. Every time the player

UNHOLY ALLIANCE
The latest obstacle to enjoyment is AACS, courtesy of the
Advanced Access Content System License Administrator, an

unusable. The player behaves differently, refusing to play some
discs. If AACS is adopted for blue laser it will be the first time

unholy alliance of Intel, IBM, Panasonic, Microsoft, Sony,
Toshiba, Disney and Warner. They have been ' working very
closely with next generation optical media format promotes,'
which means blue laser disc, of course.
'AACS LA is making these completed specifications publicly
available to enable third parties to review and evaluate the
technology', with three huge documents on the internet to read:

plays adisc it checks to see if there is anew CRL, and stores
it in non-volatile memory. From then, blacklisted keys become

The supposedly copy- proof
Content Scramble System was
hacked by aschoolboy

Introduction and Common Cryptographic Elements; Prerecorded
Video Book (format- independent); and Recordable Video Book
(format- independent). (see http://aacsla.org/specifications/
AACS_Spec-Common_0.90.pdf). AACS was developed after the
CSS debacle. The supposedly copy- proof Content Scrambling

adisc player at home can be changed without aphone line or
radio link; and without the owner knowing it. And to what end?

System used to stop people dubbing DVDs on acomputer was
hacked by aschoolboy, and the deCSS program is now tree on

RE- DIGITISED AND COPIED
Because blue laser players will also need to play CDs and
DVDs, they'll also need high-quality analogue outputs. These

the internet. The only way to repair the broken system would be

can be re-digitised and copied. Sony's latest VAIO laptops

to replace all DVD players with new ones that work differently.

ever have the chippery needed to record sound in DSD, the

Sony has just launched the PSP — PlayStation Portable —
game, movie and music player. It uses anew disc format called
UMD, Universal Media Disc, a6cm optical disc in acaddy that

coding system in SACD. Sky recently had to abandon plans to
make its HDTV receivers connect only to screens having copyprotected digital inputs. Sky's high-def boxes will now have HD

holds 1.8GB on dual- layer, single- sided discs. ' We regard UMD

component video outputs, and Sky has assured that all its HD

as asecure format for games, audio and video. There wil be no

programming will come out in full high-definition glory.
There is avery real danger that even if the new HD blue

home consumer burners for the forseeable future,' says Sony.
But the internet buzzes with news that UMD has been hacked.
The idea of AACS is that when it is hacked it can be
'repaired' rather than junked. The disc and player talk to each
other before decrypting the contents. The player does this by

www.hifinews.co.uk

laser sound and vision systems offer real quality advantages,
they will be such ahassle to use legitimately that even
entnusiasts will for simplicity's sake stick with CD, cassette
and DVD.•
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Regolution 1
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Tall and muscular, rell's new
II
loudspeaker is aheavyweight in nfore
ways than one, reports Martin Colloms

18
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Lab Test'
loudspeak,

Krell Resolution 1
PRICE

$11,000/pair

F

ormerly only associated with electronics,
Krell surprised the industry back in 2000
with a line-up of imposing all-aluminium
loudspeakers. The 1.4111 high LiV1 .
-1 [
April
2002] was joined by astandmount design,
the LAT-2 and apowerful centre channel
design, the LAT-C. There was also the
looming presence of the MRS, one of the
world's heaviest and most powerful subwoofers. This earthquake-grade device,
specified down to atruly infrasonic 14Hz,
employs 2.6kW of amplification and
weighs astaggering 3961bs or 180kg!
Weight reduction is clearly not
something the Krell design team take
much into consideration, so it was no
surprise to find that the larger model in
Krell's new wood veneered speaker range,
the Resolution series, weighed in at nearly
2001bs each, about 88kg. The price of this
'low cost' speaker is around $11,000 apair.
High quality stereo reproduction is the
main performance target, but if you are

Ring radiator
tweeter by Vita

hi-wired shrouded binding posts are fitted,
with asuperior WBT terminal bridge for
single- wire operation. The cursory
specifications include an above-average
90dB sensitivity (8 ohm watt), a 4 ohm
rated impedance, and awide yet believable
25Hz to 22kHz frequency response (± 3dB).
Surprisingly, no power handling indication
was given, but aquick assessment of the
driver complement and acoustic loading
suggests that a400W capacity (unclipped
peak programme) would be fair enough,
and that if used with discretion, even use
of the FPB 700cx would not be out of the
question — but not for aparty!
Icouldn't say that this is ahandsome
speaker in the raw — the appearance of the
drivers and their layout are highly

Weight reduction is clearly not
something the Krell design team takes
much into consideration

it

using the Resolution in a home cinema
arrangement and feel you are lacking bass

functional — but matters improve with the
vertically corded ' grille' in place. First

there is acomparatively compact 50kg sub
available, designed with a massive peak
sound level capability of 117dB.

seen on the Guarneri reference compact a
decade or so ago, Krell has licensed the

The Resolution 1 is tall, but its
proportionately slim profile helps avoid
total dominance of your room. Barely
wider than the diameter of the lowfrequency drivers, it measures 335mm
wide, is built with attractively curved
sides and is about 500mm deep. WBT

style and grille from its creators, Sonus
Faber. The grille slightly alters the sound,
which is perceptibly less open and airy,
but the difference is asubtle one. Moreover,
the quality of perspective layering in the
depth planes of the stereo image is actually
better with the grille in place, never mind
the benefit of covering up the disparate
assemblage of drivers.
Ireckon acurrent-capable, load-tolerant

Bass frequencies are
diverted to twin
long-throw drivers

amplifier will be required to drive the
Resolution 1 effectively. A 400W design
will allow it to deliver thrilling 110dB
in-room sound levels over the listening
area, and as with the Sonus Faber
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Magnesium alloy

Main driver array is

low- range driver sits

presented inverted to

at the top of the Krell

the listener

Iwelcome audio components that
aren't temperamental and make the best
of what resources are available

h,

no

demanding designs may ultimately reward

problems. This is especially true in view

Stradivari,

large

rooms

present

the listener, but products that settle in

of the likely bass capability with the

quickly can often be more accurate, better

low- frequency drive system, equivalent to

tuned and with more of their fundamental

a high power 380mm,

performance attributes in balance.

15in diameter

driver, twin port loaded.

Following their delivery and despite a
chill from overnight warehousing, these

SOUND QUALITY

humungous Krells fitted in with minimum

Iwelcome audio components that aren't

fuss. From the start they demonstrated a

temperamental, don't need fussy setting-

friendly, generous and communicative

up, and that make the best — not the worst

nature and Ifelt instinctively they were

— of what resources are available. Certain

welcome to stay for the duration. Over the

The tall story: technology
Taken from one viewpoint, the Resolution 1is a

The midrange driver has alight, fast voicecoil,

medium-sized three-way system built so tall that

and to preserve dynamic range has ferrofluid

the main driver array is presented inverted to

cooling; it operates trom about 450Hz to

the listener. In use, time delays to the listener

2.9kHz, roughly 2.5 octaves. The 200mm pure

from each driver are thus partly compensated

piston unit carries the bulk of the low midrange

and the high- frequency unit is aligned closely to

impact and the two octaves from about 110Hz

the listener axis.

to 440Hz. While the latter is capable of

At the top of each cabinet is mounted a

extended bass in its own right, the low

powerful 200mm low- range driver, amagnesium

frequencies are instead diverted to the pair of

alloy cone design from SEAS in silver grey

alloy cone long-throw bass drivers in the lower

distinguished by an open pole terminated with a

section of he enclosure. The rear-facing ports

pure copper phase plug. While phase is not an

are designed for high playing volume, with deep

issue in the range for this driver some benefit

flaring to minimise turbulence. There is

from the copper plug is audible.

sufficient irternal volume to properly tune the

Below this can be found a 100mm
polypropylene cone mid driver with awaveterminated foam suspension, whose main role is

bass drivers for an extended low- frequency
power bandwidth.
Build and finish were both exemplary, right

to acoustically bridge the gap between the

down to the well- dimensioned satin chrome floor

200mm unit and the now- popular 28mm ring

coupling hardware, w;th achoice of spikes or

radiator tweeter from Vifa, derived from sister

firm polymer pads. The review pair were in dark

company Scan design.

cherry, and tighter veneers are also available.

1111011111111111,
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Lab Test
loudspeaker

Lab report
The load matching shown here is difficult, and
only the finest high-current amplifiers will give
of their best with this speaker . It really did fall

performed very well. particularly so in the
more awkward vertical axis.
Notwithstanding measurement difficulties

below 2ohm, with a1.8 ohm worst case

with this large immoveable box, the acoustic

recoded value at 61Hz, mid- bass, and it

outputs are skilfully tailored to generate fine

averaged 3ohm through the remaining treble.

consistency, aiding stability of both timbre and
imaging [ Fig 3]. Measured axial sensitivity was

Iam driven to rate it at an all-time low of
3ohm [ Fig 1]. Driven to full power, it will
draw current peaks of the order of 42 amps.

very close to the specification at 89.5dB while

No wonder it uses very low resistance

noted. With acompatible amplifier, genuinely

the adverse amplifier loading has already been
high 110dB sound levels will be possible in

crossover components!
The effect of the grille looks worse than it

medium to large rooms. In-room the bass

is, although there is asignificant change to

response extended to at least 20Hz. an

the sound. Fig 2shows afair impression of

excellent bandwidth.

the axial frequency response. The upper range

Fig 4shows the weighted summation of the

response is actually ± 0.75dB from 800Hz to

listening region of 64 measurements for

10kHz, remarkably uniform, this reading

located left and right speakers driving the

unsmoothed. There is afaint roll-off above this

listening region of the room, and with the

band — 1.5dB at 20kHz. and then to —6dB at

grille in place. Some ripple can be seen at

an extended 28kHz. Add the grille and
periodic errors of ± 2dB are the result on-axis,

high frequencies plus some roll-off. — 10dB by
12kHz instead of the usual —6dB.
Remembering room interaction, resulting in

these only partially ameliorated by auralsensitivity-weighted 1/3 octave band

adip at around 200Hz, the prime 50Hz to

averaging. There is about 1.5dB of treble
attenuation, with atrough at 3kHz and apeak

6kHz range fits ± 5dB limits, albeit with clear
and audible bass : ift of about 4dB. Yet this is

at 6.5kHz. However on the best listening axis,
about 10' lateral, the disturbance is rather

one of the few examples where the sound is
significantly better than you might try to

less, though audible. Off-axis this speaker

predict from the spatial average.

•rt, prdie flnee
4.1144 2rdie

in

124

14

trove., 042

Fig 2. On-axis response. 1m

Fig 1. Impedance characteristic
7

444-4.4

-20
On4,1
415' Mi.
20. 14Wcal
45,1re

-40
nepurnry

104

Fig 3. Off-axis response family, 2m

next few days the speakers ran in alittle as

they reached room temperature. The bass
opened up and gained speed and
expression, while the midrange seemed to
relax and open out. And Iconsistently
heard aseamless, well-balanced blend of
good sound, despite that extended vertical
array of disparate drivers. Nothing stuck
out, no part was exaggerated or out of
place, with no sense of false presence or
plateau projection.
The midband sounded well integrated:
voices sang evenly through the range and

www.hifinews.co.uk
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Fig 4. Room averaged response

were well proportioned, free sounding and
with proper scale, judged to be articulate,
highly natural, and neither sibilant nor
nasal. Fed a diet of multiple voices
including massed choral material, it did
not clog up. Fine levels of resolution and
separation were shown. Percussion was
dynamic, well differentiated but never
edgy or ' hare
Despite the evidently powerful bass, this
speaker was upbeat, did not slow subjective
musical pace and played well on both jazz
and classical material. It easily did justice

Grille style is licensed
from Sonus Faber
to a full symphony at full volume. This
cultured genuine high-fidelity design
could also kick really hard on rock,
absorbing massive amounts of power with
ease to outplay much of the competition.
Enclosure coloration was held to very
moderate levels and never became
obtrusive, and whether from this or
otherwise, the speaker did have amildly
dark quality which Ifound appropriate. In
:act these speakers were so generally
accomplished that they proved remarkably
self-effacing. They don't seek to impress,
but rather let the music do the job for them,
with a big and generous sound. When
required, top quality bass is launched at
the listener and into the room, from long,
slow and deep sustains to propulsive
percussive pedal drum pressure waves,
impacting the listener.
Deep low-distortion bass was achieved
with an accurate, clearly differentiated

and expressive upper bass — a rare
combination indeed. Iconsider that the
bass offered was better than subwoofer
quality because it was provided in stereo
and because it integrated so well with the
demonstrable fine midrange.
Cathedral organ enthusiasts will delight
in the genuinely extended low-frequency
output; the 25Hz reach is no idle boast,
available at levels which convey the heroic
scale of the instrument. You can hear the
performer properly dance over the pedals.
The bass line is also quick and tuneful,
providing the right rhythmic foundation
for the rest of the frequency range. Ireally
didn't expect this from such alarge and
extended bass reflex such as this. Listening
to the speakers as Iwrite this assessment, I
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Lab Test
loudspeaker

El=7C=111»
Partnering equipment used for
this review included the
following: Naim CDS 3, Marantz
CD- 7 CD players: Linn LP12/
Naim ARO/Koetsu Rosewood
Signature I
Ianalogue player with
Audio Note ANS 4 phono stage;
Conrad- Johnson ACT 2
pre-amplifir; Krell FP6400CX,
Conrad- Johnson Premier 350SA
and Naim NAP 250 power
amplifiers; Transparent XL
Reference interconnect and
speaker cables, Cardas Golden
Reference interconnect and
Kimber KS 3035 speaker cables.
Equipment supports were the
Finite Elemente, Pagode series.

am still trying to find their measure,
some aspect where they don't quite
hit the spot — but so far Ican't!
Both orchestral and jazz bass
instrumentals were handled very well,
while string tone was just fine, with vocals
placed in good perspective; they flow
through their range with very natural
articulation and clarity. Delicate and
well-resolved, the treble was never
obtrusive, it just does agreat job and aligns
very well with the system as awhole. Very
easy on the ears, this speaker will play
from whisper- soft to numbingly loud,
remaining tonally balanced, highly
controlled and well mannered.
After some acclimatisation Ifound the
initial perception of the slightly broad
stereo image settled down well, with
listening distances over a 2.5m
recommended, together with atoe-in of a
few degrees or even placed straight ahead.

11

Superior WBT bridge, and terminals

who heard it. A tribute to its inherent
accuracy and resolution, it proved
eminently capable of disseminating
between numerous audiophile components,
from cables to power amplifiers. While it
will happily cruise in ahome cinema or
swing capably with apowerful integrated
stereo amplifier, this design is of audiophile
quality and would benefit from a great
supporting system if you feel ambitious.
In addition to room placement, the dual
ports provide some scope for tailoring the
low frequency output. For a ' faster' bass. I
plugged the upper ports with atight fitting

This is US engineering at its best —
generous, weighty, powerful, capable
and indestructible
/I

Central mono images were commendably
stable — not over-critical of height nor
presented overly high, with fine stage
width and depth layering. While not quite
as obviously transparent as say the Sonus
Faber Stradivari or as micro-detailed as an
Avalon Eidolon, this Resolution did have a
commendably good depth of image and
retrieved lots of detail — usually the
province of rather more costly designs.
This speaker simply doesn't get in the
way of the music, which is just how it
should be. Considered easy going from the
outset, this Resolution was liked by all

www.hifinews.co.uk

roll of polyester fibre. For asmaller, more
enclosed room you might consider blocking

Satin finish floorcoupling hardware

ridiculous and Icall on designers to please
mend their ways in this respect.
Krell has delivered a generally
audiophile performance, at acomparatively
modest price. Even given the inevitable
sizeabie shipping and import costs, the
Resolution 1constitutes fine value and is
highly recommended for larger rooms. II

both for anear-infinite baffle result.

Supplier

CONCLUSION
This is US engineering at its best
— generous, weighty, powerful, capable
and indestructible. It makes no silly

Absolute Sounds Ltd
020 89713909

demands no its owner, apart from avery
load tolerant amplifier. Too large for
respectably accurate measurement, the
results Iobtained tended to confirm the
very good listening opinion. Nevertheless
the low impedance is verging on the

www.krelionline.com

Hi-FiNews verdict
With its 18ohm minimum/3 ohm average impedance,
this heavyweight loudspeaker demands a massive,
high- current amplifier but is otherwise unfussy, easy
going ncharacter. Recommended for larger rooms.
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Roksan

Xerxes.20/Artem iz/Shiraz
Roksan celebrates its 20th anniversary with anew Xerxes turntable.
It's tested here with the company's range- topping arm and cartridge

Roksan Xerxes.20
PRICE

£1750

a oroad range of hi-fi components, but at heart

kina of comparability, the test arm and cartridge

Rcksan remains aturntab!e manufacturer.

were swapped between turntables as aunit, and

The

Xerxes.20

is

intended

to

offer

an

Roksan Artemiz

irnprovement in sound qtral!ty and consistency,

PRICE

and with the introduction of the new model the

£ 1000

Roksan Shiraz

Roksan supplied aphono step-up, the top of the
range Reference DXP SE.

Xerxes.10 has been discontinued. However many

The Xerxes.20 is in direct Irne of descent from
the original Xerxes though there can be few

of the improvements can be applied to tne original

component parts ( if any) in the original player

Xerxes and to other modes in the range, often

that

directly with no modifications needed to the base

his is an unavoidably rather complicated
multi- part account, so fasten your seatbelts.

fundamental design concepts have been carried

turntable. For this reason, the changes from

through. For those few who come to the Xerxes

The story concerns the

detail

PRICE

£1250

T

new Xerxes.20

record player, which rep!aces the Xerxes.10 and
slots between the entry-level Radius and range-

Xerxes.10 to Xerxes.20 are described here in
The individual assembles or options are

pr;ced separately [ see ' Those upgrades in full'
panell. Treat it as an àla carte menu, but although

have

surv!ved

intact

even

where

the

fresh, the design has long been astandard bearer
for the high end. It is amanual belt drive player
driven by asynchronous motor from an outboard

unrelated to the fact that it is being introduced in

my own Xerxes 10 ( recently updated by the

supply. and has interchangeable arms. For this
test it was fitted with an Artemiz arm titted with

manufacturer) was available as a benchmark for

Roksan's 20th

has

the Shiraz low-output moving-coil cartridge.

this test, it was not possible to test every iteration

changed much in that time and now manufactures

The basic look and ground- plan of tne incoming

that lays between the two models. To ensure some

Xerxes.20 and the fami!iar outgoing Xerxes.10 are

topping TMS2. The new model number is not

24

anniversary year.
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turntable

Upgrade Plinth means
the Xerxes.20 is a
grounded design while
the inner platter offers
greater support for
the bearing spindle

The Upgrade plinth represents a fundamental
change to the original, turning a floating
suspension design into agrounded one, and which
is intended to bring the player more in Inc with
the suspension design of the flagship TMS2. It
consists of aplatform made from 22mm birch ply

also been improved. The mat is the fourth iteration
in Roksan's history, and is known as the RMAT-5,
four being an unlucky number in some territories
where Roksan trades. It is made from a hard
synthetic fibrous material whereas previous
versions used wool, or wool/synthetic hybrids. The

faced on both layers by stiffening layers of brushed
aluminium. Three weight-adjusted suspension

result is not craimed to be ideal across the whole
band, but is optimised for the low and mid

mounts replace the feet of the original player, and

frequencies, the cutouts near the centre providing
more give in that region with records that are not

the plinth attaches to the player with three M6

If asked to single out one quality that
sets the new apart from the old, it would
have to be ' drive'
stainless steel bolts, with adjustable spikes fitted

heavy enough to force the mat into shape under

for ground coupling. The platform also provides a
tie which can be used to dress the output cable

their own weight.
Although the Shiraz low-output m-c cartridge

extra plinth known as the Upgrade Plinth. A

from the arm base as well as the motor drive
power cable. The improvements claimed are in

has changed relatively little in its long lifetime —
the only difference identified are to onboard

visually significant change is anew mat which is

the areas of isolation and vibration control, toeing

recognisable by the cutouts in the label area, and

less susceptibility to the supporting surface, and
improved consistency due to the ability to dress

Those upgrades in full

the cables. In effect the Upgrade Plinth adds
another layer of isolation. Other changes include

Xerxes.20 - £ 1750
Artimez tonearm - £ 1000

amildly revised inner platter, which offers better

Shiraz m-ccartridge - £ 1250

support for the bearing spindle.
Further refinements are less obvious, but again

Standard XPS power supply - £ 250

can be applied to earlier turntables. The Xerxes.20
now gets the TMS2's harder tungsten carbide

Reference SE phono stage - £950
Tungsten carbide bearing - £ -

bearing ball in place of the original hardenea
steel, and the bearing housing — which ; sphosphor

R-MAT5 upgrade mat - £25
Xerxes.20 Upgrade Plinth -

bronze gun drilled and honed rather than being
machined to achieve the required finish — has

1.some modifications needed to origin

Artemiz armtube sports rubberised damping paint
similar except that the new model stands on an

the player tested was in a classy piano gloss
maple finish. There are now three power supplies
available, the basic XPS7, the DX2/DSU and the
DX2/DS1.5 Reference (tested). The last two share
the same mains input filter and 370VA low- noise,
double shielded transformer, which is big enough
for a respectable amplifier. The difference is in
the DC power supply PCB, the Reference version
being much quieter across the band of interest —
up to 3MHz — as well as having a much lower
output impedance. The standard DX2 can be
upgraded to the Reference at any time.

www.hifinews.co.uk

Reference phono stage - £650
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Cadham Centre

Shadow Distribution
would like to introduce
a new product for the
UK Audiophile

Distribution

Glenrothes
KY7 6RU
tel: 01592 744 779
fax: 01592 744 710
info@shadowdistribution.co.uk
www.shadowdistribution.co.uk

EASTERN ELECTRIC
www.easternelectric.co.uk

A Brief Introduction
Eastern Electric is ajoint venture
betweer• US- based Bill O'Connell
and Hong Kong- based electrical
engineer Alex Yeung which began
when O'Connell met Yeung in the cyber
world and eventually ordered one of his
5wpc MA- 1amps with RGN2504 rectifier
and 6L6 output tubes.
The rest as they say, is history
and the
esults speak for themselves. A range of
products that set new standards and alevel
of performance way beyond its price-point.
Eastern Electric has received world-wide
acclaim, awards and praise from reviewers
and listeners alike.

FINESSE, ADAPTABILITY & BUILD
QUALITY: Minimax Pre-amp

FATIGUE FREE HIGH RESOLUTION
MUSICALITY: Minimax Tube CD Player

TRANSPARENCY & LOW-LEVEL

ULTIMATE AFFORDABLE TUBE SYSTEM:
Minimax CD Player, Pre-amp, Power Amp

DYNAMICS: Minimax Pre- amp
"Put more succinctly yet.
MiniMax is for music lovers,
not theoreticians, critics and
other cold-blooded experts."
"Known as agolden ear in
Hong Kong, designer Alex
Yeung voices all of his valved
components to do justice to
music's innate beauty. Music
first, test tones ninth."

"Without endless money and
asaint's patience for costly
mistakes, you're far better
off with something like the
MiniMax."

"Within seconds it was
obvious that the MiniMax was
painting abig, very full and
rich sonic picture."

"Yet another example of atrue
value product that's intelligently
packaged with just the right - and
some unexpected - features. My
hat's off to the golden ears in
Hong Kong."

"Pour yourself awarm bath
and settle back with aglass
of wine.You have just entered
the MiniMax zone, adomain
of luxuriant harmonic textures
that envelopes and caresses
the aural pleasure centers."

ALL PRODUCTS COME WITH A NO RISK 30- DAY MONEY
BACK OPTION * (CONDITIONS APPLY)
Minimax M520 Valve
Integrated Amp

Minimax Valve
Pre Amp

Minimax Valve
Phono Pre Amp

Minimax Valve
Power Amplifier

Minimax HDCD
Valve CD Player

•

£1,399.00

£699.00

£999.00

£849.00

£799.00

If you are using asolidstate amp now and
wonder why your music
experience doesn't draw
you in or doesn't have the
tone characteristic of alive
concert, what you're likely
missing is the pleasurable
warmth that only tubes
provide.

Experience what extended
frequencies really are.

This phono stage is redefining
the term "State Of The Are'.

From deep bass notes that
delineate the bottom end
of agreat bass line to the
crisp strike of acymbal to
the soft brush strokes on a
snare skin.

Even in the calm of the
evening spinning your
favourite artist on vinyl, the
MiniMax will have your
feet tapping like no other
phono stage you have
ever heard. Dynamic yet
sweet with clarity focusing
on the musicians playing
in the soundstage of the
performance.

8watts of delightfully
enjoyable power guaranteed
to please. Sit back in your
sweet spot and let the music
take to the unchartered
waters that flow from your
speakers into the ears of
your mind.This amplifier
floats the boat to the sea
of aural pleasures that most
drown in while trying to
wade in its tide.

Our latest creation in
bringing the digital domain
to the Reference standard
that Audiophiles demand.
This player will make you
forget about your vinyl
collection, or at least give
you the alternative to
choose without sacrificing
what you love from your
vinyl (analog) rig.

Engineered for years
of satisfaction with
meticulous attention to
detail, Alex Yeung has
selected the highest quality
parts and transformers
made especially for his
statement design of the
Eastern Electric M520
integrated amp.
With the design of the
M520 we believe we
have taken this circuit to
reveal the absolute best
musicality you will find.
What are you waiting for?

Many different combinations
of capacitors and resistors
were auditioned until we
found the exact mixture
of capacitors from
Europe and the highest
quality audiophile grade
components which sets
the MiniMax apart from all
other preamplifiers in sheer
musical enjoyment.
Letting the music touch
your heart and soul. Peace
of mind knowing you never
have to worry again about,
is there another product
out there that can bring me
closer to the music? We
don't believe there is and
will put our MiniMax up
against any challengers.

Only the highest quality
electrical parts were matched
and selected for use in its
solid construction. Handassembled by highly trained,
experienced builders and is
sure to bring years of listening
enjoyment.
The MiniMax Phono Stage is
asophisticated all tube high
end phono stage equipped
with the highest quality
permalloy core MC step-up
transformers.With 57dB of
gain, it will drive the most
demanding of low output MC
cartridges with ease.

Carefully selected
components housed inside
its perimeters are second
to none. Each unit is burned
in for 48 hours to assure
quality control before it even
leaves the assembly plant.
The MiniMax Amplifier
extols the recorded
performance as it was meant
to be heard. Singling out each
instrument in its space and
note duration of its tone and
pitch.Why settle for anything
less? Affordable High- End
was our goal with customer
satisfaction being its priority.

Have you been disillusioned
with " Perfect Sound
Forever" with your CD's?
Our Tube CD Player will
have you thinking maybe
they were correct. No, we
didn't roll off those shrill
grainy high frequencies
that other players exhibit,
we engineered away to
successfully represent these
extended frequencies.
Its essence is simplicity and
attention to detail. The
MiniMax CD player is the
product of acompany that
firmly believes in the adage,
less is more.

Tel: 01592 744 779, Email: info@shadowdistribution.co.uk or visit:
www.shadowdistribution.co.uk for further information.
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turntable

loading

capacitors,

now

tiny

surface- mount

devices mounted on miniature PCBs — the Artemiz
has changed in more obvious ways. Some time
ago, the original bridge- shaped hanging beam
counterweight was replaced by a cylindrical
assembly, and this is now suspended from an
acetyl top section, which is said to offer more
nearly similar compliance in both planes. Internal
arm wiring is in the form of tracking printed onto
athin flexible circuit board, to reduce the stiffness
that compromised the behaviour of the bearings
on the earlier versions, and the armtube has lost
its damping ring in favour of arubberised damping
paint finish. There have been minor changes to
the anti-skating mechanism too, while the arm
fixing to the player has now been changed from
Allen key to Pozidrive
By the nature of the beast,

it was only

practicable to test most of the various changes as

The motor drive module used is the same as that found on the top- of-the- range TMS 2turntable

a package, and then only for the turntable and
power supply (the arm and cartridge were common
to all comparisons). An exception is the new mat,
easily swapped in and out between sessions.
From when it was first released, the Xerxes was
among the least obviously analogue sounding of
high end turntables. It had adryish presentation,
always majoring on control and definition, with a
lean but tuneful bass and good timing. Having
now made the switch to the Xerxes.10 ( using my
now-elderly Koetsu Rosewood Signature), it seems
to me that the design has kept to its original path,
but that the midband in particular is sharper and
livelier. The bass has the same self-contained
quality, though the overall presentation seems

modulated passages. Instrumental separation is

The Xerxes combination has always treated the

also improved, and the new chassis really does its
part to reduce microphony and footfall

ravages of time on vinyl fairly kindly, without
reducing definition ( it is the last bit that helped it

susceptibility.
During the test period, Iplayed a number cd'

stand out), but the new model takes asignificant
further step in this direction. Not only was surface

recently acquired recordings which sounded fully

noise,

both

steady

and

impulsive

varieties,

The deck sounds secure and positive,
apeing the qualities of good CD replay,
without the common shortcomings

If

somewhat riper and more balanced, and the

engaged and just wonderful to listen to, for

Xerxes.20 builds further on the same qualities.
You can hear it simply by transposing the old

example the Naim Label's excellent vinyl cut of
Antonio Forcione & Sabina Sciubba's Meet Me In

mat for the new, which offers superior instrumental
and vocal separation, amore incisive treble, and a

London which sounded very intense and alive.
Most impressive of all however were some much

cosmetic (ano other) failures tnat are part of the

somewhat harder bass. It could be described as

older recordings in my collection, for example the

territory with vinyl. For much of the time these

less euphonic and a little more upfront, but it

celebrated first DGG Boston Symphony Hall
recording of Debussy and Ravel with Abbado arid

shortcomings

the BSO, the classic ( in both senses!) Quartetto
Italiano Beethoven String Quartets and arecording

the qualities of good CD replay, without the
common (though not inevitable) shortcomings.

of the Elgar Violin Concerto with Boult and
Menuhin — recordings make in the late 1960s and
early 1970s. All sounded surprisingly pristine

and gratifying that after all these years it continues
to develop at a price that given the engineering

brings the sound closer to the listener and in the
end it is more communicative. Quite abargain — a
complete personality makeover for just £ 25!
The complete package offers more in the same
vein, but if asked to single out one quality that
sets the new apart from the old, it would have to
be ' drive'. The Xerxes.20 has more of asense
of purpose, of forward momentum,

when heard on the . 20.

restrained, the Xerxes.20 sounded very modern:
immediate, tonally credible and fully fleshed out
in away that is not always olo‘dous on vinyl. It is
not just that the sound could be forgiven for the

were

virtually

inaudible.

The

Xerxes.20 sands very secure and positive, apeing

It is clear which direction the Xerxes is heading,

involved, and the eect competition lt is up
against, continues to look very real world. Best of

with greater power

all, Xerxes turntables of any vintage cam be
bought up to date, wholly or in part — your

and
authority
through heavily

Alvin Gold

and it rides more seamlessly

dealer can talk you through the options.

Phono stage? No,
actually aDX2
power supply
which
confusingly
'borrows' the
sanie case

Roksan Audio
020 8900 6802
www.roksan.co.uk

Hi-FiNews verdict
Power, authority and greater drive ensue the .20 is a
real step up on the model 10 it replaces. New deck
sports superior finish. too. Xerxes turntables o• any
vintage can be brought up to current spec.

www. hif i
news. co. uk
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KEF

Reference Series
Model 205
The four-way 205 has been revised for room

fling,

so can it deliver asweeter, more nat

summation of direct sound with reflected ( and

KEF 205
PRICE

T

therefore delayed) sound of decidedly uneven

drive units. Two 200mm ( 8in) bass drivers
used in tandem, providing acone area equival

character. The tonal character stands a fighting

to asingle 283mm ( 11in) driver. Each is set in

wo years ago I reviewed the KEF 207,
flagship of the Reference Series, and found

chance if the loudspeaker response is more nearly

own front- ported enclosure within the cabinet.

omnidirectional to start with, even though the

much to admire in its plausible sound and

The mid and high frequencies are handled by a

frequency- dependent

seamless

tonal

balance.

The

207

remains

reflective capabilities of

walls and soft furnishings are bound to modify it.

Uni Q driver which combines a165mm midrange
section handling 400Hz-2.7kHz, with a 25mm

unchanged but three of the models below it - this

This effectiveness of this wider window is easily

205, the 203 and 201 - have been the subject of

demonstrable by simply playing some white noise

revisions to refine the performance and to provide

19mm metal dome supertweeter ( or ' hypertweeter',

(FM radio inter- station noise is close enough).

as KEF terms it) extends response to 55kHz.

more flexibility in optimising for any given room.
The first KEF Reference loudspeaker was the

With

most

speakers

you'll

hear

titanium dome which takes it to 15kHz. Aseparate

substantial

The latest generation Uni Q unit has atweeter

changes in tonal quality as you move your head

dome of elliptical cross-section. Titanium has

105, launched 28 years ago, and with its separate,

laterally, and dramatic ones if you move it above

stepped enclosures for bass, midrange and treble,

been chosen over fabric or plastics alternatives,

or below the intended listening axis. With apoint

it was certainly a leader in its time. Today's

source the balance is smoother over amuch wider

with the profile developed using extensive ' virtual
prototyping' based on finite element analysis

Reference models owe most, though, to the

window, and if engineered well the output is near

software. The result is adesign whose main dome
resonance is at 32kHz, ie, it has no break-up

KEF's Uni-iti answered many of the
dispersion problems associated with
multiple spaced drivers

problems within the audio band.
Since the midrange cone acts as awave-guide
for the tweeter, its profile is doubly critical. The
material chosen is a copolymer polypropylene.
moulded

in

one

piece,

integral

with

its

thermoplastic surround. Cone thickness varies
with radius to provide an optimum stiffness-toweight profile, and the material is said to have

development of Uni Q. the KEF patented invention

omni-directional.

energy

of 1988 in which atweeter is located in the neck

excellent inherent damping. The two magnet

combine, resulting in an integrated sound that
the ear more readily accepts.

systems required are provided by a compound

of the midrange driver in such away that the two
diaphragms are not only coaxial but coincident,

Direct and

neodymium- based assembly.

uses a small portable

thereby realising one of audio's holy grails - the

The cabinet is just over 1.1m ( 45in) tall and in

loudspeaker to demonstrate the significance of

point source - over the unit's working range.

plan view has acurved profile, swelling fractionally

this feature. Its enclosure contains aUni Q driver

The Uni Q's composite driver was made feasible
by the development of neodymium magnets with
an energy product nearly ten times greater than
ferrite, aiding the construction of small drivers.
The Uni Q answered many of the dispersion
problems associated with multiple spaced drivers,
which can only generate an even amplitude
response across alimited listening ' window'. Not

KEF's design team

reflected

from the flat baffle and reducing almost to apoint
and adjacent to it, astand-alone copy of the Uni - at the rear. Bass drivers sit one above the other,
Q's tweeter. A switch on the back of the box
each with its reflex port immediately below. The
connects one tweeter or the other, and you sit
Uni Q driver sits in its own profiled enclosure,
captivated by white noise while the demonstrator

swelling up through the cabinet, and atop that is

points the speaker variously at and about you.
With the Uni Qtweeter in circuit the tonal balance

cabinet is available in black ash, maple or cherry

remains much the same with the movement; with
the adjacent tweeter switched in - the layout

carpets or with chromed feet for polished floors.

the supertweeter in its own pod. The heavy, solid
real wood veneers and has integral feet, spiked for

only is the direct sound coloured when seated

employed by all conventional loudspeakers - it

Supertweeter apart,

beyond this window, but the perceived tonal

varies dramatically. Quad erat demonstrandum.

covered by aremovable cloth-covered grille.

balance

28

within

it

is

also disturbed
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The 205 is a four-way design that uses five
,.

the drivers are

normally

The original 205 had athree- position Boundary

www.hifinews.co.uk

Walrus

11 New Quebec St. London W1

Some Digital and some Analogue news. And, don't forget the upcoming Heathrow Show ..!
Just because we are predominantly an analogue, vinyl based, retailer doesn't mean we don't care about digital. We realise that our
customers, much as they love their vinyl collections, still need to play digital media occasionally! It's apity that SACD never
achieved the prominence it ought to have. But then, the choice of music is still very limited. Or, perhaps it's the other way round.
Anyhow, when you get agood recording, SACD can be stunning. You guessed this was leading somewhere, and it is! Musical
Fidelity have at last released their new
kW Series SACD player. It feat ures MF' s
trademark sophisticated choke
regulated power supplies, and, unusually the
SACD and CD circuits and their power
supplies inside the player are completely
separate. Too often, when you buy a
really good SACD player you still needto
retain your existing expensive CD
player to get the best out of the respective
media. The MF player gets the
absolute best out of both media, it really is one
of the only genuine dual purpose machines on the market. Other details include technical specs (signal to noise ratio and jitter)
which challenge the resolution of measuring instruments, and the ability to switch between two very high quality output stages,
valve and transistor, to keep both camps happy! This is their best digital player yet, and one which it will be very hard to surpass
(despite what MF say in their regular newsletters - existing owners know what we mean!) - if you are interested, don't delay in
hearing it as Ithink the limited production run will soon all be allocated. Oh, nearly forgot, the price is awhisker under £4000 very good value indeed when you see (and hear) what you get for the money.
Staying with digital, we've just taken delivery of the new "entry-level" Shanling CD player - the CD-T80 at £650 - and what a
brilliant player it is. How they manage to make this superbly built unit for the price they do is quite scary. The fit and finish is
absolutely top class, what you might expect if you pay double or treble the price, and the sound quality is on apar or better than
just about anything else up to athousand pounds. I'm told the importer is having aproblem keeping up with the demand! If
Shanling continue on present form, they will be (rightfully) dominating quite afew sectors of the enthusiast hi-fi market. We refer,
competitive
of course,and
to their
lookstwo
as stunning
existing models,
as ever, and
the mid-range
the relatively
CD-T100
new limited
(£ 1650)
edition
which
CD-T300
has beenOmega
aroundDrive
for ages
player,
nowfeatured
but is still
in our
verylast
ad, for £3999. This new, very modern and attractive player is attracting huge interest. Like the Musical Fidelity it is also alimited
edition model. If you fancy owning atop class CD player which will have lasting value, superb sound, and totally original
appearance, come and demo it before it's sold out.
Our main business, in case you were wondering, is definitely still analogue! And, we have some exciting news on the turntable
front. First, the affordable: Michell
Engineering have released alimited edition (it's all
limited editions this month!) turntable,
loosely based on the famous Gyrodec. However, the
Odyssey looks completely different, with a
jet black acrylic base, black chassis, clear lid, and a
special black version of the acclaimed
Tecnoarm A, finished off with ablack version of the
HR power supply. It also has ni
ck
elsil ver
weights, and aclear acrylic spyder like the Orbe.
This special model, which on ly needs a
cartridge to complete it, is not only stunning looking
but very competitively priced at £2150. But,
the most interesting thing is the exclusivity - only 100
pieces are being made. They will almost
certainly become collectable. And, sadly, due to copy
dates, by the time you read this we suspect there may not be many left, so please phone for current availability.
The other exciting news is the arrival at our shop of the brand new flagship turntable from Nottingham Analogue, the Deco. This
model is about as exclusive as it gets, the price alone will assure that! Mass is very high, and the platter features aunique
contoured design to aid energy dissipation. If you want to know more (and hear it) you'll have to pay us avisit.
Also new to Walrus is the Stirling Broadcast LS3/5a loudspeaker. Stirling is only one of two current licensees for this superb,
classic speaker design. It might be an old design, but it still beats most other compact speakers, especially since Stirling made
some small but important tweaks! Price is avery reasonable £890 to £973 dependent on finish. On demo now, please try to hear
before you consider purchasing any other compact speaker.
On to this month's Featured Accessory, the Shure SFG-2 Stylus Force Gauge. This is avery simple well made balance which sells
for £28, and will last you alifetime. It measures tracking weight between 0.5g and 3g. For anyone who regularly changes their
pickup this is an absolute must, unless you're rich enough to afford one of the swish electronic gauges such as the Martin Bastin
gauge. Even if you have an arm which already has tracking force calibration, the Shure will be alot more accurate.
Lastly, don't forget the Hi-fi and Home Entertainment Show at Heathrow, from the 23rd to 25th of September. Iknow it's along
way off, but put it in your diary now! We'll be there with lots of our favourite stuff in room Syndicate 16, feel free to turn up with
your favourite LP or CD for aquick demo. See ya there!
air tangent amazon amplifon apollo furniture argento audible illusions audio aero audio physic audiovalve black rhodium
breuer dynamic brinkmann cartridge man cawsey clearaudio consonance decca london duevel dynavector ear yoshino final
lab goldring graham ( tonearms) graham slee hadcock heart hyperion ( loudspeakers) incognito isolda jadis kr electronics
klimo koetsu lavardin lyra magneplanar michell engineering morch musical fidelity nordost nottingham analogue opus 3
origin live ortofon pro-ject rega ( turntables) revolver ringmat roksan shun mook shahinian shanling shelter slinkylinks sme
something solid sonneteer spendor stax stirling broadcast sugden sumiko tannoy tci cables tom evans townshend audio
transfiguration trichord trigon van den hul voodoo wireworld xlo

tel: 020 7724 7224 fax 020 7724 4347 email: contact@walrus.co.uk web: www.walrus.co.uk

Auditions!
loudspeaker

Left: multiple connectors for single, bi- or tri wiring,
while three switches allow bass and treble tuning
Compensation device which offered flat, increased

effortlessly sympathetic accompaniment) but by

or reduced bass output to suit different rooms and

the engaging quality of the recording, whose fairly

positioning. In the latest model amodified version

close focus and

of the circuitry has been introduced, now termed
Uni Balance Reference, which offers just two

nevertheless, ask much of the replay system. On
some loudspeakers this disc hardens considerably

wide dynamic

range does,

settings for bass but adds four for the top end.

in loud, high tessitura moments but with the 205

Bass is now either nominally flat or I,fted by some

the energy is projected and not constrained, and

2dB below 200Hz, while the top end can be
nominally flat above 2kHz, boosted by 0.75dB, or

although still forceful at times the result always
sounds real'.
Turning to the string quartet Inoted the same
sense of dynamic freedom, the impression of a

shelved to —0.75dB or —2.25dB. The chosen bass
setting will depend on the room and positioning
within it as before, while the subdued treble
options will fina favour with those who find the

wide margin to the system ceiling. Imaging is also

flat position a tad bright (a subjective, not
measured effect). These six settings are made by

realism. This impression was reinforced with the

solid,

and

portrayed

with

near- photographic

more elaborate textures involved in orchestral

Experiment over positioning will pay
dividends although bass options here
give rather more scope than normal

if

altering the position of three screw-cap ' switches'

music, where the separation of individual strands

on the input panel. The crossover itself is split to
facilitate tri wiring, but jumpers are supplied to

is such that you can hear right into the canvas,
but is subtle enough not to become intrusive;

enable bi-wiring or asingle wire feed.

there is no sense here of detail at the expense of

As with all loudspeakers, some experiment over

coherence — it's an extremely well- integrated

positioning in the room will likely pay dividends,
although the alternative bass options here do

soundstage.

certainly give rather more scope than normal, tne

rhythmically responsive. After some experiment

The bass is good, too — controlled, firm and

close-to-wall

my own preference was for the flat position but

placement and the boost proving rewarding in

this is highly room-dependent and my loft room is

flat

position

being

suited

to

some free-space conditions. The exceptionally

unusual in the proximity of its ceiling and low side

wide dispersion also helps in this regard, ano trie

walls. The LE extension of this loudspeaker is

tonal balance is substantially consistent whether
the speakers ate pointing straight ahead, toed- in

surprising and impressively, is evident only when
called upon — there's no ' waffle'.

IME11
.
1

111111

to face the listener or indeed cross their axes in

As ever, the recommendation would be to use

front of the listening position (the layout proposed
by Hugh Brittain in 1956).

arcillaries of the highest quality, certainly an
amplifier with an iron grip and high transient

This is a remarkably lifelike sound, superbly
articulated and effortlessly capable in its portrayal

current capability (the one pretty much equates to
the other); if you have any reservations about the

Hi-FiNews verdict

of dynamic contrasts. I began with Katarina

bass grip or pace', look to the amplifier first.

The fine- performing, beautifully-made 205 is coherent

Karnéus's 1999 recital of songs by Richard

Suitably furnished, the 205 is an extremely
capable performer, suited to music of all types

across the audio nand. It's responsive, wed-mannered,

Strauss, Mahler and Joseph Marx [ EMI 5731682] and was struck anew not only by her wonderfully

and all demards. It has both fire and finesse.

bass/treble options help ' fit' it to any room.

considered

Ivor Humphreys

singing ( and

www.hifinews.co.uk

Roger

Vignoles's

KEF Audio
01622 672261
www.kef.com

responsive and rhythmically alert, and the switchable
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Consonance

Cyber 10
Signature
Detailed and exhilaratingly realistic- sounding, this
2A3- based push-pull valve amplifier has strong
appeal despite its limited output power

Consonance Cber 10

appearance

PR ICE £ 1150/£1395

higher-quality controls, timber-capped transformer
case and full system remote provide an impressive

that 11W might be marginal with my 89dB/1W/m

sense of quality — and with prices set by Alium at
the same level as equivalent M100 models, the

Consonance's own 91dB/W ' Eric 3' floorstanding

I

fShanling's gloriously extrovert creations are
a perfect illustration of the high standards of
styling and build quality now available from

the Far East, Chinese compatriot Consonance is
successfully flying the flag for maximum product
choice. A quick browse round UK importer Alium
Audio's website shows a huge range of output
valves ( including 2A3, 300B, EL34, KT88, 211
and 845). Depending on valve choice, you then
have options of pure single-ended, parallel singleended or push-pull models, in both integrated and
pre- plus monoblock formats. Ihad been mightily
impressed by the 300B- driven MlOOS Plus EHFN
Feb 2005], so when Consonance importer Alium
Audio's Ian Large suggested Itried one of its new

The

standard' for transparency and Ian felt that, given

combination of chunky aluminium fascia with

and

are

much

improved.

the right speakers, this makes the limited output
aprice well worth paying. Iwas alittle concerned
Spendor S8e, so Alium also lent me a pair of

A combination of plentiful air, tonal
accuracy and low-level detail give
instruments areal ' in- room' presence
Cyber Signatures, in physical terms at least, look
like something of abargain.

speakers [ see panel]. Partnering equipment also

Having already sampled Consonance's take on

included aMusical Fidelity Tri Vista SACD player.
Of course, the key issue is speaker sensitivity

Cyber Signatures, Ijumped at the chance.
Under the skin, Iwould think the componentry

push-pull 300Bs, Ian suggested Itried the 2A3
model. Even in push-pull configuration, these

Signature created abig and surprisingly weighty

valves provide just 11 watts per channel, but they

sound, though there was clearly a firnit to the

and circuits are very similar, but build quality and

are widely considered to be the absolute ' gold

maximum level. While Ihad high expectations for

32
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but, with both the Erics and the S8e, the Cyber
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Auditions
im1plifier

Choice of tubes: the
Consonance Cyber
Signature series also
includes 300B and
6550- based push-pull
models and asingleended 2A3 version
(just 3.5W/ch!)
•

Valve choices and rices
Alium offers the Cyber 10 Signature with a
choice of valves. The base model (£ 1150)
includes ceramic- based Electro-Harmonix
2A3 tubes, while the model reviewed
(£1395) boasts TJ Mesh Plates. In broad
terms the Mesh Plates offer aworthwhile
increase in subtlety and delicacy, while the
Electro-Harmonix have aslightly more robust
sound. The TJ valves are definitely worth the
extra, but if budget dictates the base model,
the Mesh Plates would make an excellent
upgrade at valve replacement time.

www.hifinews.co.uk
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The M-series, twenty years of pedigree combined with passion,
design

integrity, copious hours of listening and refinement, intelligent

technology
on unparalleled

and

application of

Flawless implementation of design make the M series

experience.

upgradeability.

The very best of audio

Enjoy

with system

true musical performance with

style

2005 Roksan Audio Limited

CD Player / FM tuner/ PRE amp / MONO amp / STEREO amp / INTEGRATED amp / PROW amp / SPEED control
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ROKSAN

Henley Designs Ltd
01235 511166
www.henleydesigns.co.uk

Auditions
amplifier

Front and rear of the Consonance
Cyber 10 Signature, with the
protective valve cage in place

the amplifier's performance with vocals, Iwe
less sure how it would deal with dynamically
challenging classical material. I needn't have
worried; on a recording of Beetnoven's violin
concerto, transients and orchestral climaxes had
ample clout in my 17 x15ft listening room.
However, where this amplifier really scores is in
its ultra life- like portrayal of instruments: from
piccolos all the way down to cellos, there is a
sense to life and realism that is rare at any price.
predictably, the Cyber Signature was a

Acomb,nation of plentiful air, tonal accuracy and

through the Cyper Signature 10 was one of those

ZZ Too,

terrific low-level detail give instruments areal ' in-

experiences where the sheer beauty of the sound

little less happy. Eectric bass lines showed up

room' presence while a truly beguirng delicacy

literally brought tears to my eyes. I'm not ahuge

the amplifier's ultimate lack of extension far more

throughout the treble and midrange made it ajoy

jazz fan, but the Consonance's ability to catch

than left-hand piano notes or acoustic bass and,

to listen to. Bass was surprisingly tight w.th

every nuance of phrasing and to wring every iota

while there was no harsh clipping reminiscent of

excellent timing plus agood sense of weight; true,

of emotion from the performance was utterly

over- driven transistor amps, there was asense of

there was alimit to how far down it reached but,

irresistible. In fact, whether it was extracting every

dynamic compression which soon led to a mild
sense of listening fatigue. Perhaps strangely,
orchestral music (with its much greater dynamic

Heavily processed music seemed to
cancel out the Consonance's magical
realism and expose its lack of power

peaks) was largely subjectively immune to this
effect, but heavily processed music seemed to
cancel out the Consonance's magical realism, and
leave its lack of power somewhat exposed. It's not
that you can't enjoy rock music via the Cyber
Signature, but with trie speakers Iused, the
Consonance was ctearly out of its element.

with acoustic instruments, the texture and derail

grain of gravel from a Bob Seger vocal or

on offer meant Inever felt short-changed.

celebrating the fragile melancholy of an Aimee

Given suitable speakers, this amplifier has an

If orchestral music was more than satisfactory.

Mann CD, it was hard to imagine amore convincing

absolJtely sublime touch with vocals, unplugged'

vocal performance was truly outstanding. Listening

rendition. Along with alevel of transparency that

and classical mateial. In these days of talented

to Ella Firzgerald's ' Evr'y Time You Say Goodbye'

really

all-rounders, it might seem to be damning the

Recommended speaker
A modest 11W means the Cyber 10
Signature needs to be partnered with
suitable speakers. A sublime match with
89dB/W Spendor S8e on undemanding
material, loudspeakers of around
91-94dB/VV would be more suitable.
Alium suggested Consonance's
wonderfully- named ' Eric 3'. At £ 1195,
the Eric follows standard high- efficiency
trends with twin paper mid/bass drivers
and soft- dome tweeter in D'Appolito
configuration. The speaker made the
most of the amp's output with punchy
dynamics, good levels of detail and truly
excellent soundstaging. A safe
recommendation for those looking for a
high efficiency floorstander at
substantially sub- Living Voice prices.

wvvw.hi finews. co
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did

transport

you

to

the

recording

envirorment, with both the Enos and the S8e, trie
amp

provided

that

almost

mystical bye' of imaging where

product with faint praise to emphasise such a
narrow band of source

materai

but, within its

comfort zone, the 2A3 is an absolutely stunning

the speakers appeared to be the

amplification device. If your musicaf tastes err

only part of the soundstage that

towards the mellow, make the effort to audition

music

this little beauty and prepare to be amazed. IM

was

not coming from.

Overall coherence was another
strong

point;

with

the

Fitzgerald track, it may have been
the stunningly lifelike vocal that
took centre-stage, but the roomwide sweep of the

Ian Harris

Elia

orchestral

backing had an impressive weight

Supplier
Alium Audio Ltd
01273 32590'
www.aliumaudio.com

and dynamic impact while still

Hi-FiNews verdict

integrating perfectly to give a

The Cyber Signature is low in ternis of power but,

riveting

with the right material, sky-high in terms of listener

sense

of

a

live

performance.
Finally, moving on to out-and-

satisfaction. Simply pair with efficient speakers for a
truly sublime listening experience.

out rock music from AC/DC and

Hi-FiNews
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Onix

Rocket RS550 MI(11
Chinese- made speakers are moving inexorably
into the midrange marketplace. Is the Rocket
RS550 from Onix worth the investment?
in ahighly believable manner behind to aposition

Onix Rocket RS550 Mk II

M
PRICE

through the back wall. The RS550 also avoided

$999 (
f700)/pair

the lobing Ioften hear from lower-cost speakers,

ark Schifter, of Perpetual Technologies

with instruments congregated around the speaker

fame, is the man behind Onix, the direct-

and the centre of the stage.

sales brand sold via AV123.com. Made in

The RS550's powerful lower register is clearly

China before being shipped to the States, the

designed to fill an expansive American listening

Rocket 550 Mk II boasts a lin Vifa XT Ring

room. Teaming this speaker with a warm amp or

Radiator tweeter, apparently similar to the one

source could easily give rise to problems in your

used in the £ 11,000 Audiopax Reference 100

average British living room but feed it some clean

[HFN Nov ' 04]. This sits above twin aluminium

low frequencies and you'll find yourself checking

long-throw 6in drivers. ( The ' Mk II' suffix reflects

that your sub is shut down as kick drum and bass

a crossover revision some months back, by the

guitar notes vibrate through your listening seat.

way: drive units and cabinet were unchanged.)
The RS550 Mk II measures acompact 895 x

Meanwhile, midrange and high frequencies are
Clean highs from the Vita XT ring tweeter

241 x 394mm ( hwd) and weighs 25kg. At the

truly astonishing at the price. The RS550 is a
chameleon, its personality being adirect result of

rear are apair of ports and asingle pair of quality

preference for high power solid-state amplification,

five-way binding posts. Build and presentation are

valves tendirg to result in a touch of excess

music is presented in an honest and open manner,

exemplary, the review pair having a deep, glossy

warmth in the upper bass and lower midrange.

allowing you to hear right into the mix and feel

the amp and source driving it. The result is that

directly connected with the performance.

Feed it some clean low frequencies
and kick drum and bass guitar notes
vibrate through your listening seat

Even the highly extended ring tweeters are well
behaved: a recording with slight treble emphasis
such as ' Nobody Does it Better' from Carly Simon's
Reflections [
BMG 82876 59429 1] is rendered
with incredible detail without undue aggression in
the trumpet while the singer's highest notes come
across cleanly without inappropriate sibilance. I

African Macassar Ebony effect finish. With arated

Musical Fidelity's A5 power amp and my reference

spent many hours listening to these speakers

sensitivity of 88dBAN/lm and a nominal 6 ohm

Bryston 3B and 14B-SST power amps extracted

without ahint of fatigue.

impedance,

most integrated amplifiers should

the very best from the design, with a solid,

In the area of dynamics, the RS550 is truly

find it easy to drive. Ifound the speaker gave of

exparsive soundstage cpening up across the

ferocious, building from a single guitar line on

its best when positioned well away from room

bottom third of the room — literady from wall to

Marillion's ' Uninvited Guest' from Season's End

boundaries, with the widest and most convincing

wall — and with depth that woulc be considered

[EMI EMD 1011] to a stadium-filling crescendo

soundstage

the speakers

outstanding for a speaker at twice the price.

with ease, at no time exhibiting that all-too-

toed- in so that the tweeter axes converged about

being realised

with

Vocalists were placed about ametre in front o' the

familiar hardening of the upper mid/lower treble.

0.5m behind my listening position. It showed a

plane of the baffles, and musicians were layered

Ordinarily, I'd be more than happy to stop right
here in my search for the best sub-£ 1000 speaker

RS550 and the competition

on the market, but a pair of large boxes marked

How does this newcomer fare against the recently

boundaries. All three speakers have excellent

'RS750' has just arrived in my living room...

reviewed Elac 207.2 and PMC GB- 1? Both the Elac

transparency through the midrange, but into the

David Allcock

and the RS550 Mk II need an amp with great current

high frequencies both the RS550 and the GB- 1a-e

delivery and excellent control at low frequencies

more tolerant of amplification with slightly less

Supplier

(the GB- 1is alittle better behaved in the bass and

well-oehaved high freqJencies than the Elac, which

AV123.corn

will regulate itself even with an amplifier that's a

is utterly intolerant of such aberrations.

001 303 543 7500

little loose in the low registers). The GB- 1also has

In terms of imaging, the Elac boasts the finest

the greatest bass extension, but the RS550 has

focus mit is the most sens.tive to placement and

greater dynamic range and is probably alittle inure

toe il. The GB- 1and RS550 don tquite achieve the

suitable for larger rooms. The GB- 1will work closer

holographic levels of the Elac, but still are

to the front and side walls, while both the Elac and

exemplary examples and are less fussy about

the RS550 need to be kept clear of room

inch- perfect positioning.

www.hifinews.co.uk

www.av123.com

Hi-FINews verdict
These speakers are a bona fide bargain, worthy
of consideration even at a budget of £ 2000, and
recommended for anybody with suitable electronics
looking for compact floorstanding speakers.
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iPod

party
We round- up an array of iPodaphernalia to see
what accessories can add to the pocket Oyer

JBL Encounter

Tivoli ¡ PAL

PRICE

PRICE

£149

PodGear JumpSuit Shuffle
£139,99

PRICE

£9.99/two

PodGear S ncStation

JBL On Staie

PodGear PocketPart

PRICE

PRICE

PRICE

£19.99

£129

£24.99

n iPod may not be the final word in
high-fidelity but it sure beats home cinema.

A

doesn't fit 30GB/40GB

There are pundits who continue to condemn

charging via USB2 is only for the latest iPods.

spearheading a wholly new erosion of quality,

PODGEAR JUMPSUIT SHUFFLE

while forgetting that the sound that pipes from
Freeview, Sky Digital, cable TV, and even most

Following the trend of Apple no longer including

'1W' of power on tap fed by an AA battery means

even the most basic of protection with the iPod,

volume from the little 16mm transducers is finite.

DVDs is demonstrably inferior to that from the
chalky music- maker. The fact is, the iPod is

PodGear'sJumpSuit is arubber sleeve that should
be mandatory for any Shuffler. The Jumpsuit is

Don't expect to hear anything resembling bass,
but you can increase its loudness by removing the

FireWire, USB 2, plus 3.5mm stereo audio out. It
models,

and

battery

the iPod and everything it stands for, as if its

arguably the best-sounding of digital portables,
and the easiest to use.
In the wake of the icon comes a tide of
third- party accessories — add-on speakers, cases,
cables, docks, you name it — to cash in for demand
for expanding the people's favourite player.
PODGEAR SYNCSTATION

PODGEAR POCKETPARTY
Pop this finger-sized tube on top of any iPod
sporting

a remote-control

port

next

to

the

headphone socket, and you have stereo sound for

II

all. Well, anyone sitting within afew feet, as the

•
This is really the executive toy of iPod
speakers, compact and without fiddly
wires to trip you up

This resembles Apple's own docking station, a
cradle that makes charging and loading of an iPod
much slicker. Time was when Apple included one

available in atwo-pack in avariety of colours, this
sheath will keep the Shuffle free of chinks and

for free with the iPod, but now they charge £25.

scratches. Colours available include white, ice

PodGear's offering is cheaper, and slightly cheaper
feeling, but usefully offers standard ports in place

blue, bright pink, Durex pink and fetish black
rubber ( no ribbed, mind). This is one accessory

of

that is easy to recommend.
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iPod's European-spec volume limit with GoPod
(http://gopod.free-go.net/index en.htm).
TIVOLI IPAL
Even US kitchen- radio brand Tivoli has joined the
bandwagon with this variant on its PAL radio. The

www.hifinews.co.uk

¡PAL ( Portable Audio Laboratory) is an AM/FM

cradles, the On Stage supports every iPod ever

magnets found in Harman multimedia systems.

radio with a5:1 geared dial to aid accurate tuning.
For use with an iPod or similar portable thera's a
3.5mm stereo input socket on the back that

made — except the Shuffle, although this can still
be connected via the same lead that the pre- dock

The space-age flower vase sub, ported through

overides the radio. Unfortunately you have to

iPods use. At back is a dock port, the 3.5mm
auxiliary input, and power inlet for wall-wart PSU.

fumble with plugs around the Pack eacri and every

Wnen docked,

time you switch between iPod and radio sound. It

overridden, leaving you with touch-sensitive silver

may only he asingle 2.5in mono speaker, but the

+and — buttons on the front.

the ' Pod's volume control

is

the tcp, includes bass and treble controls, and
you might need to tweak bass down in some rooms
— this rig goes loud and deep! Easily the best
sounding of the speaker sets here, full,-sounding,
it is punchy with well-timed bass.
There's the usual

lower mid dip between

iPAL has awarm sound that is the perfect antidote

Sound quality is not bad: acrisp, clear, trebley

the subwocfer and satellites, although purists
might be more troubled by the tell-tale metallic

to the thin sound of some add-ons. Radio sound is

sound with afair impression of bass, and it can

good too, clean and dynamic through the bandlimited speaker, thanks to amodern FET RF front-

play reasonably loudly before break up. It's also

lisp that often accompanies those aluminium

quite omnidirectional, giving the same balance

domes. Overall though, this is an impressive

end, and the built-in NiMH battery means you

wherever you're sitting. Build quality is superb,

performing combination.

have around 20 hours of portable use before

but this is really the executive toy of iPod speakers,
compact and without fiddly wires to trip you up,

returning to the mains. This versior cornes in
white and silver- paint plastic, looking a little

while giving areasonable sourd for the desktop.

chintzy, espec.ally after the inevitable scratches
apppear. The mystery, thoJgh, is why adding an i'
before the narre puts £ 10 on the price...

113L ENCOUNTER
There's no mistaking this statement in white and
pretend-chrome trim. Bug-eyed aliens sit on the

113L ON STAGE
This

ring-shaped

desk, while aspaceship bass speaker, replete witn
spea4er

has

four

20mm

34 watt' amp, can go anywhere. Satellite speakers

aluminium domes, two per s.de, with ' 6watts' a

boast 13 watts of power, and behind each of those

channel of power. Thanks to aselection of drop- in

eyes are the Odyssey metal domes with neodymium

www.hifinews.co.uk

Su

hers

PodGear, 01494 522721
www.podgear.net
Tivoli, 01702 601410
www.ruark.co.uk
JBL, 020 8731 4670
www.jbl.corn
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Auditions

cartridge

Benz Micro

LP
From Switzerland comes an ebony- bodied cartridge
that offers staggering musicality and realism

Benz Micro LP

the LP's genius is holistic and defining exactly

PRICE

what makes it so stunn ng is quite tough, as he

is also nice to be able to enjoy less than optimally

cartridge tells you

recorded material.

I

£ 1895

much

more about your

While the Benz revels in audiophile recordings, it
Iwould say that 10% of

have always had asoft spot for wooden- bodied

recordings than it does about itself

In broad

recordings used for thise test suffered slightly

cartridges. There is something aesthetically

terms, it offers amagical blend of resolution and

from the Benz LP's laser resolution, 60% sounded

appropriate in clothing an analogue transducer

musicality, combined with arhythmic speed and

significantly better, while 30% redefined my

in natural materials and, visually, the Benz Micro

energy that gives music avivid and living preserce

perception of what is possible from recorded

LP Ebony is a bit of a stunner. Sporting a

without ever feeling false or overblown.

beautifully finished and subtly faceted ebony

compilation records with a notably ' flat' sound
that tend to be flattered by rich or artificially
weighty components.

body, the cartridge has asemi-open design, with

providing a nigh- perfect blend of agility, weight

the generator mechanism and internal wiring

and extension for every occasion. Whether it is

clearly visible from below. Installation proved

rumbling tympani, a bowed cello or a Fender

11

music. The 10% that suffered were overcrowded

The cartridge's bass performance is outstanding,

This cartridge is the nearest thing I have
experienced to a m ssing link' between digital

Whether it's rumbling tympani, abowed
cello or aFender Precision bass, the
Benz always sounds utterly accurate

and analogue replay,

providing a staggering

combination of the resolution and son.c cleanliness
of he former with the musicality and realism of
the latter. As such, the Benz LP gets my strongest
possible recommendation, the only possible
caveat being that the cartridge's combination of
amazing resolution and arelatively low output of
0.2BmV means that the highest quality phono

trouble- free, although the lack of astylus guard

Precision bass, the Benz always sounds utterly

amplification with sufficient gain is anecessity to

added aslight frisson of danger. Set-up was also

accurate in terms of both timbral ard temporal

extract the most from it. II

straightforward, the only difficulty being that the

behaviour. In fact, these traits apply right across

Ian Harris

Benz performs so well at ' nine-tenths' that it's

the frequency spectrum, and the midrange vocals

easy to think you have reached optimum set-up

have that true-to-life qual,ty which is still the soie

Supplier

when there is still alittle way to go. My advice is

preserve of top quality analogue replay.

Audiofreaks

to persevere, as once you hit the sweet spot the
rewards are staggering!

Talking of vocals, for me, agood indicator of a
component's resolution of low-level detail is the

020 8948 4153
www.audiofreaks.co.uk

Set-up complete, Icouldn't resist starting with

degree of presence afforded to backing singers.

afew unashamedly audiophile discs and, after an

All Ican say is, never mind presence, the Benz all

Hi-FiNews verdict

hour or two of Thelma Houston on Sheffield Labs,

but gives them personalities. High-frequencies

A staggering fusion of resolution and musicality.

Rita Coolidge on Nautilus Super Disc and Eric

sound vivid,

Given appropriate quality material and partnering

Bibb on Opus 3, the Benz had comprehensively

reproduction is shockingly good, with lightning

equipment, the Benz LP cartridge provides sheer,

updated my perception of just what is possible in

leading edge impact followed by wonderfuhy

unadulterated audiophile joy.

hi-fi reproduction. Like all truly great components,

lingering decay.

www.hifinews.co.uk
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Oracle

CD2500/
DAC1000

Smooth- sounding and atrue treat for the eye,
this silver-tongued CD player/DAC and pre- amp
has Ken Kessler seduced. Lab report Paul Miller

Oracle CD2500/OAC1000
PRICE

A

£7699/£4199

saformer Oracle Delphi owner, Ilearned
the true meaning of love- hate relationships.
No matter how gorgeous the device, no
matter how sublime the sound, the Oracle
was — purely and simply — apain in the
arse. So it was with recognition Ireceived
the Oracle CD2500 CD player and DAC1000
converter/pre-amp for review. Iknew, to
my very DNA, that this would be the
digital equivalent of The Prettiest Turntable
In The History of the Known Universe.
And that it would frustrate me as much as
did its analogue forebear.
Oh, sure, the guys from RPM set up the
Oracle components with the deft swiftness
needed to install headphones, but, hey, the
review sample was already configured.
They couldn't fool me. Maybe sodium

that they shame all others. The original
Delphi is, a quarter-century on, the most
handsome record spinner of all time. And
it performed. It just needed constant
readjusting, while its owner needed
infinite patience. Isuspect that the CD
player/transport has evolved beyond that,
but Ifelt my sphincter tighten the instant I
saw the dreaded spacer tool for levelling
the pillar suspension.
Be that as it may, Iwould expect the
dealer to suffer this, given that the CD2500
costs aheady £ 7699. For that, they should
also throw in a kilo of Jamaica Blue
Mountain coffee and some Nurofen. Once
it's up and running, there are only two
twinges in the tush to contend with, and I
would put up with neither, the first
because Icannot abide top-loaders.
It's not enough that the Oracle uses a
puck. It also has aseparate domed cover to

The CD2500 and its matching DAC/
pre- amp are so dazzlingly beautiful that
they shame all others

prettify what is already the Ave Gardner of
CD players. You can leave off the outer lid
when you play a disc, but not the puck.
And it is afiddly little bastard to use.
Pain No. 2? You have to memorise the
five buttons across the front, because
Oracle chose not to provide icons
identifying them. Call me a complete
moron, but even after acouple of months,

pentothal would have gotten them to admit
to some long, drawn-out set-up procedure,
about springs and damping material and
imbalances and scored knuckles. No
matter how much they may deny it, the
CD2500 floats on a suspension derived
from that of the record deck. And if Inever
have to assemble another Oracle Delphi, I
wouldn't feel cheated of any audiophilic
bliss. It made aHadcock look like aRega.
But here's why Oracle still sets hearts
a'fluttering: the CD2500 and its matching
DAC/pre-amp are so dazzlingly beautiful
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Unique looks, but those buttons have no icons

CAC boasts aCirrus Logic Crystal one- bit chipset

www.hifinews

ilk

to next generation technology, and of
course its sonic capabilities.' To commend
Oracle, the Delphi was always upgradeable
if you had the fortitude, and this carries
over to the digital players. The DAC? A
Cirrus Logic Crystal one-bit chipset.
Iran the analogue output of the CD2500
into the McIntosh C2200 pre-amp for
standalone assessment, alongside the
DAC1000. Ialso fed the CD2500 into the
Marantz DAC-12 and the Musical Fidelity
X-DAC V3, for comparison with the
DAC1000. This is much more than amere
DAC, and is something of a bargain at
E4199. You see, it's also a full-function,
remote control two-channel pre-amp.
Ifound myself hitting disc re-set when I
wanted stop. And play is second from the
right. Bloody French (Canadians).
Beyond that, there's not a lot to worry
about with the player. (It's also available in
a transport-only form as the CD2000.)

www.hifinews.co.uk

Outputs are limited to apair of analogue
outputs via rhodium-plated RCA sockets,
and asingle digital output in the form of a
75 ohm BNC socket. Oracle uses Philips'
CDM 12.4 Pro turntable mechanism, which
it selected because '... of its ease of upgrade

Its DAC section upsampIes to 192kHz/
24-bit, its heart is atrue 24-bit Delta-Sigma
DAC
filter,
Logic
steps

with sixth-order low-pass digital
and it offers fixed or variable Cirrus
CS3310 volume control with 120
for direct connection to a power

amplifier. The front panel controls deal

Hi-FiNews
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Audio Consultants

Exclusive Brands to
Shadow Audio
Consultants:
ART Audio
Designed and handbuilt in England by
Tom Willis, ART
Audio Amplifiers are
not just beautiful to
behold, but beautiful to listen to as well.
Full- range available for demonstration.
Border Patrol
Valve amplifiers that
combine superb
sound quality
with clean retro
visuals.The elegant
hardwood plinths house modern, state
of the art triode valve circuitry that use
the latest high performance modern
components.
Full- range available for demonstration.

ART Audio
ART Loudspeakers
Audio Analogue
Aurum Cantus
Audio Physic
Audionet
AVI
Bel Canto
Black Rhodium

Blue Note
Border Patrol
Custom Design
Croft
GamuT
Goldring
Graaf
Hovland
Isol-8

McIntosh
A laboratory is
not afactory; it is a
place where people
search for ways to
improve the quality
of life, where things are designed and
built to an ever- higher standard, instead
of aprice.

Project
QED
Ref 3a
Resolution
Roksan
Shanling
Soundstyle
Stello
TacT Audio

innovations to the full!

Full- range available for demonstration
including the very limited edition SCDT300.

By design... there is nothing like a
McIntosh.

Vertex AQ cables
1"Listen up, and don't
skip this section,'cos
I'm about to reveal the
best improvement in
my hi-fi system for adecade." - Paul
Messenger; Hi Fi +. Our favourite
cables ! T

Wadia
Design true
State-of-the-art
CD Players.The
legendary Wad ia
861 is now available in three versions,
which means the best is now more
affordable than ever !!

Full- range available for demonstration.

Full-range available for demonstration.

Musical,Fidelity
kW Series
The themes
underlying Musical
Fidelity's progress
have been value for
money, sonic excellence and beauty of
design and build.

Shadow Audio are major
stockists for awide range
of brands including:

Models: full MF range including
the entire kW series available for
demonstration.

VI>

Sophisticated audio
components require
an experienced and
passionate team. From
engineers to chassis designers, every
one of April Mus'c's technical staff is an
artisan who in most cases is amusician
as well.

Full- range availa;ale for demonstration.

Full-range available for demonstration.

Hovland
Hovland Company
designs and
manufactures
audio products to
accurately convey
the passion of music
every time.

TacT Audio
True Room
Correction and
Digital Amplification.
Pushing the limits
of technology to bring you the best
and most lifelike listening experience
possible. Products that synergistically
combine numerous technological

Stello

7

Bel Canto
High- end audio
equipment that
brings you closer
to the music, reproducing sound so
precisely you'll think you re at alive
performance.

Full- range available for demonstration.
Wilson Benesch
The name Wilson Benesch is
synonymous with innovative
design and advanced
materials technology.They
set the standards by which
others are judged.
Full- range available for
demonstration.
Music Evenings

Full-range available for demonstration.

If

Living Voice
The Auditorium series
comprises three D'appolito
designs. Simple, elegant,
book- matched cabinets
house performance that
exceeds the expectations
of the most discerning music lover. Each
models performance is well beyond it's
respective pricepoint.
Full- range available for demonstration.
Shanling
A range of very
distinctive, beautifully
built and superb
sounding valve based
products from China

Please register your interest as early
as possible to avoid disappointment as
places are limited and by appointment
only. An evening full of music and
friends - not to be missed.
We look forward to seeing you !!

mas.

For full details of our extremely comprehensive range of products, our extensive used listing,
links to reviews, technical information and much more, visit www.shadowaudio.co.uk

CD Players
£2495
£1795
£495
£995

£3950
£6995
£2895
£249
£995
£995
£450
£475
£895
f1795
£2495
£1695
£549

Amplifiers
Korato KVP- I
0dual mono 2box (£ 1300)
ES Lab DXS4 digital amplifier ( 06100)
Mark Levinson 28 pre-amplifier (£ 3900)
Mark Levinson 27.5 power amplifier (£4595)
Moon i5 integrated amplifier (£2695)
ART Diavolo power amplifier ( 8402)
CroftTS1 with Epoch Pre ( 8000)
Roksan Caspian M Series pre+monoblocks
Musical Fidelity A3.2 integrated amp (£975)
Krell KSA 100 power amplifier (£5900)
ART Conductor Pre-amp
Pathos Logos integ -ated ( 0750)
Pass Labs X350 (£9000)
Conrad Johnson 16LS pre-amp (
8000)
Audio Analogue Puccini Settanta (£950)
Musical Fidelity A3cr pre amp

f695
£1295
£995
£1995
£1695
£2695
£1995
f2295
£495
£995
£1595
£1995
£3995
£3750
£790
£475

Musical Fidelity A3cr power amplifier
Sugden Masterclass Mono blocks (£6600)
Sugden Masterclass Pre-amplifier (
0300)
Audio Note Soro SE + built in ohono stage
Krell FPB300 power amp (£ 10990)
Graaf GM50,KT88 valve amp, black (£4000)
Audio ResearchVT200 mk11 (I0,000)
Musical Fidelity X- I50 v3 (£7'99)
Hovland HP1001 pre+built in phstage (£5350)
Hovland Radia Power amplifier (£7995)
Hovland HP200 + phono stage (£7325
Quad four forty valve pre/power (£4000)
Audio Analogue New Maestro (£ 1750)
Audio Analogue Primo Setanta
Unison Research SR I
Musical Fidelity Nu Vista Integrated
Musical Fidelity A308 Integrated
Musical Fidelity A308 Power amplifier
Musical Fidelity A308 Pre amplifier
Musical Fidelity A3.2
Roksan Kandy MKIII (silver or black)

£475
£4290
£1299
£1495
f4995
£2990
£5995
£650
£3995
f6495
£5995
f2995
£1255
£395
f895
£1695
£995
£995
£995
£695
£450

Loudspeakers
Triangle Hellade, Champagne finish (895)
Quad ESL 57's, boxed, just serviced
Spendor S6 (£ 1300)
Triangle Naia (£ 1995)
ATC SCM-50ASLYew ( 0947)
B&VV Nautilus 801
JM Lab Micro Utopia be with stands (£4795)
Living Voice Auditorium MKII, cherry
Wilson BeneschARC's with stands ( 0500)
Soundlab Millenium M3 + optionalTorroidal
Transformers + bi-wire (£ 10k)
JM Labs Electra 905, cherry (£ 1295)
Triangle Australe in cherry (£3300)
Totem Model One + beaks in Natural Cherry
Living Voice Avatar OBX-R in Cherry
Wilson Benesch Discovery (£ 5700)
Martin Logan Ascent i, new £4330
Zingali Overture 3S, new £4200

£395
£695
£595
£1195
£4995
£4500
£2395
f999
f1799
£3995
f599
£1995
£699
£2695
£3895
£2995
£2195

Throughout
2005,
Shadow
Audio will
be holding
aseries
of Music
Evenings.

These will focus on aspecific product
or system. Experts will be on-hand at
all times to give advice and answer any
questions that you may have

Best Part- Exchange Prices

Maranta SA- 1SACD player (£5500)
Gryphon Tabu (£3800)
Arcam CD93 24/192, in silver (£980)
RARE OPPORTUNITY Roksan DPI transport, Atessa DS5 PSU (latest spec
£700 new today), Atessa DA2 DAC, cost new
in excess of £3500.00 - be quick!
VVadia 270Transport (£8499)
DCSVerdi La Scala Transport (£9499)
BATVK5 DSE CD player (£5495)
Naim Flatcar), boxed. Bargain
Shanling CDT- I00 (3D acoustics), £ 1600
Musicaf Fidelity A308CD player
Roksan Kandy MKIII silver/black ex-dem
Audio Analogue Paganini
Meridian 508/24. as new
Sony SCD-1 SACD player
Maranta SA- 1SACD player, one owner
Musical Fidelity Nu Vista CD
Musical Fidelity A3.2 CD player

Triangle
Trichord
Townshend Audio
Unison Research
Wad ia
VVhest
Wilson Benesch
Vertex AQ
and many more.

Full- range available for demonstration.

GamuT
—fflx11111111111. A range that
consists of CD
Players, Pre and
Power Amplifiers.
Each and every product is scrutinised
down to the very last detail and the
result? Products that reproduce the
entire range of musical notes...

Full-range available for demonstration.

Living Voice
Lumley
McIntosh
Musical Fidelity
Musical First
Opera
Origin Live
Ortofon
Pathos

elm

Quad 989 ESL Vintage, new £5000
Quad 988 ESL in Nouveau, cost new £3750
Audio Physic Spark3, Cherry or light maple
Audio Physic Tempo 3i, Cherry or light maple
Audio PhysicTempo3i SE, Cherry/light maple
Audio PhysicVirgo Ill, Cherry
Wilson Benesch ACT I , Cherry
Wilson Benesch Actor
Triangle Antal ES
Martin Logan Aerius i

f130A
£2999
£1250
£1395
£1799
f2895
£3595
£2295
£595
£995

Analogue
Wilson Benesch Full Circle+Ply Cart ( 0100)
Musical Fidelity M 1turntable, boxed as new
Sugden Masterclass Phono Stage (£ 1299)
Pro-ject 2.9 wood + Ortofon 5ICI cartridge
Michell Orbe SE boxed as new
Tom Evans 'The Groove' phono stage( 1900)
SME 10A, boxed
Nottingham Analogue Spacedec
EAR 834P de- luxe phono stage
Ortofon Jubilee - very low hours
Trichord Dino - silver front

£1495
£1990
£595
f350
£1595
£1250
£2495
£695
£250
£795
£199

Miscellaneous
Naim Flatcap, boxed unmarked, Bargain.
Totem Beaks acoustic resonation tuner, uy
them you won't believe what they can do for
your speakers - work with any flat top floor
stander or bookshelf.( £150) boxed as new.
ISOL-8 2k Qube2 mains conditioner
Townshend Super Tweeters,Titanium matt
Magnum Dynalab DT5 (£ 1000)
Stax SRS 4040 tube system

£ 249
£69

£995
£650
£595
£695

List is updated on a daily basis via
website

Shadow Audio Consultants, 21 - 22 Cadham Centre, Glenrothes, KY7 6RU
tel: 01592 744 779 Ifax: 01592 744 710 Iinfo@shadowaudio.co.uk Iwww.shadowaudio.co.uk

Lab Test
CD player

Oracle seduces and then lies to you just

Rhodium- plated RCA
outputs I
left] are by

4r41111‘,
*40-

Cardas; dome cover
can be removed when
player is in use
[above left]; the
DAC1000 [ above
right] is also afully

1

1111111111r
SZ—Lm.'2t le

functioning pre- amp

e

with input selection, record selection,
upsampling levels or bypass (44.11cHz),
481cHz, 961cHz .and 1921cHz, volume up/
down and standby, while the remote adds
mute, display functions and brightness.
Specification is typically impressive:
harmonic distortion 133dB; dynamic range
142dB;
signal-to-noise
ratio
120dB;
dynamic range 110dB; distortion 0.003%,
10kHz; frequency response 10-55kHz.
Inputs and outputs are more than ample
for even complex installations, although

The CD2500 is clearly aimed at the user
who just can't break away from the
topology of vinyl records, and you enjoy a
frisson of that procedure every time you
use it... despite my reservation about toploaders. This player is functional sculpture

you might crave more analogue inputs.
(There is anew, high-end solution to this
restriction: the new Manley Skipjack
provides four inputs into one line input.)
For digital inpes. there are two AES/EBU
XLRs, two coaxial and two Toslink optical.
while digital outputs include one AES/
EBU XLR, two coaxial and one Toslink.
Analogue input is handled by one RCA

Once you get used to the fact that this
player bounces on its suspension and you
get used to the puck, and you memorise
the button positions, and you've figured

unbalanced stereo and one XLR balanced
stereo, with an RCA unbalanced stereo
and an XLR balanced stereo analogue
output. Also, the rear panel contains apair
of inputs to allow the DAC1000 to integrate
with amulti-channel home cinema system.
a 12V trigger and a switch to choose
between fixed and variable output. The
12kg DAC1000 occupies aspace of 480 x
100 x400mm (whd), and you can site the
CD2500 on top of it.

www.hifinews.co.uk

that simply arrests the viewer. So, too, the
DAC, which shows that rectangular chassis
needn't be ugly. The sides swoop into the
centre and the brushed satin finish,
protected by aclear lacquer, is worthy of a
fine wristwatch.

like that gorgeous woman who's after the
keys to your villa, yacht and Ferrari.
First, let's deal with the CD player as
transport: it's perfectly fine, even when
A/B'd with the Marantz CD12. Using
Transparent Ultra digital coaxial cable, I
detected a sweeter, smoother sound from
the CD2500, while the Marantz offered
slightly greater detail and the impression
of alower noise floor. That's it. The rest is
style and ergcmomics.
A brief interlude involved using it with
its own internal DAC, and this was the
biggest surprise of ail: it's pretty damned
good. Imean, it almost obviated the need
for the DAC1000. Used as a stand-alone
machine, the CD2500 offered great
coherence,
allied to
openness
and
transparency almost on a par with the
CD12/DAC12. The latter creams it for
lower octave control and solidity, but the
CD2500 was not embarrassed. Not at all.
'flying it with other DACs, including the
Musical Fidelity and fed into the severely
underappreciated Quad 99CDP Mk II,
suggest that the oeboard converter 'can
hold its own with separate DACs in the
£1000-£2000 sector, which makes sense:
the CD2500 costs £1500 mare than the
CD2000 transport.
What the CD2500 lacks, of course, are
digital inputs, so the built-in DAC cannot
be accessed on its own. Suffice it to say, I
could live with the CD2500 as aplayer in
its own right, and was impressed with its
scale, the warmth on vocals and the overall

The CD2500 is clearly aimed at the
user who just can't break away from the
topology of vinyl records
out the pre-amp, you're in for atreat. No,
consistency. But you could tell that there
this pairing does not re-write the rules of Iwas more to be had, especially when it
CD playback in the 21st Century, and I'm
came to low-level detail and transparency.
still baffled by the survival of costly
So enter the DAC1000.
CD-only players in this day and age. But
Let's dispense with its role as apre-amp.
there's something going on that analogue
Aside from its flexibility as a digital
lovers must be made aware of, in that the
control unit, Ihave to admit that amildly

HI-FINews
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The colouration's in the finish

Not in the music
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Distributed by: Henley Designs
01235 511166
www.henleydesigns.co.uk
infoehenleydesigns.co.uk

Lab Test

CD player

Lab report
The Oracle DAC1000 is best seen as atwo- channel

limited to - 20kHz. With distortion increasing from

upsampling function have any effect? Well, yes for

processor/pre-amp,

some + 6.1dBV

0.016% to 4% at 20kHz over the top 20dB of its

whiie there's not a substantive reduction in HF

(2.02V rms) via its balanced XLR outputs or 1.0V

(digita)) dynamic range, this is more than asimple

distortion [ see dotted trace, Fig 11, upsampling a

rms through the single- ended outputs for avolume

case of a digital clip'.

96kHz input to 192kHz does reduce jitter from a

setting of

delivering

28.0' ( achieved through a CS3310

Frequency responses are flat ( as expected) until

volume chip). This rises to amaximum of + 11.5dBV

we reach 96kHz OVO when it's lifteu by - 1.9dB at

For test reports detailing Oracle's CD, 48kHz,

(3.7V) through the single- ended outputs at the

35kHz prior to avery steep rolloff. All responses are

96kHz and upsampling performance, please visit

high - 3500psec to amore respectable - 750psec.

48.0' volume setting for a peak- level digital input

unaffected by upsampling Lnless, of course. you

wb#nv.milleraudioresearch.coneavtech. Paul Miller

and before analogue clipping. This is more than

choose to

IORACLE L,ACI000 11-10 wu MEG) re 11.ff,e

sufficient to drive any power amplifier.

whereupon its response is limited to - 22kHz. While

Nevertheless, regardless of volume, the DAC1000

upsample' a 96kHz input to 48kHz

gc

I'm surprised this feature remains enabled, at least

-30
-40

has some issues'. First is the significant increase in

Oracle

distortion at higher, treble frequencies. Fig 1shows

algorithm, preventing aut-cf-band s,gnals ( say, at

the THD vs frequency curve for 24-bit/96kHz data at

30kHz) from aliasing at the new 48kHz sample rate

OdBFs [ red], - 10dBFs I
blue/dotted blue upsamplingl

and appearing at 18kHz.

has

implemented

a true

downsampling

and - 20dBFs ( black] at amaximum output of just 2V

Jitter reduction is not the DAC1000's forte and

rms. Using 16-bit/44.1kHz data from the Oracle

clusters of sidebands are visible or any of the

transport, or 24-biV48kHz data from a DVD player

higher resolution [ kHz and 20kHz graphs included

gives the same results except the bandwidth is

as part of the test reports on the website. Does the

()psampled

-50
3 - 64
•70

a

-80
-90

-110

100

20

9
FREQUENCY
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The upshot? It simply cossets vocals. Istill
heard greater amounts of detail from the
Marantz, but the Oracle package is rich
and warm and very unCD-like. With
tough-to-portray voices, ones oozing with
character such as Mann's (' feel the hurt')
or Dino's near the booze'), the Oracles
deal with that slight haze that compromises
their absolute transparency by restricting
it to the frequency extremes: this combo
suffers nothing in the midband, and vocal
textures come through with delicious
realism. With gutsier voices. like Rory
Block's or Keb' Mo's, the Oracles maintain
both the texture and the power.
It was clear, however, that the maximum
performance

came

from

feeding

the

DAC1000 in fixed output form into the
McIntosh. It was more dynamic, 'bigger'sounding and no less lush. Man, is it
seductive. But you have to put up with so
many niggles to get there.
In full glory labovel; remotes add functions fright'

This equipment is so easy on the eyes,
so sonically elegant, that you have to ask
yourself only one question to know if it's
for you: if you found a Charlize Theron

transistoryglare to the treble and the lack
of analogue inputs made me return to the
McIntosh C2200. The DAC1000 had no
problems driving the MC2102 power amp.
so mismatches are not part of this equation.
It's just that Ifound it only slightly better

look-alike in your bedroom, but she had
the soul of an avaricious chav queen,
would you let her stay? If the answer is
yes, well, you gotta go for the Oracle. Just
insist on apre-nuptial agreement.. IIII

than, say, the pre-amp section of the
sub-£ 1000 Quad 99CDP Mk II in terms of
dynamic contrasts and ' kick'. Don't get me
wrong: I'd put it up against any number of
DAC-less solid-state pre-amps in the same
price category, but Icrave slightly more
transparency and refinement
For all that, it has a sleek sound, and
this is reflected in its behaviour as aDAC.
Having amused myself sufficiently with
the upsampling capabilities I fed the
CD2500/DAC1000 combination anumber
of titles from Chesky, Telarc and Analogue
Productions on the audiophile side, along

www.hifinews.co.uk

Supplier
RPM
07790 907737 or 01323 846410
www.rpm-aucio.co.uk

with abunch of great if conventional CDs
including Aimee Mann's Bachelor No. 2.
recent Bobby Darin and Dean Martin
collections, both of Eric Clapton's Robert
Johnson
tributes,
Wilson
Phillips'
California and Keb' Mo's Peace....

Hi-FINews verdict
Not the most user-friendly design around and pre- amp
lacks an iota of transparency, but when tcomes to
CD replay this combination cannot fail to appeal with
its smooth, rich yet realistic sound. Vocals amaze.
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Audio Note ( UK) en aku
PRICE

£29,000

T

aking asceptical community of audio critics
by storm, the original Ongaku of 1988 was
something of a sensation. It was certaimy

sensationally expensive! It grew out of a
collaboration between Audio Note UK and
Hiroyasu Kondo, the founder and designer
of Audio Note in Japan. The technology
used reached back before the transistor,
even before push-pull, by utilising asingle
output device in single-ended (SE) form.
The objectfve was sheer performance.
Nor, in 1988, did it disappoint — it
provided superb sound when used in
complementary conditions. Built with the
finest parts, this amplifier demonstrated
an all-out quest for the musical elements
of reproduced sound. It defied conventional
wisdom as to how this should be done and
contradicted psycho-acousticians who had
explored and defined limits for parameters
such as response, dynamic range and
distortion. However, the correlation
between test data and sound quality is still
poor, so that those subtle parameters that
the designer has successfully woven into a
balance of excellence are not identifiable
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in bench results. For Kondo, the quest
began with asuitable power tube, finally
choosing one valve rather than getting
enmeshed in the difficulties of running
several in parallel.
The goal was the attainment of musical
purity through maximum simplicity. There
are not many linear, good sounding highpower triodes, and the bright- emitting,
directly-heated 211 emerged as prime
candidate. Flat-out, it will provide 25W
forever, without complaint. It enters
overload gracefully and has the prerequisite neutral mid-band.
Combine these qualities with superb
supporting components. tube rectification,
amazing pure silver- wired output
transformers, and carefully chosen triode

Valves at home: Peter Qvortrup of Audio Note ( UK)

www.hifinews.co.uk

Lab Test
amplifier

Audio Note ( UK)

Ongaku

The Ongaku name lives on in this
British- designed single- ended 211 valve
amplifier. Review by Martin Colloms

drivers, and you have the original Onkagu
integrated amplifier. When released it won
rave reviews, and for many who heard it
became a love affair, but an unrequited
one thanks to a price tag that hovered
around the $ 100,000 mark. Few could
afford to buy, and its memory has faded
somewhat. At the time, many felt gratitude
to Kondo-san for having the spirit to create
such an essentially musical tour de force.
But the Onkagu lives! The UK and
Japanese companies have separated [see
page 53]. The new amplifier reviewed here
was developed and built by the UK
company headed by Peter Qvortrup. Its
rough-hewn appearance stands in marked
contrast to the original Japanese-made
model. We don't know whether our sample
was an early one, but to put it bluntly, the
build was rather ' agricultural'. Control
knobs were partially binding in their
recesses in the bolted-on front; this is
lacquered over awire-brushed texture, in
contrast with the satin finish of the
decorative copper top plate. The chassis
beneath is black-enamelled aluminium.
With its narrow-but-deep layout, the
amplifier is likely to need a special
platform. Inputs are at the side, near the

www.hifinews.co.uk

front, and so placement needs some
thought. Speaker connections are via
binding posts at the rear, and all connectors
are silver-plated. Inputs and outputs were
not labelled and neither were the controls.
Ido have some concerns regarding those
large and very hot output tubes, as there is
potential for accidental damage and hand
contact. Up to 1400 volts could be exposed
if envelope fracture occurred, so the

thought to be some odd, low-level,
reverberation through the midrange. I
traced this to significant audio output
emanating from the transformers
themselves, which ' sang' along to the
music at a loudness Ihad never heard
before from this type of amplifier. (It
measured about 60dB SPL at 0.5m, rated
as a ' quiet conversation' level, when
running at 15W into atest load.) Depending

From the first note you hear akind of
aural glow, asound of ease and comfort
caressing your ears
prospective owner needs to consider how
and where to use it and who has access.
Two other issues emerged. The mains
transformer hums significantly and is
acoustically audible; you can also feel
vibration through the support stand, so the
whole unit is inevitably being subject to
50Hz and 100Hz vibration. Also, when

on speaker efficiency, and the amplifier's
location in the room, there may well be
unwanted contribution to the soundfield.
SOUND QUALITY
Despite some noted technical caveats, the
Ongaku presented aconvincing and highly
harmonious picture of recorded musical
events. First impressions are important

listening at medium volume with lowsensitivity speakers, Iwas aware of what I and in the case of this amplifier, these were
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Rear view I
rightl
shows rectifier
valves and speaker
connections

not significantly dispelled after extended
subjective analysis. From the first note you
hear akind of aural glow, asound of ease
and comfort caressing your ears. It speaks
of harmony and counterpoint, of subtle
shadings of timbre and instrumental

the ultra-pure midrange and the very fine
recovery of ambience, of the air and space
around the musicians. Fine shadings of
instrumental playing and expression are
conveyed with avivid, involving character,
strongly drawing the listener into the

In adarkened room, switch- on is
accompanied by blue arcing visible
within the tubes!
resonance, of vibrancy and at the same
time, is imbued with life and drive. That
'glow' shouldn't be thought of as an
unconscious reference to those enticingly
illuminatM tubes, hut arises instead from

single-ended amplifier of this type can be
really accurate except with an impedancecompensated loudspeaker which provides
auniform load over the frequency range.
Otherwise, loudspeakers will present
different loading factors and ensure that
the tonal balance, or effective response,
will be subject to audible variation.
Loudness is not much of an issue with
this amplifier as you don't need to turn it
up to hear how musical it is. Its exceptional
clarity allows the music to waft over you
even at amoderate volume. if you crave

E
L high sound levels, and noting that loudness

performance. It somehow transcended the

is frequently misused as astimulant, you
must accept that with speakers of normal

mechanics of sound reproduction by not
sounding at all mechanical.
Generally speaking this amplifier
actually sounded respectably accurate No

sensitivity you have to rule out the Ongaku.
Sure, it's in its nature to be able to play
louder than you have any right to expect,
due to the soft clipping behaviour, but

Inside the UK Ongaku: 20lb of silver
Compared with the original, the technical

rejecting the cathode follower and instead using

is wound to match at asurprisingly high 15k

changes for the UK Ongaku have been radical.

transformer coupling from an input amplifier

ohm. Such atransformer is more difficult to

They include the choice of amagnetically-

stage which employs a ' new old stock' ( NOS)

design than for acomparable lower- impedance

permeable material for the air-gapped 'C' core

Telefunken 6463. AC-cored and airgapped

845 power triode, due to the need for sufficient

output transformer. Apainstakingly researched

transformer of the best quality is also employed

turns for enough primary inductance for good

50% nickel content alloy is said to confer

here, again with acostly 50% nickel/iron core

bass. This is in conflict with the requirement for

additional delicacy and transparency to the

and silver winding, and it is bi-filar wound for

alow capacitance to maintain high frequencies.

sound. And while the first prototype UK model

minimum leakage inductance. Its secondary is

The + 1400V supply is attained with apair of

had copper windings, these are now wound in

DC-coupled to the output tube grid for

5R4 WRG rectifier tubes in avoltage-doubler

pure silver, while silver is also used for all

maximum stability of grid current. A pure silver

arrangement. In adarkened room, switch-on is

internal wiring. It's reputed that apair of output

foil inter- stage coupling capacitor is still used,

accompanied by blue arcing visible within the

transformers uses some 20Ibs of silver!

from the DC-coupled input stage to the driver

tubes! Choke smoothing is used.

The original Kondo Ongaku had more

triode. The 211 output tube operates at ahigh

There are 15 Black Gate capacitors in this

amplifying stages. adouble-triode SRPP input

1.4kV anode voltage, class Aof course, and at a

new design, while only one of those special

stage feeding acathode-follower to matcn the

high anode impedance. The output transformer

coupling capacitors is required for the whole

input stage to the current- hungry grids of the

signal path — just as well considering their

output tubes. But here the input is

extreme cost. Input selector and switched

direct-coupled via the selector and volume

attenuator volume control are sealed units by

control, effectively abuilt-in passive pre-amp.

Tokyo Denpa, the latter the famed Rotaunetta'.

Coupling capacitors are handmade with pure

All wiring is point-to-point, the junctions for

silver foil electrodes; the larger electrolytics a

components employing top quality silver on

mixture of Cerafine and Black Gate. This time,

ceramic tag strips. Resistors are top quality

designer Andy Grove has reached back even

tantalums. Clearly nothing has been left to

further in the design history of valve amplifiers,

chance in the quest for sheer quality.
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Lab Test
arnplifer

Lab report
Such contentious amplifiers challenge the

of 95k ohm — an easy load for any source. At

reviewer and test results can be illuminating. I

full gain it proved to be quite sensitive; 36mV

really wanted to answer the question: Can I

was sufficient for 1W ( 8ohm), while 190mV

1W, 8ohm load, both channels. There was a

find any meaning in the complex and varied lab

would take it to full power at 20W.

mild 0.5dB imbalance at lkHz. The —0.5dB

results for what, under ideal conditions, might
qualify as the best sounding amp in the world?'
Before distortion climbed to unacceptable

scraping amaximum of 30W mid band, lkHz.

The lowest volume setting was mute with the

Fig 2shows frequency response and THD at

points were 30Hz and 18kHz, audibly ' full

next lowest at —65dB relative to full gain on

range'. The —3dB point came in at 11Hz and

this 40- position switched attenuator. The top

33kHz and it was otherwise flat within these

levels Igot about 20W or 13dBW into 8ohm,

25 steps were of ldB resolution; below —25dB'

limits. There was achannel difference in

mid- band, with rather less into 4ohm. Its

the jumps were about 2dB. Below 40dB the

distortion, — 53dB at best on one and —47dB for

output impedance was 2ohm, 20Hz —20kHz,

steps increased from 3dB to afinal step size of

the other, this averaging 0.3%, on the verge of

constituting amodest damping factor of 4for 8

7dB. In practice it worked well enough with

audibility. For a4ohm load, at 2W. response

ohm loads and just 2for 4ohm loads! The

accurate channel tracking, and the relative

was similar while distortion flat- lined at an

increased low-frequency ' Q' of lower impedance

balance set to better than 0.05dB.

(audible) average of —31dB, or 3%.

speakers leads to abass lift ( up to an audible 2
or 3dB) in the region of the impedance peaks.
PMC's OB-2 ( 6ohm) speaker was connected

Other listeners were aware of amoderate

Fig 3shows the harmonic spectrum for

change in sound quality, particularly clarity,

distortion at 1W, with an almost perfect

from low to high levels and this correlated well

monotonic decrement of harmonic order,

with the test results. At low power, under 0.5W,

second dominant, with 3rd, 4th and 5th, etc,

for anominal 0.5W power [ Fig 11 Its relatively

into an easy load, distortion might be as low as

all reducing with frequency.

high midband impedance caused aldB

0.15%, —56dB, essentially second harmonic.

midband lift, then 1.2dB of treble cut by

As power went up, distortion rose quite quickly.

background noise; at 1W, unweighted signal-to-

20kHz, and an average cut of 0.75dB in the

With a4ohm load, lkHz, distortion reached

noise ratio was 65.3dB, improving to 84.7dB

bass. Thus the tonal balance of the speaker is

3% by 6W — real watts that is — and 10% by

with the hum contribution filtered out. Referred

mildly altered and may need re-adjustment of

20W; for aflat-out 10% distortion limit, it gave

to full power, A-weighted S/N was 100dB.

position and angle. Distortion was also partially

7W at 30Hz, 16W at 20kHz.

Channel separation was poor by modern

to chart distortion and output with frequency

mirrored this trend, yet averaging areasonable
—50dB or 0.3%, mainly second harmonic.
Input impedance was high, with aminimum

For 8ohm loading, 10% THD (the onset of

There was some hum in the electrical

standards for electronics, in the mid- 20s dB at

real clipping) this self-limiting amplifier gave

the frequency extremes, improving to amore

11W at 20kHz, but only 5.5W at 20Hz,

than satisfactory 62.5dB mid- band ( 1kHz).
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Fig.1

with speakers of 90dB sensitivity and less,

Fig.2

mean the Ongaku

crescendos is frankly beyond it.

will probably need a

Conversely, with designs of 92dB and

1006
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1. 0
1.100.6.0

Fig.3

Unusual proportions

realistic reproduction of full orchestral

higher sensitivity ( ranging to 100dB-plus

106

special shelf or
support

for some classy horn- loaded models), then
this 25 watts per channel will play as loud
as you could need or imagine.
While horn speakers may not be as
neutral, well-blended or inherently wellordered as the finest direct radiators, their
generally higher load impedance and
greatly superior sensitivity will allow the
Ongaku to cruise happily at very moderate
powers,

holding

that

25W

capacity in reserve for the big
musical climaxes.
Most compressed rock
material is a waste of
time with this amplifier.
It lays bare the generally
warped
values,

production
the

upward

limiting compression and
near

constant,
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To hear the fine
detail you some
times need alittle

muscle
AU DIA

Distributed in the UK by: Henley Designs Ltd, 01235 511166, www.henleydesigns.co.uk, infoehenleydesigns.co.uk

A gift to music.
Definitive Audio creates aquality of
musical experience that is peerless.
Our service is bespoke, our
philosophy is unique and our
results are celebrated the world
over. We use aselection of the most
artful and ingenious creations,
including the emotionally
persuasive and sublimely beautiful
KSL Kondo amplifiers from Japan.

definitive audio
t: +44 (0) 115 973 3222

e: shoutOdefinitiveaudio.co.uk
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KSL-M7 (EMU-SEBUN)

LINE STAGE VALVE PSI:: .MPLIHER WITH PHONO EQUALIZER £17,500
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Lab Test
amplifier

What happened to the original Ongaku...?
Hiroyasu Kondo founded Audio Note in Japan

designs now carry the eponymous brand name

in 1976. Since that time his company has
produced some of the world's most renowned
audio designs, including the famoLs Audio
Note Ongaku amplifier. According to the
company, ' Peter Qvortrup, aformer sales agent
of Kondo-san's Audio Note products, registered

KSL Kondo. Furthermore, each product is
supplied with asigned certificate of

the names Audio Note and Ongaku as
trademarks in the UK, Italy and the US entirely
without the permission or consent of Kondo.
This has understandably caused confusion in
the market place. In order to clarify this
confusion, all original and genuine Kondo San

authenticity guaranteeing its provenance.'
The original Kondo-san Ongaku design
contirues to be available from KSL Kondo
(www.audionote.co.ip). It does not share any
heritage or lineage with the amplifier marketed
and trademarked as Audio Note Ongaku by Mr
Qvortrup and his company, Audio Note ( UK)
Ltd. Kordo-san has appointed Definitive Audio
Ltd as the sole UK agert for KSL Kondo
products. Tel: 0115 9733222

take a critically objective stance, this
amplifier is low powered, has poor load
tolerance, while power bandwidth is so
limited that rated power cannot be
obtained at 20Hz or at 20kHz nominal
band limits. Channel separation was also
poor by amplifier standards (although we
know that LP cartridges can give good
stereo with separation figures of around
25dB). There is also some residual
electrical hum in the output and still more
radiated vibration from the main
transformer. The distortion at lower levels
has abenign, essentially inaudible nature
and it shows a natural sounding soft
clipping or progressive overload
characteristic, but distortion also rises
significantly with power, to apoint where
it is clearly (if acceptably) audible above a
few watts. And for this, you will have to
pay a small fortune. (After the first
production edition has been sold, the price
will rise from £29,000 to £35,000.)
A clue as to why you might persevere is
given by the design revisions to the new
version. These barely alter the technical
black-box performance, but materially
augment the perceived sound quality.
The way this amplifier reproduces music
is more to do with art than science, even if
some rather arcane technology has been

pervasive intermodulation resulting from
the excessive application of limiting leaves
musical expression for dead. But pull out

really good, the best that I've heard from
valve electronics and not far behind the
best solid-state; I'd expect it to be better
still with higher efficiency speakers.

a ' 70s Jacques Loussier and the result can
be breathtaking — sparkling, involving and
surprisingly upbeat. Classical vinyl from

CONCLUSION
In view of the listening results it turned

balance of elusive subjective parameters
which help communicate a sense of

the ' 60s is particularly revealing; this
amplifier can extract all the musical value
from these magnificent recordings.
This amplifier, like the single-ended
Cary 805, does not suffer any of the obvious
subjective weaknesses which are readily
noticeable with many smaller and less
capable single-ended tube designs. Ongaku

out that placing aspecific numeric value
on sound quality was rather hard. From a
classical viewpoint, and excepting some
limitation in maximum loudness for
normal speakers, the Ongaku sound is
about as good as it gets, particularly for
smaller orchestra/ forces. Stepped up a
gear with grander material it remained

genuine musical experience. The Ongaku
reaches beyond accepted psychoacoustic
definitions, confirming that we still have
much to learn about aural perception at

loudness presentation. The broad and

11

It addresses our instinctive love for
harmony and spatiality, for vitality and
musical artistry

bass sounds quite deep, articulate, quick
and punchy, the latter thanks to the overall
presentation of lively yet unexaggerated
midband dynamics. The mid felt well
balanced and powerful, the treble lively.
pure and highly resolved, with natural
weight and proportion.
Clarity is up with the best at lower
levels, while stereo focus was very good,
as was stage width, altogether creating
satisfying three-dimensional stereo
illusions. The whole image sounded stable,
well-focused with very good perspectives
and depth. Rhythm and timing was also

www.hifinews.co.uk

pretty impressive. Driven to deliver all of
its dynamic range on tougher and fasterpaced material, it does not and realistically
cannot match the likes of the ConradJohnson Premier 350SA. In the latter case,
afine score of 55 is appropriate while for
more gentle requirements, it soars to 85
marks on my usual subjective scaling.
It gets even better with higher sensitivity
easy-load speakers where well over 100
paints will be possible, judging by the
results so far. By commonly accepted
technical standards, this Ongaku, like the
original, is manifestly imperfect. If you

employed to achieve it. For a given,
optimised volume and power, it has been
painstakingly crafted to address the

the highest quality level.
It addresses our instinctive love for
harmony and spatiality, for vitality and
musical artistry. It provides atantalising
glimpse as to how good reproduced sound
really can be.
Achieving this in practice will require a
compatible temperament, some tolerance
for hopefully minor flaws, consonant
programme, acompatible system and care
with location and use. The remarkable
sound quality commands admiration and
respect — who knows where such discovery
may lead?

Supplier
Audio Note ( UK) Ltd
01273 220511
www.audionote.co.uk

FIFFINews verdict
With such limited power output, this amplifier needs
to be properly matched with sensitive speakers. But
in the right system, and with certain kinds of music, it
is surely acontender for the title of world's best.
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There's little
conventional
about this
spherical- shaped
subwoofer, and that
goes for sound as well

Lab Test
subwoofer

Seen here with B&W's
Mini Theatre satellites
(not reviewed), the PV1
subwoofer will suit a
wide range of other
speaker applications

C
PRICE

in the throes of ramping down to retirement
from B&W's ' university of sound' Steyning
research centre. Iwonder if there could be

£950

all me aprude but Ido not subscribe te the
idea of 'sexy' hi-fi equipment. Begging the
vicar's wife's pardon, Iwas never aroused
by the sight or touch of an amplifier or
turntable. Even when Iwas 14. But Ido like
curvaceous loudspeakers. Not because they

aconnection.
B&W has in recent years

remind me of anything but because loudspeaker
enclosures which are essentially spherical or
cylindrical are in key respects much superior

fact that any subwoofer this small generates
significant internal pressure variations in

to the flat-sided box cabinets to which we've
become habituated.
Readers who have encountered me
sounding off on this subject before over

taken to

publishing detailed design stories for its
new products, so the genesis of the PV1 is
already in the public domain. PV stands
for ' pressure vessel' in recognition of the

response to cone movements. These
pressure fluctuations exert farces on the
enclosure walls that have to be resisted if
structural resonance is to be avoided, and
the best cabinet shape to achieve that is,

the past 20-odd years will know what I'm
on about. At higher frequencies, constant
curvature enclosures offer much better

unsurprisingly, the same as used for diving
bells. The difference between the speaker
and bathysphere cases is that the pressures

diffraction behaviour than sharp-edged
box cabinets, whose peripheries behave
as unwanted secondary sound radiators.

within a cabinet fluctuate rapidly and

And at lower frequencies — which is why
B&W's PV1 subwoofer uses a spherical
cabinet — the inherent stiffness of curved
panels

does

a much

better

job

of

suppressing cabinet vibration. Like the
noble gasses, acurved cabinet is inherently

aren't

Harry

because of the finite speed of sound. But
these variations are small in the PV1

Olson identified the

diffraction

demonstrating the structural superiority of
constant curvature cabinets as long as 30
years ago. He credited Peter Fryer with
suggesting the idea, and Peter is currently

www.hifinews.co.uk

dish

of anodised

aluminium

and

an

internal mica cone. Filling most of the
space between them is acore of expanded
polystyrene which has the effect of creating

11 It•is all very neat, very modern, very 3D
CAD and acert for inclusion in colour
supplement room sets

inert.
None of this is by any means news.
superiority of spherical cabinets over 50
years ago, while one of the disregarded
heroes of British audio — Don Barlow — was

tre

Neatly recessed: the PV1's connection panel

exactly

the

same

everywhere

because of its compact size (it will fit
through a basketball hoop, just) and the
fact that its uses two drivers, horizontally
opposed.
The twin 200mm drive units in turn
have two diaphragms each: an external

an ultra-stiff sandwich which again resists
the internal pressure changes. Readers of
sufficient vintage will recognise this as the
idea first exploited in the Leak Sandwich
speakers of four decades ago. And who
developed that concept? Don Barlow
again, who must be looking down on the
PV1 and smiling in recognition.
One surprising omission from the PV1's
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T0118 981 9891
Einfo@audioconsultants.co.uk
www.audioconsultants.co.uk
FINE TWO CHANNEL AUDIO SYSTEMS

eGRAAF GM5o.
A pure valve integrated amplifier, sowpc.
capable of producing stunning 3-dimens onal
soundstages. Deserves all the accolades.
£395 0 .
fAmphion Creon loudspeakers.
This offers asimilar sound to one dour
best selling speakers, the bigger Xenon,
but in amore affordable package. £ 1650.

cAyre Acoustics.
We are thrilled with the sound
of these exceptional sounding
solid-state designs. Very smooth,
large soundstage with accurate
focus of imaging. Dual mono designs
withM high quality components and
gAudio Analogue Maestro

construction of casework. CX-7 CD
aThiel loudspeakers.
We are pleased -obe representing this
excellent design of loudspeakers. Well known
throughout the world for their coherent sound
and wonderful imaging. Model CS.1.6 f1895.

player £2495. AX-7Integrated

CD player.

amplifier £2395.

An advanced design 192kHz/
24- bit upsampling player Nith

dNottingham Analogue Space Deck.

aseductive natural sound.

With the new, thicker platte, and

Remarkable value at £ 1650.

upgrade kit it produces an even more
neutral and stable image. f1417.

Model CS2.4 £ 3'495.
bWhest Audio PS.zo phono stage.
A radical low noise circuit which enables
the RIAA network to resolve inforrr ation
up to 6okHz, which many moderr MC
cartridges are capable of. The iesult is mJch
more information from your LPs ard amore

u

three dimensional soundstage. Excellent value
with 5eparate power supply at f1275.

AMPHION • AUDIO PHYSIC

AVALON

AYRE

ACOUSTICS • BEL CANTO . BENZ- MICRO

CARDAS

GRAAF ' LYRA • MCINTOSH • MONO PULSE . NORDOST • NOTTINGHAM ANALOGUE • PAGODE

SME

SHUN

MOOK

CLEARAUDIO • CONRAD-JOHNSON
PATHOS • QUADRASPIRE

SUGDEN • TH.EL . TRANSFIGURATION • UNISON RESEARCH . VELODYNE

Located approximately 15 minutes drive
from either My/Junction 12 or M3/Junction 6
with free and easy parking outside
the building.
We have ahome evaluation scheme or those
who night find this method more convenient.

7Comet House
Calleva Park
Aldermaston
Reading
Berkshire RG7 8JA

DALI • EARNOSHINO • FINAL

RESOLUTION AUDIO ' ROGUE AUDIO

VIRTUAL DYNAMICS . WADIA • WHEST AUDIO

Demonstrations by appointment
Mondays to Saturcays to:oo to 18:oo.
It is advisable to call us before visiting.
Part exchange welcome. Ex- demonstration
and previously owned equipment listec on
our website: www.audioconsultants.co.uk
,
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Lab Test
Lab report

100

200

frequency ( 1,r)

hequency (
112)

Fig 1. Free- feld frequency responses at 1m

Fig 2. Near- field frequency responses via the

via the line level input, showing the effect of

speaker level input, with low-pass filter set to

the three EQ settings ( vertical divisions 5dB)

60, 80. 100 and 140Flz ( vertical divisions 5dB)

Fig 3. Cumulative spectral decay at lm freefield confirms the absence of cabinet 'esonance

Performing accurate free- field measurements on
subwoofers is difficult. Domestic rooms are far too
small and even the largest anechoic chambers
become inaccirate at low audio frequencies. So you
nave to venture outdoors to alarge, flat, unobstructed
and quiet space — and choose adry day when the
wind speed is low enough not to generate
unacceptable levels of wind noise.
Such conditions aren't easy to secure, but with tha
01

kind cooperation of the Duke of York's Royal Militar?
School in Dover Iwas able to measure the PV1 ( ano

Fig 4. For comparison: equivalent result from a

get sunburnt) on its large parade square on the one

box sub, with an obvious cabiret mode at 105Hz

1
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Fig 5. Second harmonic ( blue trace) and third
harmonic ( red trace) distortion versus frequency

day during the Easter vacation when conditions were

ref 93dB SPL at 1m at 70Hz

ideal. Distance from the centre of the square to the

from those published by E&W but were confirmed by

nearest wall is about 60m, giving apotential time

later near- field measurements using two diffeient

window before the arrival of the first reflection of

microphones. Ialso performed near-field

resonance. Compare this with Fig 4, obtained under

about 350milliseconds and afrequency resolution of

measurements via the speaker- level input, again on

the saine measurement conditions but from a

better than 3Hz using the ground plane measurement

the EQ isetting and with the variable crossover

subwoofer having alarge box cabinet. Note the

technique. Fig 1shows the PV1's frequency response

frequency set to 60, 80, 100 and 140Hz ( maximum),

obvious resonance at 105Hz.

obtained unde these conditions, at its three ED

with the results shown in Fig 2. As the crossover

settings and fed via the line level input. Vertical graph

frequency is reduced the response becomes flatter. At

Second ( blue trace) and third ( red trace) harmonic
distortion levels are shown in Figure 4ref an output at

divisions are 5dB. Even at the flattest setting ( EQ ii

the 80Hz setting used in B&W's measurement, my

lm of 93dB SM. at 70Hz. Even at these modest levels

the response is about 14dB down at 20Hz relative : o

results accord much more nearly with theirs, although

(the output at 20Hz is about 79dB SPI, only 5dB

70Hz but this will be offset in- room by the LF boost

the tend below 60Hz is still downwards.

from boundary reinforcement, so in practice the output

Fig 3is something you rarely see — acumulative

above the average threshold of audibility at this
frequency) the distortion is severe below 40Hz. Why

will be better maintained down to the lowest audible

decay spectrum for asubwoofer — which can only be

the rise at low frequencies should be so marked is

frequencies. Above 70Hz the response drops away at

meaningfully captured using free- field measurement.

puzzling given that the falling response means only a

18dB/octave while the ultimate IF roll- off appears to

It shows, as expected, that te PV1's stiff spherical

modest increase in cone excursion, but the results

be 24dB/octave. These responses look very differert

cabinet has nc sign of significant structural

accord reasonably well with the manufacturer's.

layout is a bar or, better, tube rigidly
coupling the backs of the two magnet
assemblies, to cancel the drivers' reaction
forces. B&W considered this possibility
but the inevitable build up of production
tolerances, combined with the way the

cope wills these loads too.

Unusually the PV1 uses closed-box bass
loading whereas many other subwoofers
opt for reflex (port) bass loading and the
advantages this can confer in respect of
improved
low
frequency
extension,

Once you've lived with the cleaned- up
sound here, it is very difficult to go back
to conventional bass solutions
II
consequence anyway since the stiff
cylindrical cabinet — cast in two halves

increased
sensitivity
and
lowered
distortion. This is not a philosophical
statement on B&W's behalf — it gladly uses
reflex loading in its full-range speakers —

from aluminium alloy — is well able to

so much as an inevitability of the PV1's

PV1

has

impossible

to
to

he

assembled,

achieve.

www.hifinews.co.uk

It's

made
of

it

little

compact dimensions. There simply isn't
room to accommodate areflex tube of the
necessary size. Instead the PV1 uses active
equalisation filters to extend the response
(because of the small internal volume the
system resonance is at ahigh 70Hz), and to
provide afaster final roll-off than aclosed
box's inherent 12dB per octave. Three EQ
settings are provided — labelled i, ii and iii
— with responses you can see within the
Lab Test section, which allow you to match
the output better to the room gain or to
trade output capability for bandwidth.
That the PV1 exists at all is testament to
recent advances in class D (PWM) amplifier
technology. Of course, accommodating a
conventional 500W amplifier and power
supply, plus the necessary heatsinking,
would be impossible in such a compact
enclosure. Instead B&W uses one of B&O's
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Within the hi-fi retail industry we like to set ourselves apart so we would like to explain to you alittle about Loud & Clear.
WHAT WE ARE NOT

WHAT MAKES US DIFFERENT

• Blinkered, flat earth anoraks working from our spare bedroom

• Over 100 years combined experience in high enc h.-fbetween

• Advocates of unreliable kit from manufacturers unlikely to be around
in three months, never mind three years.

the Glasgow and Edirturgh stores.
• Stockists of all of the world's finest hi-fi equipment.

• Pushers of the next big thing, belittling products we thought were
great only yesterday.
• Dictctorial - we don't subscribe to there being only one "true sound-personal taste is as important to hi-fi as it is to music

• Nine dedicated demonstration rooms across three Central
Scotland locations.
• Fulton- site nstallatior expertise.
• On- site turrtable set up facilities and equipment service
and repair.

• A glorified telly shop with apassing interest in hi-fi.

WHAT WE ARE

WHAT NOW

• A team of committed professionals, enthusiastic about creating the
perfect sound for you.

So, if you are interested in Hi-fi Nirvana, call us now on 0141 221 0221
or 0131 226 6500 to arrange ademonstration, or visit us at:

• Passionate about music and presenting it in its most enjoyable form.
• Experienced at putting equipment and components together to ensure

www.loud-clear.co.uk

that he whole is greater than the sum of the parts.
• Dedicated to helping you achieve your audiophte goals.

520 St. Vincent Street,

26 Hamilton Place,

Finnieston, Glasgow

Stockbridge, Ecinburgh

tel 0141-221 0221

tel: 0131-226 6500

The difference is Loud & Clear.

Loud
oClear
hi-fi & h
.
.o.-re cinema

Audioph.le Base, AVID, Artison, Audiovector, AVI, Chord Co, Clearaudio, Copland, Creek, Genoa, DCS DNM, Epos JM Lab, Isol-43, KEF, Krell, Lexi:on, Linn,
Living Voice, Marantz Martin Logan, McIntosh, Michell, Moon, Monitor Audio, Musical Fidelity, NAD, Ncim Audio, INordost, Ortcfon, Pioneer, Primare Prima Luna,
ProAc, Project, Guadraspire, Rega, Roksan, Sim 2, SME, Sonus Faber, Tonnoy, Two', Totem, Van den Hul, Velodyne, Wilson Benesch and many more.

hIni I
roittra r
_ t

Johann Sebastian would-have

The Kontrapunkt series from Ortofon.

been very yroud:

Named as a sign of respect for possibly the

greatest, and the last, of Johan Sebastian Bach's works - The XIXth Contrapunctus.
From around £400 and available from most quality Hi Fi stores.

Distributed by Henley Designs, 01235 511166, www.henleydesigns.co.uk
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Lab Test'
su bwoofer
ICEpower modules and aswitched mode
supply, which are both compact and of
high efficiency. The relatively small
amount of heat that has to be removed is
dissipated via the aluminium enclosure.
Three different paint finishes are
available: gloss black, matt silver and
recent-addition cream, all with different
matching plastic trims and even different
anodising of the diaphragms. Ithink the
black in particular looks sensational. An
attractive design touch are the five flush
rotary controls — for auto sense/on/ standby
power settings, volume, EQ, crossover
frequency (speaker-level input only) and
polarity — which incorporate slots for
operating with a coin. Not only do these
look much classier than the parts bin
knobs and switches of some other
subwoofers, they also discourage meddling
little fingers. Mains and audio connections
are made within the flattened-off base
section, whence they pass through a
shallow tunnel to the outside. A phono
out connection is incorporated alongside
the phono input to allow daisy-chaining,
while the speaker-level input is via a
latching multi-pin RJ connector. It is all

"

Inside the pressure
vessel': the two
opposing drive units

it substantially reduces
the amount of structureborne sound you inflict
on others.
I asked B&W to
supply me with two
review samples of the
PV1 so as to be able to
use one or a pair. Two
subwoofers are always
better: correctly placed
they allow more consistent
results to be achieved over
a larger listening area,
maintain an expansive stereo
image and better suppress the
effects of room modes. And, of
course, they double the output
capability. But the PV1 's hallmark lack
of overhang and muddle was still manifest
even when only one was in use. This
clarity — to which the unusually inert
cabinet and opposed driver layout must
both contribute — is unquestionably the

The PV1 rates as adistinctively stylish,
immaculately constructed, technically
bold and sonically convincing subwoofer

very neat, very modern, very 3D CAD and
acert for inclusion in colour supplement
room sets.
MOVING AIR
If there is one thing that immediately
distinguishes the sound of the PV1 it's the
fact that the opposing drivers ensure very
little bass frequency vibration reaches the
floor. If your listening room has a
suspended wooden floor, as mine does,
you will appreciate this from the first note
you play through this subwoofer. The
resonance and general unwanted bloom
that a suspended floor normally adds to
the proceedings is removed, and without
any need to shell out on a fancy
decoupling device. Once you've
lived with the cleaned-up
sound this provides, it is
very difficult to go back to
conventional
bass
solutions. Even if you
don't have a suspended
floor but do live in a
building with neighbours,
this lack of floor input is
still worth having because

www.hifinews.co.uk

PV1's greatest asset. If this subwoofer
booms or befuddles or drags the tempo, it's
because
you
haven't
positioned
it
optimally.
Together the twin 200mm drivers have a
radiating area equivalent to a single
280mm (11 inch) unit. With a linear
excursion capability of 2Dmm peak-topeak, this means aPV1 should be capable
of 88dB SPL at 30Hz at 3m free-field. Add
afurther 18dB for boundary reinforcement
and in typically proportioned UK rooms a
single PV1 should be able to meet any
normal music demand, provided you don't
listen at rock concert loudness levels.

Even more
stylish: here's
the black
finish
option

Certainly in my
64111 3room asolo PV1
never crapped out at the listening levels I
employ, whatever challenging material I
threw at it (Brian Bromberg's Wood,
Jennifer Warnes' The Hunter, The Sheffield
Lab Drum Fr Track Disc, etc). But if you
like to listen at realistic levels to the
infamous depth-charging scene in U-571,
or any other movie with laxative LF
content, let's face it: you will need more
air-moving capability than the compact
PV1 can provide. If you do overcook it,
though, there's a soft-clip capability that
saves the drivers from damage.
It may be churlish to want for more but I
hope the PV1 is onlly the first PV subwoofer
from B&W. What I'd like in the PV2, please
Mr Worthing, is parametric room mode
equalisation and perhaps a motional
feedback system to reduce distortion. But
for now the PV1 rates as a distinctively
stylish,
immaculately
constructed,
technically bold and sonically convincing
subwoofer — acombination which makes
it just my kind of product. It's arguably on
the expensive side but bear in mind all the
tooling required to make it, and the handfettling if the aluminium castings needed
to confer that fine
Recommended. la

surface

finish.

Su. ' Her
B&W Bowers 8i Wilkins
01903 221 500
www.bwspeakers.com

Hi-FiNiews verdict
It's not just the striking looks that set this 500W sub
apart but the sheer clarity of the del:very thanks to a
configurat.on that makes bloom and boom things of
the past. Once heard, it's difficalt to settle for less.
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NAD does DVD
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Convergence - Story so far
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Some years after Bill Gates promised
aPC in every living room, our Peter
Thompson counts his processors

Sonos wireless, multi- room distribution system

AVTech's monthly newsround with David Perry
LG DOES BRIGHTER, BUDGET PLASMAS
Cheaper high-definition ( HD)

using the new single-scan technology.

plasma displays

Whether this is sufficient to counter

have been heralded by LG Electronics. In arecent

the gather;ng might of the LCD market is

announcement, it claims to have succeeded in

a moot point, as LG Electronics recently

developing technology to switch from dual-scan to

held a pan-European launch of both its

single-scanning for high pixel count PDPs. Typically,

new 42in plasma TV (42PX4DV) and a

manufacturers have had to resort to dual-scanning

premium LCD TV line (the LP1 series) at the

methods to reduce the addressing period and

Louvre and the Lido, in Paris. The 42°X4D\,

improve the performance of their PDPs. However,

boasts the highest brightness and contras:

this also doubles the driving electronics with an

ratio yet announced in the PDP market at

increase in component and manufacturing costs.

1500cd/m2 and 10000:1, respectively. In

Without going so far as to reveal how, LOE has

asimilar vein to recent Pioneer direct filter

claimed a >20% cost reduction for its HD PDPs

technologies, LG utilises a thin film filter

'vanced V-ro-n-se
TFT-I

.

-

instead of additional glass in an effort to
reduce glare and double images. The latest
version of its proprietary pixel processing
system, named XD Engine, rounds off the
highlights of this 42in PDP.

Prototype 40in HD OLED display from Samsung — who else?

The new state-of-the-art LP1 LCD range
includes models from 32in, 37in, 42in to 55in.

impressively spec'd 40in version, touting nearly

Also featuring the XD Engine, each display in the

twice the brightness and around ten times the

range benefits from abuilt-in digital TV decoder, 9-

contrast ratio of typical LCDs. Briefly, OLED displays

in- 1memory card reader for both music and photos,

are self emissive and highly efficient compared to

HD- Ready compl'ance and are equally at home as

LCDs and PDPs, have superior motion portrayal and

either PC monitor or TV.

are potentially cheaper to produce. Samsung's

On

prototype is barely 22mm thick!
SAMSUNG GOES LARGE WITH OLED

LG Electronics' new HD- Ready LCD TV
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Further to our news item in Affech June ' 05,

SONOS PAYS EUROPE AVISIT

detailing Samsung's 21in organic light emitting

Sonos Inc of California USA, recently announced the

diode ( OLED) HD display, the company reports

launch of European operations, with its Sonos

further development of the technology to an

Digital Music System shipping to European markers

www.hifinews.co.uk

IAVTech Updatel
HD-DVD disc supporting 45GB of data, closing in
on Sony's 50GB Blu-ray proposal for the consumer
market. Toshiba argues that this answers the limited
capacity of its original 30GB format. Meanwhile TDK

Statement

has stolen its thunder by announcing its successful
production of 100GB Blu-ray discs. Where will this
end? Holographic disc technology with 200GB to
1Terabyte capacity, perhaps?
1080P DVD PLAYER JOINS CLASSÉ DELTA SERIES
Classé Audio has debuted its CDP-300 DVD player
at the Munich High End Show. Boasting newly
developed video processing circuitry, the player is
able to offer a full implementation of all HDTV
resolutions. Digital video on HDMI is available at
480i, 480p, 576i, 576p, 720p, 1080i and 1080p,
although 768p is conspicuous by its absence. In
JVC's 32in DynaPiX HD-Ready LCD TV

addition to de- interlacing and scaling functions, the
CDP-300 employs digital video processing to reduce

in June. According to Sonos, its Digital Music
System is the first and only multi-zone digital music

MPEG compression artefacts and improve edge

system with a wireless, full colour LCD screen
controller that lets consumers play all their digital
music, all over their home, and control it all from

definition, contrast ratios and chroma transient
performance. On the audio side, Classé deals with
jitter by de-correlating the audio data from the
MPEG video clock, upsampling to 24-bit/192kHz

the palm of their hand. The
system
comprises
two
components: the ZonePlayer,

home,

and

venerable VP- 12S3 has finally had its

chips — sorry, chip.
' Specifying the real- life power output of
an AV amplifier remains as contentious as

on the struggle to have digital cinema
'accepted on the continent. Of course, the
World's first 1080p DVD player from Classé

media content.
The ZanePlayer delivers sound in every room
of the house through a compact 50W amplifier.

By offering both CD and multichannel

oversampled DACs. Classé has selected a slot-

DVD(A) with video content, it's the
perfect spoiler for SACD, while retailers

FLAC, AIFF, Ogg Vorbis and WAV, stored on aPC,
Mac or Network Attached Storage ( NAS), and
comes bundled w.th customizable Internet Radio
stations. Builtir wired and wireless capabilities
provide the consumer with flexibility of installation.
The Controller, designed with a touch-sensitive
scroll wheel, provides intuitive operation; simply
pick azone. pick asong and hit play without the
need for line of sight to other devices. The same
song can be synchronized in every room or different
songs played in different rooms. The high resolution
LCD shows what is playing in any zone at any time,
including album art, when available. Sonos will offer

loading mechanism from TEAC for its superior disc
handling characteristics,

reliability and control

options. Expect the CDP-300 during July/August,

the AVTech team has experienced no

JVC IS DYNAPIX AND HD READY

the different mechanisms used in our

JVC introduces its new DynaPiX ' HD Ready' LCD TVs
this month, in 26m, 32in and 37in flavours and all

reference Arcam, Denon, Pioneer and

DVD-Iayer compatibility issues with

with a 500cd/m 2 rated brightness. The LT-37DS6
(£2500) has aclaimed 800:1 contrast ratio, the LT32DS6 (£2000) offers 1000:1 and the LT-26D56
(£1300) also at 800:1.
All models sport WXGA resolution at 1366x768
pixels, an integrated digital TV decoder, PC input,
DIST ( Digital Image Scaling Technology) and various
floor, table-top and wall mounting options. JVC

additional components will be available separately.

recorder equipped with aHDMI output, more details

Final pricmg has not yet been announced.

as soon as we get them. II

Mentioned in dispatches...

Despite

Classe Audio

www.classeaudio.com

WC UK
LG Electronics UK

www.jvc.co.uk
0870 330 5000
www.lgelectronics.co.uk 0870 873 5454

Samsung
Sonos (Europe)

www.samsung.co.uk
0870 242 0303
www.sonos.com +31(0)35 62 57 214

Toshiba

www.toshiba.co.uk

protagonists of tie next generation
hi-def DVD formats, development
of competing HD-DVD and Blu-ray
technologes continues unabated and
at an unseemly pace. Toshiba recently
surged forward with a triple- layer

Marantz players.
Any vehicle that helps bring
multichannel music into the world of the
home cinema fan is just fine by us. And
as these enthusiasts already know, agood
six-channel system knocks the best stereo
setup into acocked hat. Happy viewing!

plans to complement the LCD range with a DVD

HD-DVD AND BLU-RAY AT IT AGAIN
main

can now stock it alongside conventional
CDs at aminimal premium. Furthermore,

with an SRP of £4950.

an introductory bundle of two ZonePlayers and a
Controller. The system is scalable up to 32 zones, so

the

reluctance to embrace new technologies
is nothing new. Take DualDisc ( aCD/DVD
sandwich) by way of example.

before addressing its three, two-channel, 8-times

It will access and play a wide variety of music
formats, including MP3, WMA, AAC ( MPEG4),

www.hifinews.co.uk

I

returned, hotfoot from Cannes, to report

colour screen which allows
the
user
to
access,
customize and control the

between

so far ahead of its time that the launch
of the VP- 12S4 was delayed until now.
Turn the page to discover whether the

HK's AVR7300 starts on page 70.
Meanwhile, Jon Thompson has

the

Controller,
a wireless
handheld device with afull

talks

for some 18 months. In fact, the S3 was

model that beats its own spec. hands
down. AVTech's independent verification of

that distributes, plays and
amplifies music in any zone
the

projector has remained AVTech's reference

ever, so it's refreshing to discover anew

a networked audio player

in

D

isplay technologies are being
refined with slick efficiency and yet
Marantz's VP- 12S3 single- chip DLP

01903 221500

08704 424 424

Paul Miller, Editor, AVTech

Comprehensive Test Reports from the QC
Suite are available to download at
www.miéleraudioresearch.com/avtech
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Marantz

VP- 12S4

AVTech's favourite single- chip projector
gets apaint job inside and out. Is this a
new reference, asks Paul Miller
still our single-chip reference and only mildly usurped
by the brighter, flicker-free output of its £20k three-chip
'competition'.

Marantz VP- 12S4 DIP Pro'ector
PRICE

£9000

D

isplay technologies are evolving quicker than any
other sector of the AV market, as AVTech's news
and reviews have served to demonstrate. So
while prices are tumbling, thanks in no small part to
InFocus's assault on the market in recent years, so is the

...you'll quickly discover that the
VP- 12S4 does not suffer foolish
DVD players gladly...

62

Replacing this AV icon was always going to be tricky,
so Marantz has decided to update its familiar chassis
with the cream of current technologies rather than start
entirely from scratch. This is the VP- 12S4, available
now at £9000 as amid-priced stepping stone between
the lower cost lighthouses from the InFocus Screenplay
range and the big three-chippers at twice the price
again. Some step!
The sealed chassis with its noise-cancelling features
and light-proofed construction has been tweaked and

iff

given something of apaint job. The remote control is
updated to reflect the new HDMI inputs and additional
user options, but Marantz has still forgotten to illuminate

shelf life of many potential purchases. One of the very
few products to buck this trend is the VP- 12S3 DLP
projector from Marantz, launched to critical acclaim in

all its keys. Neither has it added amotorised zoom or
focus facility — the crosshatch pattern is still provided
but it's manual adjustment all the way, I'm afraid.
Clearly, its engineers got distracted by the exciting

the Feb '04 issue of AVTech. Eighteen months later, it's

upgrades inside the chassis, like the latest DarkChip3

AUGUST 2005 Hi-FiNews
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AVTech Projector
variation on Texas Instruments' HD2+ DLP chip. This
offers the sanie 1280x720 pixel resolution as the HD2+
chip used in the VP-12S3, but with asmoother mirror
surface and finer matrix that promises an increase in
contrast of some 10-20%.
Connecting and firing-up the VP-12S4 is child's play
and Marantz has even retained its proprietary autocalibration regime for tweaking the projector's colour
temperature. That's the elongated ' lens cap' in our main
photo that clips onto the front of the projector. New
video DSP [see boxout] has also brought an expansion
in features which are accessible once the menu is
moved off its default ' Standard' to the 'User' mode.
There are now nine independent user profiles available
to store custom gamma settings along with contrast,
brightness, colour, tint, colour temperature, lamp mode,
Iris and picture aspect. Two separate ' Fine' menus are
also included for adjustment of sharpness, noise
reduction, picture blanking and very powerful ' tweaks'
of Red, Green and Blue colour gain [see AVTech's
Recommended Settings].
In common with the VP-12S3, the VP- 12S4 still uses

Evolution of aspecies: Marantz VP- 12S3 (top) to VP- 12S4 (bottom)

a 200W Phoenix SHP mercury lamp, so it's not
fundamentally any brighter. Moreover, the lamp is
colour-corrected for its high yellow output using
Marantz's ORCA filter, although On the Bench suggests
this is not wholly effective. Similarly, the same, seven-

While the S4 bears an obvious physical resemblance to the ' S3 ( the new boy
is actually - 1cm deeper), there are a few external clues to the evolution of
this species. The lens, for example, while still acustom-made and fully sealed
assembly from Minolta now features a longer focal length and manual zoom

segment colour wheel (two red, two green and two blue
segments) uses an additional dark green cell to balance
the perceived brightness of green detail while reducing
our sensitivity to video noise in the same region. All
tried-and-tested stuff and as the VP-12S3 was hardly

(1:1.45 vs 1:1.2 in the ' S3). All else being equal, the VP- 12S4 will need to

broken in these areas, I can understand Marantz's

as far as it could in the old ' S3. This manual tweaking of the light path is far

be sited further back into the viewing room than the VP- 12S3 to achieve a
given picture size - a nod to custom installers who are accounting for asteady
increase in Marantz's business.
On top, the vertical lens shift dial now allows the image to be moved twice

decision not to tempt fate and fix it.

preferable to the digital keystone correction included as part of the internal

LIGHTS OUT
Feed the VP-12S4 aless-than-fabulous signal and you'll

Gone is the VP-12S3S Faroudja DCDi de-interlacer and PixelWorks scaler to

quickly discover it doesn't suffer foolish DVD players
gladly. In fact, adigital video connection really is aprerequisite to realising the full potential of this fabulous

combines all deinterlacing, motion processing and scaling ( including Keystone

projector. In this mode the Gennum processor may need
neither deinterlacing or scaling skills because the
projector's EDID protocol demands a720p digital feed
from any compatible player, like the Denon DVD-AlXV.
Oddly enough, Marantz's own DV9500 delivers 1080i
instead ( full technical review next month).

but the highly integrated VSP chip sees it expanding into the high- end

A digital video feed delivered via HDMI from the
likes of the Arcam DV29, the Denon DVD-AlXV, or
indeed the Marantz DV9500, demonstrates to
spectacular effect just what can be achieved with
standard defintion DVD technology. Compared to the

other distortions on moving ( especially diagonal) edge detail. Ironically, the

DSP. And it's this video DSP that has witnessed the most significant change.

very best component analogue video connections, a
direct feed delivers aremarkably clean and rock-solid

be replaced by a Gennum GF9350 VSP ' Visual Excellence Processor' that
correction) onto a single substrate.
Gennum has its roots in both SDTV and HDTV broadcasting applications,
domestic

market,

courtesy

of

Marantz.

This

10- bit,

dual- channel

VSP

incorporates a deal of technologies, including its ` TruMotionHD' de-interlacer
for all video formats, scaling up to 1080p ( notionally supporting UXGA
resolution). In practice, the updated HD2+ DC3 chip used in the VP- 12S4
still requires just 720p. Meanwhile, motion adaption reduces aliasing and
VSP chip does arather good job of de- interlacing the classic US flag shot [ see
AVTech Nov ' 031 so beloved of Faroudja...

ROB IN

COMPONENT VIDEO IN 1
Pe / CB

PR/ CR

SVIDEO IN

VIDEO IN

TRIG

picture with atremendous sense of depth and realism.
The Incredibles look, well, incredible from the fine
detailing of hair, the reflections off the whites of the
characters' cue ball' eyes and the textures revealed in
jungle foliage, rock walls and flows of lava. The list just
goes on. Of course, the VP-12S3 also has these attributes,
but the 'S4 scores in its ability to dig that bit deeper into
the the murkiest corners of the picture, resolving subtle

HDMI IN

flavours of tone, of light and shade which were not fully
realised by the 'S3.
Using a 1080i input puts the Gennum to the test,

Bright white LEDs flood the back panel of the VP- 12S4. illuminating the two

which it proceeds to pass with flying colours. The To

model sreplaced rere by two HDMI sockets that accommodate digital video up to

Venice chapter of The Last Crusade opens with some

1080i. HDMI supports multichannel audio, but the VP- 12S4 is wired- up for video only

www.hifinews.co.uk

component inputs and comoosite/S-video connections. The DVI input used on the ' S3
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AVTech Projector,
rostrum camera work (the overlaid map animation)
which can aggravate all sorts of noise and jaggies with
lesser I-to-P's. But not the VP-12S4 which showed the
animation smoothly laid-out as atransparent layer over
the film sequence beneath. In Venice itself, the very
contrasty quality of the VP- 12S4 is shown to bold effect
— blacks are very black and highlights glow without
obvious ringing or reinforcement.
The deep, black bowler worn by Denholm Elliot is a
spectacular example of this as it stands in bold relief
against the vivid, almost white-blue sky above. But
there are drawbacks to the '
S4's deeper contrast. When
Indy waves his lighter around in the catacombs beneath
the church library, those so disposed will detect an
obvious rainbow flicker that is arguably better handled
by the VP- 12S3.
The boat chase scenes (actually filmed in London's
Queen Mary docks) provide a treasure trove of slick
action detail from the fine spray of seawater to the aliasfree angles cut by the boats through the choppy waves.
All this is complemented by the rich texture of the
boat's varnished woodwork, the glowing crimson of the
pursuer's headgear and the rich orange of the explosions.
In aback-to-back comparison, the VP-12S3 was judged
to deliver a smoother-looking image, but it lacks the
S4's insightful, if penetrating eye for detail.

On the Bench with AVTech
Marantz's default settings leave the VP- 12S4 at a rather high ( blue) colour
temperature that's certainly up on the 6500K value specified for its ' No. 3'
position. We dropped the Colour Temp. index from 3to 2 ( notionally 5800K)
and adjusted the Red, Green and Blue gains ( see Recommended Settings) to
achieve a near- perfect 6524K temperature at a modest 7.3 Foot Lamberts
brightness. This is fractionally behind the 7.6 FL achieved by the VP- 12S3
except, in the S4's case, full- screen contrast has improved to 1:1740.
Using an F3.0 or open Iris setting improves overall brightness at the
expense of contrast but this is still preferable to running the F5.0 Iris with
the lamp set to Normal instead of Economy. Lifting the Lamp mode to Normal
also lifts the output to 8.9FL ( which represents
brightness) but the colour temperature then drops
and the fan noise increases by - 3dB. Finally, while
to reduce the lamp's yellow output, the spectral

a very visible increase in
to aslightly redder 6243K
the ORCA filter is designed
purity and CIE charts still

show the ' S4 biased in this direction, like the ' S3 and despite our bumpingup both the red and blue values.

Fig 1: CIE Chart

Fleshtones, especially on close-ups, are undeniably
better graduated through the '
S4. This is true even
where aDVD offers less than top-notch image quality,
like Collateral, which can easily look alittle flat. Pick a
dark chapter like The Jazzman and the '
S4 highlights
the slight sheen on the brow of the performers as slickly
as it does the distorted reflections off the mirrored
barrels of sax and trumpet. Meanwhile, traces of MPEG
noise, often visible in the brighter hospital scenes, are
successfully dealt with by the Gennum processor. Game,
set and match to Marantz's spiced-up recipe.
AVTECH SAYS...
The King is dead, long leave the King? Well not exactly.
for while the VP-12S4 certainly betters the VP-12S3 in
areas of high contrast and detail in shade and highlights,

Fig 2: Spectral Purity

it does not represent a fundamental step-change in
picture and especially colour performance. Neither is it
especially bright, necessitating afully blacked-out room
before it really begins to shine.
In this respect it's no different from the VP-12S3
which was — and is — a shrewdly balanced product.
Both are head-and-shoulders above any other singlechipper we've installed in the AVTech home cinema.
This then is both Marantz's triumph and dilemma, for
while the VP-12S3 and VP-12S4 are exceptional
products, the '
S4 is only marginally more exceptional
than its forebear. al
4(;0,-.41

Marantz Hi Fi UK Ltd
01753 680868
www.marantz.com

Hi-FiNews verdict
Long anticipated, the evolved ' S4 version of Marantz's VP- 12 projector
delivers the most detailed, robust and filmic images of any single- chip
DLP design. New purchasers need look no further, but VP- 12S3 owners
need to think hard before commiting to a £9000 upgrade.

www.hifinews.co.uk
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500nm
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AVTech's Recommended Settings for the Marantz VP- 12S4 Projector
Gamma A
Picture Adjust
User
Contrast + 6
Brightness -3
Color Temp
2
Lamp Mode
Economy
Iris
F3.0
RGain + 16
Fine Menu 1
GGain -8
BGain + 10
Black Level
Normal
Fine Menu 2
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A past master of budget audio tries its hand
at budget DVD. Paul Miller lifts the lid
huge and as the 'Next Disc' key is clearly redundant in
the context of the T533, is possibly also shared across
an autochanging (multidisc) player.

NAD 1533 DVD(A) ' la er

W

hile there are plenty of slim, silver-grey DVD players
available in what might loosely be described as the
'start-up' category, few are as potentially attractive as

NAD's T533. By way of extra incentive, NAD has even
dropped its introductory price from £270 to £200 to
compete with recent hotshots on the market like
Cambridge Audio's DVD540D and Denon with its digital
video DVD-1910 [
AV7'ech Feb '05]. Not to mention
Pioneer's very latest and very universal DV-585A,
coming to an AVTech near you soon.
Like its baby brother, the T513, this T533 is built in
China around aMediaTek MPEG decoder solution with
aMitsumi DVD mechanism. This model, however, also
includes an integrated Dolby Digital decoder feeding

In keeping with NAD's heritage,
it's the sound of this player that's
arguably its strongest asset...

Otherwise, the setup menu is a riot of colour and
even includes a basic bass manager for DVD-A and
Dolby media. There's no crossover adjustment but you
can switch between large and small speaker sizes, and
set individual channel levels and distances.
The distance parameter on the subwoofer channel
was busted, however, and refused to budge from its
default ' 0 ft' setting. Furthermore, small centre and/or
surround channel settings could prompt high levels of
bass distortion on the front pair, so keep all set to ' Large'
for best results.
Its performance as aCD player is limited by NAD's
requirement for asix-channel DAC package to drive its
Dolby Digital and DVD-A analogue outputs. It has a
sub-16-bit signal-to-noise, jitter is -- 1600psec but enjoys
alow 0.004% midband distortion. With multichannel
material, jitter is alittle lower and the responses suitably
extended with 96kHz DVD(A), although the signal-tonoise is really no better. This might not be abad thing,
because aslightly raised (albeit inaudible) noise floor
can hide a multitude of digital nasties. Visit www.

El

milleraudioresearch.com/avtech for full test reports.
LIGHTS OUT

5.1 rather than simple stereo analgue outputs. Moreover,
the T533 is also fully compatible with DVD-A software
making further good use of those six output channels.
DTS is carried through the digital outputs but the
decoder does handle MP3/WMA encoded audio CDs
and JPEG/Kodak picture discs.
The accompanying remote control looks positively
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Ishould say at the outset that while NAD is using avery
capable MPEG decoder, the quality of the deinterlacer
is a little less convincing, as the flapping sails from
Master and Commander served up some visible jaggies,
as did the flags and flexible hoses on view at the
introduction to the famous pod race chapter in The
Phantom Menace. These same images looked

www.hifinews.co.uk

AVTech DVD Player
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PROGRESSIVE SCAN

very gloomy looking scenes, looks both contrasty and
both smoother and cleaner with a 576i component
engaging, plunging us into the dark and sombre world
output from the T533.
of this movie.
The Screenplay 7210, Marantz VP 12S4 projectors
In keeping with NAD's heritage, it's the sound of this
and Pioneer PDP-5115 plasma all deliver far superior
results using their own, on-board deinterlacers and I multichannel player that's arguably its strongest asset.
Returning to the Star Wars pod race scene and driving
suspect this trend would be repeated with other, lower
the AVTech cinema from its 5.1 channel analogue
cost displays. Either way, Iwould recommend switching
outputs, the T533 dished out a positively huge
the Progressive Scan option off before making a final
soundfield, packed with ambient effects and slick, wallviewing choice with aflat panel display.
to-wall action. The ludicrous pace of the pods on the
Short of atest pattern, there's no better test of colour
screen is matched by the effortlessly quick shifts in
saturation than The Incredibles which, in this case, did
not quite hit the spot. The early office scenes look a balance achieved by the T533. Subtle ambient detail
like the ricochet of rifle shots and applause from the
little too grey just as the vibrant red of the lava pool
crowd has amarvellously free and atmospheric quality
which is seen bubbling beneath Mr Incredible in his
that is the perfect complement to the largest of screens.
initial right with the Omnidroid, looks rather too orange
Furthermore, for a player with all the
(and a dirty
architectural splendour of aLego brick, the
orange
at
tHue, nor.
4:3
telle,bc,e
performance it delivers with multichannel
that) to be
.4114, ' Sec 500401.
4 3
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is both remarkably robust and meaty.
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The 1533 is
distinguished from
the T513 by its
fur 5.1 channel
analogue outputs.
The composite and
S- Video outputs

are unswitched but
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'All the detail is rendered, but without
any suggestion of real depth'. commented
one viewer at the big but rather flat image
cast before ns.
Fortunately, the level of detail delivered by the player
is sufficiently high that you can apply some sharpness
in the display device (projector or panel) to tickle-up
the image without aggravating any ringing or adding
any noise. Dark City also betrayed this same slightly
washed-out colour but the detail, in what are typically
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The serip menu may be navigated di -ectly*rom the fascia or via

the rather large DVD 5' remote control
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Lights
go
Down, and her
voice punches
squarely into
the room, augmented by asubtle reverb carried through
to the surround channels. As a multichannel music
player, the T533 is a little cracker, it's just apity the
picture performance is rather less inspiring.
AVTECH SAYS...
The NAD T533 occupies avery fine niche among other
players that also emphasise one feature or performance
area over another. ha this respect the appeal of the T533
will be tempered by your priorities — multichannel
movies or multichannel music. For the T533 does make
exceedingly good sounds

Lenbrook UK
01908 319360
www.nadelectronics.com

Hi-FiNews verdict
NAD's 1533 is avery affordable and flexible OVO player with afL'I
5.1 channel analogue output for both Dolby Digital and OVO Amedia.
Picture Quality is acceptable but still apoor cousin to its sound.
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AVTech Update

JON THOMPSON'S

VIEW FROM THE INSIDE

T

he Cannes Film Festival is typically a
collection of the great, good and not- so-

good from around the movie world. So it

was ironic that the one event that overshadowed
all others in the festival was afilm outside of the
competition. It wasn't even officially invited to
the festival. You guessed it — Star Wars Episode
III had aglittering premiere in digital. BARCO,
official sponsor of the Cannes Film Festival,
provided their DP100 2k projector and the film
was shown off to glittering effect via an XDC
digital cinema server.
The BARCO press conference, held on the
Sunday morning, proved just as entertaining if
for entirely different reasons. It was here that the
producer of Star Wars, Rick MacCallum, chose
to launch a blistering attack on French and
Hollywood attitudes towards digital cinema. He
said that if theatre owners didn't smarten- up
their auditoriums, they risked losing their audience. He also

released on DVD in late November or early December. Ishould

The Octopus.

suggested that part of the industry in Hollywood was resistant to
change, describing the community as ' very conservative' and said
greed was delaying the uptake of technology.

add one caveat — has anybody else noticed that Darth \fader

owned by Paul

seems alittle shorter these days?
Back in Cannes, the host of companies showing off next-

Allen, co-founder
of Microsoft and

generation home entertainment systems were creating atechnical

home to afairly
smart home cinema

ENTENTE CORDIALE, ANYONE?
MacCallum continued to speak passionately about the need to
board the digital revolution: ' we have to ensure that there are
digital theatres, because the next generation is being born and

buzz of their own. Hewlett Packard was showing fully- integrated,
server playback systems while Intel was demonstrating how their
processors were designed to nandle next-generation vadeo.

raised in an entirely digital environment'. In respect of any Gallic
reluctance, he laid the blame firmly at the door of the National

'H.264' seems to be the new video codec of choice for tigh
definition playback, and fortunately its performance is more
promising than its title. In the demonstrations Isaw. it appeared

Federation of French Cinemas. Pulling no punches, MacCallum

to be producing more faithful HD images than Windows Media 9,

targeted Jean Labe, the chief of the FNCF for holding back digital

which seems to have faltered recently.
On the subject of Windows, Ihad the opportunity to stow away

cinema, saying Labe had an entrenched opposition to digital
conversion.
Labe, who was not at the press conference, denies that the
French exhibition sector is dragging its heels. He said ' It's not a
question of being for or against, it's not ancients versus moderns.
If image quality is better than 35mm, if it's not more expensive,
and if equipment works reliably, there's no reason why not to
adopt it, but we're not there yet'. Labe also added that the FNCF's
position is very close to the US exhibitor body NATO. As we

among myriad
other technologies

on the private yacht of Microsoft's co-founder, the very reclusive

11

The auditorium filled with Wookie
noises before asingle megabyte
had hit the screen

reported in the June's At/Tech, the UK has the Film Council
backing the development of a country-wide digital theatre

Paul Allen. Aboard this floating temple to high technology was

network. So the UK, at least, escapes MacCallum's wrath.

the man's home cinema, a beautifully laid-our theatre that any

DARTH VADER SHRINKS SHOCK
During the morning press screening of Star Wars III, members of

home cinema installer would give his high teeth to have delivered.
But what did Ifind nestled in the projection box? The very 3-chip

the audience cheered wildly, the auditorium filling with Wookie

ScreenPlay 777 projector that we reviewed in At/Tech Nov 04. I
was not overly impressed with how it was set up, and offered to

noises before a single megabyte hit the screen. Applause and

send acopy of the magazine with our Recommended Settings...

cheers went on throughout the movie, with the early morning
audience buzzing with excitement. The film is certainly a

Once again, while the Cannes Film Festival continues to cover
cinema both big and small, it's the uninvited and unexpected

technological feat, with some of the most pleasing eye candy ever
seen in a cinema. Viewing this film digitally is a must, which

that often steals the limelight. So it'll be fascinating to see next
year, following MacCallum's oatburst, whether more thar 3 of

currently means an expedition to either the Brixton Ritzy or the

Cannes' 50 screening rooms have switchea from analogue film to

Empire Leicester Square. Failing that, the film is scheduled to be

digital servers... II

www.hifinews.co. uk
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biggest and
anti baddest AV receiver goes the full
12 rounds with AVTech. Paul Miller referees
Harman Kardon AVR7300
PRICE

£1700

L

ast month's head-to- head test unearthed a surprisingly
capable AV receiver in the guise of Harman Kardon's
AVR335, so we thought it would be useful, and not alittle
tun, to discover benefit of throwing another £ 1100 at
this £600 mix. This, in the broadest terms is HK's £1700
AVR7300, top of its AV receiver pile and one that takes
the latest house style to the max with its illuminated
volume ring and huge. multifunction display. But the
cues are more than skin deep because the AVR7300 is

The most mind-blowing, value-added
extra comes in the form of an integral
video processor from Faroudja

extra comes in the form of an integral. 2300-series video
processor from Faroudja. With its various de-interlacing
and scaling options up to 720p or 1080i, this sort of

a £2000+ AV amplifier. Depending on the quality of
your DVD player, it may be preferable to run an

11

As aconsequence, the AVR7300 also decodes every
Dolby and DTS mode known to man with sufficient
reserve to support an audio/video lip-sync delay and
HK's comprehensive ' quadruple bass manager' that
allows independent crossover frequencies for its front,
centre, surround rear and surround back channels.
About the only throwback is HK's continued use of its
older ' EzSet' auto room calibration system, with a

AUGUST 2005 Hi-FiNews

for each of the final power amp stages. Then there's the
bass management which, in the AVR7300, also extends
to its 7.1 channel analogue inputs. This enables the
output of any DVD-A or SACD player that lacks this
flexibility to be manipulated within the AVR7300.
But perhaps the most mind-blowing, value-added

video DSP is more commonly associated with several
grand's worth of DLP projector, atop-end DVD player or

based around the same core DSP (the Crystal CS49400)
as its little brother.

70

microphone built into the large IR handset.
By any measure, the AVR7300 represents a more
substantial engineering exercise than the AVR335. In
fact, HK has specified entirely separate high voltage
supplies for all driver stages with high current supplies

interlaced video feed to the AVR7300 and let it deliver
ascaled, progressive component output to your display
device. It's just apity that this caters for analogue video
only, albeit at HD resolution, as the prospect of HDMI
or DVI switching, even at £1700, is still awish too far.
All this functionality is easily addressed under the
'Video' section of the setup menu, although you'll need
to squint at the remote control before finding the ' OSD'
button that invokes the menu in the first place. The
smaller 'walk around' remote control seen in our main
photo is supplied for use in asecond (stereo) zone that
can be powered by the `surround back' amplifiers.
I've already mentioned that HK makes great play of
its multiple power supplies and suggests,

in no

www.hifinews.co.uk
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AV Receiver

uncertain terms, that its competition is rather less well
endowed. It may have a point, because the AVR7300 is
uncommonly

powerful.

HK

rates

it

at

a

modest

110W/8ohm, but we achieved a huge 2x170W/8ohm
and a full 5x150W/8ohm with dynamic power rising
from 5x190W/8ohm to 5x350W, 5x570W and 5x750W
into 4, 2 and lohm loads, respectively. This is awesome
stuff and equivalent to a speaker-busting maximum
current of 5x27.4A, which is gutsier still than the 10-

I J11111111

channel behemoth from Denon reviewed in AVTech

rT1

11111111.11

April ' 05. As ever, you can download a full suite of

bete('

acee,

multichannel Dolby, LPCM and analogue test results
from www.milleraudioresearch.com/avtech.

Choose the likes of Return of the King, which has a
far better

LIGHTS

OUT
from

outputs

of a Marantz

DV9500

universal

and

the

AVR7300

the Ride of the Rohirrim and the clatter of
chainmail, swords and pikes rises above the

*4

outputs

AUDIO

SETUP

of

both the Denon DVD-

*

BACF

A1XV and Arcam DV29

A.

* *

are interwoven with

knowledge of the AVR7300, out
listeners still pointed to the amp's
ability to ' fill the space with

SPEAKER

a

very coherent sound'. Its sense of
drive, grip and determination was
equally obvious, even at modest levels

where
hand

-›

the sound was still projected by a firm
from each of the speakers.
the

was

AVR7300

described as offering ' a relaxed musicality

turn,

power and eight
preamp outputs ( and
eight channel
inputs) are coded in
the official

the choral accompan-

multichannel
corms. This

despite the 7300's inherently easy-going selfconfidence. What you'll not get,
SETUP

Each of the seven

iment. The result is asense of tension achieved

A

MODE
SIZE
LEFTRIGHT LARGE
CENTER
LARGE
SURROUND
LARGE
SURR BACK
NONE MAIN;
SUB WOOFER
SUB(LFE)
BASS MGR
INDEPENDENT
BACK TO AUDIO SETUP

players. With no prior

importantly,

clamour of the horses hooves which, in

SURROUND SELECT
SPEAKER SETUP
DELAY ADJUST
CHANNEL ADJUST
ToNF rrusrmni s

player and the HDMI/

More

Watch

the

multichannel analogue

bitstream

soundtrack,

responds with apowerful and moving movie experience.

We dropped the AVR7300 into our reference system,
driven

integrated

distinguishes them
'row the 7stereo

however, is the in-your-face, seat

.nputs ( includirg 3

of the pants drama possible from

tape), the 3coaxial

other, more

and optical dig tal

immediate-sounding

nputs, 3component

amplifiers.

video inputs and ,
:
he

AVTECH SAYS...

*
4* VIDEO MAIN
SOURCE:DUD
TITLE :
SOURCE TYPE:DUD
DISPLAY TYPE PROJECT
VIDEO
INPUT PORT CMPNT
ENHANCE LEVEL
32
IN ASPECT RATIO
16:9
ADVANCED C3NFIG SET
BACK TO MASTER MENU

that draws you in from the very first bar'. The

re -ruining 5

Like a powerful turbo-

composite and S-

diesel,

video connections.

rides

the
on

torque.

AVR7300

a

crest

This

power provides
of

of

latent

a deal

reassurance

that

Additional inputs
are available oi the
fascia while ABUS
ard RS232 ports

however steep the climb

facilitate its

(or however tough the

automation.

percussive beat from Faith Hill's Cry DVD-A tripped

load), it'll still

from the front and surround speakers with a sense of

home. Ultimately, then, it's impossible not to liken the

drive the music and movie soundtrack

poise that was relaxed, expansive and enthralling rather
than analytical or cool. Nevertheless, very low bass can
seem slightly restricted as the deep undertone of bass
guitar from David Gray's Freedom was, quite frankly,
`missing' in the view of our panel.
Interestingly enough, this theme carried through to
our movie selection that kicked off with the devastating
depth-charge sequence from U-571. There's no disputing

...from the creaks and groans
of the submarine's frame, to the
muted footfalls in its interior...

the AVR7300 had our B&W's out on their end stops
without obvious compression, but the very deepest, rib-

AVR7300

wobbling bass was,

conspicuous by its

common DSP core determines much of the product's

absence. Otherwise, the performance was enthralling in

sound quality but only the AVR7300 has the muscle to

once again,

to

last month's

AVR335 on steroids.

The

its detail and articulation, from the creaks and groans of

deliver this promise into the most demanding systems.

the submarine's frame, to the muted echo of footfalls

According to our exclusive measurements, it is surely

within its interior and the eerie resonance of the sonar

the most powerful, speaker-tolerant
available below £2000. II

'ping'. The detail and much of the ambience is sustained,
but the room is simply not ' pressurised' by the very
deepest bass in quite the way it should.
Movies like Troy combine close dialogue with the
atmosphere
AVR7300

of

grand

projects

battle

every

scenes,

facet

of

but

the

while

the

multichannel

soundtrack into each corner of the room, there's still

AV

amplifier

Supplier
Haiman Consumer UK
0208 731 4670
www.harnan.corn

not quite the tension in its light, breezy and easy-going

Hi-FiNews verdict

atmosphere we might have expected. And, just as we

Shmp dialogLe and the deepest of bass are not its forte, but with a

detected with the cheaper AVR335, neither is the centre

well of zurreit at its disposal, the AVR7300 will master the most

channel dialogue anchored as convincingly as possible

demanding of speaker packages to deliver avery detailed, easy-going

to the screen. But is the AVR7300 simply exposing a

and thoroughly unflustered sound.

less than top-notch movie soundtrack?
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PCs are coming to aliving room near you, vying against games consoles for
your attention. Peter Thompson looks at the state of convergence

I

n 2002 with the launch cf the Media Center PC. Bill Gates
talked about smart living in what he cal er; the Digital

codenamed Longhorn, with improvements in stability and start

Decade, and the role the PC would play celivering our

up times, as well as more powerful and sophisticated graphics.

farther

improve

with

Microsoft's

next

operating

system,

multimedia content into the living room. W.tn the recent

One name missing from tnis is, of course, Apple, a notable

announcement of rew games consoles from both Microsoft and

absentee given its huge success with the iPod, and its focus on

Sony with impressive video and audio credentials, an ever

audio and video on the Mac. In the past few months there have

increasing number of Media PCs on our shelves and traditional

been rumours linking the company to apurchase of TiVo, whose

hi-fi components evolving into new nybrid devices, AVTech looks

Personal Video Recorder is still doing well in the US despite

at how mi..cn progress is being made against Mr Gates' vision.

failing to get ahold in the market over here. The rumours have

DOMESTICATING THE PC

expectation that Apple will release some form of media device for

Microsoft nas announced that some two million Media Center

the living room in the near future.

PCs have now shipped worldwide, asmall fraction of the total

In general, mecia PCs can offer good video performance as a
result of powerfal graphics cards, but lose out to more traditional

been denied, but will not go away and there is a general

number of PCs, but sure eviderce of the increasing acceptance
of the changing role of the computer
in our homes. The first machines on
the market were not spouse-friendly,
bearing too strong a resemblance to
their office counterparts, but case
designers have raised their game in
recent times We are now seeing PCs
akin to traditional hfi components,

11

Microsoft has announced that
same two million Media Center
PCs have now shipped worldwide

s'iriline devices that fit into racKs
witn whisper-quiet fans ( or none at all). two TV tuners and the

components when assessed on aud.o performance.

ability to store and handle media from music, video, pictures

Classic mediaserver [
AVTech Nov ' 04] Isan example where both

Uvem's

through fo TV. Elonex has even gone as far as putting PC internals

audio and video performance benefit from top-notch hardware.

into a 32- inch

Home

The video performance from its latest nVidia 6600GT video card

Entertainment Centre, aneat solution let down only oy having tc
use two remote controls.

The improvements to astandard Freeview broadcast are plain to

LCD screen

in

its

Lumina

Digital

Sony's VAIO PCV-RZ504 [
AVTech Aug ' 04] was another

is capable of scaling abasic PAL image up to 1080p and beyond!

interesting and inventive approach, combiring PC arid hi-fi

see but it feed some HD material off the hard dr ve and it comes
alive with a depth of colour, detail and sheer clarity that puts

components in anetwork- based solution, and let down only by

other material in the shade.

clunky and unintuitive software. Microsoft's Windows XP Media
Center Edition still rules the roost here, hiding the inevitable

72

RISE OF THE GAMES MACHINES

complexity of aPC- based solution behind asimpfe and elegant

HD video performance is something we would expect to see from

interface su'ted to armchair viewing and listening. This should

the next generation of games consoles, including Microsoft's

AUGLST 2005 Hi-FINews
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traditional area of ownership — the living room.
Dedicated music servers are available from Cyrus,
Arcam, Cambridge and notably, Yamaha with its
The latest xBox 360 from

MusiCAST system. This consists of acentral server
and up to five client machines that can be purchased

Microsoft I
left] and

separately and include music controls, a 2x2OW

Playstation3 from Sony
opposite page] offer HD

digital amplifier, speaker and subwoofer outputs.
lmerge has been making amusic server for several
years and Denon announced its NS-S100 multimedia

video outputs as standard

device a while back, although this has yet
to make an appearance. However, the majority of
manufacturers seem to be biding their time, as the
general public warms to the prospect and potential
of digital media in the home.
RESISTANCE IS FUTILE
There is no doubt that PC- based solutions will play
an increasing role in delivering our music and video
in the home, especially when acting as a hub for
devices in other rooms. In this respect, Mr Gates'
xBox

360 and

Sony's

Playstation3.

Both

boast excellent

specifications, with the xBox's ability to drive 1080i material
eclipsed by the Playstation's dual 1080p outputs! The latter's
incredible processing power derives from its use of three CELL
processors [see AV News, May '
05]. However, the xBox 360

future vision will surely become a reality as the
focus of more traditional hi-fi manufacturers changes to
accommodate devices that work in conjunction with media hubs.
Whether the PC will continue to be a physical presence is less
clear. The advantages it enjoys in processing power, storage and
flexibility means it has the potential the deliver the very highest

benefits by acting as an extender to Media Center PCs. This
capability, allied to the Media Center's ability to record and play
HDTV material, promises a not-too-distant future where High
Definition video can be stored centrally and streamed around the
house. It remains to be seen how these consoles might be used
as standalone media players, but their relatively small hard disks
(20Gb ir the case of the xBox versus 250Gb to 2000Gb in aPC)

In anot-too- distant future, HD
video will be stored centrally and
streamed around the house

points to afuture role extending amedia network, as opposed to
acting as the central hub.
In asimilar vein, there is aproliferation of devices coming to
market that work in tandem with aPC (or in many cases aMac),
reinforcing the computer's primary role as amedia server. Called
Digital Media Receivers ( DMR), these
are currently focused on audio,
starting with simple devices such as

0

performance in the most convenient form. Presently, however,
cost and relative complexity suggests that its inroad to the living
room will not be on atruly mass scale. Nevertheless, with the
potential to change the very familiar face of our home
entertainment
systems, it's a
case
of
when
rather than if this

17 11

Apple's AirPort Express, which offers
music streaming and nothing more,
through
to
more sophisticated

slow revolution at

)1.Xnalyht

last overcomes its

My Videos

current inertia.

My Pictures

offerings like Roku's Soundbridge,
which adds a remote control and

My TV

display. Just coming on to the market

My Music

1
M-1
1
-

My Movies

are devices which bring a new level
of sophistication, notably the Sonos
Digital Music System, which uses
the digital music library on your
computer as the source material and

MY MUSIC

Albums
Ocr ii
ins

Playlists

allows you to broadcast it wirelessly

Songs

all over the house [see AVNews, pages 60-61].
Currently, there are fewer devices that offer the ability to
stream multimedia from acentral hub. Microsoft's Media Center

Genres

extenders are not yet available in this country, but there are
devices such as the D- Link MediaLounge DSM-320 Wireless
Media Player that can do the job. DMRs work in conjunction with

ne/14
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Microsoft's Windows Media Connect, which is software that can
be run on aPC and ' evolve' it into amedia server. The software
recognises when a DMR device connects and automatically

Front: vast quantities of music can held on aMedia Center, in this
instance more than 700 albums. Live TV is playing in the window at the

configures itself to stream different types of media to the DMR.

bottom left of the screen. Back: the main screen of the Media Center
allows quick access to TV, Music, Pictures and more

Hi-fi manufacturers are slowly reacting to this intrusion into their

www.hifinews.co. uk
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www.acousticarts.co.uk

coustic
its

visit our web site for second hand listing

For 23 years Acoustic Arts has been known for it's
exceptional service. So if you are considering your
next upgrade speak to people who really know!

Independent audio consultants

sonus faber domus concertino

prima luna prologue 2

velodyne ddl2

101 st albans road, watford, hertfordshlre, wd17 1rd tuesday-saturday 10:00 AM to 530 PM
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t01923 245 250 f01923230798 mail@acousticarts co uk
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LOVE TO

Oxford Audio Consultants are devoted entirely to your listening and viewing pleasure
the best projector, plasma and TV
systems. We have a wide range

base,'

of décnt

and invisible loudspeakers throughout ow
store.
Oxford Audio Consultants provide a fu!!

wilson audio

Oxford
Audio
Consultants
Ltd

range of custom installation services for the
home as well as hotel and commercial
premises,
your turntable to the installation of amultiroom audio and lighting system. We can

S

ince Oxford Audio Consultants were

demonstrate awide range of equipment in
established in 1988, we have built a one of our three listening rooms, one for
reputation as one of the leading specialists small ' lifestyle' audio and surround sound
in audio, home cinema, audio-visual and

systems, one for audio, and one for home

multimedia installations.

cinema where you will be able to experience

We are constantly striving to find and stock
the best equipment in established and new
technologies ranging from record-decks
and valve amplifiers to digital radio tuners,
interne-connected

multi-room systems,

state-of-the-art home cinemas and fully
computerised lighting and ' smart-home'
controls. Our equipment and installations
range from the ' modest' to the ' magnificent'
but

no matter what your purchase is, we

provide a wide range of solutions that are
both imaginative and of the highest quality.
Our staff are knowledgeable, frank and
friendly and will assist you with your purchase; they will be able to advise you on
everything from the replacement stylus for
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we

can

even provide outdoor loudspeakers

Opening Hours:
10am-6pm,
Monday- Saturday.

for your garden that
look like stones and
sound magical! We
are

happy

to

Oxford Audio
Consultants,

arrange site visits

Cantay House,

and surveys and

Park End Street,

quote

for

most

domestic

and

Oxford OX1 1,11)

cemmercial applications.
Our installations
range

from

the

Tel: 01865 790879
Fax: 01865 791665

invisible to the
dramatic, but no
matter what you
choose we aim to
provide
thing

Email: oxford.audioe
btconnect.com

somethat

beautiful

for

both the eye

is

Website:
www.oxfordaudio.co.uk

and the ear!
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Opinion'

Shift
work
Can you find early evidence of the Doppler effect?

S

But then, while holidaying

orne readers may recall my
'Sidelines' pieces on the
Doppler Effect in the June and

in

August 2000 issues. I'd been prompted to
cover the subject by aclaim that Leonardo

into my consciousness. It's

da Vinci had anticipated Christian
Doppler's 1842 discovery by recognizing

cttcorreios

and explaining the phenomenon 350 years
earlier. But it transpired that this was an

the symbol of that country's
Post Office, and vans boldly
emblazoned with the emblem
would rush by as if to signal
the

exaggeration. Da Vinci certainly noted
that while ripples created on stationary

Portugal, the image of

a man riding a horse while
playing atrumpet thrust ,tself

Aural icon: emblem of the Portuguese Post Office

water by afalling stone move outwards in
concentric equally space circles, they become asymmetrically
apportioned by elongation when the water is moving. But
although he had concluded from the effects of superposition
that waves on water and in air behave similarly, he failed to
make the crucial connection between aquatic wave-spacing and
aural vibration- rate. Had he done so, this really could have led
to aprediction that if ears and sound-source move toward or
way from each other, there will be achange of pitch.
But predictions and explanations apart, it shouldn't be

of

continuing
my

quest,

relevance
which

had

commenced with just such
an image in mind. So Itook this as aserendipitous hint that I
should make at least one more attempt to crack the problem.
But there are now few stones left unturned, so as afinal
ploy Iappeal to readers for help. HFN is after all ajournal
concerned with sound, and the Doppler effect is no stranger to
audio because of the manner in which LF cone movements can
affect the radiated frequencies of HF waveform components.
But Iknow from experience that the magazine's readership
encompasses folk who, while taking such things in their stride,

assumed that before Doppler's time no-one had ever heard
the effect. It would only have needed ahorse rider to move at
amodest gallop while sounding atrumpet, for abystander to
notice something odd. Latterday raceho'ses can easily reach
speeds of over 40mph, but amore feas,ble 23mph is all that
would have been needed to lower that trumpet's pitch by a
semitone at the instant of passing.
The Romans used brass instruments for conveying commands

11

It's likely that someone has both
witnessed this phenomenon and
noted it down for others to ponder

to their armies, and musical entertainments were often provided
during races in ancient amphitheatres, when sprinting athletes

are steeped in countless other interests. So my hope is that

could at times have equalled horsemen in reaching speeds high

some of these good people will be able to cite mentons of

enough to modify any music they may have heard when passing
nearby instrumentalists. Also, from the Middle Ages onward

pre- 19th-century speed-related pitch changes that I've missed,

messengers would surely at times have ridden at speed past

works of literature.

perhaps buried as asides or used metaphorically in poetry or

churches with pealing bells, experiencing achange of pitch as
they went. And so on.
EARLY DOPPLERIAN EVIDENCE
It's therefore very likely that someone at some time has both
witnessed this phenomenon and noted it down for others to
ponder. And being an inveterate ponderer who hopes one day to
produce abook on the development of ideas concerning sound
and hearing, I've been looking for early dopplerian evidence.
This has involved scouring the writings of any thinkers across

RATTLING CHAINS
It could be that references will be found to shifts in the rate
of unpitched repetitive sounds such as galloping hoofs oí
rattling chains, as the periodicity of these will alter in the same
proportion as that of fixed tones. But acaveat is due here, as
at changes of under 10% our aural awareness becomes much
weaker vis-à-vis rhythm than it does with pitch, where the
semitone's 6% frequency step remains subjectively obvious to
nearly everyone. If it didn't, there'd be no art of music as we

the ages who've touched upon sonic matters, and as the Chinese

know it. Indeed, our sensitivity to frequency shifts is so acute

pioneered the making of accurately tuned bells and were much
concerned with problems of pitch, the search certainly hasn't
been confined to the West. In fact, every seemingly relevant

that the normal listener's liminal threshold occurs at less than
one twentieth of asemitone. So home listeners beware, as
nodding one's head back-and-forth at more than 11
/, mph while
listening to music through loudspeakers might welt upset the

source or authority had been consulted, both ancient and
modern, but so far to no avail. Thus I'd almost given up hope of

assessment of asystem's tune- playing capacity. Agood reason,

finding anything useful down this sonic byway.

perhaps, for resorting to headphones

www.hifinews.co.uk
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Four Winds by Dick de Graaf, recorded with cables from SILTECH

Hi-FiNews_
Nicola Benedetti's debut
Fuchs

Staier's thoughts on Mozart

LPO's new label

audiophile releases from The Faces and Bela Fleck

Classical
BEETHOVEN
Piano Concertos —
1and 3 • 2 and 4 • 5
Rudolf Serkin, Boston SO/
Seiji Ozawa
Telarc CD-80663/64/65
77m 30s/66m 32s/41m lis
(££)
Rudolf Serkin was 78 when he

Heini Kârkkâinen, Paavazli Jumppanen,
Lassi Erkkilâ, Tim Ferchen, Finnish RSO/
Sakari Oramo

stunning
realisation

Warner 25646 61947 2

mostly
Finnish

aspect. It
receives a

by these

70m 45s (£££)
The Sonata for

musicians

two pianos and
percussion has
never achieved

(Ferchen is
American, a
former RSO

the exposure of
Bartók's Music

between 1981-84. No wonder,
then, that tempos are less lively

for strings,

than in earlier Columbia/Sony

percussion and
celesta, the work
in its concerto

recordings with Walter, Ormandy
and Bernstein. Bar 121 is blurrily
fingered in the First Concerto;

conviction. ( Asharper eye for
editing would have improved Harris

best of rock with Brian Eno and Ginny CI ee

has adarker,
sparer

recorded at Symphony Hall

Telarc's producer also passes an
obvious wrong note in bar 172/4m
37s, albeit one played with great

jazz gets vital with Parker and

BARTOK
Concerto for two pianos and percussion
• Concerto for Orchestra • Romanian
Dances

began this, his only integral
Beethoven concerto cycle,

form even less.
(Trawling the big
London stores recently I
could only find the Labèques/
Rattle EMI version.) The orchestration was done,
presumably, in the hope of more concert
performances and more opportunities for Bartók and

percussionist and active with Steve Reich's groups of
players) and the recorded sound is similarly
impressive, if somewhat ' interventionist' regarding
keyboard balances.
You may think we need another Concerto for
Orchestra as much as esure needs more of Michael
Winner, but that would be to underestimate the
thoughtful musicianship of Sakari Oramo ( the
orchestra's principal conductor since 2003-4). This
Finnish version has one or two instances of dubious

Goldsmith's expansive booklet

his wife to perform the piano parts in wartime

notes too — 'di rigeur' indeed!) We

intonation but the reading is continually fascinating
and fresh:Iparticularly like the p'ayfulness of ( ii)
where the brass chorale is not too senous. And the six

America; in fact, the 1943 New York premiere was the
last time the composer played in public.

Romanian Dances sound as authentic as under the
likes of Dorati, Fischer or Solti. CB

There are plenty of similarities for those who only

PERFORMANCES CONCERTO FOR TWO PIANOS OUTSTANDING HERE
RECORDINGS SOME FIDDLING WIH BALANCES!

are robbed of the Choral Fantasy,
formerly with Concerto 3, which
could easily have been

know the earlier MSPC, although the Sonata/Concerto

accommodated with the ' Emperor'.
Tempos for the finales of
Concertos 1and 3are surprisingly
slow; but perhaps Serkin was here
seeking to recreate amore lyrical
set of readings. His playing is always
interesting but Ozawa's too polite
view of Beethoven's music rather
weakens the overall effect, and the
hall resonance makes some detail
hard to grasp. CB

BERLIOZ
Symphonie fantastique •
Overture Roman Carnival
• The Trojans — March
• Damnation of Faust
— excerpts
BPO, Lamoureux Orchestra/
Willem van Otterloo
Retrospective RET 037

PERFORMANCES WORTH HEARING

73m 19s (££) mono

RECORDINGS ACOUSTIC BLURS DETAIL

Some collectors will remember the
critical review magazine EMG's The
Monthly Letter. Willem van Otterloo's
1951 Philips version of the
Symphonie fantastique was astrong
recommendation — GBL5547
became abest selling reissue — as
was his later stereo version with his
own Hague Residentie Orchestra.
(There's ahint that Retrospective
may remaster his Beethoven Ninth,
which EMG declared head and
shoulders above most other
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conductors', notably Klemperer's.)

hongroise'. Remastering is by

At the very least we can listen to the

Floating Earth. The sound in the

'Scène aux champs' without aside-

symphony has adim general quality
combined with fiercely edgy upper

break — van Otterloo, like Barbirolli,
makes much of the timpanists'
'thunder' rolls — but is this agreat
interpretation? Disciplined and

string sounds; dynamic range is
wide. Reissued in DG's 2004
gatefold retro series [474 987-2],

vivid, yes, but not profoundly
imaginative — Iprefer Markevitch's

the Markevitch has clearer textures,
better low frequency definition. CB

BP() version from 1953. Overall
timing is 47m 23s; we don't get the

RECORDINGS HISTORIC MONO

PERFORMANCES WELL PREPARED

cornet parts in ( ii), repeats in ( i) and
(iv) ( not shown in all editions) or
underpinned bells in (
v).
But van Otterloo's performances
do suggest thorough preparation,
reminding one of fellow Dutchman

ENESCU
Impressions d'enfance
DEBUSSY
Works for violin and piano
RAVEL
Tzigane • Sonate ( posth)

Eduard van Beinum's. The 1953
Lamoureux couplings which made
up another Philips LP are exciting
and valuable — the Damnation

Philippe Graffin, Claire Desert
Avie AV2059
73m 16s (£££)

excerpts are ' Menuets des follets',
'Danse des sylphes' and ' Marche

The album subtitle ' In the shade of
the forests' comes from one of

www.hifinews.co.uk

I
Arias sung by Leontyne Price, remastered with cables from SILT EC

amazinggypsy fiddler: and this is
essentially the theme of Graffin's
collection - for which he writes an
impressively full, informative and
frank note, areal complement to the
playing. The Debussy section
comprises song and Prélude
transcriptions by the violinist Arthur
Hartmann; Graffin's conversion of
the early ( 1882) Nocturne et
Scherzo back from the surviving
cello-piano score; and the late
Sonata. The Enescu, Tzigane and
early Sonate by Ravel are
duplicated in aLeonidas Kavakos/
Peter Nagy ECM programme [
HFN
March'04], but Graffin/Desert are
even more telling. And here, you
can access all ten movements of the
Enescu, aprogrammatic piece
relating one day's experiences
remembered from childhood,
which begins without piano in a
street musician portrait. Tzigane is
recorded with the actual luthéal,
mounted on a1919 half-size Pleyel,
with which Ravel was familiar. Far
from the usual pastiche-sounding
virtuoso showpiece, it emerges
more properly as an hommage to
Bartók. CB
PERFORMANCE COMMITTED AND COMPELLING
RECORDING WIDE INSTRUMENTAL SEPARATION

HAYDN
Symphonies 91 and 92 •
Scena di Berenice
Bernarda Fink, Freiburg

Baroque/René Jacobs
Harmonia Mundi 901849
69m 22s (£££)
One of the little extra pleasures of
this coupling of symphonies is the
use of fortepiano as continuo.
Haydn composed Nos. 91 and 92

The dramatic recitative and aria
Scena di Berenice (
which
Beethoven used as amodel for Ah!

too by the velvety lower register of
the unspecified pianoforte used by

Perfido) was first heard - as was

Knauer, and by astark, close

Symphony 104, the ' London' - four
years later at the Haymarket
Theatre benefit concert given for

balanced sound picture. CB
PERFORMANCES OTHER VERSIONS PREFERRED
RECORDINGS RATHER HARD AND CLOSE

Haydn. This is yet another feather in
Freiburg Baroque's cap. CB
PERFORMANCES VERY FINE
RECORDINGS EXCELLENT

MOZART
Piano Concerto in D K451
• Sonata for piano and
violin in G K379
MOZART-WILBY
Concerto in D for violin
and piano
Sebastien Knauer, Daniel Hope,
Camerata Salzburg/
Sir Roger Norrington
Warner 25646 19442
70m 46s (£££)
After his mother's death Mozart
returned to Mannheim ( 1778) and

(as it certainly did with me) or put
purists into aspin. 'Can we - should
we- must we?' Staier steps up the
interrogation levels concerning
ornamentation in performance; his
introductory essay poses more
questions than it gives answers
(I particularly liked the little aside

year. Andreas Staier's recital, on a
beautiful sounding 1986
instrument by Monika May, after an
18th century Walter fortepiano,
follows anot dissimilar path with
quirky rhythmic and text note
variants; it is indeed a ' personal
commentary' but not an
irresponsible one. Andreas Staier is
asufficiently great musican to make
the exercise worth hearing. CB
PERFORMANCES UNIQUE!
RECORDINGS GOOD

OFFENBACH
Gâité Parisienne
(arr. Rosenthal)
JSTRAUSS
Le Beau Danube
(arr. Desormière)
Berlin RSO/Paul Strauss
DG 477 4359
81m 13s (££)

sketched, with some orchestration.
The scholar Philip Wilby believes

he's decided on amusical
commentary personal to himself.

American musician who had
studied under Frederick Stock -

the sonata for piano and violin K306

We have had other Mozart

was one of DG's very first ( Oct 1958)

is closely linked and his

performers talking of ' improvised

stereo issues. A25m abridgement

reconstruction adapts its Andantino
second movement and Allegretto

cadenzas' at recording sessions;
and the fact that aCD gets repeated

to fit a10in record, it was quickly

finale ( the most enjoyable part of
the concerto). It would have been

over and again, but stays
obstinately fixed, grates against the

logical for Knauer and Hope to have

concept of textual ornamentation as

included this sonata; instead we
have the marvellous twomovement G major, with its
harp- like rolling figures for the

intrinsicallya variant.

This RIAS Gâité Parisienne
conducted by Paul Strauss - an

replaced by acoupling with Roger
Desormière's ballet drawing on
pieces by the ( unrelated!) Strauss
family. An overtures programme
followed which included Berlioz's

dominant partner in an Adagio
introduction, and finale in variations
form. Nor is the Piano Concerto
K451 in any way related.
The German pianist is astylish
interpreter but to my mind he is
straitjacketed by Sir Roger
Norrington's accompaniment, with

by way of atardy response to a
commission from aSwabian

forward wind voices. This version

prince!), where his ' Paris' set had

doesn't hold acandle to Geza

been so well received. It is apair
that Karl Bohm recorded with the

Anda's high-spirited alternative with
the orchestra as it was in the 1960s

VP0 in 1975 ( DG): avery different

-part of the one essential recorded
cycle of the Mozart concertos [ DG
429 001-2]. I
also prefer Sony's
version of the double concerto with

its reduced string vibrato and

the NDR Orchestra directed from

'Oxford' was given when Haydn

the keyboard by Christoph
Eschenbach, with Midori asweeter-

received his honorary doctorate in
1791; Harmonia Mundi's writer

toned violinist than Daniel Hope.
(Hope has this trick of stretching

says this is speculative.

credibility over pitch, eg in his

www.hifinews.co.uk

61m 30s (£££)
This is asequence of Mozart
sonatas either to raise the spirits

extreme in aconcerto recording
with Swoboda which resurfaced last

about the Alla turca finale of K331:
'we know it better than we would like
to...') but leads to aconfession that

Loge Olympique ( but as the notes
tell us he also later passed them off

seem: the old sleeve claims that the

MOZART
Piano Sonatas - in C,
K330 • in A, K331 •
in F, K332
Andreas Staier
Harmonia Mundi
HMC 901856

Even Schnabel introduced variants
in his Mozart; Gulda went to an

began writing adouble concerto for
the orchestra which so impressed
him there. Only 120 bars were

in 1778/9 for the Concerts de la

kettle of fish, although slow
movement timings are within
seconds. Scholarship has
advanced since then, it would

sonata entry.) I
was slightly worried

ALVARO YAREZ/HAR AMNIA FAUNDI

Debussy's letters. He was writing
about discovering, in Hungary, an
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The Boston Symphony Orchestra, remastered with cables from SeLTIECH

Le corsaire, Au ber's Fra Diavolo

The London Philharmonic Orchestra

and Dvorak's Carnival: they have
been included on this 'Originals' CD.
I
don't feel either the Strauss or

BRITTEN
concert performances (whereas the Halle's are amix
Our Hunting Fathers
of live and studio). The first four releases are SACDs
ELGAR
from 2003/4 Festival Hall concerts given with the
Introduction and Allegro •
orchestra's principal and principalguest conductors,
Enigma Variations
and earlier BBC taped performances under Tennstedt
Heather Harper, [ P0/Bernard Haitink
and Haitink, remastered by Mike Hatch.
LP0-0002
The HaitinkCD includes two works he has not
75m 18s ( CC)
recorded commercally, although there
RACHMANINOV
London Phitharménic Othestra
was a1975 LPO Enigma Variations on
The Isle of the Dead •
Philips. Complete with RFH organ in
Symphonic Dances
the finale, the Enigma is deeply
LPONladim rJurow..ki
satisfying, although some will want this
LP0-0004
CD more for Harper's fearless account
50m 45s ( CC) SACD hybrid
of Auden's fearsomely demanding
SHOSTAKOVICH
texts set by Britten. The Elgar
Symphonies 1 and 5
Introduction and Allegro is quite unlike
LPO/Kurt Masur
Boult's or Barbirolli's but enjoyment is
1.P0-0001
curbed by compressed and dated
79m 29s (CC) SACD hybrid
1984 string sound.
WAGNER
Tennstedt's Wagner programme was evidently a
Gütterdâmmerung — Dawn and
great occasion, marking his May 1988 return to the
Siegfried's Journey to the Rhine •
podium after illness ( all these discs properly include
Siegfried's Funeral Music •
applause but not here after ' Siegfried's Funeral
Die Meistersinger — Prelude • Rienzi
Music'). This is aheartwarming concert with
Overture • Tannhauser Overture and
Tennstedt's pliable view of the must nicely
Venusberg Music • Die Walküre —
complementing the majestic Klemperer/
The Ride of the Valkyries
Philharmonia counterparts on EMI
[P0/Klaus Ter nst.adt
Kurt Masur has aShostakovich First in the NYP box
LP0-0003
set celebrating his tenure; I
find his [ PO readingas
76m 52s (CE)
revelatory of the strange orchestratbns ( eg use of

the Dvorak are quite what we we
would have heard with the Vienna
and Czech Philharmonics, even if
the whole collection reflects the
extraordinarily high standard of
playing by Fricsay's America nSector Berlin orchestra. And Irather
prefer their delectable Offenbach—
Rosenthal to Fiedler's classic
RCA version. The sound is
astonishingly modern too! CB
PERFORMANCES SOME DELECTABLE
RECORDINGS HAVE COME UP VERY WELL

ORFF
Carmina Burana
Sally Matthews, Christian
Gerhaher, Lawrence Brownlee,
Berlin Radio Choir, BPO/
Sir Simon Rattle
EMI 557888 2
59m 16s (£££)
Sawallisch, Frühbeck, Previn, Muti:
EMI has had several 'very palpable
hits' with Carmina Burana. Walter
Legge invested more of the
company's money in Sawallisch and
Carl Orff, with the operas Die Kluge
must now be worth afortune ( odd
though it may seem, you had to pay
extra to get the libretti — three
shillings for Carmina Burana!). As
George Hall reminds us in his
extremely tactful but transparent
note for Sir Simon Rattle's CD, Orff
first conceived Carmina Burana as
an opera, later linking Catulli
Carmina and Trionfo di Afrodite to

1,1FIN YrWIN Pull HARMONIC nRCHCCTA

and Der Mond: those 1957/58 LPs

form along triptych, premiered in
1953 by Karajan ( who was perhaps
shrewd enough never to be drawn to
record Carmina Burana).
I'm rather ashamed of the
number of versions Ihave, or used

LSO and Royal
Concertgebouw, the
London
Philharmonic

Orchestra, whose Rachmaninov with Pletnev ( DG)
Imuch prefer. The LPO playing is very fine, but
Jurowski's readings are, if not lethargic, too ready to

has launched a

drop in energy evels, too given to let tensions drop. It
is, for me, the one dispensable disc here. CB

new midpriced
label featuring

PERFORMANCES SOME TREASURABLE, OTHERS MORE QUESTIONABLE
RECORDINGS LIVE AT FESTIVAL HALL FROM 1979-2004

(unlike the Deutsches Open/
Thielemann on DG) oy adopting

60m Ois (£££)
istening to Lorin Maazel's Desert

movement was merely ' Baa-baa

cuick tempi and keeping textures

Island Disc choices I
did wonder if
the iconic Michelangeli/

of hi-fi; the one I
most respect is

recorded at the end of last

Jochum's DG stereo remake. For

December, Sir Sinon rhs the piece

HI-FINews

orchestras, the

Fifth is almost too powerful to stomach; doubtless
sincere, Masur wades right in— but this could almcst
be aparody of bad Shostakovich conducting.
Jurowski is soon to take up the Russian National

of some of its bloated tawdriness

Carmina Burana is areal bore. In
his live Berlin Ph ilharmonÉ versicn,

AUGUST 2005

the big
American

piano) as of the atmospheric, brooding writing that
would become his unique signature. The coupled

RACHMANINOV
Piano Concertos 2 and 4
Nikolai Lugansky, CBSO/
Sakari Oramo
Warner 2564 61946-2

to have, on my shelves in the name

introductory note, not feeling
obliged to underscore the work's
perceived weaknesses, although he
did mention the sneering
observation that the concerto's slow
Black Sheep'. It is ameasure of

stratospheric intervals in the

Philharmonia Fourth Concerto

Rachmaninov's insecurity that he
admitted he'd unconsciously
echoed the slow movement

soprano part; ano he roasting swan
is not too grotesqrle.
Overall though, the effect is too
manicured, the baritone's delivery

really stood up in today's context: it
most emphatically does, although
EMI's recorded sound ( 1958) has

opening of the Schumann! ( I
just
don't hear the similarity. What
struck me more were the links with

dated. I
don't think his conductor

somewhat mannered; and the
sound is an odd mix of natural

Ettore Gracis has the same
profound understanding of

Rachmaninov's Second Sonata.)
Lugansky has made an earlier,
Moscow recording which is

spread, telescopec perspective

Rachmaninov's writingthat

seerseded by this new one witn

pockets and forward solo voices. CB

Michelangeli reveals; pianistically,
however, it remains unique. The

Oramo, and not ust in terms of

PERFORMANCE NEW BROOM SWEEPS CLEAN?
RECORDINGS UNCONVINCING SOUND PICTURE

late Felix Aprahaimian wrote the

airy. Sally Matthews manages those

78

Following the
examples set by

sound. As to the Second Concerto, I
don't imagine many listeners will be

www.hifinews.co.uk

sacd

Pietro Antonio LocateIli performed by Sandrine Cantoreggi, recoreed with cables from SILTECH

thinking of Celia Johnson and

musicianly but as yet lacks the kind

Trevor Howard; Lugansky conjures
amore sombre image of things
Russian: its cold; darkness;

of fluencyand ease they ideally
need — Ialso suspect that Daniel
Harding, better attuned to 20th

trudging figures. As in the Paganini
Rhapsody, Ora mo and his CBSO
are more than supportive; this is a

century works or music with some
argument to make, may not have

rethinking of both works. And
Lugansky's technique simply

There are extras aimed at
Benedetti's contemporaries: a

makes one marvel. CB
PERFORMANCES EQUAL THEIR VARIATIONS' CD

without solo part for those wanting

been the best conductor for them.

repeat track of the Massenet

RECORDINGS • 000

to download and print ascore; and a
selection of ring tones available by

SZYMANOWSKI
Violin Concerto 1 •

texting. The booklet photos are
rather gungy! CB

Pieces by Brahms,
Chausson, Massenet,

PERFORMANCE CONCERTO WORTH HEARING
RECORDINGS SOME BALANCE ANOMALIES

orchestral playing. The Act 2love
music , saspiritual union more than
one charged with sensuality—

WAGNER
Tristan und Isolde
Kollo, Price, Fassbaender,
Fischer-Dieskau, Moll,

Kleiber brought acauterising purity
tc Wagner's music CB
PERFORMANCE OUTSTANDING CONDUCTING
RECORDING DATED AND CONTRIVED

Szymanowski's First Violin Concerto
begins and concludes like
something out of Les enfants et les
sortilèges but its late-romantic

Staatskapelle Dresden/
Carlos Kleiber
DG 477 5355

YEVGENY MRAVINSKY
Soviet conductor,

adds sagely).
We see Mravinsky in rehearsal

233m 29s (££) three discs

Russian aristocrat

and pe-fcrmance from 1940-83,

aspirations are more akin to

EMI DVB 5996899

Scriabin's high-flown mysticism.

Kleiber's 1980-82 Dresden
Lukas-Kirche Tristan, first

130m. 44s (£££) DVD

includingrare propaganda footage
of awo-kers' concert. He

Saint-Saens, Tavener
Nicola Benedetti,
LSO/Daniel Harding
DG 987 057-7
73m 08s (£££)

proved sotranscendental an
experience for his musicans that he
immecLately cancelled the concert
fearing they could not repeat the
inters ,ty. Sanderling found him in
tears before one concert, worried
that the howls might not play well
enough ('What did that mattei?' he

The large orchestration makes

transferred to four full- priced CDs is

PAL 16:9 colour and b/w

abandoned his baton when in his

Walthamstow agood ambience for

now on three and, repackaged with

This 2003 BBC documentary starts

arecording; and the soloist is mostly

three- language libretto, synopsis

80s, his minuscule gestures
unseen by audiences yet

well balanced, though not
consistently so— the violin is very

and short introductory note in ' The

wi:h two musicians from the
Leningrad Philharmonic laying

forward in the longcadenza/finale
track. Nicola Benedetti is really

Originals' series, represents a
considerable saving. Furthermore,
each Act is now unbroken ( there are
29 access points
altogether).

gILION FfriVI FRMC,

'Kurwenal!' was the
first sung word of
Tristanl heard and I

Young Musician of the Year award.
Her DG debut programme ends

and emptying the bottle over the
grave nremembrance of Yevgeny
Mravinsky ( 1903-88). His
background was aristocratic; his
auntsang for Tchaikovsky. But the

unmistakable: ' his hancs spoke',
says one player. He always had the
score :pen, even : nTchaikovsky's
Fifth (where he was unmatched).
Hisprophetic remarks on Russia
after perestroika are quoted; luckily
there is filin where he is talking

1917 Revolution meant they lost
their home and his mother found

about Snostakovich's music — after
the Eighth Symphony premiere

probably am more
familiar with the Third

menial work at the Mariinsky

Stalin banned further

Theatre. After study at the

Act Prelude with its

Leningrad Conservatory Mravinsky

perfonnances, despising its
threnodic character.
This DVD breaks the mould of

gloomy cor anglais

became staff conductor there but

than the Prelude and

trre Soviet system then worked in his

EM1's 'Class'c Archive' series, which

Liebestod, since when

favour, appointing him to the
Leningrad Philharmonic in 1938,

mostly comprise televised live

new to collecting I
could only find part of

whe-e he stayed for 50 years: a

private foctage of Webers Oberon

the Furtwângler/HMV
6LP set. Kurwenal is

severe man, religious yet

overture complete and, from

pessimistic, driven to

Russian TV (with rather poor

sung in both
recordings by Dietrich

perfectionism. As his widow, Mariss
Jansons and war-time colleague
KLirt Sanderling explain, he hated

souno), TchaiKovsky's Francesca
da Rimini. Bonus material
comp-ises avery different

the yoke of Sovietism, hated travel
(post- Stalin), thought audiences

conductor before the Leningrad
Orchestra: Gennadi
Rozhtiestvensky in a1971 Prom

Fischer-Dieskau,
whose 80th birthday
is being celebrated
focused in this music: the WUr
which won her the 2004 BBC

flowers in the snow, drinkinga toast

this year (with
Furtimângler he was only 27).
The sound balances are as
exaggerated as in the notorious
Karajan/EMI Tristan produced by

were unnecessary, loathed
-ecording: 'atrip to Golgotha'. In his
later work adrier academism had
set in, says Sanderling.
Musically, Mravinsky had

performances— here we have

Tchaikovsky Fourth.
Nonchalant in gesture, witty:
what acontrast with Mravinsky's
hawkish, meticulous stance: CB

with apiece written for her by

Michel Glotz; and some of Margaret

something of afree hand: once, a

PERFORMANCE ABSORBING DVD PORTRAIT

Tavener, of which she is proud; in

Price's singing emerges as shrill.

dress rehearsal for Bruckner 7

RECORDINGS NEV‘ AND HISTORIC FOOTAGE

the more conventional showpieces
—Heifetz's Brahms transcription

Kollo is also arather dry-voiced

'Contemplation' in anew

Tristan. King Marke's monologue
(Moll), though, is especially

orchestration, Chausson's Poème,

affecting. What makes this an

Saint-Saens's Havanaise, the
'Méditation' from Thai's— she is

essential Tristan is Fassbaender's
Brangaene, the conducting and

www.hifinews.co.uk
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driving ft.
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load to drive, the DCM5 is adream - afull range electrostatic with a3nall footprint and
aunique visual appeal. It has sufficient bass output to negate the need 'or asubwoofer
and delivers dynamics, speed and transparency across the frequency range. And, when
well set-up, the imaging borders on the holographic. All this from atransducer that's
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The Chopin Ballades & Scherzos by Rubenstein. remastered with cables from so urEc

Jazz

CHARLES LLOYD

WILLIAM PARKER

Jumping the Creek
ECM 1911 982 4130

QUARTET

68m 50s (£££)

Sound Unity
AU M 034

This album comes with intimations

70m 32s (££L)

of seriousness— pronouncements
in the liners about the tradition

Having created ascene around
himself in New York and spun out

from Stanley Crouch, black-andwhite art photographs— and it's

the requisite maelstrom of

recorded in an appropriately

recordings, bassist William Parker
seems to have hit his stride as a

sonorous and relaxed manner.
Lloyd plays in apleasantly

maker of albums.

idiosyncratic post-Trane idiom,
while pianist Gen Allen is usually

This has none of the rhetoric of
those blow-outs where jazz
musicians try and take the roof off
the sucker, but the heart- breaking

incapable of an uninteresting note.
Yet alanguid, almost tedious
miasma envelops the playing, as if

melodies and raw unisons— so very
different from the smooth, post-

the musicians are thinking alittle
too much about casting aspell over

fusion chops of neo-classicism

home listeners.

—pack apunch no less devastating.
Perhaps violinist Billy Bang was
right all along: Free Jazz doesn't

Allen's playing on 'Come Sunday'
is so innocuous it's tantamount to

require fuss and holler, it requires
unalloyed sincerity.

an offence to Duke Ellington.
Patches of Traneish turbulence or
hard bop fleetness are quickly

With Lewis Barnes on trumpet,
Rob Brown on alto sax and Hamid

buried in stifled, resignedsounding melodies. A 13m version

Drake on drums, William Parker has

of Jacques Brel's ' Ne Me Quitte

crafted six wonderful tunes. To keep
jazz vital and unmuseumized, you
don't need collaborations with

WAYNE SHORTER
Footprints

Charles Lloyd

Jumping the Creek

Pas' sounds like an audition tor a
movie soundtrack. Robert Hurst
(bass) and Eric Harland (drums)
are proficient enough, but nothing

surprise themselves. Lloyd lacks
both the funk and the intellect to live

here develops the velocity or
intensity whiC allows musicians to

PERFORMANCE SKILLED BUT SOMNOLENT
RECORDING SOFT AND STRONG

WOLFGANG FUCHS
Six Fuchs

rappers and DJs ( and press
releases penned by patronising

Columbia COL 518696

Rastascan

152m 05s (£special) two discs

cretins), You need players with ears
'Groove' (the closer here) shows

The accolades given Wayne Shorter
in this retrospective selection elide
his achievements as solo

60m 15s ( La)
Sometimes the critic who stll

Parker knows all about hip hop and

saxophonist, composer/arranger

drum'n'bass, but his understanding

and unit shifter. The evidence from

of music from the West African kora
through to Duke and Monk makes

the music, however, is that rather
than achieving the vital ' synthesis'

him see it all as part of the dance.

saluted by Herbie Hancock, these

ordinated collectives) is so
inundated with academic and

Beautiful. BW
PERFORMANCE PIQUANT, QUIRKY. BRILLIANT
RECORDING CHRIS ELAM IS NEW VAN GELDER!

talents worked against each other.

commercial falafel, he feels like

open to the motivational groove.

Shorter's 1960s Blue Note

of jazz invention today. When are
the festival organisers going to
realise this, and stop trading on the

believes in jazz as an undead

washed-up ' name' players? BW
PERFORMANCE UNSELFCONSCIOUS, ELECTO
RECORDING AESTHETIC. EXCELLENT

medium ( the most alert and
inventive players of our day refusing

AMJAD ALI KHAN

repro- kitsch, and instead engaging
in real time, rt-ythmically co-

Mohsha
Realworld RW124 7243
875322
65m 52s (£££)
Amjad Ali Khan arrives weighed

throwing in the towel. Then he hears

down by plaudits— UNESCO

recordings reveal atenor
saxophonist who quite uniquely

aCD like this, and he feels like
throwing aparty.

managed to learn from Coltrane
without diminishing his own
originality. Between 1965 and 1969

Recordea on 16 May 2003,
German saxmhonist Wolfgang
Fuchs met up with Tom [VI

awards, honorary doctorates— yet
his playing is simply awe-inspiring.
His family have been playing the

his gritty tone and wayward

(trumpet), John Shiurba (guitar),

sarod for six generations. The sarod
is athree-foot long lute made of teak
and played with aplectrum: he

concepts were areal bonus in the

Tim Perkis ( electronics), Matthew

increases the precision of his attack

Miles Davis Quintet. However, the

Sperry ( bass) and Gino Robair

Weather Report years and other

(percussion). Sadly, Sperry died

by stopping the strings with the
fingernails of the left hand rather

late-' 70s collaborations ( Steely

soon after this recording, and he's

than the fingertips. Here he's

Dan, Joni Mitchell) are less

key to its success: his amazing

accompanied on tabla by Rashid

convincing.

palette of s(x:nds manages to relate

Mustafa. Anyone aware of the solo

As the story proceeds, we seem
to hear less and less of Wayne

the electronics and noises
traditional nations of group

extrapolations of late Coltrane or
Zappa will experience Amjad Ali

Shorter and his personality, while

coherence and swing. This music is
driving, hefty, phantasmagoric,
mind-blowilg. When the horns

Khan asa revelation: as with Zappa,
delayed rhythmic resolution
enables incredibly fetching

some of the fusion concoctions are
so ugly and mannered — and the
recording so artificial — they make

witter competitively, you may think

melodies to unfurl. Excellent

you're hearing'60s Free Jazz, but
there's arhythmic suppleness and
alacrity to the ensemble which is

recording focuses the ear on the
subtle way Khan keeps altering h's

RECORDING RANGES FROM CLASSIC VAN

new. This band prove that UK outfits
Limescale and Bark! aren't just

also sound rich and exotic. BW
PERFORMANCE SUPERB

GELDER TO FUSION ATROCITY

flashes in the pan, but the true voice

RECORDING SUPERB

one wince. Nota very good
advertisement for jazz as pop. BW
PERFORMANCE GREAT WHEN YOU CAN
HEAR WAYNE SHORTER

www.hifinews.co.uk

RD052

up to Crouch's claims: the tradition,
I'd argue, was never anodyne. BW

attack; the drone strings and tabas
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and your living space, take
some time, relax, come and
listen to the best in musical
reproduction.

Andrew Lee

Call us to arrange a

design

demonstration.

01764 b.5u S13

mey.grassdanceaudio.co.uk

TRANSFIGURATION. TUNERS: MAGNUM DYNALAB. A MPLIFIERS: BEL CANTO, CAT,
DESIGN,

capacity to evoke a

PV14L
Act 2

CD :ACCUSTIC ARTS, AUDIO SYNTHESIS, BEL CANTO, dCS (
ELGAR, DELIUS, PURCELL,

DK

this emotion has the

con rad johnson
MV60-SE

STELLO, VERDI, VERONA), W ADIA. VINYL: AVID, BASIS, CLEARAUDIO,

PHYSIC, DALI, ETHOS,

the soul of the artist,

similar emotion in the
AMPLIFIERS

We like to use the DIGITAL
VOLUME CONTROL and connect
directly to the power amp — NO
PREAMP — for the greatest realism
and dynamics.

Customers say we make some of the BEST
SOUNDS they have ever heard, so you
know we can do the same in your home.
Our advice will take account of your best
components and guide you where change is
needed, in stages you can afford.
You AVOID EXPENSIVE MISTAKES, enjoy
music along the way and save money in the
long run.

Avalon

Ascendant,

A key dCS achievement is their
unique RING DAC at the heart of
the conversion process. Its
accuracy, combining the best
aspects of both multi- bit and onebit, brings out the fine detail in the
recordings and the REALISM.

Your investment is protected with
one of the best UPGRADE SCHEMES.
Software can be brought up to the
latest spec from aCD and hardware
upgrade is via part-exchange.

"A work of art consists

Symbol,

The new £ 7k P8i plays SACDs and
CDs and UPSAMPLES CD sto DSD,
the format of SACO, for afuller,
more natural sound. Instruments
and voices develop more of their
character and there's agreater
"ambience" and presence.

Digital inputs allow for superb D/A
conversion of other digital sources,
eg DVD with optional upsampling to
DSD. Integrate the P8i with ahome
theatre for stunning sound.

SPEAKERS

NORDOST, VERTEX AQ ETC. M AINS Vertex AQ. SUPPORTS: ARCICI, STANDS
UNIQUE, VERTEX AQ
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sacd

Franz Liszt performed by Yoram Ish-Hurwitz, recorded with cables from SULTECHI

Rock
BRIAN ENO
Another Day On Earth
Hannibal/Opal

KRAFTWERK
Minimum - Maximum
EMI 5 60608 2
120m 47s (£££) two discs
Anyone looking for muscular live

HNCD1475ADV

run-throughs of The Krafties'

46m 55s (£££)
Amere quarter of acentury since
his last album of songs, Brian Eno

greatest hits could be in fora few
surprises from this double CD of
highlights from their 2004 tour

returns to blend elliptical,
inscrutable words with breath-

concerts in London, Moscow, Tokyo
and elsewhere. Virtually every track

takingly lovely melodies in ways only

gets amakeover, largely to

he seems capable of.

incorporate the possibilities

This new album is no less
innovative or inspiring than his early

afforded by new technology that

works, and it also manages to
maintain acoherent atmosphere
throughout by employinga
kaleidoscopic range of endlessly
varied rippling, tinkling,
shimmeringand quivering
synthesizer sounds. True, Eno
doesn't have aclassic rock voice

didn't exist back in the 1970s when
tracks like ' Man Machine' and ' The
Model' were recorded. But that's
not all. ' Autobahn', once a
celebration of relentlessly churning
precision machinery, now almost
swings, and the previously unheard
'Planet Of Visions' sounds more like

but, for conveying his oblique lyrics,
it can be powerfully emotive,

Moby. The gigs, to judge by the
crowd noise, were rapturously
received but as CDs they lack

beautifully delicate or reflectively
sombre. But be warned, the final

Kraftwerk's old air of menace. JB
PERFORMANCES UNINSPIRED RE-TREADS

track Bone Bomb' is one of the
most chilling songs you are ever

RECORDING PUNCHY CLARITY

likely to hear. JB

Recorded largely in the living room

originally called ' My Name Is David

PERFORMANCES CEREBRALLY STIMULATING

of Roy Dodds, former Fairground

Ruffin And These Are The

bona-fide slice of pop history should

RECORDING RICHLY TEXTURED

Attraction drummer, and employing
abattery of superb players, tracks

Temptations', but their lawyer made
them change the name, etc etc. Fall

check this one out. JB
PERFORMANCES QUALITY POP

like the seductively sexy ' Touch', the

Out Boy are speedy, powerful,

RECORDING TIMELESSLY INNOVATIVE

exquisitely tender ' Lament' and the
thoughtfully rollicking 'Gotta Do'

uplifting, literate and witty, and if

confirm that Clee and her writing
partner Pete Smith remain as vital
as ever for lovers of classic
songstrelsy. JB
PERFORMANCES HONESTLY HUMAN
RECORDING WARTS ' N' ALL

FALL OUT BOY
From Under The Cork Tree

Green Day joined forces with Taking
Back Sunday, it might sound abit
like this. JB
PERFORMANCES ENERGETICALLY SMART
RECORDING CLARIFIED GRUNGE

VARIOUS ARTISTS
The Jack Nitzsche Story
1962-1979

producer. Anyone keen to own a

MORCHEEBA
The Antidote
Echo ECHCD65
44m 12s (£££)
Morcheeba said bye to singer Skye
Edwards after the last album and
tout, but now they're back with a
new voice from Daisy Marten.
There's areal sense of agroup at

Ace CDCHD1030

work here in place of the chilled-cut

Sore Thumb STR-CD2

76m 28s (£££)
You won't often see compilations on
this page, so take my word for it that

electronica of yore, helped in no

42m 59s (£££)
This is the second album from an

46m 27s (£££)

acclaimed Chicago four- piece coyly

this one is something special. Jack

I
first encountered Ginny Clee as
half of the much missed singer-

described on the record

Nitzsche, who died in 2000, was

been compared to Grace Slick. Ir

songwriter duo The Dear Janes,

company press release as being
'packed with energetic, catchy

one of the most innovative figures
on the '60s music scene, asan

fact, many o the tracks carry a '60s
rocK groove- twangy guitars, org.3n,

who swam against the tide of the
'90s by writing folksy- rocky songs

punk anthems' and chosen by
Rolling Stone magazine as one of

arranger, songwriter and producer.
He was the co-writer ( with Sonny

brass and aI. But there's still that
meow vibe that made the band a

that were about amillion miles from
the ruling vogues of Britpop or

the Ten New Artists To Watch. Less
punky than their debut album, it's

Bono) of'Needles And Pins', a
major UK hit for The Searchers, but

favourite of the post- party scene
since the mid-'90s. Production is

grunge. The bands who espoused

nevertheless still vibrantly in your

those styles have largely vanished
or evolved into emo-rockers of one

face, almost to the point of asking to
be slapped down, but it's also so
sing-along-to that it's hard to resist.

presented here in its original versioby Jackie De Shannon, masterfully
arranged by Nitzsche. Nitzsche's

:ight yet spontaneous, with a
freshness you rarely hear from
modern mai tracked ' n'

association with Phil Spector is

sec uenced fare. According to the

represented by the often overlooked
Righteous Brothers' classic ' Hung

press blurbmost of the tracks were
indeed played live in the studio, with

GINNY CLEE
Hold On Tight

stripe or another, but Ginny Clee is
still here, writing the kind of timeless
songs that have the potential to

Island 0602498800140

The music is written by vocalist
Patrick Stump, to lyrics by bassist

small part by Daisy's soaring vocals
-shades of Skye still there but she's
more of abelter who has, rightly,

become an indispensable part of

Pete Wentz, notorious for his wilfully

On You', while Bob Lind's folk-rock

ahuman drummer no less. A

your future rather than part of an
embarrassingly ironic mid-life crisis

eccentric and unwieldy song titles.

gem ' Cheryl's Goin' Home' and
Mink De Villes ' Mixed Up, Shook

thiE.album. AH

karaoke evening when you're three

'Our Lawyer Made Us Change The
Name Of This Song So We Wouldn't

sheets to the wind.

Get Sued', for example, was

www.hifinews.co.uk

Up Girl' both demonstrate
Nitzsche's unfailing touch asa

method not :obe ignored, just like
PERFORMANCES GROOVIN'
RECORDING FRESH AND DYNAMIC
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PINEWOOD MUSIC
?he way to play vinyl...

WE

ALWAYS

HAVE

THE

8E5T

If you value quality and the pursuit of excellence, you are invited to
consult with Pinewood Music. From the unbeatable value of the Prima
Model 10

Luna amplifier to the

breathtaking beauty of the Krell Evolutions,

which take the art of music reproduction to an unprecedented level, we
are the most comprehensive high end dealer for the South and SouthWest. We are also one of the oldest, with

18 years' experience of the

world's finest.
Pinewood offers you the peace and quiet of aprivate listening MORI
with a personal interest, enthusiasm and service
Model 2012,

that will give you

confidence in your investment and alifetime of enjoyment.
The following is aselection of our new arrivals:

SONUS FABER DOMUS
With this beautiful range of loudspeakers for two- channel and home theatre,
the Italian maestros have raised the entry-level bar to new heights. We have
Model 30/2

every model for you.

KRELL RESOLUTIONS
Not exactly new, but probably the best- kept secret of all. Why? Because over
here the name ' Krell' means only amplifiers. Reviewers the world over - and
Pinewood Music - disagree with that. This range of superb value speakers is
aclass act that puts the music first and performs way, way beyond its price. A
crime to ignore these!
Series M2

MARTIN LOGAN SUMMIT
Everyone's going ga-ga about this one - and with gcod

reason. Simple,

sensual and with a performance that eclipses every previous model, the
Summit represents an electrostatic milestone.

AUDIO RESEARCH SP- 16

Series 300

We are often asked if there is agood preamplifier with an integrated phono
stage. Yes, there is - and we have it:: the entry-level SP- 16.

Sounds rather

more than entry-level, though. However, for the ultimate line stage, we have
the new and very wonderful Reference 3.

Agencies:

Krell,

Audio Research,

Unison

Research,

Logan,

Koetsu, Lyra,

(able,

Futureglass,

Sonus

faber,

Jadis,

Dreamvision,

finite-elemente,

Copland,

Wilson

Pathos,

Audio,

Martin

Transparent,

Chord

BCD

Engineering

THE PINEWOOD MUSIC COMPANY
Tel: 01460 54322
Mobile: 07860 351113
e-mail: brianriv@mac.com
Ask for details of this supero range
SME LTD • STEYNtNG • SUSSEX • BN44 3GY • ENGLAND
tel. + 44 ( 0)1933 814321 • fax: + 44 ( 0)1903 814269
salesesme.ltd.co.uk
or visit our website www.sme.ltd.uk
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More than asong by Witness, recorded with cables from sumacs-I

Audiophile

RÓZSA
Three Choral Suites

RORY BLOCK
From The Dust
Telarc CD-83614
58m1 (£££) CD

Telarc SACD -60631

Another fine set - can't believe how

61m 52s (especial)

prolific she's become- from one
of the finest distaff blues singers

SACD multi-channel
Asublime gift to soundtrack

alive today. Telarc has captured
the twang and the textures, putting

aficionados and practicing
Christians, the world premiere of

Block right in the room with you.
Again, it's an assortment of originals
and covers, Block positively
dazzling with her take on Robert

three bold suites based on Rózsa's
scores for Ben-Hur, Quo Vadis

Johnson's Stones In My Passway';
and the bottleneck guitar work just
sizzles. Can't wait to hear what it's
like on SACD. KK
PERFORMANCE RAW AND INTENSE
RECORDING TELARC TRANSPARENT

THE FACES
A Nod Is As Good As A
Wink... To A Blind Horse
Audio Fidelity AFZ026

Three Choral Suites

Mormon Tabernacle Choir,

Ben- Hut Quc
King ot-- Kings

C ncinnati Pops Orchestra/
Erich Kunz!

Erich Kunzel
Cincinnati Pops Orchestra
Mormon Tabernacle

arid Kingof Kings. It's epic in every
way, right down to the cheeky cover
art, reminiscent of ' 50s-'60s film
posters. Sonically, it embraces
both bombast and subtlety with
equal grace, and it's one of the best
pro-SACD titles I've come across,
especially the handling of the
massed voices. Even if you never go
to the movies, give this aspin. KK
PERFORMANCE HEROIC
RECORDING MAJESTIC

36m 33s (especial) Gold CD
Slick treatment for their 1971
album, not that Faces sonics ever
begged for audiophile polish.

of the genre. McFi even added a
bonus track. KK

no-rainer, utterly compelling

the Fabu'ous Thunderbirds, and

blues with amodern, cutting edge

PERFORMANCE FLATT &SCRUGGS FOR THE
WIDESCREEN ERA

and - believe me - terrific sound.
Intriguingly, Chad Kassem's crew

they covered all of their signature
tunes, including the rousing 'One

Steve Hoffman has remastered

RECORDING COMPLEMENTARY

stayed purist and kept this twc
channel, so the hard-core won't be

this with requisite care, somehow
juggling unadulterated raunch
with the demands of the expected
audiophile audience. Hence,
it always sounds as nasty as
necessary, without fatiguing the
listener and while providing more
than ample detail. You just won't
believe the low-level info on ' Stay

VARIOUS
Rockin' the Spirit
Chesky SACD296
60m 22s ( especial)
SACD multi channel

With Me', nor Ronnie Lane's

O'Neal, Bob Seeley, Eric Reed
and Marc Brun, recorded live at
AC Pianocraft Recital Hall in New

BELA FLECK
DRIVE
Mobile Fidelity UDSACD 7003

York. Generously, Chesky Records
tells us what was used and where,
so the keen-eared can audition a
restored 1927 Steinway against a
restored 1936 Baldwin. The playing

52m 02s (especial)
SACD stereo

is uniformly joyous, asmorgasbord
of boogie-woogie, and the sound?
For piano addicts, this has gotta be

Perfect timing for the re-release,
on SACD, of banjo maven Fleck's

anew reference. KK
PERFORMANCE PURE BARRELHOUSE

1987 album, now that the
bluegrass revival has maintained its

RECORDING ATMOSPHERIC

momentum beyond mere fashion.

JIMMY D LANE WITH
DOUBLE TROUBLE
It's Time
Analogue Productions
AP02020SA

The new format suits the genre
better than CD, especially the way
it handles subtle overtones, fast
treble and metallic sounds without
exaggerating their tendency to

atmosphere. KK
PERFORMANCE ROCKIN'
RECORDING SMOKIN

Like the blurb says, ' An evening of
gospel and blues piano,' performed
by Monty Alexander, Johnny

virtuoso bass playing. It's as if Rod
Stewart never wore leotards. KK
PERFORMANCE GIMME ABEER
RECORDING GIMME ANOTHER

repelled. No fewer than I1originals
and aslinky Elmore James cover
-just buy it. KK
PERFORMANCE GUTSY
RECORDING DITTO

Bad Stud' and some ideal covers.
Go for the 5.1, and wallow in the

53m 57s ( especial)

THE BLASTERS
Live Going Home
DTS Entertainment
69286-01119-9-8
88m 53s ( especial))
PCM 2.0 DTS 5.1
Ignoie the packaging that purports
to contain DVD-Audio: that's a
printing error. Not that Iminded, as
the 48k/24- bit PCM stereo and DTS

BARB JUNGR
Love Me Tender
Linn AKD255

5.1 surround tracks were just swell.

60m Ois ( especial)

I'd have this one anyway. as I'm
aserious Blasters fan, arid didn't

SACD multi-cnannel
Li ,m's star vocalist is out with

expect amulti-charnel edition

another Premed set, this time

of last year's live reunion album
-with bonus tracks, to boot! This is

covering Elvis songs, with some
EP-rerated Dylan thrown in and

magnificent, retro, bar- band, kick-

an original called ' Looking For

ass rock, in avein not dissimillar to

Elvis'. Jungr's take on the King is
not what you'd expect, the entire
affair moodyand minimalist and
even creepy in some areas. But the
girl cal sing like apre-war Berlin
chanteuse, her intetpretations are

induce fatigue. Fleck is never less

SACD stereo

than asensitive yet rollicking player,
so Drive will appease both purists

never less than interesting, and

This should be Jimmy D's
breakthrough album, his Healer:

the sound is simply sublime. If

and those newcomers to this music
who can't quite cope ( yet) with the
unjustified slack-jawed yokel mien

Double Trouble as his backing
band and the legendary Eddie

www.hifinews.co.uk

Kramer twiddling the knobs? It's

only Linn's hardware sounded this
good. KK
PERFORMANCE CHIl LING
RECORDING ANOTHER FEATHER IN SACOS CAP
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Every audiophile should have aworking
knowledge of stereo microphone techniques.
Keith Howard offers up aprimer, and some
simulation software

I

ve lost count of the times Ihave heard or read armchair experts
pontificate on the subject of stereo microphone technique.
Likewise the number of audio gurus who, asked why their

blameless product still doesn't make asound like that of
real music, unswervingly lay blame at the door of
recording engineers. For people who like to view life in
edge-sharpened black and white, Isuppose this certainty
is comforting. But talk to people who make aliving from
capturing sound and you rarely find them so prescriptive
or proscriptive: the real world has many shades of grey.

A good recording is about much
more than theoretical notions of
what constitutes ideal stereo

first and foremost, about recreating an artistic event, and
doing so in a way which recognises commercial and
psychological realities as well as technical ones.
This is such an important point that I've asked Tony
Faulkner — one of the UK's most experieuced, respected
and forthright independent recording engineers — to
contribute afew words about some of the many factors
that impinge on this process. You can read these pearls of
hard-won wisdom on page 90.
BLUMLEIN
Here, as Isay, I'm going to concentrate on the theory,
which takes us back to the early 1930s and the work of
Alan Blumlein. Around this time there were two teams
working independently on the development of stereo,
one at Bell Telephone Laboratories in New York, led by
Harvey Fletcher, and the other at EMI in Hayes, led by
Blumlein. The two teams approached the problem quite

While this might seem an odd way to begin an article
about stereo microphone technique, it is important to
start on the right foot. What I'm going to talk about here
is the basic theory of two-channel, two-speaker stereo
and how this relates to microphone usage. Iwill then
point you to afreeware utility that can simulate different
mic techniques so you can hear some of the effects for
yourself. But Iwouldn't want you to think that any of this
constitutes arecipe for making good stereo recordings. A
genuinely good recording is about much more than
theoretical notions of what constitutes ideal stereo. It is,
86
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differently, and of the two EMI's solution was much more
firmly grounded in psychoacoustic theory. Blumlein's
patent of December 1931 (BP 394325) describes this in
detail, and has became aclassic of the stereo literature.
Blumlein based his approach on the so-called duplex
theory of sound localisation, originally expounded by
Lord Rayleigh (John William Strutt) in 1907.
Fundamental to this theory is the way the human head
interacts with sound waves arriving from different
directions. At low frequencies, where the size of the head
is small relative to the wavelength, sound diffracts
www.hifinews.co. uk

Feature

Fig 1: microphone polar diagrams: from

left, omnidirectional; bidirectional ( figure- of- eight); cardioid; supercardioid; and hypercardioid

around the head so that there is little difference in the
intensity experienced at each ear, wherever the sound
impinges from. But adisparity in arrival time at each ear
is expressed, for continuous tones, as aphase difference
between the two ears which is unambiguously related to
the angle that the sound source subtends to the median
plane (the vertical plane bisecting the head front to rear).
At high frequencies, where the size of the head is large
relative to wavelength, the head casts an acoustic
shadow, so there is now an interaural intensity
difference (IID) which relates to the sound source's
lateral location. There is also, as before, an interaural
time delay (ITD) for any sound source off the median
plane but once this becomes greater than the reciprocal
of the frequency ( 1/f), the relationship between
interaural phase difference and source location becomes
ambiguous. So the duplex theory envisages two
lateralisation mechanisms, based on ITD and IlD,
operating at low and high frequencies respectively, with
the 'crossover' between them occurring where the
distance between the ears is equivalent to one
wavelength, which is at around 700-800Hz.
Blumlein's genius was to realise that, using two spaced
loudspeakers, each with access to both ears, it is possible
to recreate these interaural phase and amplitude cues
locally, at what would later become known as the stereo
hot seat. (Note that Isay here the interaural phase cue,
not the interaural time delay as such. This is important.
as we'll see in due course.)
To achieve this, the lateral position of the sound
source has to be represented within the two channels by
a difference in interchannel intensity only — no
interchannel delay is required or desirable. (For aproof
of this see, for example, reference 1.) Hence the concept
of intensity stereo and Blumlein's espousal of the
coincident stereo microphone technique, in which leftand right-channel microphones have their capsules
placed as close as possible in space so as to eliminate any
time delay between them. The required intensity
difference between the channels is achieved by using
directional microphones, and angling them relative to
one another such that sounds from the left are picked up
preferentially by the left-channel microphone, and
sounds from the right by the right-channel microphone.

www. hifi news. co. uk

At this point, having established the importance of
directional microphones, we need to detour for a few
paragraphs to consider them in more detail.
POLAR DIAGRAMS
A small microphone capsule (small relative to the
wavelength of sound) whose diaphragm is closed off to
the sound field at the rear behaves as pressure transducer
and has an omnidirectional directivity pattern. In other
words, its electrical output is proportional to the sound
pressure level it experiences, and it is equally sensitive
in all directions. Depicting this directional behaviour on
apolar diagram — where the microphone's sensitivity is

.411
Alan Dower
Blumlein

represented (on a decibel scale) by distance from the
origin, and angle around the plot represents angle around
the microphone — results in acircle [Fig la].
If the rear of the microphone capsule is opened up so
that both sides of the diaphragm are fully accessible to
the sound field, the result is avelocity microphone with
abidirectional polar plot [Fig lb]. The microphone now
generates an output proportional to air velocity rather

llumlein's genius was to realise it
was possible to recreate interaural
phase and amplitude cues locally
than pressure, and is insensitive to sounds impinging on
it from anywhere in the plane of the diaphragm. Because
of the shape of its polar plot, this type of microphone is
often referred to as a 'figure-of-eight'.
By attenuating the sound that reaches the rear of the
diaphragm, a pressure gradient microphone is created
that combines the omnidirectional pattern of apressure
mic and the figure-of-eight pattern of abidirectional mic
to achieve a range of potential directivities. The best
known pressure gradient microphone is the cardioid, so
called because its polar plot is heart-shaped [Fig 1c]. By
combining the omnidirectional and bidirectional
components in different proportions it is possible to
generate directivities which are narrower than the
cardioid's but which result in a small secondary lobe

Hi-FiNevvs

Fig 2. Amplitude
vs angle vs
frequency for
three high- quality
Schoeps
microphones
(Chris Woolf,
www. microphonedata. corn)
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105°

90'

Fig 3.

From the coalface

the ' Blumlein
pair' [ left], using

Here Tony Faulkner [ left] talks about the

two bidirectional

practical factors which impinge on
microphone technique when making

microphones and

commercial recordings.

[right] crossed

'The theories behind mic techniques

cardioids

are great until you find yourself with a
box of real-worlc mics, stands and
cables on the stage of the Barbican or
Royal Festival liall recording agreat

110°

orchestra. It's abit like researching the

Fig 4a. ORTF

physics of camera lenses and CCD devices and expecting that knowledge

'near coincident'

on its own to create award winning photographs. Knowledge of theory is

arrangement of

highly desirable and very useful, but it has to be complementary to

two cardioids

creative instincts and ideas.
'The battle with classical material is to get abalance of presence and
ambience to satisfy artistic criteria, without too many dirty tricks to get in
the way of the artists and integrity of the sound. One practice Isee more
and more of ( especially in radio) is to start with asimple stereo pair of
some kind or another ( good idea), but to put it abit too far away ( bad
idea). The engineer then has to use astageful of extra close mics, or else
it sounds like you are halfway up asonic Alp on amisty day. When you
170 mm

add the dozens of closer mics for necessary detail, the dual perspectives
sound peculiar and also you get strange unexpected hotspots where

Fig 4b. another

individual players or voices in achorus stick out. Then the engineer tries

'near coincident'

to cover his tracks with digital reverberation in quantity like cheap

arrangement,

perfume. This loop is hard to escape and ends up making every venue

Tony Faulkner's

and orchestra sound the same - pretty boring by the time the sound

'phased array'

leaves the mixing console.

using two

'Psychology is another factor. Some musicians don't like close

bidirectional
microphones

microphones - it's as if you're spying on them. Whereas aclose mic for

200 mm

appearing at the rear. As with the bidirectional
microphone, any sound source within the angular range
of this rear lobe appears in the electrical output with
inverted polarity. Two such directivities, known as
supercardioid and hypercardioid, are in Figs Id and le.
These polar patterns, it is important to stress, are
theoretical ones. Real microphones display polar
behaviour which varies significantly with frequency. The
3D plots in Fig 2 — which were created by Chris Woolf,
editor of Microphone Data [
www.microphone-data.com]
— illustrate this with measured amplitude vs angle vs
frequency data for three high-quality microphones from
Schoeps with nominal omni, bidirectional and cardioid
polar patterns. Departures from the theoretical ideal are
important because they affect sound quality. Generally,
cardioid and other directional microphones have amore
coloured sound than otherwise equivalent °Innis.
BACK TO BLUMLEIN
The easiest means to achieve pure intensity stereo, as
already

stated,

is

to

use

coincident

directional

microphones. Blumlein himself proposed the use of two
bidirectional microphones with their forward axes
aligned at right angles to one another and at 45° to the
straight ahead position [Fig 3a]. This arrangement is
often called the Blumlein pair, and is lionised by many
stereo purists. Actually its particular advantage may lie
in its integration of the reverberant sound field, an
important topic, beyond the scope of this article, which
was explored over 30 years ago by Michael Gerzon 2.
Crossed cardioids are sometimes used instead, as a
means of suppressing the Blumlein pair's strong rear
pickup, in which case the angle between them is usually
opened out, typically to 105° or so [
Fig 3b]. Michael
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Gerzon suggested that even better results can be obtained
if the two microphones are formed into atrue cross, such
that their capsules are spaced by about 50mm.
This leads on to a variety of other 'near coincident'
arrangements that have been used down the years, where
the microphones are separated by adistance roughly that
of the spacing of the ears. The best known of these is the
ORTF setup (named after L'Office du Radiodiffusion
Télévision Française), using apair of cardioids angled at
110° and spaced 170mm apart [Fig 4a]. Another example
is Tony Faulkner's so-called phased array [Fig 4b], where
apair of forward-facing figure-of-eight microphones are
spaced by about 200mm. All such arrangements
introduce asmall amount of time delay between the two
channels for sound sources away from the centreline — a
departure from the principle of intensity stereo, which
Blumlein purists decry but which adds extra airiness
(purists would call it phasiness) to the sound.
Spaced microphone techniques take this approach
even further. Examples are the spaced omni layout
espoused by Mercury in the 1950s, in which two or three
omnidirectional microphones are spaced some metres
apart, and the Decca 'tree' — two omnis about 2m apart
with athird halfway between them and about 1.5 metres
in front. These techniques are far removed from
Blumlein stereo but result in an enhanced sense of
spaciousness, and were used for what are some of the
best-regarded recordings of all time.
SIMULATION
The best way to appreciate how the use of different types
of microphone in different layouts affect stereo image
quality is to try them for yourself. But even though highquality recording gear was never cheaper than it is now,
www.hifinews.co. uk
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the engineer is going to twiddle aknob and undo it? In my experience,
when conductors and players see dozens of microphones many lose interest.
'Modern concert halls are more often than not relatively deac
acoustically. With an audience to deaden the sound further, when you pull
up the faders it can sound as it you've recorded on adry movie sound stage.
You just get your mics placed that you can hear everybody in abelievable
perspective. Then you go home and maybe acrd abit of phoney reverb
tastefully - sorry, but even Ido if there is no alternative and the sound is
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otherwise just too raw.
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'At the apposite extreme, the other d,fficub places Iwork . nare
reverberant boomy churches where nobody can work out what's going on

linearities in the frequency response as afunction of the angle of incidence.

Microphone

sometimes, least of all the people play,ng at tie back of the orchestra! This

Figure- of- eights are very handy, and ribbons have incredibly low distortion,

construction:
this is a

is the sort of place where phased arrays zoom in to increase the perceived

but few engineers exploit what figure-of-eights can do. Afigure-of-eight is

detail. Ido not use just two parallel figure- of-eights, there are other useful

completely dead to sound coming from top and bottom and the sides, so it

hypercardioid

permutations of patterns including avery handy 'our- way array of Schoeps

gets rid of alot of the reverberation in an over- reverberant space for you.

type by AKG

omnis and subcardioids. A phased array allows you to set the mics back

'I've also used figure- of- eights to advantage as part of the balance for

quite away, which is particularly useful when the performance is being

LSO Live releases like the Jansons Mahler 6. One problem in the Barbican

broadcast on TV or captured on video. If there are close mics it screws up

Hall is that the brass can dominate at the expense of the strings because of

all the camera shots. It's nice to be afly on the wall, and that's one

the nature ol the stage. Here you can use afigure- of- eight microphone as an

advantage of asimple mic technique.

'un microphone', which is an interesting concept Iteach my students. If

'Another reality is that omni pressure mics sound the most natural and

there is something you don't want to favour, then afigure- of- eight is so

have the most linear measured performance. However, they function like a

useful because . t . scompletely dead at 90°. You simply point the null at

wide-angle lens and the final mix can end up fat, bass heavy and abit

what you don't want to favour. Cardoids, on paper, have infinite rejection at

distant, with funny perspectives not dissimilar from vignetting in

the back, but in practice they often don't, and at 90° they're still pretty live.

photography. Directional mics have more presence but there tends to be

So they're not as directional as you'd like them to be. And they're sonically

coloration from the high-pass filter characteristic of their design, plus non-

not apure device in the way an omni or figure- of-eight ribbon is.'

only atiny subset of audiophiles are likely to do this. So
I've written a Windows software utility called
MicSimulator, downloadable free from my website
[www.audiosignal.co.un to give ataste of the effects.
To do this it needs a source Wave file of a single
instrument recorded under anechoic conditions. A
number of such recordings can be downloaded from
www.ramsete.com/publiclaurora_cd/anecoic/farina and
www.ymec.com/hp/pref2/dry.htm. Of the files on offer, I
would suggest weber2.wav (cello) and moz-0.wav
(violin) from the Farina site. and sk.wav (clarinet) and
sl.wav (trumpet) from the YMEC site (make sure you
download the Wave files, not the MP3 equivalents). All
the YMEC files are stereo and must be converted to mono
before they can be processed by MicSimulator. If you
don't have an audio editor to do this, another freeware
utility available from my site — S2M — can do it for you.
What MicSimulator does is simulate what happens
when this sound source is moved in 13 increments of 7.5
degrees from aposition 45° to the left of the centreline of
the soundstage to aposition 45° to the right. The sound
source is presumed to be 10m distant from the centre of
the mic array, and you can select between six different
rnic layouts (Blumlein pair, crossed cardioids, ORTF,
Faulkner 'phased array', two spaced omnis, Decca tree).
MicSimulator writes the results to a16/44.1 stereo Wave
file that can he listened to directly via the computer or,
better, burnt to CD for replay over your audio system. A
PDF readme file with the software gives more details.
If you are going to try MicSimulator, then Isuggest you
also download test.wav from my website and process
this as well as the anechoic music samples. This includes
swept tone, impulse and pink noise signals (careful with
the volume control) which are also informative to listen
www.hifinews. CO JU k

to. Note in particular how even the Blumlein pair cannot
localise the impulses unambiguously except at the
extreme left or right of the soundstage, where only one
speaker carries appreciable output. Remember Isaid
earlier that two-speaker stereo can recreate LF phase
cues but not interaural time differences per se? With
impulsive signals — which are an important component
of music — you hear two arrivals at the left ear (the first

Generally, cardioid and other
directional microphones have a
more coloured sound
from the left speaker, the second from the right speaker)
and two in the right ear (vice-versa) whereas with areal
sound source each ear receives the sound only once.
This is why Blumlein stereo is not the paragon it is
sometimes made out to be. and why some people have
suggested the use of interaural crosstalk cancellation (by
physical or electronic means) to improve the stereo
experience. There is no space to explore these ideas here
—another time, maybe — but if you want to read up on the
most thorough of them (Ralph Glasgal's Ambiophonics)
you can do so at itirwambiophonics.org.

REFERENCES
1) SPLipsnitz. ' Stereo Microphone Techniques — Are the Purists Wrong?', Journal of the Audio Engineering
Society, vol 34, no 9. September 1986 ( purchasable via www.aes.org)
2) M Garzen, ' Stabilising Stereo Images', Studio Sound, December 1974 ( available for free download bruni
www.auttiosignaLco.uk)
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The Big

Apple
Ken Kessler reports from New York City's
Home Entertainment Show 2005

O

has another ' gizmo' that Harvey would have

f all the hot news at the 2005 Home
Entertainment Show in New York, the one

adored: the edge- lit logo in the valve window

that touched my heart was ' The Return of

changes colour depending on operating status.

Moscode' with the new 401HR stereo power
amplifier. Why? Because the ' HR stands for

For more info, check out www.moscode.com.
Other show highlights? Mark Levinson turned up

'Harvey " Gizmo" Rosenberg', the late, lamented

with a small Red Rose system, but he wasn't

founder

aficionado

demonstrating his gear so much as promoting the

extraordinaire and all-round Good Guy. His former

Burwen Bobcat, a processor that makes MP3

of

the

brand,

valve

colleague, designer George Kaye, has honoured

listenable. My colleague Michael Fremer says the

him with a200W/ch amp based on aclassic tube

system does work, but judicious application is

driver stage, coupled to MOSFET power outputs.

required. Goo Systems demonstrated a special

Kaye has added awhole bunch of novelties, my

acrylic paint you apply straight to your walls

favourite being its flip- down front panel for easy

(perfectly smooth ones, that is) for an ideal

The one that touched my heart was
'The Return of Moscode' with the new
401HR stereo power amplifier
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it

access to the valves. And why would you need

solution to your projector screen needs. Costs a

such simple egress? Because another feature is

whole lot less than ascieen, too.

the suggestion that the user tweak the sound by

Meanwhile. Sound Fusion showed avast range

changing valves. The amp sounds great, represents

of anti-vibration accessories with sane prices; I

superb value for money — it's sold on-line — and

particularly liked the Vibe Buster 2anti-vibration

www.hifinews.co.uk
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I.3 Awer

1. Von Schweikert's VR-9SE

3. Mark Levinson of Red Rose

fioorstanders, with rear- firing 15in

demonstrating the Burwen Bobcat

woofer and IkW of onboard power

and its effect on MP3

for it. Other drivers include a pair of
9i1 magnesium cone mid/bass units,

4. ZVOX's impressive one- box

a 7in Aerogel mid, a 1.5in dual

solution, the 315, for home theatre,

concentric ring radiator and a5in

only 17in wide

aluminium ribbon tweeter. All that's
missing is the kitchen sink and an

5. One of my fave new objects, the

electrostatic pane!

Ars-Sonum Filarmonia stereo

2. Tetra's Manhattan 305 monitor

and four EL34s — bliss!

integrated amp from Spain. 30W/ch
shown with the ' Sergeant Pepper'
theme; others., including Pink Floyd,

6. Moscode returns with the

are available. May Isuggest Root

200W/ch 401 HR stereo power amp,

Boy Slim's ' Boogie ' Til You Puke'?

available in silver or black
7. A new, affordable table from
Brinkmann, the Oasis, at US $ 6800
— apparently it's direct drive

ëpucks, which adhere to Kessler's Rules
when it comes to accessories: low price
and no permanent damage.
Eveanna Manley was showing the Manley
Ghiclorah

three-channel

pre-amplifier,

conceived especially to exptoit the rash of
tnree-channel recordings once again available
through the SACD reissuing of vintage RCA and
Mercury titles. dCS showed a new entry level
SACD/CD player, dubbed the P 8i, which is
accompanied by a transport-only version called
the T 8e ( it includes DSD upsampling from CD,
like the player) and the DAC 8e D/A converter.
What did Iwant to take home? The Butler
Manad is an absolutely beautiful piece of kit, and
Iwould learn to live with a300B in my face, while

AUDIOPHILE DISCS LAUNCHED IN NEW YORK

the Continuum turntable remains ahot topic. Ir
the accessories and software hall, Itried the AKG
1000 open-backed headphones - they blew me

CLASSIC RECORDS
Neil Young, Greatest Hits l200g double Lf,'

Los Super 7, Heard It On The X

away, so I'm embarrassed that Imissed them
before - and Ibought one of the remaining Shure
V15s, now that that venerable brand is ceasing

The Who, My Generation 1200g LP1

1Telarc CD- 836231

MOBILE FIDELITY

WATER LILY ACOUSTICS

marufacture of that classic.

Bela Fleck, DrivelMobile Fidelity UDSACD 70031

Gustav Mahler Symphony No. 5,

Gershwin, An American In Paris, Saint Louis

Saint Petersburg Philharmonic Orchestra,

- certainly no complaints from me. But remind

Symphony Orchestra, Leonard Slatkin. Conductor

Yuri Temirkanov, Conductor

me one day to tell you how Iended up in apolice

[Mobile Fidelity UDSACD 40071

[Water Lily WLA-WS-76-SACD1

Lots of vinyl, lots of valves, lots of turntables

TELARC

van at lam in Manhattan.... U

www.hifinews.co.uk
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High End 2005 majored on valves
and vinyl but, as Andrew Harrison
reports, AV played apart too

11

new deluxe venue in Munich,
and High End 2005 proved to the world that

y

amp ( ahybrid design with transistors tucked away

things turntabular.

too)

absence, Clearaudio had amajor presence with a

this is agreat way to run ahi-fi show. And

aluminium boxes. And if real vintage- looking valve

AV too, in tact, as despite the show's strong

hardware is more to your liking, AcousticPlan is

lined with gilt-framed portraits of turntables and

rooting in music and real hi-fi, there were afew

also importing leben trom Japan, with amps like

components. At the end of the long L-shaped

more

the

ear two at the

demonstration

rooms

sporting

display

come

12W/ch

packaged

in

CS300x

inordinately

carrrying

olde

room was the Ambient deck, playing into Vivid
Audio speakers through Clearaudio electronics. A

devices and behind-your- back speakers. Arc not

ex-Luxman designer Mr Hyoudo inside — as well

high-end products like the Sony Qualia and SIM2

as aquartet of Mullard EL84s.

at least as good as 16mm film.

The big German show still majored on the

Plenty of glowirg grid action was found at Cayin
Audio Distribution, with astatic display of classylooking

Chinese- made

electronics,

majestic exhibition that included an art gallery

from

yoJr usual noisy video projectors, either, but truly

row

circuit design

Making up for last year's

world

Brit-styling outside,

Grand Cinema HT, whose picture qualities must

and

plain

nearly

all

new ' record press' machine from Clearaudio was
seen that flattens out warped records. Resembling
an outsized sandwich toaster, it uses gentle heat
and pressure to restore rollercoaster discs.
Another

great

sounding room

using Vivid

mainstays of tie music lover — record players and

powered by valves. There was something for

speakers, Electrocompaniet, showed aprototype of

valve amplification. What is it about valves ard

everyone here: from old-school 2W integrateds

a new amplifier that can be remotely switched
between five channels for AV use, to two-channel

I%

Clearaudio had amajestic exhibition
that included an art gallery lined with
gilt-framed portraits of turntables

for music; but crucially this is an intelligent amp
that adapts to speaker configuration by switching
to bridged- mode when in ser ous stereo. Two other
German turntable brands, rarely seen in the UK,
deserve mention. Thorens' TD2010 is afuturistic

it

acrylic and alloy affair with electronic power
supply, while the TD2030 model boasts athicker
platter and plinth, plus coba tblue bodywork. The

Àny that so often insp res vintage retro stylirg

like the Cayin HA- 1A, to 21st century statements

other stalwart of the German vinyl scene is

though" In the case of AcousticPlan, if there are

like the Cayin TI 88, offering 25W/ch in triode

Transrotor, whose deck-filled room had every

any accusations of retro it's only as far back as

mode ( or 50W in regular ultralinear).

shape and size of turntable,

from

imported

Scandinavia and the ' 70s, as its thermionic-

For many people, the German show is achance

Goldring, SME, and re-badged Michells, to the

fuelled electronics like the Sitar 40W integrated

to see the latest incredible record players and all

prolific company's own visually-arresting designs.
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1. Atrium level on the first floor provided a light,
spacious environment to see many companies' latest
audio offerings
2. Ei&W recreated its live piano demonstration, this time
with new 801D speakers across the front of a
surround- sound set-up
3. New sensibly- sized deck from Clearaudio, the
Ambient, was demonstrated with Unify arm and
Goldfinger cartridge, along with aClearaudio balanced
phono stage
4. Cambridge Audio had an early preview of its new
flagship CD player and integrated amplifier, the Azar
740 Cand 740A
5. From China, the Cayin Ti 88 [ leftl is ahigh- quality
50W integrated amplifier using KT88 valves, switchable
to 25W triode mode; meanwhile the Cayin HA- 1A fright]
uses 2 xE184 to give 2.2W/ch
6. Sony's Qualia 004 projector was on show, providing
glorious digital home
cinema pictures
7. Avantgarde's META duo

OS

fully horn- loaded single

0230

box speaker 1.8m tall and
claiming 105dB
efficiency with 18 ohm
drivers. Eight 12in
drivers per system,
powered by four 500W
power amplifiers

*
And technically advanced too, since Mr Transrotor,
Jochen Rake, started specifying aclever magnetic

1!

coupling — the Transrotor Magnetic Drive — for
platter bearings on decks such as the Leonardo.
British brand Cambridge Audio had two new
additions to the Azur series that will surely grab
more audiophile interest, the 740C CD player and
740A

integrated

upsampling

from

amp.

Sophisticated

Anagram

digital

Technologies

in

Met

Switzerland has been lauded in high- end kit
before from Nagra and Talk Electronics; but now
Cambridge has introduced the same magic into
this player costing just £ 600. The 740A amp has
a few tricks up its sleeve too, not least a novel
circuit topology that addresses the issue of Class
AB crossover distortion when output demands
predominantly Class B operation. Watch this
space for an exclusive review of these highly
promising products. II
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Hear your music as never before

The new Prestige, Capitole and Prima models:
24bit / I
92kHz DAC, CD and SACD players,
with the unique STARS 2 resampling process.

Performance
Perfected
The Hi Fi & Home Entertainment Show is the
only place to see, hear and experience the very
best performers in high-eid sound and vision.
The event attracts a raft of exhibitors with products
that are quite smply the very best in their
respective classes.
If you take audio and vision seriously make sure
you're at the only shpw that promises to scintillate
your senses.

9ook Tickets tow!
Get 2 for the price of 1
Call 020 8726 8317
Visit www.hifishow.co.uk

H

Hi- Fi & Home
Entertainment Show

The Very Best in Sound & Vision
The Hi -Fi & Home Entertainmert Show,
Renaissance and Park Inn Hotels, Heathrow, London,
23rd*- 25th September, 10am-6prn

Hi Fi • Home Cinema • Speakers • Amplifiers • Digital Correction • AccessoriesA

Views
Please write to: Views, HiFi News, IPC Media, Leon House, 233 High Street,
Croydon, Surrey, CR9 1HZ • email: hi-finews@ipcmedia.com — FAO: 'Views'

Same old original Linn...
Ihave been aHi-F News reacer since first
getting into hi-fi via a ' Comet Special' in 1973.
Ienjoy the mag as much as ever, and in
particular, in recent years the contributions of
Ken Kessler. Ialways know within the frst
sentence if I'm reading one of Ken's articles
and

always read the inside back page f.rst.

Ireceived : he kne issue on Monday, 2 May,
turned to my favourite page, but couldn't get
past the first paragraph. [ was helpless with
laughter, and every time Itried, Icorpsed at
the same pace.
What elegance in the use of the English
language! The picture conjured up of all those
'tweakers' polishing away, I 'ounc it hilarious.

Linn LP12: unchanged since bought in 1982? Well that's true for the plinth, lid and platter

When Ieventual ymanaged to read the article,
Ifound that as usual Iagreed with almost every

been Nirvana'd, Vallhalla'd, Cirkus'd,

mean that I'm a ' closet polisher'? Isuppose

word. I've had rry current system ( apart from

Trampolin'd, had anew, improved armboard,

hat Ishould now add up the cost of the

CD player) since 1982, and it stil sounds

rew, improved top plate, two new arms, too

se-vices and modifications, but Idaren't — I

grea:, and Ihaven't ever succumbed to

many cartridges to count, drive belts and

might have been able to buy an SME, or a

meaningless polishing ( sorry. tweaking).

record mats, and anew motor about four years

BMW or whatever!

Then my gaze rested on my trusty Linn
LP12. St Il the same as when Ibought it isn't

ago ( the only failure in 23 years), but apart

Keep up the good work, and make sure Ken

from that., its just the same as when Ibought

is fed only raw meat. I'd hate to lose his

it? Well, it's been serviced regularly by my

it in 1982. Ithink that the only original parts

9..entle(!) humour for something more ' correct'.

friendly Linn dealer, and in the process has

are the plinth, lid and the platter! Does this

Stuart Turner, Cheshire

If you want areal tweak...

how the improved copy would sound. There's

challenge, as this device has already been

Iread KK's page on the GSIC intelligent chip'.

something very interesting going on here! Phone

described as ascandal by Randi: see

But if yo Jreally wan: a tweak' that will

George or + 1877-272-2567 or email

www.randi.org/jr/021105an.html, '
Major swindle

significantly improve the sound of CD, yoL

george@georgemarkaudio.corn.

snould contact George Bischoff about his new
CD- R blanks. Visiting the Stereophile show in
New York with Gecige I :wice witnessed him take

noperation'. Having j,rst read Ken's latest, I

Allen Edelstein, email

th nk it's time he collected his pension.

Has KK lost the plot?

Dave Whiffet, email

CDs from exhibitors (Merlin and Vandersteen),

Has KK lost the plot? In the latest edition

download them to alaptop he'd brought and

['Opinion', June], he's talking about his

heard the difference, nor was Ione of the nine.

then burn the CD on one of his CD-R blanks.

expenences with the GSIC, stating that all nine

No cop-out: Ihad to exclude myself as Iwas the

Ilater heard him do it at atriencs home and

• Ken Kessler responds: At no point did Isay I

visitors to his place during his time with the

'control' in the test. Among the listeners were two

finally for me. The improvement was obvious and

device heard adifference after its use. He even

audio scribes, two distributors, amanufacturer

overt in seconds. Dynamics improve, focus is

goes on to say that the repeatability was among

and unaffiliated audophiles. So, no, Ihaven't lost

better, attack is faster, decay is cleaner, hghs

the best he's ever noted! But he admits it was a

the plot. But I'd love to collect my pension.

are smoother, space between sounds is more

loosely controlled experiment.

pronoLnced, and Icould go on. And no I'm not

Obviously he's not aware that he could get

Least expensive upgrade

exaggerating. Tie changes were evident on good

himself $dm from the James Randi paranormal

Iread with great interest the letter from N S

sounding CDs and commercial pop. The first two
CDs were an old Doors album and the irfamous

Francis of Norwich [' Views', May] Jegarding his
'Golden Sound

£4 upgrade using BluTack. Ijust love this type of

Gladiator. We did some classical and folk, from

Intelligent

tweak that costs next to nothing but can improve

the original Pentangle album. The effect was

Chip' split

one's listening pleasure no end. Iwould like to

easily perceived on good systems like Merlins,

open. Call

share with you and your readers my recent

Pipedreams and an ornni design that lacked

+1 703 847

revelation that cost me even less. £ 1.30, to be

great clarity. And every listener got it almost right

2617 or

precise. Iwas trawling the web looking for things

away on an KB comparison. It quickly got to the

visit www.

hi-fi when Icame across asite in South Africa

point that IcoLld lisien to the original and know

dhcones.com

with alink to adocument purporting to be the
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Views
O&M manual for the Linn Sondek LP12. Now I
do not know if the document Iaccessed was an
official Linn manual or not but it was written in

High- end audio and the ` uncredible' iPod

their inimitable no- BS style. The part that

When Thiel, Theta and Wilson use an iPod as a

intrigued me was the reference to wall- mounting

front end in ahigh-end set-up, the end result is

the support shelf for the LP12.

yet more lack of credibility in an already

The document recommends using plywood
rather than particle board for the shelf. Ihave a
proprietary wall mounted support that consists of

uncredible industry.
Purist audio is dying because people decided
to more frequently enjoy the music. And,

awelded tubular steel frame that is offerec with

because they finally tired of the endless stream

the option of glass or particle board for the shelf.

of nonsense and arrogance so vevalent in the

Ihad opted for particle board.
After having read the manual Ihad apiece of

purist audio industry. Now we can show iPod
users that they can derive more pleasure in

lOmm plywood cut to the same dimensions as

non- headphone mode when the iPod is fed

the veneered particle board and swapped them

through adecent sound sys:ern'? Please!

over. The results were unbelievable. The sound

Ihave three Pods within reach of this

opened out with afirm foundation underpinning

keyboard. There are others. Here's my

anew revitalised performance on everything that

'reference' audio system ( certainly not in the

Iplayed. The plywood is staying.

same league as what HiFi News reviews) Arcam

buffering. And finally add in compression. Yes

FMJ CD23, FT Audio FT1, Music Reference

my 3Rs — as well as my Grado S60s — are

Iuse the top spec Linn LP12 with Akiva. I

iPod: to embrace it is to lose credibility

cannot say if this tweak will work with other

RM-9. SD Acoustics SD3R speakers. Ihave

revea ing. But an old pair of B&W 601s reveal

turntables in other systems but for the cost it

compared aCD on my ' reference system' to the

all the shortcomings as well.

just has to be worth atry.
Andrew Swift, email

...and Origin Live mods

same file encoded and played back through
several iPods. Ihave gone so tar as to try AAC,
AIFF as well as mo3 encoded at 192kb/s.
To communicate some industry hype that an

Sorry to inform the industry, but kids as well
as us older kids know this. So, when we see
Wilson et ais nonsense and your seeming
acceptance of it, all we get is areminder of

Iwonder if you would comment on the suitability

iPod sounds any better in such asystem is

how much larceny is associated with purist

of upgrading my Linn Sondek, as acquired circa

absurd. All it shows is that : he iPod is relegated

audio. Idon't iike giving money to tnis

1980 ( no external power supply), which is fitted

to inexper.sive headphones. The sound is awful.

industry. That's the problem.

with Alphason HR100S-MCS arm and Koetsu

The comparisor to the origina CD is worse than

John Pelham, Crowborough

Red ( re-tipped in the UK). It sounds euphonic

awful. The sourd sworse than listening

but lacks lower frequency definition.

through sub-$ 50 headphones.

Iwas considering fitting the Origin Live

Consider the quality of the audio stage in an

• Those demonstrations of high-end
equipment with an iPod source weren't

Advanced power supply, DC200 motor and

iPod. Consider the dynamics of the power

intended to show that MP3 or AAC can sound

(possibly) the Upgrade Transformer. This would

supply in adisc access environment. Consider

as good as CD. But the industry has to accept

come to £ 636. In the review you mentioned the
need to use ' Blu-Tack' to damp motor noise —

only improve low- frequency definition, but open

Using bubble wrap and small amounts of the

would this be still necessary? And with this

up the entire audio spectrum.

type of bitumastic damping panel fitted inside

set-up, would acard-and-cork mat perform better
than the original Linn felt mat?
Adrian Yardley, email
• Tony Bolton responds: Ithink that fitting an

There's an added advantage of amuch lower

car doors (about £8per sheet from your local car

perceived noise floor, which has the effect of

accessory shop), and very careful adjustment of

putting the music very much in front of any

the securing screws, Ihave reduced motor noise

surface noise or other interference. Fellow writer

to awhisper, but not eliminated it entirely Ihave

Christopher Breunig reviewed two of the kits in

gone to this trouble because Ifeel that the sonic

Origin Live motor and power supply kit will not

"r he results were unbelievable. I've had
smaller improvements after spending
serious money on electronic upgrades, /
Feb '04, and was supplied with Blu-Tack. I

benefits outweigh the minor irritation of hearing a

understand from Origin Live [02830 578877,

subdued whisper coming from the deck in

www.originlive.com] that the current kits contain

between tracks. As long as Isit more than a

acork mounting pad and isolating washers to

metre away from the deck it is inaudible.

Origin Live

minimise motor noise, but Ican't comment on

motor and

their effectiveness: my unit is now two years old

Christopher Breunig reports good results from his

power supply

and has been superseded.

Ringrnat Support System.

Istill use the standard Linn felt mat, although

• Correspondents express their own opinions, not those of HiFi News. We reserve the right to edit or shorten letters for publication. Correspondents using e-mail are
asked to give their full postal address ( which won't be published). Letters seeking advice will be answered, resources permitting, and at our discretion, but we regret that
www.hifinews.co.uk
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Audio Destination
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Warrington, Cheshire
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Loud & Clear
Stockbridge, Edinburgh
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Loud & Clear
finnieston, Glasgow

0141 221 0221

4111110

O'Brien Hi-fi
Wimbledon, London

0208 946 0331
sr

Progressive Audio

sr.

Rainham, Kent

01634 389004

Sim Audio, manufacturers of
high end audio since 1980.

Romers
Gt Harwood, Lancs

Numerous award winning products

01254 887799

including CD players, integrated
The Sound Practice

amplifiers os well os pre- amplifiers

SI Albans, Harts

and power amplifiers.
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Music Matters

0121 429 2811

www.musicmatters.co.uk

•Sevenoaks

P. J. Hi -Fi Ltd
www.plhifi.co.uk
Harrow Audio

•Bournemouth
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•Stourbridge

Music Matters
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Hi -Fi Experience
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•Salisbury
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Phase 3Hi -Fi
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Radfords Hi Fi
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ATLAS Cables

VIESO GRILL

«CHOICE
*****

•Banbury
01295 272158

020 7607 2148

Plug in, sit back and enjoy the experience.

I

Central England

•London N7

Visit our website or call 01563 572666 for more information.
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•Ashford (Kent)
Soundcraft Hi Fi
01233 624441
vevw.soundcrafthifico.m

020 8863 0938

Listen for yourself at one of our carefully selected retailers.
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Introducing the new Atlas Hyper
advanced speaker cable.
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Music Matters
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British Audio Products
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North England
•Hull
01482 223096

www.britishaudio.co.uk
A. Fanthorpe Ltd.
www.tanthorpes.co.uk

•Gateshead

Lintone Audio

0191 477 4167

www.lintone.co.uk

•Gateshead metro
0191 460 0999

•Sheffield

Lintone Audio
wwwlintone.co.uk

Moorgate Acoustics

0114 275 6048 ,ww, morgateacoustics cckuk

Scotland
•Aberdeen

- • • .
Holburn HI-F1
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Glasgow Audio
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Competition

'MOO PMC FB1+
IN monitor speakers
You could own this pair of PMC's high- quality trarsmission-line loudspeakers
If you've ever fancied apair of transmission- line speakers, you really should take a
close look at the current PMC range. As the name implies, the Professional Monitor
Conpany was founded ( by ex- BBC engineers) to supply studio engineers with highquality loudspeakers for monitoring - and PMC can boast an impressive list of ' pro'
users throughout the music recording world and the film industry. Now, here's your
chance to win apair of PMC's acclaimed home hi-fi speakers.
Reviewed by David Berriman last month, the PMC FB1+ is arevision of the
established and popular FBI. This is asubstantial floorstanding two-way design,
with the transmission- line bass loading that's almost become aPMC trademark.
Any conventional loudspeaker drive unit produces sound from the rear of the
cone as well as from the front. In asimple ' sealed box' loudspeaker, this rear output
is just contained by the enclosure. In a ' bass reflex' cabinet, the rearward sound
energy is allowed to escape from aport or vent, boosting bass output. But in the
more sophisticated transmission- line system, output from the rear of the bass driver
passes down a ' line' or labyrinth within the cabinet and filled with acritical amount
of damping material, before reaching the exit. For the F131+, the ' line' inside the
cabinet runs up towards the top, then loops down and round to emerge at the front.
Cabinet dimensions are 1000 x200 x300mm (whd), while the effective length of
the transmission line is three metres.The bass unit itself is a170mm Vita type with
cast magnesium alloy chassis and adoped paper- pulp cone.
The FB1+ features ahigh-performance 27mm silk soft-dome tweeter, as used
in the OBI and more costly loudspeakers in the PMC range. This replaces the
metal-dome tweeter of the original FBI. Accompanying the tweeter upgrade are
revisions to the crossover network and the transmission- line damping, resulting in
improvements in vocal clarity, imagery and bass definition. (An upgrade kit is
available for owners of original FB1s.) The FB1+ is equally at home within stereo
or surround systems when partnered with DB1+, TB2+, GB1, and the TLEI active
subwoofer. Finishes are cherry, maple or oak, with other premium veneers available
to special order. Normal retail price is £ 1695/pair, and the speakers come with
PMC's five-year guarantee.
In his review, David Berriman said of the FB1+: ' Iliked the FB1+... it's their
unabashed joi de vivre which appeals to me... a lively, spirited and powerful
performer which is refreshingly communicative.'
Don't miss your chance to own these fine British loudspeakers! •

Built to last: the FB1r loudspeakers come with PMC's usual five-year guarantee

HOW TO ENTER
Competition rules

Complete this entry form ( or aphotocopy) and post it to PMC COMPETITION, HiFi News, PO Box 531,

Entrics must be received by Friday, 19 August 2005 11 The competition
rs op nto UK readers aged 18 and over except employees of PC Media.

Croydon, Surrey, CR9 2ZA - to arrive not later than FRIDAY. 19 AUGUST, 2005.

PMC. or their agents Overseas readers are not eligible to enter
2) Photocopied entry forms are accepted, but only one entry per reader is

Answer the following three questions:

accepted: multiple entraMs wit be drsqualif red. 3) There is no cash or
other-alternative to the prize offered. While every effort is made to ensure

(1) Which type of tweeter is

(2) What is the nominal size

(3) What is : he material used for

that all information regarding the prior rs correct at time of going to

used in the upgraded PMC

of the FB1+'s bass/midrange

the FB1+ bass/midrange Lnit's

FB1+ design?

drive unit?

chassis?

press, IPC Media cannot be held responsible for any errors or
discrepancies 4) the winner will be selected shortly alter the closing
date and will be contacted by post Si the Editor's decision vall be final

paper cone

and binding and no correspondence will be entered into The Winner's
name will be published in the November ' 05 issue of ifi-Fi News. 61 the

n

mom rshould be prepared to co-operate with publicity arising as aresult
of wining the prize. 7) Entry to this competition implies acceptance of

aluminium dome
plastic dome

the odes NI entry forms submitted become the property of PC Media

silk dome

NI-Fr News magazine, published by MC Media, writ coiled personal

E 170mm
E 135mm
E 160mm
E 145mm

n

r7 cast magnesium alloy
nmild steel
Pl ABS

plastic

information to process your entry Would you like to receive e- marls from
H,-Fn News magazine and IPC containing news, special offers. and

Name

product and service information and tale part in our magazine research

Address

via emari' If yes, please tick here U
News magazine and IPC would like to contact you by pest or
telepoone to promote and ask your goo on our magazines and services

Daytime tel

Tick ere if you prefer not to hear from us [1MC may occasionally pass
your detarls to carefulry selected organisations so they can contact you by
telephone or post with regards to piomoting and researchrog their
prod, cts and services

here if you ureter not to be contacted [1

www.hifinews.co.uk

email

Postcode
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essential hi-fi
buyer's shortlist
HFN's listing of the finest components
Here's our vital buying guide section
that we've reviewed,

updated every month.

You'll find the emphasis here is on real value for money - which
doesn't always

mean

the

lowest- cost options - but we've

also

highlighted those more expensive components that genuinely justify
their sometimes frightening price tags, by offering a true advance in
sound quality for the audiophile. Listed are the issue date ( month/
year) where you can track down the original review, and the author's
initials.

To

track

down

the

full-length

review

contact

our

Back Issues service, 01733 370800, www.mags-uk.com, or check
Stunning looks: Inca Tech's Katana CD player

out our review reprints service by visiting www.hi-finews.co.uk.

CD players
Make/model

Arcam CD33
Arcam Diva
CD73

Price

£1300
£399

Tested How we rate it
(8/03

AH
03/04
TB

Cambridge
C340C Azur

£250

Ch ord DAC 64

£1960

Creek CD 50

£100

dCS Purcell/
Delius
Inca Tech
Katana SE

£5000/
gum
£995

Musical Fidelity
X- Ray V3

Mechanically quiet and flawless in operation this high-performance machine boasts aclean, detailed sound and was rarely upset by even the
most challenging of discs. Cosmetic match for the 640A amp, with which it works well in small rooms and with modest-sized loudspeakers.

7/02

Chord's now fully sorted 96kHz-capable DAC features abuffer memory and reclocking syste m thatth eoreti ca lly eli m i
na t
es jitter. AH

AH

concluded, It's not its lushness and smooth ride that make it awinner, but the way that it treads the route of musicality and natural timing.'

7/03

We've come to expect bargains from Mike Creek. This one wipes the floor with most budget players and some with much higher price tags,

DD

extracting incredible precision from recordings. Compare it with some expensive players and you'll ask, why pay more?

12/99
AH
2/04
1

un°3
DA

£899

09/04
DA
I7/03

Nai m CDS3

£7050

Naim CD 5i

£825

•004
,ards

Perpetual
P-1A/P-3A

$1100/
;goo

,
1/01

.
£38 y

Unison
Research Unico

£1100

here with acomfortable, smooth and civilised sound. Silky highs and wonderful female vocals, even if treble is slightly rounded off.

AH

£2000

Rotel RCD-02

multi-format machines struggle to be ajack of all trades - this player is master of one.
The replacement of the Burr Brown DAC used in previous players with aWM8740 multi- bit sigma delta design from Microelectronics pays off

19/04

DA

Musical Fidelity
308CR

An improvement on the CD23, but now using multiple Wolfson DACs. Strengths are detail, i
ns i
ght an da goodgr ip on rh
yth m. Whil e

MC

DA

Purcell is aD/D converter that ' upsamples' to 24/96 or 24/192, for analogue conversion by Delius. An impressive input array, upgradable
firmware, pro-grade electronics. Makes CDs sound wholly believable at last. Provision for DSD conversion via proprietary use of FireWire link
Stunning looks, sturdy build and balanced outputs to boot, this player deserves to make waves at its price- point thanks to thrilling vocals and a
dexterity and energy that truly brings musc to life. Single-ended output version available for £600. Both players amust-listen concluded DA.
DA was mesmerised by the sound from this 24- bit upsampling player. It is all solid-state, but comes so close to matching its Nu-Vista sibling's
sound quality that you'd swear there were valves in the equation somewhere: natural' and ' unforced'.
Aplayer punching well above its weight, the V3 puts the emphasis firmly on the music with awell proportioned presentation that gives areal
im pression

of depth and power. Vocals sound fully fleshed and separation of instruments is good. Comes into its own used as adigital transport.

Top-of the-range two-box CD replay from Naim. Physically unassuming but sonically arival for anyother player- high-resolution format or
otherwise- according to Martin Colloms. Sweeter treble, blacker backgrounds and greater all-round ability than its predecessor the worthy CDS2.
Naim's most affordable player excels in the areas for which the British brand has become j
ustifi ably f
amous: pace, rhythm and timing. For
many listeners this translates into excitement and involvement with the music, especially when it comes to modern pop and rock material.
Diminutive DSP ( P- 1A) and DAC ( P-3A) units that do something special. The combination transforms CD, communicating the illusion of real
musicians. The P- 1A is the killer, used as an interpolating upsampler, but with capability for room or speaker EQ correction. Mail orderonly in UK

002

Rotel has long been respected for its UK-designed, Far East- built budget players. Although the company now mak es DVD pl ayers an dAV

ards

receivers, it hasn't forsaken CD/two-channel users. If you're on atight budget this one is well worth auditioning.

7/03

Using atriode valve output stage this CD player aims to combine the best of both worlds, with asound, as KK noted, that comes 'scarily close to
resembling adecent moving-coil, playing mint vinyl through atube phono stage.'

K
O

DVD-Video, DVD-Audio and SACD players
Make/model

Price

Arcam
DV88 Plus

£1000

Arcam
DV29

£1600

Cambridge
Audio DVD57

£200

Denon
DVD-2900
Maranta
SA- 11S1

£850
£2000

Pioneer
DV-868AVi

£1000

Sony
XA9000ES

£2400

100

AUGUST 2005

Tested

How we rate it
Ergonomically satisfying DVD-V and CD player features painstaking audio circuit design: separate clocks and power supplies for audio and

AG
03/05
PM
10/03
PM
09/03

video, dual Wolfson 24-bit/192kHz WM8716 DACs.Excellent picture quality and sound on DVD-V, plus CD sound equalling Arcam's Alpha 7SE.
Dubious features are abandoned here in favour of purist engineering that benefits both video and audio quality. The Arcam DV29 is awolf in
sheep's clothing and is adesirable alternative to its gadget-strewn competition. Buy with confidence.
Made an excellent impression against some heavyweight contenders in our DVD-A player Group Test. Elegant styling and an extremely compet
en t
performance for not alot of cash. Don't expect the Earth at this price, but this player is thoroughly musical with abit of bite too.
Smooth and natural-sounding on both DVD-A and SACD, this universal player gives seamless multichannel sound plus excellent video

PM

performance. Lacking the proprietary Denon digital link of the DV-Al, it remains afine all-rounder, aworthy competitor to Pioneer's universals.

05/05

Abenchmark with SACD replay thanks to exceptional transparency, speed and resolution, plus deep bass and an uncannily natural mid ba nd.

AK

With CD-only replay this player can sound rich, lush and incredibly euphonic thanks to the proprietary user-selectable filters on board.

32/04

Despite prosaic looks, technology on board makes this player the very first of athoroughly new generation. Stunning pictures, with DDPD

PM

scaler providing tighter, noise-free and contrasting images. Sonically, lighter touch of more affordable DV-668AV proved more satisfying.

.)0/04
PM

Sony's current flagship for the SACD format is also aDVD video player ( not DVD-A!). It offers an extended, transparent and wholly unforced
sound with the vast majority of rival DVD and CD players sounding artifical by comparison. If DVD leaves you cold then buy the Sony, said PM.
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Michell Orbe NC

£2413

Michell Engineering's top deck is now
sounding better than ever. The longrunning and much- loved Michell Orbe
turntable has received an effective revamp
courtesy of a new Controller NC (' Never
Connected') DC power supply. Careful
comparisons showed that the new version
offers the best of both worlds — it brings
you the pace and toe-tapping timing of the

company's original AC-powered unit yet
retains the greater realism and naturalness
gained by the DC unit which preceded the
Controller NC. And if you already have an
Orbe with VC power supply, it can be
upgraded to the new spec: the cost is
£235 ( for decks which already have a DC
motor) or £835 (where an AC synchronous
motor has to be replaced).

o
o

Turntables
Price

Avid Diva

£1100

Clearaudio
Champion

from
£1020

Linn L.P12

Tested
02/04
1H

Arich, colourful sound and excellent 3D image stability, the mid alittle recessed; buta fine rhythmic groove and pace. With black aciylic base

AH

and translucent platter ( no dust cover), the outboard AC motor has astepped pulley; manual speed change to 45.

10/97
NI(

Michell Orbe SE!
NC power supply

£2413

01/05

Pro-lect 1Debut
Mk11

£120

)7/00

£1000

Oracle Delphi
Mk V

£3180

SME Model 10

£3580

Rega P2

£198

Roksan
Radius 5

£850

the engineering concepts of Avid's bigger models, and the sound is not far behind them either.

3/01

£1015

Pro-lect
RPM 9X

How we rate it
Versatile enough to accept arms of up to 12in effective length and even to carry two arms, this intelligently designed skeletal turntable is true to

AH

TB
u9/0

IB
0)/0
DA
12/99
K1(

Classic three-point suspended chassis design, based on AR and Ariston models but with tighter engineering. Simple AC motor drive leaves
room for improvement with better power supplies; now only available with Lingo power supply, and with either Akito or Ekos tonearms.
Revamp for flagship deck courtesy of anew power supply that offers the best of both worlds in that it brings the pace and toe-tapping timing of
the company's AC-powered unit yet retains the greater realism and naturalness gained by the DC unit.
Simple but effective: price includes tonearm and Ortofon m- m cartridge. ' No nasty top or flaccid bass, just clean, rather crisp arid lively sound,'
commented TB. If you need aphono stage, go for Debut Phono or Debut Phono SB ( with fine speed control, £ 1601.
Pro-Ject favourite receives arevamp courtesy of an acrylic platter. Result is apresentation having greater flow, air and lucidity with improved
definiton beween leading edges of instruments. Less surface noise compared with original model along with complete banishment of grain.
Basic design is 25 years old but according to DA, the Mk Vcan still show some very costly decks athing or two, and

suspension tuning pr, •

are athing of the past. Ablack granite base looks great but costs extra.
Price quoted includes asimplified version of the classic Series Vtonearm. 'So eerily quiet and uncoloured' said KK, 'one of the best
amoassadors yet for the greatness of analogue replay via vinyl... The Model 10 let's you hear the music and nothing else'.
Back in the 1970s, Rega's original Planar 2was the usual choice for those who couldn't afford aLinn. Design principles are unchanged
(there's still no subchassis) but the P2 remains agood buy if your sonic priorities are rhythm and drive rather than subtlety.
Price quoted includes the Nima tonearm. This Roksan deck offers a ' listen-all-day character that plays music guilelessly'. Expect 'real dynamic
contrast and timbra I
colouring, with naturally-sounding frequency response without treble lift or heavy bass'. An absolute bargain!

Tuners
Make/model

Price

Arcam DT81

£650

Creek 143

£400

Magnum
Dynalab MD106

£3750

Marantz ST- 17

£600

PURE Digital
DRX-702ES

£330

Tested How we rate it
1/02

With better controls than previous models, the DT81 is arguably superior to the more expensive FMJ DT26. Comprehensive user features include
engineering mode for interested enthusiasts. Its clear, distinct way of opening up abroadcast makes this arelatively impartial but accurate receiver.

9/0I
IH
004
Awards
YO I
IH
7/01
AH

Asimple fuss-free tuner with excellent FM sound quality, with atotal of 64 presets for FM, MW and LW. Signal strength and multi-path
distortion are displayed. IH found it had 'afull-bodied sound that's nicely articulated and stable... excellent value.'
Old-fashioned analogue tuner rather than adigital synthesiser type, meticulously designed and built with atriode valve output stage. Expensive, for
sure, but now sets the standard of excellence. After all, as AG put it, on aRadio 3concert, 'the orchestra colours practically glowed.'
Three wavebands and RDS; for I
Hthe sound was 'detailed and solid, projecting acoherent soundstage with excellent depth of image' if alittle
bright. It lacks independent remote control but 'sounds superb, makes the best of weak signals and exudes aquiet confidence'.
Winner of our three-way group test, this model brings you DAB, yet has ausable FM tuner in the same package. USB connectivity for
upgrading via aPC: dark, attractive, contoured presentation and the controls are simplicity themselves— atop-drawer product.

Naim NAC 202/NAP 200
£1400/£1385
If you've only ever dreamed of owr ing aNaim pre-/power
amplifier, take a look at this under-£3000 pairing. A
well-executed design boasting excellent musical and
rhythmic abilities, as we've come to expect from this
brand. Though imaging is vague, the boogie factor more
than compensates, ensuring that music is both involving
and hugely enjoyable. Bomb- proof build and offers
plenty of user-friendly features.
www.h ifi news . co. uk
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Make/model

A5 SERIES. CD PLAYER. I
NTEGRATED AMP. PREAMP. POWER AMP.

MUSICAL FIDELITY

P
I
le MUSICAL FIDELITY
,

111> MUSICAL FIDELITY
P
le• MUSICAL FIDELITY

P
le• MUSICAL FIDELITY

pee, 2

P
le,• MUSICAL FIDELITY

3

I
I> MUSICAL FIDELITY

I
le' 5

P
IP MUSICAL FIDELITY

pee, 6

p MUSICAL FIDELITY

Pe
,MUSICAL FIDELITY

NEW FROM M USICAL FIDELITY.
A5 SERIES.
X SERIES ACCESSORIES. X SERIES COMPONENTS.
KW INTEGRATED, PREAMP AND POWER AMP.
M 1TURNTABLE.
HEARING IS BELIEVING.
FOR DETAILS OF YOUR NEAREST STOCKIST, RING 020 8900 2866 OR VISIT M USICALFIDELITY.COM

essential hi-fi buyer's shortlist
Amplifiers
Make/model
AfCa m FNU

A32

Arcam A85
Audio Research
VS110
Audio Research
Ref Two
AS Passion
Ultimate

Price

£1100

Tested
034)2

How we rate it
This top-of-the- range integrated offers 100W/ch, thanks to an uprated power supply. AG found it sounding confidently in charge, making the
most of speakers it was used with, reproducing the life and vitality of aperformanc e. It also offers tone controls.

£700

05401
MI

Remote-control 85W/ch amplifier, using bi-polar output devices (not MOSFETs). Its clean and detailed sound nimbly communicates music.

£4000

03.103
DB

With eight 6550 output tubes ( four per channel in push-pull pairs) this higher- power version of the VS50 gives the sound of classic valves in

£10,000

0.3/00

mc

Microprocessor-controlled source switching, tone controls and input trim facility (to equalise source levels). Finest integrated amplifier at the price.
spades. DB reported 'warmth, texture, muscularity and deep bass aplenty... brawn, brain and heart in one glowing package'.
Despite broadband noise from this valve-fuelled lab- handled design, sound qua' ity was top notch as well. ' It comes close to being astate-ofthe-art piece of audio engineering,' said MC.
Remote-control version of classic passive attenuator. Control of volume and source is via optical linkage, asingle Vishay resistor leading to

£1300

024(01
MC

BAT VK-50SE/
VK-60

£6125

ortio
ac

the finesse, inner complexity and poise of tubes. Sweet-sounding, without the audible severity of some solid-state counterparts.

Bryston 3B-SST

£1725

irs
ü

see if he rated 150W/ch (8ohms) model so highly - he did! Fantastic sonic balance and stereo imaging, along with lashings of controlled power.

Chord CPA 3200/
SPM 1200C

£4040

01.1991

Audio meets aerospace engineering. The fullybalanced SPM1200C uses aswitched-mode power supply, yet sounds dynamic and

Conrad-Johnson
Premier t.S2
Conrad-Johnson
Premier 350

£5000

0 04

£8000

Of/04

Croft Vitale

£350

010C

EAR 864

£1500

GRAAF GM5OB

£3950

Icon Audio
Stereo 40

£990

Krell KAV-3001L

£3900

Krell KAV400xi

£2698

Music First
Audio Passive

£1498

Musical,
Fidelit A32
Musical
Fidelity kW 500
Musical
Fidelity X-150

£1000
£4000
£800

Nagra VPA

£9350

Nairn NAC 202/
NAP 200

£1400/
£1385

Nairn NAC 552

£11,750

Naim NAC
112/NAP 150

£625/
£750

Naim klAIT 5

£800

Full remote control pre-amp and 60W/ch stereo push-pull valve power amplifier, combine the dynamics and load tolerance of solid-state with
David Allcock was already an owner of apair of 14B-SST power amps, this model's big brothers, when he reviewed this one so it was interesting to

transparent. Has the disconcerting ability to create real sound pressure levels with ease,' said AH, with transparency to music's inner workings.'
MC

mc
ick

Purist triode pre-amplifier offers full-on audiophile sound at acompetitive price. More 'different' than ' better' than the long-lived original LS2.
detail was reference class while stereo image scale, width and depth were all to avery high standard. Midrange was exceptionally pure.
First solid-state Premier series amp turns out to be amassively powerful stereo chassis at ahighly competitive price. Offers the well-balanced,
fluid midrange of tube amps with the dynamic range, grip and slam of the best solid-state designs. The answer to an audiophile's dreams.
Classic hard-wired pre-amp, true to the minimalist ideal: 'vintage' in its warmth and preclusion of edginess and grain, yet big, palpable and
commanding. With some low-level noise and fuzziness, it's still quieter than even amint Quad valve pre-amp.
Aphonoinclusive pre-amplifier to satisfy audiophiles and studio professionals, with its XLR balanced input and output. Balanced operation

BK
119411
M1(
02/04
TB
E/01

vit
06 104

El

offers improved dynamic contrasts, slam, overall control and coherence, as well as virtually noisefree operation.
This gorgeous-looking valve integrated combines real pride of ownership with aperformance set to re-write the rules in the sub-£4000 market
thanks to its seamless, sweet and open sound. Despite having no phono stage it boasts areal affinity with vinyl. Remote control, too.
UK-designed, Chinese built, with two pairs of EL34 pentode valves for aclaimed 40W/ch, or 19W when run in sweeter-sounding triode mode
TB liked its impeccable finish and solid build as well as its ability to produce natural-sounding music.
A300W/ch integrated. Hooking up 1ohm Apogee Scintilla speakers, KK found it ' produced the very best sound I
have ever heard from the
Scintillas... I
would take the KAV-300iL over any solid-state amp I
can name south of the Theta Dreadnaught'.
This 'entry-level' 200W model doesn't use Krell's Plateau Biasing but does offerbalanced inputs. DB found it thoroughly listenable, with punch
drama and speed. It's not at all laid-back, so if you want awarm, distant or soft sound, then look elsewhere.
Utilitarian looks belie aproduct boasting the the finest balance of virtues of any pre-amp AH had heard to date. If you can live without added
features from apre-amp then this passive device can stand alongside active units at over three times the price. Strongly recommended.

.1( 3

DA felt that the 3.2 pre-amp offered sound quality well beyond its price tag, andthe 130W/ch-rated power amp is claimed to drive any

DA.

domestic speaker. Concluded DA, 'At this price point I
can think of nothing I'd rather build asystem around.'

/14
DP
11/14
DA
I1/19

Musical Fidelity does it again with aneutral-sounding high-powered ( 500W!) integrated that manages to offer ahigh degree of transparency
with no loss of musicality. It's powerful, yet never forceful, and boasts asilent electronic background. Sound from LP was stunning.
Compact at 218 x98 x377mm (whd), yet pleasingly substantialin build, the X-150 delivers 80W/ch into 8ohms ( 160W into 4ohms!) along with
transparency, refinement and excellent soundstaging. There's built-in mm phono input of very adequate quality too.
Built around apair of 845 output tubes, this push-pull monoblock power- amp ,srated at 50W into 4,8 or 16 ohm loads, with zero negative
feedback. KK praised its commanding and authoritative presentation and abass control of which Ongaku owners can only dream.

11/14
to

Awell-executed design boasting excellent musical and rhythmic abilities. Though imaging is vague, the boogie factor more than compensates,
ensuring that music is both involving and hugely enjoyable. Bomb-proof build and offers plenty of user-friendly features.

/03

This is Naim's current flagship pre-amplifier and accord ing to Jonathan Gorse, it gets closer, by adramatic margin, to that " live" experience than

IC

any other amplifier'. Don't expect it to make music sound 'comfortable', instead-you get ' bombastic majesty and delicate beauty'. Awesome!

1/32

This 150W combination delivers the ' Naim sound' with an obvious freedom from artifice, 'with little of that unnatural glare and haze that afflicts

Ai

products that try to give too much in terms of detail and clarity' (AH). Difficult tc trump for unflustered sound and musical satisfaction.

DI
Art

Rated at only 30W (we measured 36W), but adynamic performer. With avery convincing decay to treble notes and harmonics, an easy-going
amp that didn't fatigue after continued listening. Stereo detail not as explicit assome, rhythm and timing its real strengths.
Rated at 350W/ch, the X350 eschews feedback, giving it alower than normal clamping factor, and is biased strongly towards Class Aso runs

Pass Labs X350

very warm. The level of detail, authority and naturalness places it among the finest at any price.

Pathos TT RR

£3250

Primare A30 1

£1500

Quad OC
24/II-forty

£4000

Rotel
RA-01/RA-02

£250/
£350

TacT Audio
RCS 22X

light-controlled shunt resistor. The Ultimate is still top of the class, rivalling active pre-amps that cost four times as much.

£3195

hif inews.co.uk

99
BK
//99

MOSFET output stage fed by asingle-ended, zero NFB tube driver stage: downside is relative inefficiency and high heat dissipation. Loads
below about 5ohm 'make it cry', said KK, who still called this 'one of the finest amplifiers I've heard, regardless of price'.
Primare's A30.1 bi-polar amplifier, rated at 100W/channel but seems more powerful, looks like amillion dollars, and is remote-controllable. The

AG

volume control is afine 100-step-ladder type, with extremely low distortion and accurate channel balance throughout its range.

I00

Retro recreation of the classic Quad 22/11 valve pre-/power combination, using KT88s to give twice the power (40W/ch) of the KT-66 original.

1
103

Quality needn't break the bank. Rotel's remote-control RA-02 and otherwise-identical RA-01 share the same 40W/ch (8ohm) output, six line

Pre-amp lacks the 22's filters, but is also free of noise, and has anew smoothness and precision.
inputs, and asound that TB called 'smooth and fatigue free'. Don't expect the earth at this price but you will be pleasantly surprised.
Adigital pre-amplifier with very powerful room-correction built in, used in conjunction with aPC to idealise the system's response at the
listening position. If you're thinking of upgrading, but the real limitation is the room, try this before spending on other components.
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o essential hi-fi buyer's shorthst
Loudspeakers

o
z

Make/model

Tested

van gar e
Uno

sensitivity of 1C0dB/W.SH said it gave immediacy, impact, emotional communication, without the coloration that spoils other horn loudspeakers.

£23,000

B&W
DW1603 S3

£600

12/04
AG

B&W DN1303

£180

I
2/01
AG

B&W
Nautilus 802

£6000

Castle Acoustic
Stirling 3

£730

Dynaudio
Contour T2.5

How we rate it
Avantgarde's smallest loudspeaker at 44cm high, has horn-loaded midrange and tweeter, and aself-powered subwoofer, with aclaimed system

12/03
MC

Avalon Eidolon

essential hi-fi buyer's shortlist

Price

,
11/01

AH
:11/02
18

Alandmark achievment in the evolution of speaker design, the Eidolon marries the speed and transient definition of top class electrostatics
with the tailored directivity and fine dynamics of amoving-coil design. Build and technology are of the highest quality.
An excellent general purpose speaker that is sensitive enough to work with any half-decent amplifier and sounds pleasing with most types of
music in most situations. Not the most exciting ride, but balanced and sure not to disappoint. Rear ports come with foam tuning bungs.
In AG's group test of £200 models, the 303 sounded powerful, authoritative and had amore grown-up' quality than the rest. Treble can get
harder when pushed. Overall, it has atight, fast and slightly overdamped sound that makes it keep control at higher volumes.
One of B&W's finest ever loudspeakers, it carries the authority and finesse of the big Nautilus 801, but will work in room spaces where the 801
simply won't. First class stereo imaging, bass, midrange clarity and smooth, transparent extended treble, not to mention killer looks.
TB described the Stirling 3's predecessor, Severn 2, as 'detailed but gentlemanly': the Stirling 3builds on these strengths and gives greater
vividness and more precise imaging. Afine speaker and worthy winner of a2002 Editors' Choice Award. (Special finishes available at extra cost.)

11/00

The Contour 72.5 put KK in mind of the larger classic British speakers of the 19705, but with far greater power handling and speed. Has the

£750

01
AG

Satellites use aluminium dome tweeters and synthetic cone bass/mids, the sub a150W amp and 200mm reflex- loaded driver. Well able to

Epos N112

£500

001
ards

An enthusiast's hi-fi music speaker, but also adaptable for home theatre use, the M12 uses the well-tried Epos bass/mid driver and asimple

Harbeth
Compact 7ES

£1i1011511

Energy
Encore 2

£2460

Leema Acoustic
Xavier

reproduce subtle solo instrumental playing or full-scale orchestra at realistic volumes. All in all, simply agreat find.
crossover. With an open, lively and exciting sound, this is avery fine speaker for the money.
'Compact' only by barn-door standards, the thin-wall enclosure is viscoelastically damped to BBC standards using composite counterlayers, with
the boundaries between main shell and screwed-on panels damped. Balanced, articulate, transparent sounds; easy to recommend.

5/02
AG

Jamo D830
JMlab
Utopia Alto Be

capacity to sound huge, but with holographic imaging, 'deliriously wide' soundstaging, and above average depth.

strain even when pushed. Bass is competent and extended, although higher up the sound can be atouch forward.
With ahigh sensitivity (90dB/1W) this big 1200mm-tall floorstander needs careful positioning but can deliver an extraordinary sense of depth
and scale, yet its unusually smooth treble makes it difficult to coax the Alto Be into sounding oppressive even when loud.

£11,000
£1995

Something of abenchmark. SEAS Excel drivers in awell-braced cabinet provide crisp, detailed and thoroughly musical sounds, with little

105
DA

One to dominate aroom physically though the Xavier thankfully proved unfussy when it came to positioning and rewarding with ahighly
natural and transparent sound. Needs careful matching with sources otherwise excellent resolving abilities of treble can prove fatiguing.

11/01

Versatile descendant of Kan and Tukan features non- parallel sides to reduce standing waves and clever lock-down crossover board which,

£8970

08/00
MC

Abig hybrid electrostatic, and arguably ML's most successful, musically. MC found it had 'stature, presence and tonal accuracy.., exceptional

£2500

08/03
DA

PMC DB1+

£625

11/04
et

PIK GB1

£995

10/04
DA

£4000

07/00
KM

Linn Katan

£635

MartinLogan
Prodigy
MartinLogan
Clardy

Quad ESL- 989

when reversed, switches to bi-wire-/bi-amp-ready mode. Sound proved very stable, with unusual (for Linn) 'airy' audiophile quality to boot.
spatial qualities and fine sense of air'. If subtlety/refinement matter more than impact, this MartinLogan may be the one for you.
This is another ML hydrid, capable of running in pure electrostatic mode, but also featuring arear- mounted 25mm tweeter - for better off-axis
sound dispersion - and a200mm aluminium bass driver. Needs careful amp matching but afantastic loudspeaker!
Unburstable 'transmission-line' standmounter with aroom-filling sound that belies its compact size. Superb midband with warm rich vocals
reveals BBC pedigree, but no shortage of snap either. Upgrade kit available for owners of DB1. Aclass winner at the price.
PMC builds on the success of the OB1 with afloorstander compact enough to suit the average UK living room yet which offers few
compromises when it comes to bass extension, image height and size of soundstage. Definitely one to audition.
Larger, wider-bandwidth take on the ESL-63 electrostatic (which itself replaced the classic '57') with an additional bass panel. Audiophile
components and more rigid construction. Speaker needs room to breathe, but still does the 'disappearing act' so beloved of the originals.

£500

05/02
AG

£950

10/00

Sonus Faber
Cremona

£5000

09/02
K11

Sonus Faber
Stradivari

£22,000

04/04
MC/PiK

Spendor S6e

£1495

11/04
MC

Admirably well voiced floorstanding speaker with low coloration and good transparency to allow the boxes to disappear. Midrange

£6500

04/01
MC

With a12in (305mm) Dual Concentric (horn-loaded dome tweeter built into the centre of the main bass/mid unit), the TD12 also has Tannoy's

Ruark Etude
Ruark
Prologue

Tannoy
Dimension TD12

AG

£840

07/99

Wharfedale
Diamond 81

£120

09/01 &
12/01

Wharfedale
EVO 10

£320

06/03
AH

Wilson Benesch
ACT 2

£9000

Totem Aíro

Wilson WATT/
£22,500
Pusi Sstem 7

104

Compact bookshelf speaker, an easy 8ohm load and reasonably sensitive (86dB), and aclean and neutral sound: amildly laid-back
presentation, but one that many prefer for long-term comfort, not entirely un-LS3/5A-like, with similar lean bass and open mid ba nd.
Asymmetric 905mm-high enclosure (supplied in mirror-image pairs) using two 140mm paper pulp bass/mids and a28mm silk dome that
takes over at 1.8kHz. Slightly drooping frequency response, but its consistency of voicing and musical expressiveness are out of the ord i
nary.
Another beautiful ' boat-tailed' floorstander from the Italian masters. The sound has soul: it's vibrant and bold,' as we said in our 2002
Awards issue. You shouldn't expect the ultimate refinement of the even more expensive Amati, but this speaker is extraordinarily good.
Our Hot 100 doesn't encompass hi-fi for millionaires, but this £20k design has to be included. Aculmination of the dedication, skill and artistry
of Sonus Faber's founder, Franco Serblin, it will reward its lucky purchaser with years of listening bliss.

performance was especially impressive and the speaker could play easily at higher levels. Another winner from Spendor.

Supertweeter mounted on top. MC was won over by the speaker's dynamics and expression, and high sound levels.
Thin enough to slip into the smallest listening room, the Arto has an outstanding ability to cast astereo image across, behind and around
the speakers. Integration between the two small drivers is excellent, the seamlessness helping draw the listener into the fluid mid band.

10/99

As

12/02
MC

An opinion divider. KK found 'asoundstage so wide and so deep that one listener thought he was hearing the massive Apogee Scintillas'. AG
and his panel thought its 'strengths subsumed by an uneven balance'. Probably best suited to lowish volumes in smaller rooms.
Exceptional finish, real wood veneer over anon-square box, and the icing on the cake is the excellent sound — weighty bass, open
mid ba nd and smooth treble from aKevlar cone bass/mid and soft-dome tweeter. One of the best at the price.
High-tech carbon-loaded WB Tactic drivers replace the Scan drivers used by the otherwise similar ACT One. Listening results suggested a
rather bright balance with superb articulation and classleading resolution. Magic in the right system, analytical and controlled to afault.
Even compared with the excellent System 6, the re-engineered System 7was thought substantially more transparent, with faster and more
dynamic bass. The '6was afairly tough load, and the ' 7is alittle more demanding still, so avery good amplifier is anecessity.
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SUMMER EVENT
AT LEAST 10% OFF
our normal selling prices on a wide range of products from
a variety of manufacturers.
For our latest prices call your local store or visit

www.ssav.corn
A FEW EXAMPLES

MONITOR AUDIO

KEF

TOSHIBA

GOLD REFERENCE GR10 SPEAKERS

KIT100 HOME CINEMA SYSTEM

32WL56 32"HD READY LCD TV

(‘i
£599 SAVE £ 200

STANDARD FINISHES ONLY ( NIONA00)•

£999

WHEN PURCHASED WITH ANY PLASMA OR LCD TV
OVER £ 2000 ( NICWAOC) ._

ONLY £ 999

INICWA0Or

FREE QED SPEAKER CABLE OR INTERCONNECT CABLES WORTH AT LEAST £ 50
when you purchase selected Speakers or CD/Amplifier combinations. Ask in-store for details.
Some products/brands are not available at all stores. Please call to confirm or see the brand locator on our welmite before travelling.
•Added Value Offers - From range available in-store. Not in conjunction with any other offer (NICWA00). Advert valid until at least 25/07/2005, E&OE.

ABERDEEN
BEDFORD
BIRMINGHAM
BRIGHTON
BRISTOL
BROMLEY
CAMBRIDGE
CARDIFF
CHELSEA
CHELTENHAM
CRAWLEY
CROYDON
EALING
EDINBURGH
EPSOM
EXETER
GLASGOW
GUILDFORD
HOLBORN
HULL
IPSWICH
KINGSTON
LEICESTER
LEEDS
LINCOLN
MAIDSTONE
MANCHESTER
NEWCASTLE
NORWICH
NOTTINGHAM
OXFORD
PETERBOROUGH
PLYMOUTH
POOLE
PRESTON
READING
SEVENOAKS
SHEFFIELD
SOLIHULL
SOUTHAMPTON
SOUTHGATE
STAINES
SWINDON
SWISS COTTAGE
TUNBRIDGE WELLS
YEOVIL (OPENING SOON)
WATFORD
WEYBRIDGE
VVITHAM ( ESSEX)
WOLVERHAMPTON
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Specialist hi-fi
Contemporary hi-fi is constantly setting new standards in sound
reproduction and design. Whatever you listen to, be it Robbie Williams
or Rachmaninov, Sevenoaks can recommend separate components that
will bring your music collection to life and complement your home.
We're enthusiasts and experts, passionate about helping you build (or
upgrade) asystem that will delight for years to come.

Rotel

1
1185211r

Rotel is truly unique: afamily-owned, specialist Japanese company whose passionate
interest in music led them to manufacture audio components of uncompromised quality.

Arcam

The 02 Series is Rotel's entry-level range. The RCD-02 CD player combined with either
an RA-01, RA-02 or RA-03 integrated amplifier represents true audiophile performance
at an affordable price. For increased high-end performance, the RC-03/RB-3 pre/power
amplifiers are available The RT-02 tuner completes the range.

Arcam has spent more
than a generation

02 SERIES

building some of the
finest high fidelity
products the world has

RA-01 AMPLIFIER

ROTEL RA-03 INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER

RA-02 AMPLIFIER

"The Rotel , mply the bestsounding amp here, and one
of the cheapest - if you're after an amp, you must hear it."

RA-03 AMPLIFIER

ever seen. Whether

ARCAM SOLO Al L- IN- ONE MUSIC SYSTEM

you're interested lin

..

two- channel or a

RCD-02 CD PLAYER
RT-02 TUNER
10 SERIES

SOLO .A sleek, easy4o-

IIIII.

complete multichannel AV system, the

•
•1›„.._----- -

Arcam DiVA series

operate system Featuring
an audiophile CD player,
a50 W.0 amplifier
combined with aSAE rirgital radio
and ahigh quality FM tuner, the SOLO
Awe'

(..

RA1062 AMPLIFIER
RCD-1072 CD PLAYER

music system will captivate all who listen.

offers the music and
movie lover the most
complete range of
high-performance

DIVA SERIES INCLUDES

161 TUNER

A65 PLUS AMPLIFIER

DT91 DAB TUNER

A80 AMPLIFIER

DV78 DVD PLAYER

A90 AMPLIFIER

suppliers of turntables, with arange of models
designed to satisfy all levels of expectation

home entertainment
solutions from any

CD737 CD PLAYER

DV79 DVD PLAYER
AVR250 AN RECEIVER

specialist manufacturer.

CD192 CD PLAYER

AVR300 AN RECEIVER

Project
Project is currently one of the world's leading

and budget. The range is simple to
use, maintenance free and will
r."t.isr

function for alifetime.

Cyrus

DEBUT

III TURNTABLE WffH OMSE CARTRIDGE

2XPERIENCE TURNTABLE (PICTURED RIGHT)

If you've enjoyed listening to music before, try
listening to it through aCyrus system. With every
product tuned by ear, Cyrus represents aquality of
sound, which is rare at any price. Invest in aCyrus
system and you'll be rewarded with awealth of
sound you wouldn't have thought possible.

Since the outset, the focus of Bowers and Wilkins

Loudspeakers

has always been to offer the best possible musical experience.

RANGE INCLUDES

With acombination of the latest R&D techniques and apassion
for music, B&W produces adiverse range of products befitting

CD6 & CD8X CD PLAYERS
6VS & 8VS AMPLIFIERS PRE X VS PREAMPLIFIER

the largest audio manufacturer in the UK.

DAC-X DAC & FM X TUNER

600 SERIES INCLUDES

111111111 B &W

LINKSERVER SOLO

DM601 53 & DM602 53

A Cyrus co Player with
built in 80Gb hard disk

700 SERIES INCLUDES

drive. Keep all your
itteenr
AWARDS 10 NI

favourite music instantly
RIM» ION

705 &
FFPP
MSERIES
703
INCLUDES
PV1
SUBWOOFER

accessible in a single, easy

let

to operate component.

SUMMER EVENT

At least 10% off our normal selling prices on awide range
of products. For our latest prices call your local store or visit www.ssay.com

jr PRICING
POLICY

ESSENTIAL
ACCESSORIES

We always try to ensure our
prices are highly competitive.

The right accessories can make
or break your system.

In the event you can find the same

Our carefully selected range,
including QED, Soundstyle and

products and excellent service at a
lower price, please bring it to our
store managers' attention.

0

0/0 FINANCE
OPTION'

Spread the cost of buying.
o% finance option is available on
the majority of products we stock

Grado, will ensure you get the very
best performance from your system.

'Written details on request. Licensed credit
brokers minimum balance 1400. Striated to status.

2

PLEASE NOTE
Some products/brands are not available
at all stores. Please call to confirm or
see the brand locator on our website
before travelling.
'Added Value Offers

From range available

in-store. Not in coniunchon with any other offer ( NICWA00)
ADVERT VALID UNTIL AT LEAST 25/07/2005, E&OE.

At least 10% off our normal selling prices on awide range of
products. For our latest prices call your local store or visit www.ssay.com

Monitor Audio

Roksan

the most aulaimed
equipment currently
available All Roksan
products are carefully

The range includes - Gold, New Silver RS, Bronze and
Radius, aseriously compact system bringing true hi-fi

evaluated by experienced engineers at every .
stage of the design process with the amphasis on
performance and build quality.

KAI MKIII AMPLIFIER

1

Since 1972 Monitor Audio has been developing and
perfecting the implementation of metal drivers,
innovative crossovers, and exemplary speaker cabinet
construction and finish to further the ideal of achieving
sound which is to the original " as dose as it gets".

Roksan designs and
manufactures some of

Kandy

SUMMER EllENT

performance to both music and movies at home.

KDI MKIII CD PLAYER

Caspian

M SERIES

CD PLAYER
AMPLIFIER
PREAMPLIFIER

1DDELS INCLUDE
BRONZE B2, B2 AV, B4 AV
SILVER RS1, RS6, RS8
GOLD REFERENCE 10 & 60

STEREO POWER
MONOBLOC POWER

Acoustic
Energy -

Digital Radio
Harman Kardon

Established in 1987,
Acoustic Energy is one of
Britain% premier loudspeaker
manufacturers offering one
of the most targeted range

With Digital ALdio Broadcasting (DAB) capability this high-quality
tuner delivers more stations and offers pure, distortion-free, CDlike sound, while providing useful radio and data services.

Product
AELITE THREE

wevre::: ,
1 Pure
e• t• •

PURE

"The legendary Aft lives on
in this groundbreaking new

6 ê

version... It sets anew
standard for small speakers."

FREE QED
Essential
Accessories
FREE QED SPEAKER CABLE worth
at least £ 50 when you purchase
selected Speakers over £ 200
INICWA00)•

FREE QED INTERCONNECT CABLE
worth at least f50 when you
purchase selected CD and
Amplifier combinations.
Ask in-store for details. (TocwAooi•

Wharfedale

111970 DAB/ANALOGUE TUNER

of hi-fi and home cinema
loudspeaker systems on the
market today.

Ask in-store for details

—BRONZE B2
"Monitor Audio's Bronze B2s sound
much more expensive than their
£200 price tag would suggest. Pi fact, they
sound superb... In the competitive world of budget hi-fi,
speakers don't get much better than the B2s."

Marantz

DRX702ES DAB/ANALOGUE TUNER

The Maranta Range Series' offers flexible
system building options for every lifestyle.

RANGE SERIES INCLUDES
coseo CD PLAYER
PM4400 AMPLIFIER
PM7200 AMPLIFIER
ST4000 TUNER
5R4500 AN RECEIVER
CD5400 This is aremarkaole CD player for the
5R5500 3,JV RECEIVER
rnoney, with superb sound, looks and feel - A very
DV4500 DVD PLAYER
solid buy and alot of fun."

KEF

DIAMOND 9.1

technologies from one
of the oldest hi-fi names

Quad
Founded in 1938, Quad's history is one of audio
excellence. Today's range includes both electronics
and speaker systems.
PRODUCTS INCLUDE r "
99 CD- PREAMPLIFIER ,
111 SPEAKERS

11111Ret

Q Series

The Last evolution of the acclaimed Q Series
demorstraTes how the benefits of KEF technology
cascade down from the Reference Series to more
affordable ranges. New Q features all the inherent
advantages of KEF UNI-Q•technology and are
available in avariety of Finishes.

PEAKERS

"The overall balance of
the speakers is their
finest characteristic.
Thanks to near-perfect
driver integration, music
sounds wonderfully
natural and transparent.
This is abar-raising effort
from Wharfedale: these
are ridiculously good
speakers at the budget
price level." digital

»IN

Musical Fide!it

i

Musicalwith
quality
Fidelity's
valueX-Series
for money.
combines execeptional bu d
X SERIES

X-80 & X150 AMPLIFIER
X-RAr' CD PLAYER
AS SERIES A5 AMPLIFIER & CD PLAYER

Q SERIES INCLUDES

ooKt

mink

Q COMPACT BOOKSHELF SPEAKERS
Q4 FLOORSTANDING SPEAKERS
Q7 AV SPEAKER PACKAGE

3
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Specialist home cinema
The recent growth of DVD has led to ahuge rise in demand for
home cinema equipment. The prices of DVD players, AV receivers,
projectors and plasma screens continue to fall but, with so many
options, it's not easy to know which ones will suit your needs.
Indeed, in the face of this quickly evolving and often bemusing
array of products, we aim to assist you in assembling a home
cinema system to be proud of - one that achieves outstanding
picture and sound quality.
DENON DVD-AlXV "
"An astonishing piece
of kit that has no
equals. Prepare
to be astounded."
HOME CINEMA CHOICE • AWARDS 2005

Pioneer

Denon

Yamaha

MODELS INCLUDE

MODELS INCLUDE

Yamaha is recognised as a

DSP-AX757SE & DSP Z9

A/V AMPLIFIER VSA-AX10Ai

world leader in the fields

A/V RECEIVERS VSX-D814 • VSX-2014i • VSX-AX5Ai

of musical instruments and

RX-V557 & RX-V1500

have succeeded in becoming the benchmark by which

UNIVERSAL DVD PLAYERS DV668Av • DV868Avi

audio equipment, and in

DVD PLAYERS

all other are judged.

more recent years, home
cinema. New models for

DVD-S557 & DVD 51500

Denon, Japan's oldest audio company, has established

AN AMPLIFIERS

an enviable reputation for the performance of both its

AN RECEIVERS

hi-fi and home cinema products, winning numerous
awards and accolades over the years. Its stylish systems

MODELS INCLUDE
AN RECEIVERS
AVR-1905 • AVR-2105 • AVR-2805 • AVR-3805

2005 include upgraded
AN receivers, amplifers,

DV-575A For outstanding all-round ability there are
few players that can match Pioneer's DV- 575A."

A/V AMPLIFIER AVC -A1XV

and DVD players plus
the innovative YSP-1

DVD PLAYERS D'/D-1710 • DVD-1910

virtual surround speaker
(pictured right)

'

UNIVERSAL DVD PLAYERS
DVD-2910 • DVD-3910 • DVD-A11 • DVD-AlXV

NEW YSP-1
Digital Sound Projector

DVD SYSTEMS
DHT-500SD • DHT-550SD
—a/

AVR-2805 " Last year's Award-winning AVR2803 finally meets its match in the shape of

VSX-AX5Ai Tweaked version of the Awed-winning
VSX-AX5i with additional sound-processing modes.

this storming sLccessor from Denon."

Arcam

Dta500SD
"The Denon DHT-500SD is the best home cinema
system you can find in one box. If you're not

Whether you'e interested in two-channel or acomplete multi-channel AV system, Arcam offers the

confident that separates are the answer for you too complex or too expensive - then the Denon

music and movie lover the most complete range of high-performance home entertainment solutions

provides the ideal solution."

from any specialist manufacturer.

11111111Mtlimis

DVD PLAYERS DV78, DV79
FM1 DV29
AN RECEIVERS AVR250, AVR300
AN PRE/FROCESSOR AV8, AVP700
MULTICHANNEL POWER

1111

maws

1C104

P7, P1000

SUMMER EVENT

At least 10% off our normal selling prices on a w id e range
of products. For our latest prices call your local store or visit www.ssay.com

El PRICING
POLICY

ESSENTIAL
ACCESSORIES

We always try to ensure our
prices are highly competitive.

The right accessacies can make
or break your system.

In the event you can find the same
products and excellemt service at a

Our carefully selected range,
including QED,. Soundstyle and
Grado, will ensure ybt. get the very
best performance Iron your system.

lower price, please bring it to our
store managers' attention.

0

%

FINANCE
OPTION'

Spread the cost of buying.
0% finance option' is available on
the majority of products we stock.
Written details on request Licensed credit
brokers. Minimum balance £ 400. Subject to status.

4

PLEASE NOTE
Some products/brands are not available
at all stores. Please call to confirm or
see the brand locator on our website
before travelling.
•
Added Value Offers - From range available
In store. Not in conjunction with any other offer ( NICWA00)
ADVERT VALID UNTIL AT LEAST 25/07/2005, E&CIE.

At least 10% off our normal selling prices on awide range of
products. For our latest prices call your local store or visit www.ssay.com
jr* 1
40

SUMMER EVENT
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41101
100 I>

only recorders and hybrid DVD/hard-disk models.

Panasonic
Pioneer

DVD RECORDERS
NEW DMR-ES10 ( MULTI- FORMAT)

*

REL
Subwoofers

Although making digital recordings of TV broadcasts isn't
new, the choice, versatility and quality of recorders keep
getting better. Our product selection includes both DVD

*Ow

In amarket packed with subwoofers claiming to
deliver the ultimate pass experience, only one brand
of sub-bass system can prove its supremacy. With a
record of review success stretching back over a
decade and featuring no fewer than nine of the
coveted What HiFi? Awards, REL is acknowledged as
the leading provider of deep, clean bass frequendes.

HARD-DISK MODELS (
HDD)
NEW DMR-EH50 80GB (MULTI-FORMAT) DMR-E500 400GB

DVD RECORDERS (
DVD-RVV)
DVR-220 • DVD-320
HARD-DISK MODELS (
HDD/DVD-RW)
DVR-420H 80GB • DVR-520H 80GB
DVR-720H 160GB • DVR-920H 250GB
"In all, the Pioneer DVR-720H is afine machine with
some nifty features and superb performance... Superb."
WHAT VIDEO AND WIDESCREEN TV • AUGUST 2004

KEF KHT

The Kef Home Theatre ( KHI) series brings

audiophile sound quality to affordable
home entertainment — it's been breaking
new ground ever since it was first
introduced. As its many awards and 5-star

"A flawless
performance
from the REL
Stampede

Q SERIES
Quake • Q150E • Q201E • Q400E
ST SERIES
Stampede • Strata 5• Storm 5

leaves little
room for
criticism."

ratings prove, the original outperformed
every conventional system in its class.
MODELS INCLUDE
KHT1005 • KHT2005.2
KHT5005 • KHT9000ACE

KHT20052 "KEF has done it. This is the new best system in its class...
The KHT2005.2 is the new top surround dog. KEF should be very proud."

1111NOWNFIRt
01121101111 2004

KEF

KIT1 00
Home Cinema System
"Why take ive speakers into the living room when
yor.. can use just two? Creating avirtual surround
sound experience has never been simpler or more
effectve, thanks to this two speaxers plus
suturvoofer concoction from KEF."

IMordaunt
Short lagy
Genie

Mission

Elegante e82

"Performance with style If you're looking for a
sonic sacrifices, then

first-class sonics from the sat and

look no further than

the sub - it adds up to awinning

the Elegantes."

cinema set-up... For seamless
integration of sound, impressive

•

Acoustic Energy

speaker package without

"Distinctive looks, practical to use,

Established in 1987, Acoustic Energy is one of
Pee.F.:Ife•

Britain's premier loudspeaker manufacturers

44auum . 444

offering arguably the most targeted range of hi-fi
and home cirema loudspeaker systems on the

integrity of build and all-round

market today.

covetability, the Mordaunt-Short

Genie package is hard to beat - and

(bytti,NER

it looks rather splendid, too."

M-Cube

The multi-award winning AEGIS EVO Series is a
budget separates range for hi-fi and home cinema
enthusiasts alike, offering exquisite transparency,
detail and clarity, coupled with awesome

"Mission has shaken

bass and dynamics.

up this market with
an innovative,

AEGIS EVO SERIES INCLUDES

desireable product

EVO One • EVO Three • EVO Centre & Sub

of rare ability -

AELITE SERIES INCLUDES

audition today."

Aelite Two • Aelite Three • Aelite Centre & Sub

5
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AN AMPLIFIERS
RECEIVERS & PROCESSORS

P odutt Selection
Some products/brands are not available at all stores. Please call to
confirm or see the brand locator at wwvv.ssay.com before travelling.

TURNTABLES
Goldring GR1
Linn RANGE
Michell RANGE
Project RANGE
Roksan Radius 5

ECALL
fCALL
fCALL
fCALL
fCALL

TUNERS
Arcam RANGE
Cyrus FM X
Denon TU260L MKII
Harman Kardon RANGE
Linn RANGE
Marantz ST4000
Pure DRX-701ES DAB
Pure DRX-702E5 DAB/FM
Rotel RANGE

fCALL
fCALL
£99.95
ECALL
£ CALL
£99.95
£179.95
£269.95
ECALL

ECALL
fCALL
f119.95
£ CAU.
f119.95
ECALL
£ CALL
CALL
ECALL
ECALL

£469.95

AMPLIFIERS
Arcam RANGE
Cyrus RANGE
Denon PMA355
Linn RANGE
Marante PM4400
Marantz PIA7200
Meridian RANGE
Musical Fidelity RANGE
Quad RANGE
Roksan RANGE
Rotel RANGE
Yamaha AX396

)YSTEMS
Amain Solo Ex Speakers
Denon 201 Ex Speakers
Denon DF101 Ex Speakers
Denon DM31 Ex Speakers
Linn Classik Music Ex Splcs

fCALL
f469.95
£289.95
£ 179.95
fCALL

Denon DHT-5005D Inc 5.1 SpIcs
Denon DI-IT-5505D Inc 5.1 Spks . .
KEF K11100 Inc Speakers

CALL
LCALL
£159.95
ECALL
£139.95
£239.95
fCALL
fCALL
ECALL
ECALL
fCALL
£169.95

SPEAKERS
Acoustic Energy Aegis Evo One £ 119.95
Acoustic Energy Aegis Evo Three
£229.95
Acoustic Energy Aelite RANGE
fCALL
Acoustic Energy AE1 MKIII
fCALL
AVI Neutron IV
ECALL
B&W FLANGE
fCALL
KEF RANGE
ECALL
Linn RANGE
£ CALL

f429.95
f599.95
fCALL

MULTI-ROOM AUDIO
Cyrus link RANGE
Living Control RANGE
Yamaha MusicCast RANGE

fCALL
fCALL
fCALL

DVD PLAYERS
MAKE E. MODEL

CD RECORDERS
Yamaha CDR-HD1500

fCALL
£89 95
£119.95
£199.95
£269.95
f599.95
fCALL
ECALL
ECALL
fCALL

DVD SYSTEMS

CD PLAYERS
Arcam RANGE
Cyrus RANGE
Denon DCD485
Linn RANGE
Marantz C05400
Meridian RANGE
Musical Fidelity RANGE
Quad RANGE
Roksan RANGE
Rotel RANGE

Meridian RANGE
Mission m301
Mission m31i
Mission m33i
Mission , n34i
Monitor Audio GR10
Monitor Audio RANGE
Quad RANGE
Ruark RANGE
Wharfedale RANGE

REGION 2 MULTI REGION

Arcam RANGE
fCALL fCALL
Cyrus RANGE
ECALL fCALL
Denon DVD-1710
59.95 £109.95
£
DenonDVD-2910 Universal
£489.95 f499.95
Denon OVD-3910 Universal
£699.95 £719.95
Denon DVD-A1xv
ECALL fCALL
Harman Kardon RANGE
ECALL fCALL
Marantz RANGE
fCALL ECALL
Meridian RANGE
fCALL ECALL
Pioneer DV370
£ 9.95 £69.95
Pioneer DV575A Universal
E119.95 £ 129.95
Pioneer DV668Av Universal . 1469.95 £479.95
Pioneer DV868Avi Universal . 1799.95 £819.95
Samsung DVD-HD945
1139.95 £149.95
Toshiba SD350
£ 9.95 £89.95
Yamaha RANGE
ECALL £ CALL

DVD RECORDERS
MEE & MOM.

Panasonic DMR-ES10
Panasonic DMR-EH50 ..
Pioneer DVR-320
Pioneer DVR-4201-I
Pioneer DVR-520H
Pioneer DVR-720H
Pioneer DVR-920H

SUMMER EVENT

Arcam RANGE
fCALL
Cyrus ANGE
fCALL
Denon AVC-A1XV NV Amplifier ..
fCALL
Denon AVR1705 AN Receiver
£ 199.95
Denon AVR1905 M/ Receiver
f229.95
Denon AVR2805 NV Receiver
f549.95
Denon AVR3805 NV Receiver
£ 799.95
Harman Kardon RANGE
fCALL
Lexicon RANGE
ECALL
Marantz RANGE
fCALL
Onkyo RANGE
ECALL
Pioneer VSX-1014s MI Receiver . . £429.95
Pioneer VSX-2014i NV Receiver
£549.95
Pioneer VSX-AX5Ai NV Receiver ..
f799.95
Pioneer VSA-AX10Ai AN Amplifier . £ 1999.95
Rotel RANGE
fCALL
Yamaha DSP-AX757SE AN Amplifier
f399.95
Yamaha RX-V357 NV Receiver
£ 149.95
Yamaha 1«-V557 NV Receiver
£299.95

NV SPEAKERS & PACKAGES
Acoustic Energy RANGE
Artcoustic RANGE
Audica RANGE
B&W RANGE
B&W Mini Theatre RANGE
KEF KHT1005
KEF KHT2005.2
KEF Q7 AV
M&K RANGE
Mission M Cube
Mission Flegante RANGE
Monitor Audio RANGE
Mordaunt Short Genie
Quad
Wharfedale Diamond 9 HCP
Yamaha YSP-1 Sound Projector

fCALL
fCALL
£ CALL
ECALL
ECALL
£299.95
£599.95
fCALL
fCALL
£849.95
fCALL
ECALL
£649.95
fCALL
fCALL
fCALL

o
•

tee

soaitamtcmc

14"

d,

£2299 CLAIM £ 400

TOWARDS THE SPEAKERS OF YOUR CHOICE INICWA00) .

SCREENPLAY
5700 DIP PROJECTOR

SU BWOOFERS
B&W RANGE
M&K RANGE
M1 Acoustics RANGE
Monitor Audio RANGE
Quad I. Series
REL RANGE
Wharfedale Diamond SW150

£ CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
£ CAU.
£ CALL
ECALL

PLASMA
Fujitsu RANGE
fCALL
Hitachi 42PD5200 42"
£ 1699.95
Hitachi RANGE
£ CALL
£1399.95
LG RZ42PX11 42"
LG RANGE
fCALL
Panasonic TH37PV500 (Wal) 37" £1999.95
Panasonic TH42PV500 (Wal) 42" £2299.95
Panasonic RANGE
fCALL
Pioneer PDP435XDE 43"
£2699.95
Pioneer RANGE
fCALL

LCD TV
Hitachi RANGE
LG RZ32LZ50 32"
LG RANGE
Panasonic RANGE
Sharp Agues LC26GA5E 26"
Sharp Aquos LC32GA5E 32"
Sharp Aquas RANGE
Toshiba 32WL56 32"
Toshiba RANGE

REGION 2 MULTI REGION

£199.95 £209.95
£339.95 £349.95
£239.95 £301.95
£349.95 £361.95
£399.95 £419.95
f469.95 £489.95
£999.95 £1029.95

ARCAM
DV79/AVR300 DVD/AV RECEIVER

fCALL
£999.95
fCALL
£ CALL
£699.95
£949.95
fCALL
f999.95
fCALL

£1999 CLAIM £300

TOWARDS THE SCREEN OF YOUR CHOICE INI(WACX,

MARANTZ
DV6500/SR5500 DVD/AV RECEIVER

°,

£499

0
,e),

SAVE f250

KEF
KHT2005 2SPEAKER SYSTEM

CTORS
Optoma H27 DLP
Screenplay RANGE
Sharp XVZ91E
Sharp RANGE
Sim 2RANGE
ThemeScene RANGE

fCALL
fCALL
£799.95
fCALL
fCALL
fCALL

£599 CLAIM FREE
SPEAKER STANDS WORTH £80 (NKvekoor

ICKWA00 • NOT IN CONYNCTION WITH MIR OTHER OFFER OR PROMOTION
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jr PRICING
POLICY

ESSENTIAL
ACCESSORIES

We always try to ensure our

The right accessories can make

prices are highly competitive.

or break your system.

In the e‘,ent you can find the same

Our carefully selected range,

0%

products and excellen -.service at a

including QED, Soundsie and

the majority of products we stock.

lower price, please bring it to ouf

Grado, will ensure you get the very

store managers' atten ...ion.

best performance from your system.

0

FINANCE
OPTION'

Spread the cost of buying.
finance option" is available on

PLEASE NOTE
Some products/brands are not available
at all stores. Please call to confirm or
see the brand locator on our website
before travelling.
'Added Value &Hers

From range avadable

In-store Not in conju sction with any other offer ( NICWA00)
'Written details on request. Licensed credit
brokers. Minimum balance &WO. subject to status.
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ADVERT VALID UNTIL AT LEAST 25/07/2005, E&OE.

At least 10% off our normal selling prices on awide range of
products. For our latest prices call your local store or visit www.ssay.com

SUMMER ElIENT

Who are Sevenoaks?
Established as Sevenoaks HiFI in 1972, we have grown steadily onto one of the leading
independent home entertainment specialists in the UK, earning a reputation for
outstanding service, choice and value for money. In 1995, reflecting our commitment to the
emergent new technologies in home cinema, our name was changed to Sevenoaks Sound
& Vision. We now have 49 stores across the land stocking abroad range of exceptional

Nationwi
Store . uid

equipment and accessories.

ABERDEEN 01224 252797

MAIDSTONE 01622 686366

•57 CROWN STREET OFE SWIM

•96 WEEK STREET

BEDFORD 01234 272779

MANCHESTER 0161 831 7969

•29-31 ST PETERS STREET

•69 HIGH ST, CITY CENTRE

BIRMINGHAM 0121 233 2977

NEWCASTLE 0191 221 2320

•ARCH 12, LIVER`, STREET

•19 NEWGATE STREET

BRIGHTON 01273 733338

NORWICH 01603 767605

•57 WESTERN RCAD, HOVE

-29-29A ST GILES STREET

BRISTOL 0117 974 3727

NOTTINGHAM 0115 911 2121

•92B WHITELADIES ROAD, CLIFTON

•597-599 MANSFIELD ROAD

BROMLEY 020 8290 1988

OXFORD 01865 241773

•39A EAST STREEIT

.41 ST CEMENTS STREET

CAMBRIDGE 01223 304770

PETERBOROUGH 01733 897697

•17 BURLEIGH STREET

•36-38 PARK ROAD OPENSLIOU

CARDIFF 029 2047 2899

PLYMOUTH 01752 226011

•104-106 ALBANY ROAD

mom

•TAKE YOUR TIME - We want you to be as happy as possible with your choices, so please

107 CORNWALL STREET

POOLE 01202 671677
«LATIMER HOUSE, 44-46 HIGH STREET

CHELTENHAM 01242 241171

PRESTON 01772 825777
40-41 LUNE STREET OPENSUNIMY

CRAVVLEY 01293 510777

READING 0118 959 7768

•32 THE BOULEVARD OPENSWIDAY

•3-4 KINGS WALK SHOPPING CENTRE

CROYDON 020 8665 1203

SEVENOAKS 01732 459555

•369-373 LONDON ROAD

•109-113 LONDON ROAD

EALING 020 8579 8777

SHEFFIELD 0114 255 5861

•24 THE GRFFN OPENSLADIY

•BRING YOUR FAVOURITE DISCS WITH YOU - To ensure you get the most from the
music and movies in your collection, it pays to test equipment using those very same discs
or records, That way you can readily compare levels of performance. However, if you prefer,
we can supply aselection of demo discs - current mainstream entertainment that serves to
highlight the capabilities of the equipment.

take as much time as you need to determine which products are right for you.

•403 KINGS ROAD

1REET

•ESTABLISH YOUR AIMS - Are you tweaking an existing system to improve sound or
picture quality, or are you looking for amore fundamental and comprehensive upgrade?

•JUST ASK - If you are unsure of any aspect of the products or technologies available, or
would like more information about installation options, simply let us know and our staff will
be happy to help you out.

CHELSEA 020 7352 9466

•14 PITTVILLE

How to shop at Sevenoaks
When it comes to making big decisions about what to buy, there's no substitute for actually
road-testing your prospective purchases - seeing, hearing and experiencing the products in
action, with the benefit of our expert knowledge and guidance to help you choose. To get
the most from your Sevenoaks Sound & Vision experience, simply follow this checklist:

SOLIHULL 0121 733 3727

•5THE GRASSMARKET

•149-151 STRA1T-ORD ROAD

EPSOM 01372 720720

SOUTHAMPTON 023 8033 7770

•12 UPPER HIGH 1TREET OPENSUNDAY

•33 LONDON ROAD

EXETER 01392 218895

SOUTHGATE 020 8886 2777

•28 COWICK STREET

•79-81 CHASE SIDE

GLASGOW 0141 332 9655

STAINES 01784 460777

•88 GREAT WESTERN ROAD

•4THAMES STREET OPENSUNDAY

GUILDFORD 01483 536666

SWINDON 01793 610992

•738 NORTH STREET

•8-9 COMMERCIAL ROAD

HOLBORN 020 7837 7540

SWISS COTTAGE 020 7722 9777

•144-148 GRAYS INN ROAD

•21 NORTHWAYS POE, FINCHLEY RD OPENSURDIY

HULL 01482 587171
•1SAV1LE ROW, SAVILE STREET

TUNBRIDGE WELLS 01892 531543

IPSWICH 01473 286977

YEOVIL 01935 700078

•12-14 DOGS HEAD STREET

•14 SILVER STREET •
SUEUECT To LEGAL COMPLEFICY

KINGSTON 020 8547 0717

WATFORD 01923 213533

•43 FIFE ROAD OPENSIADIY

•478 ST ALBANS ROAD

LEEDS 0113 245 2775

WEYBRIDGE 01932 828525

•62 NORTH STREET OPENSIMMY

•43 CHURCH STREET, THE QUADRANT

LEICESTER 0116 253 6567
•10 LOSEBY LANE

WITHAM (
ESSEX) 01376 501733
•1THE GROVE CENTRE

LINCOLN 01522 527397

WOLVERHAMPTON 01902 312225

•20-22 CORPORATION STREET (
OFFHIGHSIIIEE7)

•29-30 CLEVELAND STREET

OPENING HOURS: PI FATE TELEPHONE OR VGIT OUR WEBSITE

E-MAIL Insert lore locaboressav corn

Pick-up acopy of our New 72 Page Guide
at your nearest Sevenoaks Sound & Vision
store or order acopy via our Website. The
brochure will be posted to you ( UK mainland
addresses only) free of charge.

Custom Installation

635 QUEENS ROAD, HEELEY OPENSIMAY

EDINBURGH 0131 229 7267

HiFi & Home Cinema
Guide - 2005 Edition

Sevenoaks Sound & Vision's Custom Installation Service enables the
integration of ahome cinema or hi-fi system into your home as neatly and
seamlessly as possible. All
electronics can be hidden away,
speakers discreetly mounted
either in the wall or ceiling and
the complete system operated via
remote control.
Our installation experts are fully
trained to the highest standards
in all areas and provide a
prompt, reliable and professional
service. Whether you're looking for amulti- room system, adedicated
home cinema installation with aretractable screen and built-in speakers or
an integrated control or lighting
system, Sevenoaks Sound & Vision has
adiverse range of products available to
cater for all your requirements.

•28-30 ST JOHNS ROAD
'
OPENING SOON

FREE
CUSTOM INSTALLATION BROCHURE
available now from your nearest store
or via our website.

Sevenoaks VVebsite
The Sevenoaks Sound & Vision website has news and information on the Sevenoaks group
and detailed pages to help you locate your nearest store. In addition, there are hundreds of
SPECIAL OFFERS and STOCK CLEARANCE items available from our stores nationwide many with savings of up to 50%. To view our regularly updated product lists, visit
www.ssay.com and click on special offers

www.ssav.corn
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Accessories Club

LOUDSPEAKER DESIGNERS ANONYMOUS...
Ever thought about designing or building your
own loudspeakers? BassBoxPro6 is astate of the
art loudspeaker design program. It is used
around the world by professional and amateur
speaker system designers in the construction of
the widest range of cabinets for home hi-fi, home
theatre, studio monitors and musical instrument
enclosures. In use, the design process can start
with the size/shape of the enclosure, the form
that the enclosure should take, or with achosen
drive unit or combination of drivers. The Design
Wizard system incorporated in the program
eases the passage through the design process,
culminating in the production of full amplitude
response characteristics for each model at the
design stage. The program allows for the
characteristics of new or unknown drive units to
be added by the user, and once registered,
benefits from full update and support systems.
For those whose ambitions do not stretch as
far as world domination in loudspeaker design,
BassBox Pro 6is available in asimplified
version, BassBox Lite which retains 85% of the
features of BassBox Pro 6, but without the
extensive driver database, and with simplified
graphics allowing for use on smaller computer
systems with lower resolution displays.
To complete the package, the Accessories
Club is also offering the companion X*OverPro3
program which can assist in the design of two- or
three-way passive crossover networks, high or
low- or bandpass filters, impedance matching
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EXCLUSIVE TO HI-FI NEWS
HEN
HEN
HEN
HEN
HEN

Oat FLUXDUMPER 'Magic Brick' for valve amps
002 TEST LP 'The Producer's Cut'
004 BLACKHEAD Moving- coil transformer
005 SPIKE SET 8 oM6 spikes for wood/steel
012 STACK STORAGE Black MDF 465mm-wide
LP Store: 120- LP, 2- divider, 360(h) o340(d)
CD Store: 160- CD, 4- shelf, 720(h) x 165(d)
CD Base: 160- CD, 4- shelf, 720(h) x 165(d)
HFN 017 WALLNUT II Wall- mounting 2- shelf table

--erteami

networks, Lpads and series or parallel notch
filters. With its internal Thiele-Small modelling
engine and impedance equalisation, X*Over Pro
3provides professional results without requiring
the complex measurement of individual drivers.
For filter design, users can choose from 1st, 2nd
3rd and 4th order Ladder' filter technologies,
while the crossover networks use ' parallel'
topology: two-way crossovers and separate low
and high pass filters offering Bessel,
Butterworth, Chebychev, Gaussian, Legendre,
Linear- phase and Linkwitz-Ri ley filter types,
three-way crossovers and band pass filters being
either All-pass crossover or Constant- power
crossover filter types.
The Accessories Club has managed to
negotiate some excellent prices in adirect
buying arrangement with the US manufacturer.
We can also offer acombined package of
BassBox Pro 6and X*Over Pro 3with an
additional saving of £25.00.
BassBox Pro 6
X*Over Pro 3

£99 I
£75

BassBox Lite
r—)

BassBox Pro 6/X*Over Pro 3 package

£55 H
£149 LI

Visit www.hifi accessories club.com — e-mail orders welcome

accessories club order form
Name

Post code
Telephone
Cheque/postal order enclosed for

£

£85
£99
£99 D
£85
HEN 022 SORBOTHANE Damping sheet 150v150.30,n,
£13
HEN 026 LP DIVIDERS Set of 25, tabbed
£12 D
HFN 027 CD DIVIDERS Set of 25, tabbed
£12 D
HEN 028 SOFTSHOES Isolation feet, pack of 12
£18 D
HFN 030 4MM BANANA PLUGS Set of 4
£10 D
HFN 031 IEC LINE SOCKET
£8 o
HFN 032 SORBOTHANE FEET 40mm hemispheres ( each) £4 o
Blue ( Soft) 0-4kg per set of 3
£ 12 D
Red ( Medium) 5-8kg per set of 3
£ 12
Black ( Hard) 9-12kg per set of 3
£ 12

BEN DUNCAN'S PURE SERIES
THE FULL RANGE of Ben Duncan's inains conditioners, wiring
and other products, is available: call for more details.

VINYL CARE & PROTECTION
LP
LP
LP
LP
LP
LP

OUTER SLEEVES Heavy duty PVC, per 50
£ 20
GATEFOLD OUTER SLEEVES Heavy duty PVC, per 25 £ 20
INNER SLEEVES Paper, per 100
£ 12
INNER SLEEVES Poly/paper, per 100
£ 15
INNER SLEEVES Nagaoka style, per 50
£ 10
STORAGE BAGS 12in sealed, per 100
£ 10

DECCA 2+21 Record- cleaning brush
£ 13
SAURE SFG-2 Stylus pressure gauge
£24
CARTRIDGE MAN Digital stylus balance, 0.002g £220
CARTRIDGE MAN Digital turntable level
£220
MOTH RECORD- CLEANING MACHINE Mk 1
£400
MOTH RECORD- CLEANING MACHINE Mk 1Kit
£225
MOTH RECORD- CLEANING MACHINE Mk II
£450
MOTH RECORD- CLEANING MACHINE Mk II Kit
£255
MOTH RECORD- CLEANING MACHINE Mk II Pro
£ 500
MOTH RECORD- CLEANING FLUID 1litre
£ 17.50
MOTH RECORD- CLEANING FLUID 5 litres
£ 35
RINGMAT 330Mk11 XLR Ringmat
£ 50
RINGMAT Anniversary Ringmat
£ 70
RINGMAT LP Blue Statmat/Statcap £45
RINGMAT LP support system full spacer set, blue £ 145
NAD PP- 2 Phono stage, m- mini- c
£ 50
LAST Power clean LP cleaner
£27.50
LAST LP preservative
£27.50
LAST Record cleaner
£15
LAST Stylant stylus treatment
£27.50
LAST Stylus cleaner
£15
GRYPHON EXORCIST Cartridge Demagnetiser
£100
CARDAS Sweep LP
£25
ZEROSTAT Antistatic pistol
£37.50
MICHELL Tecnoweight ( Regal
£67.50
MICHELL VTA adjuster ( Regal
£25
MICHELL Unicover ( universal
KAB Speedstrobe, includes LED light source
INCOGNITO ARM REWIRE LOOM ( Regal 1.2m
INCOGNITO ARM REWIRE LOOM ( universal) 1.2m
INCOGNITO VTA ADJUSTER ( Regal
INCOGNITO CARTRIDGE TAGS per 4, gold
INCOGNITO ARM WIRE 5colours, per metre
INCOGNITO ARM PLUG ILS 5-pin
INCOGNITO ACRYLIC PLATTER (Regal
SRM TURNTABLE TUNING KIT (Regal
SRM TURNTABLE TUNING KIT (Linn)
SRM TURNTABLE TUNING KIT (Tborens)
SRM TURNTABLE TUNING KIT (Roksan)
SRM TURNTABLE TUNING KIT (Manticore)
SRM FELT TURNTABLE MAT
SRM SILICONE TURNTABLE Mr
SRM TURNTABLE SPIRIT LEVEL
SRM PRO CARTRIDGE MOUNTING KIT
MFSL GEODISC cartridge alignment gauge

Address

( pounds sterling) made payable to:

'HFN Accessories Club' or please charge my AccessNisa/Diners/Amex ( delete)"
Card Number

LI

£30
£25
£140 D
£12 D

£44
£75
£125
£180
£30
£18
£25
£12
£45
£30
£35
£48
£48
£43
£9
£25
£15
£6
£40

CD/DVD CARE 8( PROTECTION
Expires ( date)

_Signature

TO ORDER Please send completed order form (or aphotocopy) to:

UK SALES All prices include VAT. Accessories Club prices

HFN Accessories Club & co Service

include postage and packing for all items, whatever their size,

PO Box 200, Bedford MK40 1YH, UK

anywhere in the United Kingdom.

OR Fax your order form to: 01234 742028

EXPORT SALES Export sales are always very welcome. Where

OR Telephone: 01234 741152

applicable they will

OR E-mail) sales@hifiaccessoriesclub.com

be subject to additional

OR Visit the secure order facility at www.hifiaccessoriesclub.com

us for quotation. Delivery subject to availability. E&OE.
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be

free

of

VAT ( Sales Tax),

shipping at cost.

but

will

Please contact

CO 'JEWEL' CASES
Standard 5in complete. pack of 10
Maxi- single slimline, pack of 10
Slim double, pack of 5
Standard double, pack of 3
Sin PVC protective sleeves, pack of 30
DENSEN ID MAGIC CD demagnetiser
DENSEN DMAGIC DVD demagnetiser
AYRE System Enhancement Disc
CHESKY ULTIMATE Test CD
CHESKY ULTIMATE DVD 5.1 setup disc
ULTIMATE Stereo Hearing & Equipment Refresher

L0.50 O
£6.50
£6.50
£6.50
£6.50
£10
£25
£16
£15
£22
£15

0
0
D
O
0
O
0
D
D
D

www.hifinews.co.uk

ULTIMATE

Power Conditioners
_à
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They're now
considered essential
as far as I'm concerned
,and bring anew meaning to
the term "Simply the best!"
Roy Gregory -

www.isoteksystems.com

(01635) 291357
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AT THE
TUBLSHOP

Cryogenically treated tubes
really make adifference!
Read all about it online:
www.cryogenictubes.com

AV Custom
Racks
and
Cableway
performance
dedicated
loudspeaker
supports

tel/fax 01777 708673
E-mail: petehneuk@aol.com

Pe LA Peer SELECTIOR
4eF QUALINTUBES OAP fidr

www.hne.co.uk
www. hif inews.co.0 k
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audio salon
4 park circus, glasgow, g3 6ax, scotland
t: 0141 333 9700
e : info@audiosalon.co.uk
w : www.audiosalon.co.uk

A MIGHTY VOICE
FROM THE NORTH
(www.gryphon-audio.dk)
If you walk north for long enough you will eventually
come to the North Pole and lam told you will
discover that it is quite different from anywhere else
on the planet. In much the same way an audiophile will
arrive at Gryphon. Probably short of money on the
upgrade path, rather than out of breath on the long
ascent; if only he had found out earlier.
Since 1991 our customers have departed from the
beaten paths created by the marketing arms of the
industry and discovered music at home; free from the
compromises of hurried research, inadequate funding,
and low aspirations. Not so with The Gryphon:
its library of mastertapes from the golden age of
recording is just one tool unique and inspiring of the
level to which domestic Hi Fi really can retrieve from
the grooves of your tapes or discs, whether black or
silver. The Gryphon is unique.
No great marque is an overnight success and
Gryphon has made its ascent one step at atime,
with awide range of accessories and components
forming systems at various scales of size and prices;
but none of them cheap — just genuine value. It is not
really comparable to any rivals unless you argue that
an amp is just an amp etc.
Consider the Gryphon MIKADO CD Player:
expensive at £6,800? We have compared this slim
single- box player to multiple box reference equipment
at many times the price and it has never failed to do
its Viking conquering thing; convincingly.
Its worldwide reputation has inspired aforthcoming
"entry point" amplifier: the Diablo will be aunique
single-chassis apparatus of breathtaking beauty of
construction, performance and looks to die for.
The Sonata- Allegro 4- mono boxes pre-amplifier
at £8,200 competes with rivals at twice the price or
more: and the optional or external Legato phono
stage takes its place with acouple of others that are
alternatives to buying aLexus. Sacrifice acouple of
inputs, asmall degree of performance and buy the
Prelude pre-amp for £4,900.
Power amplifiers escalate from the Encore at
2x500w up to the pure class A. zero-feedback,
equipment delivering astounding purity and bandwidth;
IHz — 350kHz and unmeasurable distortion.
Many years passed before Gryphon could launch
their loudspeakers; the company motto of music
without compromise mandated the development
of seamless room acoustic contouring without the
need for alaptop and the Cantatas redefined the
marriage between elegance and full-scale presence
of soundstage. For larger salons, the Poseidon
adventure completes the odyssey of twenty years by
which Flemming Rasmussen once set out to
make abetter phono stage, and then an entire music
system which, in the typical Danish, laid back, modest
way. it has to take an informed but impartial judge to
declare: there is nothing else that similarly reproduces
the musical event; the Gryphon owner has reached
apolar extreme.
You may need to travel alittle bit north to be the
impartial judge; you will not be the first. Even the
longest journey begins with aFirst step; yours is to
request afree brochure. Second is to book aflight; it's
too far to walk!

In a world where so much looks the same,
we take pride in being different!
Densen Audio Technologies

Authorised dealers:
Acoustic Arts, Watford, Tel. 01923 245250 - Adams & Jarrett, '. ast Sussex, Tel. 01 424 437165 - HI-Fl Studios. Doncaster, Tel. 01302 725550
Holbum HiFi. Aberdeen, Tel. 01224 585713 - Kevin Galloway Audio, Kilmarnock, Tel. 01563 574185 - Midland Audio Exchange, Belbroughton, Tel. 01562 731100
Mike Manning, Taunton, Tel. 01823 326688 .- Mike Manning, Yeovil, Tel. 01935 4179361- New Audio Frontiers, Loughborough, Tel. 01509 264002
Phonography, Ringwood, Tel. 01425 461230 - Sound Seduction. Sevenoaks, Tel. C1732 456573 - VideoTech, Huddersfield, Tel. 01 484 516670

Densen products are in a minimalist Scandinavian design, which

Though design is important, music is what is really close to our

are made of 100% non-magnetic aluminium, making the casing

heart. Our philosophy is that music must be engaging to listen

slim and sexy like none other. No visible screws make the cabi-

to, and we are not satisfied until you feel like standing up,

net look like one slab of aluminium.

playing the Air-Guitar and forgetting ALL about Hi Fi. After all a
good hi-fi system is a tool to enjoy and discover music!

This focus on perfection also continues inside our products, as
they are produced with extreme precision to ensure outstan-

Having taken so much care in designing and producing our

ding mechanical and electrical performance. As an example,

products, we naturally back it up with a decent warranty, so we

all components are mounted by robot, to a precision of more

give a lifelong warranty to the first owner. As we believe audio

than 0,02 mm (!) using silver solder, and soldered in an artificial

equipment should be a worthwhile investment, we try to design

atmosphere of nitrogen to avoid oxidation of the soldering.

our products so that they can easily be upgraded in the fuTure.

7„

Densen products are ready for the future. For example you can
upgrade the CD players and add external power supplies to

COLO

MI Fl

pre-amps and the tuner. Upgrade your system from being a

BEST ANALOGUE
TUNER

dedicated stereo system to a high-end surround system.
Upgrade the power and integrated amplifiers with electronic

One can analyse hi-fi specifics till the cows come home but it's
something intangible, difficult to put into words, but to which the
ear and brain subliminally react. So, do Ilike this Densen amp?

crossovers for active systems. Our own Denlink system provides
multiroom capability, and even the possibility to dim the lights in
your room.

No, Ilove it."
Review of the B-300 by Hi Fi Choice

Densen - Lundevej 10 - 6705 Esbjerg 0 -Denmark - Phone: (+45) 75 18 12 14 - E-mail: mail@densen.dk - www.densen.com

"The best tonearm I've
heard"

Fl WORLD

W inner of Stereo Times magazine Most wanted component
of 2004 award

new benchmark for musical communication"

STEREOTIMES
NEW SOVEREIGN DECK

"

One of the truly special products I,ve reviewed in the past 18 years"
STEREOPHILE

Ultimate performance
for your system
cc

T he best musical results of any turntable
I've ever heard, regardless of price.

The new generation of toneams from Origin Live have won admiration
and rave reviews across the world for good reason - these arms better
the best by a significant margin. Whatever your current arm, you
can at last treat yourself to aserious upgrade. Why not arrange for a
demonstration now.

Since I've been listening to turntables professionally for 32 years and
am aware of the pitfalls of ultimate proclamations, Ihesitate somewhat
to make this statement. Nevertheless, it is true. The level of musical
communication available from the Illustrious/Aurora Gold is in aclass by
itself. It sets anew reference."
STEREO TIMES

O
RIGIN
LIVE

Demonstrably better

Tonearm Models
Conqueror - £2500
Illustrious - £ 1570
Encounter - £970
Silver - £599
OL1 from - £ 124

Hazlemere Audio
,
igital
Accuphase
dCS
Metronome
Resolution Audio
Ili, Oracle

‘mplification
Accuphase
DNM
Lamm
Nag!.a
Plimus
Opus
Renaissance
Spectral
Power supply
Accuphase
Vertex.aq

Vim!
Avid
Oracle
SME
Speakers
ART
Peak Consultants
Verity Audio
REF 3A
Cables
Vertex.aq
Siltech
Spectral
Harmonic
Technology

on the Aurora gold turntable & illustrious tonearm

ORIGIN LIVE
Tel/Fax: + 44 02380 578877
E-mail: info@originlive.com

I

Full information on web site

YOUR
NOW

SEARCH

HERE'S A THING.

yjQUIP MENT

value the best

For an appointment (day or evening)

(
01494 865829,

art, oudspeakers

Audio Analogue • Creek • Ecosse • Fanfare • Gamut • Ortofon • Piega
Reference 3A • Sugden • Triangle
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ENDED

GOT A COUPLE ,

TRANSFORMER. SOME WIRES AND RESISTORS. A FEW MYS11
MARKED COMPONENTS. APPARENTLY SIMPLE. BUT THE ART I
DETAIL. BELIEVE
HAVE A GOOD

us..youit

DEALER KNOWS.

LISTEN. SO WHAT ARE YOUR FIRST

IMPRESSIONS

NOW LISTEN AGAIN. LISTEN CAREFULLY. AND TELL THEM THAT TH1` ,
ISN'T THE BEST THING YOU'VE EVER HEARD AT THIS PRICE. OR AN:
OTHER PRICE FOR THAT MATTER.
NOW HEAR WHAT THE EXPERTS HAVE TO SAY:
"With a taste of the best of both tube and transistor, this is a truly endearing
power amplifier.»

4ANIN e,annAN.

wow). MARCH
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" be amplifier has been taking on bigger, beefier competitors and slaughtering

HEAR
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Charisma
&
Twinstar

0208 201
9286
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If you
(rather than just the most expensive)
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II

HAS

them, a real David vs. Grilialb scenario." rm 4022lFil.,141

Supports
Avid Quadraspire
Clearlight

511111111111151111
SAILS
DEMONSTRATION & SOME

Call High Wycombe

viww.originlive.com

44.
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iTiMIN1.NTaudio

"e- Birmingham East Midlands

lay Wotverhampton Telford

e.eurbognoshre:emInenlatedio.co.uk
web sIte: www. pm I
nentitud lo.co.uk

TransVALVE -

E1444 ( 011746 716881 07792 420266
Trinity Cottagn.YdortIeld•BritIrsorthrShropshlre•WV15 5NT • England

www.eminentau

io.co.uk
www.hifinews.co.uk

ACOUSTIC SOLID

Small Royal Turntable hand polished aluminium finish with 60cm

aluminium platter,topped with a 6mm acrylic platter and leather mat. Features a near zero tolerance bearing. Nylon thread belt - weight 25kg, shown
withType Two stand. Available in a mat finish. One of a
range of turntables made by Acoustic Solid - Germany.

Acoustic Solid
One to One turntable

LAT INTERNATIONAL -

USA - Mains

Power, Analogue, Tonearm, Digital.

Video

interconnects and single and biwire Speaker
cable Silverfused wire technology. NEW

FOR 2005
MKII and

- AC-2 MKII power cord, SS800
SS1000 MKII Speaker Cables.

Bosendorfer Loudspeakers,
by the company who make, arguably the
best pianos in the world. certainly the oldest piano maker - 1828
•
•••
HIFICHOICE
mom

HiFi Choice
April 2005

HiFi News and Record Review May 2005

The sound is extrordinary

in its overall balance. The VC7's are capable of exceptionally fine detail and dimensionality.
In terms of the sensible compromises, the sheer musicality and sense of being there, the
VC7 is masterpiece. The Bosendorfer VC7 is for me adream come true

Best Loudspeaker 2004 -

Wallpaper Magazine

IC- 200 MKII

Le Festival Son et Image de Montréal 2004
It was also perfectly obvious that
the Btésendorfer loudspeakers had the finest reproduction of piano music that Ihave ever
heard. Seeing the quality of the piano in the same room as the loudspeakers. Iwas
impressed but not surprised. They obviously knew what they were doing when they built
these beauties

AUDUSA EUPEN
The world's only true Ferrite
technology cables - a high quality ferrite is extruded over the
conductor strands. Power Cords
-GNLM 5/2.5 ( CSA 2.5) and
GNLM 05/04. From 48 for a 1m
cord terminated
Ii with an IEC and
MK tough plug.
Also available
are the CMS
Analog, Digital
and Video Interconnects with
RCA, XLR or
BNC connectors

Interconnect
even better
than before,
available with
LAI AC- 2MKII

Jack, XLR,

Power cord com-

Phono, Din

pare with products

connectors

costing ten times as
much, then decide

and as a
tonearm lead

WWW.AUDUSA.COM
T: 020 8241 9826, 020 8264 0249

F: 020

8241 0999

E: sales@audusa.com

TURBOCHARGING YOUR REGA ARM

UNIVERSAL MOTOR UPGRADE
replaces

II,
o

Upgrades &

motors & power supplies for ALL

"Nothing less than total dynamite"

bet drive turntables

HI-FI WORLD

If you are the proud owner of any Rega toneann, you are now in the
enviable position to transform it's performance into the league of
super arms with our modifications. The OL structural modification
at £75 will enable your Rega to perform at alevel exceeding that of
some arms costing over £10001 High performance rewiring with
high grade fitz wire is also offered at an additional DO and external
rewiring is also £70 further increasing the performance.

"The single most important upgrade you can
ever make to any record deck concerns the motor
drive...nothing can prepare you for the shock of going DC. In a
word, gobsmacking.'
COMMON GROUND MAGAZINE
"It's value is nothing short of tremendous."

LISTENER MAGAZINE

"The LP12 remains aclassic ...but .. upgrade kits by Origin Live
can bring avast improvement to it's performance"
HI FI NEWS
"I have to say the Rega modifications turn this humble arm
into areal giant killer. Gone is the rather grey, sterile sound of
the cooking Rega. Instead, tonal colour is fresh, dynamics have
great speed and impact, and the sound stage is huge."
HI-FI WORLD ON STRUCTURAL MODIFICATION

Structural modification awarded 5star rating by

WHAT
SOL11110 11111 1, 11:1ELer
11111

l

Structural Modification - £75
*****
Internal Rewiring - £70
External Rewiring - £70
High conductivity phono plugs £20
Slotted arm tube - £85
If you do not have an arm we can supply the OL1 arm ( manufactured

Universal turntable motor kit
The Cinderella of - largely overlooked and dismissed, but capable of
outperforming a £2000 cartridge upgrade. No one would blame you for being
sceptical of an easy to fit, inexpensive dc motor upgrade. Especially one that

improves

on the hest of other power supplies

murli or

times! Our DC motor kit offers massive improvements to all versions of Linn
Lingo / Valhulla, Rega, Systemdeck, Roksan, Rock etc. The kits consist of adrop
in replacement high grade DC motor and off-board 2speed control box. Why not
order now? - see web site or phone.

Standard dc Motor Kit - £ 199

ORIGIN LIVE
Tel/Fax: +44 02380 578877
E-mail: infoeoriginlive.com

Advanced dc Motor Kit - £339
Ultra dc Motor Kit - £570

by Rega) £ 124

costing over 4times_aç

your money back. It is simply impossible to imagine the level of improvement
attained by eliminating the motor vibration that your stylus amplifies over 8,000

Upgrade Transformer - £ 175

Arm modifications normally returned within 1 - 3days

Stile

Following in the foot steps of the highly

regarded Stiletto, ART Loudspeakers are proud
to introduce the new Stiletto 6. At £ 2,000
this new model is destined to make many new
friends, whether you use solid-state or low
powered valve amplification.
No design element in the Stiletto has been left
to chance. Beautifully matched veneers, stateof-the-art drive units and the very best available
crossover components, combine to deliver
music as it is.
Give us acall for further information.

Upgrade DC 200 motor -£129 with kit

www.originlive.com

Aleftbk

•18mm Braced Birch-ply Cabinets

•Proprietary Horn- loaded HF Unit
•The Coated Paper Bass- mid Driver
incorporates an extremely stiff and stable

injection moulded metal basket, keeping
the critical components in perfect
alignment. Large windows in the basket
both above and below the spider reduce
sound reflection, air flow noise and cavity
resonance to aminimum
•Hovland Musicaps
•Handmade and matched Aircore Inductors

•Available in achoice of matched real wood
veneers

stiletto Istiletto 6 ISkibo Iv6 Iv8 Iexpression Iimpression 2
tel/fax + 44 ( 0)1292 319 416
contact@loudspeaker-art.com
www.loudspeaker-art.com
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The new High Performance Phono Amplifier
from Trichord Research - fully adjustable
for any cartridge

leiSterodifir n1,1519195

Diablo
Now you can buy a beautiful all valve 40w
Stereo 40i for the price of a budget amp! Same
spec and build quality as the £899 model but
without triode switching or tape monitor.
Various valve and other upgrades available.

P5111

Moving Coil, Moving Magnet, Switchable Gain, Switchable Loading,
Super Regulators, Dual- mono construction, Various Power Supply Options

Ne

'Never Connected' - unique nois(
reduction technology available
for this nrndiirt

sales@trichordresearch.com

sharp price".... Hi Fi Choice June ' 04

"Editors Choice" Award Winner
in HI Fl News for 2nd Year
th Fi News Feb ' 04 said... "ample, deep, bass, underpinning a

lizichoRd REsEARch

Tel: + 44 ( 0)1684 311600

"The Stereo 401 sound has alovely spacious and airy quality with
plenty of depth... The frequency response exhibited extended bass
below 10Hz" ..."Stunning styling and an Impressive spec at avery

lucid and effortless midrange and treble ""lliked the impeccable
finish and feeling of bomb-proof solidity as well some of the most

Fax: + 44 ( 0)16a4 311928

www.trichordresearch.com

natural sounding music that Ihave heard at home". Tony Bolton

lio One elsegives you Wilds W HO

Wea d Audio
Purveyors of esoteric & quality hi-fi components
emailv—
_
1

1'1111

el,

, 1,111

THIS MONTHS DELIGHTS
Perpetuai technologies pl-a,p3-a p3b.
Modwright level 2 signature upgrade.
Brand nery 3 yr warranty, hear dcs then here this,
demos,a oleasure. Last few left
(£ 20001

•

Over 32 options of Stereo 40i from £599 to £ 1079

•

Choice of Mullard, Ji, EH & Svetlana valve upgrades

•

Switchable Triode Mode (40i&SE) highly praised in reviews

•
•

Tape out (for tape, CD- R. MP3 recording)
'Soft Start', protects from switch on 'power surge'

•

Optional HT Delay to protect & extend valve life £ 79.95

•

Each amp carefully commissioned & tested in Leicester

•

Part Exchange facility for your old equipment, ask US!
guarantee you can listen all day without " listening fatigue"

£ 1595

£ 2795
£1795
f2395
£ 1895
£1795
£2395
£795
£1295
£995
£795
£895
£395
£795
£1295
£1795
£1495
£ 1495
£ 1595
£1195
£795

Fast,safe reliable shipping any item uk postcode.£16
YOUR HI-FI WANTED INSTANT CASH PHONE US LAST!
hid views

Beautiful see through valve cover (
included in the price)

Good old fashioned technology built to last, easy to maintain. We

Apogee Duetta sigs, full rebuild new ribbons,
northcreek crossovers, refinished,
better than new please call
( f4700) £ 3395
Mark levinson no31 transport ( 19995)
Mark Levinson no 38 preamp
(£ 4400)
mark levinson no 39 cd player
(£ 5000)
mark levinson no23 pwr amp
(£ 6000)
musical fidelty nu- vista cdplayer (£ 3000)
audio research 100.2 pwr amp
brand new unused
( f3700)
audio research sp9 preamp ( phono)
Classe dr6 two box preamp ( phono)
(£ 3800)
micromega cd3/duo pro trans/dac ( f2800)
micromega solo cd playe
(£ 1800)
Accuphase dp80 transport
(£ 5000)
orelle sa 100 integra;ed
(£ 650)
krell ksl preamp
(£ 2800)
krell kst 100 pwr amp
(£ 3395)
ray lumley m150 valve monos
(just had 1500 service)
(£4500)
audio research v70 valve pwr amp
( f4500)
theta ds pre ( preamp/dac) (£ 6000)
BAT vk3i valve pre
(£ 2800)
Chord d2c 64
(£ 1965)
Elemental Audio marble/glass 4 tieraudio rack,
chip in marble hence give away 90kgs!
(£ 2000)

•

Features include: All Triode front end Hand built Point to Point wiring Tape
monitor circuit ALPS Volume control No printed circuit board Gold plated
terminals Audiophile components by Solen. Rubycon. Silver audio cable
Stainless steel & alloy plate construction Soft start Plexiglas valve cage included

Buy with con0dence. 100s sold at home and abroad. Proven reliability.
Unbeatable advice Cback up service. Try for 30 days*. refund if not delighted
Stiez,ec.40iie

EL34 40 watts wtegratecl

from

£599.95'

IStier•ie•o, <1Clide

KT88 45 watts integrated

from

£699.95'

eiteiNeca ..10i SE EL34 40 watts ( 19 triode)

from

£699.95'

tatei-eo .40i SE KT88 45 watts ( 20 triode)

from

£799.95'

Stereo 410i
ISterrec
0

EL34 40w ( 19 triode) integrated from
EL84 15 watts integrated

LA3
11f1 13 2f5

All Tnode Line Level pre amp
300B PP 28w Mono blocks ( pH

£899.95'
£499.95'
£599.95'
£1799.95

Ask for an illustrated Leaflet Auditions by appointment
Beware ot imitations! Other amps play loot similar, hut our circuits are unique to us a
designed tor UK 240v operatIon. Full repair a, alter sales in Leicester UK

Come see, 8/ LISTEN to us at the
Hi Fi Show 23-2r September
Visit our new website at www.iconaudio.co.uk
Phone 07787 158791 Email sales@iconaudio.co.uk
•
Le_CTM P IALC1170— 351 Aylestone Road Leicester LE2 8TA
'Conditions apply

Visa and MasterCard accepted

CE marked
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call 0208 726 8323 to advertise
Cables

Stockists of: AltCANI • DEASEN • EPOS • LINS • LOEh E
•MICROMEGA • NAIM AUDIO • NEAT • REGA • ROTEL
•ROYD• SHAHINIAN • TEAC • YANIAHA & MORE

n iueiityY

High End Cable

il

indecently good hi-fi

1141 Sired, I
Lunpton CieL, Kulgsion Upon I
halo,
Surrey ET) 4DA Tel: 020 8943 3330
Open Tues — Sat 10am — 6pm

Your

O

Front End Problems?
It doesn't have to cost an arm and aleg
to get the best - listen to my Koetsu-andDecca-eater. Also agents for Croft, Moth,
Hadcock, EAR. and others.
'CARTRIDGE MAN STYLUS GAUGES NOW AVAILABLE'

cartridge re-tipping service

Web Site

020 8688 6565

friendly cable store

Rega, Prom, Neat, PML, Bryston, Final, Nairn,
Denon, Epos, U.K.D., Soundstyle,
Chord Co, Cable Talk, Opera Loudspeakers,
Stax, Teac, and others

www.basicallysound.com

Suffolk

Free delivery worldwide on all interconnects.
For many more money saving offers call Dave Jackson
01775 761880 or better still visit

atc
cabasse
creek
epos
harbeth
harman/kardon
lexicon
m+k
michell
naim audio
neat acoustics
nottingham

www.highendcable.co.uk

' vi

A V INTERNATIONAL LTD

For all Hi Fi repairs please visit;

AVFS NEW LABORATORY SERIES
HIFI CHOICE

"EDITORS CHOICE"
"PRODUCT OF THE YEAR"

What HiFi 5 star and best buy

www.servicesound.com
Specialists in Valve and

www.avihifi.com

sign

hi-fi for grown -

I
pswic ( o1473)35171

reel to reel tape recorders

TEL:01453 752656

Is

Prim—

spendor
trichord

sme

or phone Geoff on 01424 216245

To find out more quickly

The Old School
School Road, Bracon Ash
fti Near Norwich, Norfolk
Tel: (01508) 570829

Basically Sound of Norfolk

Chord Company - Full range
Stereovox - Studio and Reference
Nordost UK
Black Rhodium - Deep Cryogenic Treatment
Tannoy
van den Nul - Full range
ISOL - 8
Stax earspeakers - Full range
Ortofon - moving coil cartridges
Acoustic Zen
Turb
d personal headphones
Ayre CD
and many more

"The Cartridge Man ,"

w.cartridgeman.com
thecartridgeman(a btinternet.com

•

Upgrade your Hi-fi or AV system with quality new cables
and power accessories from

then contact:

Plus

Norfolk

517≥

fax ( 01473)

I . enq@signal s.0 k.co m

uk.co

www.signa

MAIL ORDER - WORLDWIDE
HUGE expensive " High End"

90% of"1 month home trial " customers keep our valve amplifiers.

KT88 valves
are more
expensive
than 6550
valves

"potted" transformers

Money back guarantee ( less £ 30 UK or £ 100 overseas, within 30 days) that you
prefer £ 650 or £ 1,400 " Triode Connection" amplifier to

most

£ 200 to £ 200,000

amplifiers ( integrated,pre,power,,monoblocks,power supply) (transistor,valve,digital)
with silver wire + polypropylene capacitor + Himalayan volume control + snake oil

Transformers are very important. Most of our customer prefer our amplifier
to ? unbeatable? budget valve amplifiers and most ?high?end? valve
amplifier / monoblock because our £ 350 or £ 650 transformers are bigger
2. You do not have to muck about with a separate power supply,
1.

mer can
5670
valves

if you put a huge transformer + choke regulation into the amplifier.
3. The " heart" of a "typical" £ 3,000 preamplifier is £ 0.50 "Op amp" or £ 10 valve.
About £2,800 is gross profit, VAT, labour and the cost of the pretty box.
How can these ? high?end? components improve the sound of our £ 100 300B
valve or £40 KT88 valve (
matched by our computerised valve tester) ?
There is a difference

between " High

Price"

and " High End"

expensive
non-magnetic
stainless
steel
chassis

.11".ors.

Triode
Connection

Ultra Linear
£1,050 £ 1,150

£1,250

_rger
transfol

dr

A magazine gave a rave review to £ 3,000 valve amp, whilst another magazine

retlet than
,7" 6550

transformer

;valves
,* 1

described it as " slightly bright " and should be used with "warm sounding " speakers.

Which magazine do you believe ? Believe YOUR OWN EARS and audition
any £3,000 pre Ipower/ monoblock against our £650 " Triode Connection"
Most 5" or 6" drive units struggle with 10 watts of bass

and produce a lot of

distortion ( 1% to 3%).

Why do Hi Fi magazines recommend 100 watts amplifiers

for 5" or 6 " drive units ?

Has any Hi Fi magazine measured the huge distortion

and audible compression of 100

Shop prices are expensive
because of rent, rates, wages
Buy direct & save £££
Free UK delivery

watts of bass into

American
5670 valves
2 or 6
pieces
of silver

ower

fu1

EL34

Triode
Ultra Linear
£650 £750

a 5" or 6" drive unit ?capacitors

'3tandard"
transformers
are

Larger
transformer

120
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Connection

£850 £1,000

Distortion

matched
famous Russian
Svetalana
EL34 valves
40

watts

40 watts

Telephone 01634 268662 anytime

2 years guarantee on amplifier
& valves.
8times longer than
"typical" 90 days guarantee for
most N'alves of ? high?end? amps

£1,400

KT88 valves
are more
expensive
• huge

and " King's New Clothes" sensationalized by magazines to sell magazines.

4 -1h .

U pg rad ea ble
to £ 1,000
40 watts
+ 40 watts

£500

KT88 Triode Connection
+ £ 50 for carriage
+ £ 50 for used valves

Ultra Linear
£600

£700

www.hifinews.co.uk
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West Midlands

MUSIC MATTERS
AUDIO & HOME CINEMA
SPECIALISTS

Our extensive range of products includes
•Arcam • Apollo • Anthony Gallo • Atacama
•Atlas • Base • Bowers & Wilkins
• Nautilus Diamond available at Edgbaston
•Chapter Audio • Chord Company
•Chord Electronics • Cyrus • Denon
• Dream Vision • Dynaudio • Dynavector
• Epos • Grado • lnfocus • KEF • Krell
• LAMM • Marantz • Meridian • Michell
• Mission • MI] Acoustics • Monitor Audio
• Musical Fidelity • NAD • Naim • Nordost
•Ortofon • Panasonic • Pioneer • PMC
• Project • Pure • QED • Quad • REL
• Rotel • Sennheiser • Sim2 • SME
•Sonus Faber • Tascam • Spemdor • Teac
•Wharfedale • Wilson Benesch • Yamaha

EDGBASTON
363 Hagley Road,
Birmingham B17 8DL
0121 429 2811
SOLIHULL
93-95 Hobs Moat Road
West Midlands B92 8JL
0121 742 0254
STOURBR1DGE
9 Market Street
West Midlands DY8 1AB
01384 444184
SUTTON COLDFIELD
10 Boldmere Road
West Midlands B73 STD
0121 354 2311
HATCH END
344 Uxbridge Road
Pinner, Middlesex HAS 4HR
020 8420 1925
DARLINGTON

O'BEN TUES - SAT 10.00 - 5.30

17 Coniscliffe Road

LATE NIGHT AT BIRMINGHAM AND

County Durham DL3 7EE

We offer custom installation of

SOLIHULL WEDNESDAY UNTIL 6.30PM

01325 481418

complete systems integrating hi-fi,

Interest free credit or selected itenns • 0% APR

MUSIC
MATTERS

Written details on request • Licensed credit broker

home cinema, multi- room and

BADA

lighting. Home trials are available

CROA

for many products

London

THE AUDIO

www.musicmatters.co.uk

SPECIALISTS

del
dêss O'Brien Hi-Fi•

MARTIN
LOGAN

Est. 1966
•AKG • ARCODIS • SUMO RESEARCH • AUDIO IECHNICA • WM • AFTER • CABLETALX • CHORD CABLES • CREEK • CUSTOM OHM • DEMON • DENSER • DIAPASON • DYNAVECTOR • EPOS • EXPOSURE • FINAL • GRADO
•GRAM • GOMM • GUTWIRE CAMAS • JADIS • JECKIJN • NE • MICHELL • MONRID • MOON • MYRYAD • NAD • MAIM • OPERA • COMO ORIGIN LIVE • 0.TIMUM • l'ATHOS • PRIMA LUNA • PROJECT 0E0
•RESOLUTION • RESON • SENNHEISER • SME • SONNETEER • MINUS FABER • STANDS • MOUE • SPECTRAL • SUDDEN • TEAC • THORENS • TRANSPARENT CABLES • TRIANGLE • UNISON RESEARCH • WATERER." • WILSON
Demonstration lapom • Free ca . parking • Major Credit Cards • Personal Export • Mail Order • In:

Se vico • Repair facilities • 5mins walk Raynes Pai kBR

•2C mino Waterloo • 5mino fiom A3 ( Rayner; Park B282 exit) • 25 mino M25 June 10 • Clearance / Second Hand / Ex Dem EgJpment • Details on request
WAS
NOW!
Audio AnegJe Donizetti Mono(pr)(s/h) £ 1050 £495 '
Audio Analogue Paganire CD(ex-dem) £895 £395
Audio Analogue Donizetti stereo Power Amp ( sis) £595 £350
Audio Analogue Paced SE ( new)
£ 995 £ 649
Audio Analogue Maestre CD ( new) £ 1700 £ 945
Audion 3ME) SE Silver right Integrated (s/h) £ 375
Audion 3006 Silver Night Mono's
£375e '
Creek A501R ; rew)
£
594 £ 491

Kemp FM-power cord
Marti ,'Loon Aeon ( ex dem)
Monrio Asty ST amplifier ( 50 Watts ex dem)
Monro Asty amp ( ex dem) black
Mission 751(s/h)
Moon 5080 ( i3) ( ex/dem)
Musii al Fidel ty Ti tuner(s/h)
NAD C542 CD(new)
NAD 0541i CD(newi

60 Durham Rd. West Wimbledon. !Armor SW20 OTW Open 930-5 30 Tues Sat

Devon

Tel:

£92
£3150
6450
6450
(250
£1550
1500
0329
0199

DO
£1600
£69
£229
f50
DIU
£95
£199
£19

On x-various models
Picneer PDS703 CD WI:ens/hi
So ly WMD6C pro cassette reorder
So.:rid Style speaker stands(s/h)
Suaden masterclass ( iew)
Sueden Bijou system ( new)
Sudden Masterclass amp ( new)
QED Aria speakers pee
Theta Data 11 CD new mech)
Transparent MusicLink Plus ( 1mi new
Ureson Unico ( new)

020 8946 1528/0331 Web: vAvw.obrienhlfl.co.uk E-mail shop@obrienh ifi. coin

Devon

LA 41 a

> Free Advice ira a relaxed
and friendly atmosphere
> 0% Finance Available
> 2 Demons:ration Rooms
> Childs Play Area
> Out of Hours Appointment::
> Home Demonstrations
> Open mon - sat : 9am - 5pro

Call 01884 243 584
Mike 8 Caroline look forward
To seeing you .. 000 .

Falcce

ctroniics
hap:

u.1,11,oll-c)mponents.coalk

Full Price List and focal details an Web Site
)RIVE UNITS: by FOCAL & seas, and apick of the
best from other manufacturers.
100+ CROSSOVER NETWORKS: Active & Passive, Components, Accessories.
New LS3/5A type Crossovers & Components
PLUS P.AJProfessional Sound Equipment
Speaker Repairs also available — Contact for details.
Dedshete back in stock

COMPONENTS

SOLEN Pols prop) lene capacitors. 0.1mFd. to 100mFd.
NEW Values:- 3.0mFd 400v 5% & 9.1mFd 250v 2.5%
Polyester and Polycarboiate Film Capacitors. 0ImFd. to 10mFd.
ALCAP Reversible Electmlytic Capacitors (Non- Polar);
50v, 100v & Low Loss. 2mfd. to 600inFd
FALCON Custom- wound Inductors.
FERRITE:- Standard, High Power. Super Power. Super- Super Power
AIRCORED 0.56 - 1.25mm wire;
IRON DUST. I
mm wire
TAPPED INDUCTORS:- 0-10mE ro ImH geps 8L0-1mH o0.1mH step ,
AUDIO AMATEUR PUBLICATIONS
Back year sets of Speaker Builder, Audio Amateur & Glass Audio,
plus the Audio Anthology Se:.
Altogether 50+ books and Audio Amateur's nragaziae ) ear sets.
2001 to 2004 'ear sets on (D- RonD

Focal Unit Range

www.soundcinergy.co-uk

sound cinergy
spvcensts on non. entensenrnelt
AE, Creek, Epos, Exposure, Harman Kordon,
Infinity, Lino, Marantz, Mouclount Short,
NAD, Pro'ect, Pure, REL, Rokson, Trichord
37 High Street, Aldridge

01922 457926

liqz Instant Finance Available
Written details on request

HIGH END SALE

audio specialists
Stockists 01. Attila, Audio
Physic, Audio'', Avid, Ayre, Bel
Canto. Chapter Audio, Cairn,
Chord, Dali, Exposure, Grand
Prix Audio, Inca Design. sot
8, Lexicon, McIntosh, Nbnitor
Audio, Moon. Musical Fidelity,
Parasound, Primare, Project.
Rel, Roksan, Ruark. Stax,
Tannoy Prestige, Thiel, Tivoli
Totem Acoustics and many
more.

please enquire
£--- £ 45
£300 £ 90
£--- £ 65
£2700 £ 2200
£2647 £ 1750
£3151 , £ 2250
£9' , £ 49
£1500 £ 600
029 , £ 249
01 ,2, £ 945

Price List & Unit Specs FREE vn Web site -

KRELL SACD Standard

3100

KRELL KAV-250a

1400

PATHOS LOGOS

1950

MARANTZ SA- 12 ( unused

1500

KRELL KPS-25sc ( latest)

POA

A-A MAESTRO 192/24 CD

1300

TRANSPARENT CABLE

Call

Tel: Pinewood Music 01460 54322
e-mail: brianriv@mac.com
Mobile: 07860 351113

Shunyata

Research

in . pdf fcrrnat

range of Falcon Designed and Manufactured
Units coming later this year.
inch - 15 inch12 inch and 15 inch on Die-east Magnesium Chasas.
SUPPLIERS TO THE TRADE SINCE 1972
Send for our FREE price Lst PL32: lust semi alarge S.A.E.
147p stamp) or USS3 bill overseas, Europe USS2 bill, 2 or 3
International Reply Coupons fIRCt to:- (
Dept HFN) Falcon Components
Ltd Unit 12 Damgate Industrial Estate, Damgate Lane, ACLE.
\oru.ich, Norfol. NR13 30.1 1.1 ( 0)1491 751 NV Fax ( 0)1493 751.155

THEP ROFESSIONAL'S REFERENCE
AUDIO ATMOSPHERE
tel 01785 711232
www.audioatmosphere.com
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1,1,1
turntable

Absolute Ana ogue

IAN IlAIFIFIISON HIFI

I, ¡ III
air- hewing

.

HIFI AT DISCOUNT PRICES. FREE NATIONWIDE DELIVERY

SALE

i
equipment
It is notiii-fi
necessary
in ordertotohare
listen
great
to "nit...

MICHELL ORBE
£2050
MICHELL ORBE SE
£1800
MICHELL GYRODEC
£1000
MICHELL GYRO SE
£800
TECNO ARM "
K
£340
DENON DL304
£175
SHURE VI 5VXMR
£270
TRANSFIGURATION SPIRIT 3
£800
TRANSFIGURATION ARIA
£585
TRANSFIGURATION TEMPER V
£1900
TRANSFIGURATION TEMPER W
£1900
KOETSU BLACK
£800
KOETSU RED T
£1300
CLEARAUDIO CHAMPION LEVEL 2 £1700
CLEARAUDIO CHAMPION
£700
GRAHAM TONEARMS
EPOA
RESON LEXE
£1050
DECCA SUPER GOLD + POD
£475

Minim
(DIM

L

I

Am' iiiii ( Unfits
Leisure 3SE

Referenre 34 Dulcet

xv.vx: i

v

...but it helps.

Get it right!

p‘tiS

14131

,
c0" Ct

PO Box 30429. 1nndon. NM 6 7CY

PLEASE PHONE TO CONFIRM PRICE & AVAILABILITY PRIOR TO ORDERING ALL GOODS ARE BRAND
NEW & BOXED WITH FULL U.K GUARANTEES NO EX•DEM OR EX- DISPLAY GOODS NO GREY IMPORTS
GOODS ARE NOT SUPPLIED ON APPROVAL SORRY NO GENERAL CATALOGUES
PLEASE PHONE OR WRITE FOR SPECIFIC REVIEWS. BROCHURES OR PRICES
ESTABLISHED 1986

Tel / Fax: + 44 ( 0)20 8459 8113

0 0‘‘C

Absolute_Analoguefa emall.msn.com
www.absoluteanalogue.

Specialist
Suppliers
of Audio
Accessories
SI- -,

MAIL ORDER ONLY FROM; IAN HARRISON, 7 MILL HILL, REPTON, DERBY, 0E65 6G0
TEL: 01283 702875 9arn.9pun INCLUDING SUNDAYS.

PRICES INC P&P FOR UK DELIVERY 1-10 DAYS
SEE WEBSITE FOR FULL PPODUCT RANGE AND
SHIPPING CHARGES TC EU AND WORLDWIDE

CARTRIDGES

EXCHANGE

AT 110E

3
.

SP- 80

£ 90

Technica AT OC 9ML

SP- 125

£ 140

Goldring

SR- 225
SR- 325

£2.3

N/A

jm

lab

linn

EX

naim

audio

peak

consult

proac

£3311

£295

1006

£76

£62

GEX

£52

N/A

£ 175

1012 GX

£95

£76

GEX

£67

spendor

£ 265

1022 GX

£124

£100

GEX

£86

the audio room

£143

£114

GEX £100

£ 635

1042
Eroica LX/H

£133

£109

GEX

N/A

Elite

£232

£190

GEX

N/A

QED SWITCHING AND CONTROL UNITS
Ortofon

£34

N/A

£120

£100

EX

N/A

MC 25 FL

£227

£193

EX

N/A

Rondo Red

£280

£258

EX

N/A

Rondo Blue

£380

£340

EX

N/A

Rondo Bronze

£480

£425

EX

N/A

Kontrapunkt a

N/A

£388

£340

EX

N/A

Kontrapunkt h

£ 27

£530

£470

EX

N/A

Kontrapunkt b

£630

£550

EX

N/A

Kontrapunkt c

£780

£680

EX

N/A

Rohmann

£780

£680

EX

N/A

Blue Point Special

£235

£200

EX

N/A

Cables & Interconnects available
See vrebsite for details.
CARTRIDGES

STYLUS

DL 110

£ 79

N/A

DL 160

£ 95

N/A

DL 304

£210

Grado

Prestige Black £40
Prestige Gold £ 110

£ 73

Shure

M97 XE

£ 58

£ 98

510
MC 15 Super II

Full range of QED Switch Boxes,

V 15 VxMIR £ 304 £ 213

Sumiko

N/A £ 158

£22

EX - Exchange price for MC -om above companies
GEX - Exchange price against any cartridge type

Ostr500 replacement styli types stocked

Annealed > 99.99% Silver wire. PTFE insulated
0.25mm at £ 12/m or 0.037mm at £ I5/m.
P&P W £ 2 per order

Maestro

For the sweet sound from asingle-ended
valve amplifier made by hand.
mail@laidhackaudio.co.uk
Phone

www.laidback-audio.co.uk
01905 640028. Fax 01905 641596

Dynavector's SuperStereo
The only multi-channel for music lovers and audiophiles.
Simply add a Dynavector SuperStereo Adapter to your system and 2 small speakers.
Improvements to the overall sense of realism were quite startling..."

"Superb"

Hi -Fi News

HI -Fi World

"Produces astonishing results"
"Extraordinarily convincing"

HI -Fi +

Hi -Fi Choice

"Indespensable for listening to music" Stereo Sound, Japan
Make the moss of your LP's, CD's, SACD's & DVD's with an Adp-2 (£ 895) or Adp-3 (£ 1,495).
Info & sales direct from: Dynavector SuperStereo
Tel/fax: 44 + ( 0)1202) 767873.

E-mail: dynavector(itonetel.com

Web: bttp://web.onetelecom/--.,ynavector

Hi-FiNews

HU128JH

"Lockwood Audio
VINTAGE GEAR
AND RECORDS
FOR SALE AND WANTED
Spares and repairs
See the

TAmoy Cones

Hotline at
www.lockwoodaudio.co.uk

or

Fax + 44(0) 20 8864 3064

mail: sales@lockwoodaudio.co.uk

LAID-BACK AUDIO LTD

CSS, 12 Walow Walk, Cambridge, CBI ILA

street, hedon, hull,

tel 01482 891375
www.theaudioroom. co. uk
open monsat 9a.m.-6p.m

17.111..1.11b.

For more information

www.silverwire.demon.co.uk
Tel:01223 501833

2 george

elm

Order direct online or Tel/Fax 01757 288652

SOLID SILVER

spectral

+44(0) 20 8864 8008

SELBY, NORTH YORKS YO8 5RP

Upgrade your equipment with superior wiring: -

siltech

Call for appointment to visit us at Ruislip on

MANTRA AUDIO ( HFN), 22 GARTH AVENUE. NORTH DUFFIELD,

AUGUS" 2005

dynaudio
focal

£17

£450
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cyrus

nagra

FS- 2

15VIVR

arcam

STYLUS

Reference RS- 1

Delon

accuphase

www.mantra-audio.co.uk

GRADO HEADPHONE SPECIAL OFFERS
Prestige

TRICHORD DINO
£250
TRICHORD DELPHINI
POA
TRICHORD DINO/DINO+ £ 425
WHEST AUDIO
POA
GRAHAM SLEE
POA
JAN ALLAERTS
POA
ZYX
POA
VAN DEN HUL
POA
GRADO RSI
£ 625
SUMIKO BLACKBIRD
£ 490
SUMIKO BPS EVO III
£ 190
SUMIKO PEARWOOD SIGNATURE £ 845
KOETSU RED K SIGNATURE £ 1975
KOETSU THE SIGNATURE £ 3300
TOM EVANS GROOVE
£ 1500
TOM EVANS VIBE
£ 2200
TOM EVANS MICROGROOVE
£350
TOM EVANS MICROGROOVE+ £ 625

AUDIO EQUIPMENT
FOR SALE
020 8255 0572
07973 436135
New
Audiomeca Mephisto II CD transport £2750
Audio Note AN/J spks & stands
£ I099
charlo Academy 3. 5ft. solid Italian walnut spks £8000
charro Academy Millennium 1 & stands £ 1650
Conrad Johnson DV I
OAL pre
£ 995
Crimson CS6I0 pre/CS630 monoblocks £ 1250
EAR 859 pwr amp
LI
800
Jadis JPL pre
£ 4300
Jamo Concert 8piano black UE
£ 1800
Linn Kolektor pre, r/c
£ 495
McIntosh MC7010 CD player
£ 3500
Meridian D600 Active spks
£ 2500
Musical Fidelity A370 Mk 11 pwr amp
£ 2500
Pink Triangle Decapo 1307 chip
£ 1550
Rogue Audio M120 valve monoblocks £ 3000
Sonic Frontiers power 2valve amp I10 watts £ 5000
Sonic Frontiers Line 3,2 box valve pre- amp,
r/c, bal & sic
£ 5000
Talon Raven 2002 spks
£ 7500
Yamaha CT7000 Tuner Box - Rare

Se
LI195
£399
£2995
£750
£500
£525
£599
L1295
£750
£ 150
L1199
£995
£6H
£495
£1600
£ I995
£ I995
£3500
£495

All above equipment in good working order.
Everything must go, all reasonable offers considered.

www. hifinews.co. uk

The Guide

call 0208 726 8323 to advertise

Naim Audio Specialist

Hertfordshire

UK Wide

thesound

tom . audio

M ADISOuND

simaudio moon
47 laboratory
avid
shahmian
lavardin
electrofluidics
living voice

selection of mint, pre-lov
Naim Audio co
4) 12 month gua -antee
• dem facilities
• mail order

4

• open 7days
• products tested
• help 8 advice
• see website for stock

PARTS AND ADVICE.

seas

c==

Sokin Inductors
Solen Fast Caps

border patrol
neat acoustics
isoblue
resolution audio
tom evens audio
dnmfreson
ltd audio
audio physic
slinkylunks

• credit/debit cc rds

PROVIDES SPEAKER

BUILDERS WITH THE HIGHEST QUALITY

Skaaning
Loudspeakers

stalbans: 01727 893 928

Fostex

DER=
ACOUSTIC PANELS

www.thesoundpractice.com

Tel: 01/27 39392R
www.tomtomauck.com

Yorkshire

WILMSLOW
AUDIO

AUdiCeretlections Limited
RI ‘ i itit I SYS1•TENIS

BRITISH HI FIDELITY AT ITS BEST

LOUDSPEAKER SPECIALISTS

For Fiendly advice or to arrange your demonstration of some of the
World's finest audio equipment contact JOHN BLEAKLEY or
LEEDS (0113) 204 9458 (evening calls welcome).
Generous part exchange allowance always available.

. Range of replacemen• clriv.f snits from Seas, Volt,
Vifa-Scanspeak, Peerless, Morel etc, for use in AR.
Heybrook, IMF, KEF, Mission, ProAc, Rogers,

Ca

e

TIM plus many others
• Comprehensive stock of components, capacitors

more

A.L.F2 A.

pads
virj
á c
N SÉDOST Lec

fik7EIN

include ATC • Audionet • AVI • Bryston • Chord
•Gamut • Nordost • Primare Systems • REI. • Wilson Benesch
•The Professional Monitor Co • Wadia and many more.

Agencies

(Supersound, SCR & Hovl.ind Musicap),
cables, damping and grille materials.
• UK's largest supplier of kit loudspeakers all on demonstration.

scanspeaK
• MADISOUND

Caladogu sor check out

IA

Watia

Phone lode/ for your FREE FUUL XIBUR

our tiebsite.

50 Main Street, Brcughton Astley, Leicester LE9 6RD
TeL 01455 286663 Fax: 01455 286605 Website
www.vi,rrs13waudio.com

mod info ,
eaucloreflections co.uk

SPEAKER COMPONENTS

INC

8608 UNIVERSITY GREEN
PO BOX 44283
MADISON WI 63744-4283 U SA
TEL FM 811-1433 FAX 1,08 8'11.3771

—

Web www.audioreflections.co.uk

_

LEEDS ( 01 13)

204 9458

,
e
a

(
01 13) 253 3098

HEATHCOTE AUDIO
TEL:

01992-653999

MOBILE

07860 511111

WEB:

www.heathcotcaudio.co.uk

E-MAIL: FiCati1C0tEALId10@a0LCO
SOLID STATE

‘'INYL
NOTTS ANA.SPACEDECKiGRAPHITE
DLATTER/SME 309 10 MONTHS OLD
CLEARAUDIO CHAMPION LEVEL 1
&UNIFY ARM (20 HOURS USE £2250)
ROKSAN XERXES COGNOCENTI
QUASAR TURNTABLE JLTRA RARE
LEHMAN BLACK CUBE S'E (£650)
SYRYNX PU 2TONE ARM

MINT/BOXED. £1350
EX.DS/BOXED. £1695
MINT/BOXED. £795
TBA
BRAND MW. £450
BO/ŒD. £225

COMPACT DISC
MOON AUDIO ECLIPSE (£5000•)
MINDBOX'ED.
ALCHEMIST FORSETTI TRANSPORT
8DAC CAN REM. VO—CORTROL
MINT/BOXED.
ALCHEMIST NEXUS CD
EXCLT
ARCAM DIVA DV88+
MINT/BOXED.
AUDIO SYNTHESIS TP.ANSEND TRANSPORT MINT/BOXED.
AUDIO SYNTHESIS DAX-2 ^IDCD/BAUETC MINT/BOXED.
AUDIOMECA DAMNATION -RABSPORT
EMU.
THETA CARMAN CD/DVD TRANSPORT
MINT/BOXED.
CEC T...-51 MK111 TRANSPORT
3MINNS OLD.
TECHNICS Z- 1000/X1000 IftANS/DAC(GOLD)
BOXED
CHORD 1500E 96/192 kHZ 1E5800)
MINT/BOXED.
PERP.TECH PA- 1DSP .
BRAND NEW.
PERP TECH/MODWRIGHT SIG-2PA-3
BRAND NEW.
PERP TECH/MODWRIGPT SIB -2PSU
BRAND NEW.
THETA DS PRO BASIC-11 DAC
MINTSOXED.
MONRIO 186 DAC/PSJ
EXCLT.
PRIMARE V-25 DVD (£ 1000)
EX DISPLAY/BOXED.
TECHNICS SLP-2000 £1081:1 MODS)
MINT.
REGA PLANET 8REMO'E
AS NEW.

£1395
£1795
£375
£575
£2250
£1195
£575
£1695
£995
£1995
£2850
£895
£795
£495
£995
£375

£695
£995
£375

TAPE/TUNERS
NAKAMICHI DRAGON
IBA
NAKAMICHI DR-3
MINT/BOXED. £225
MARANTZ ST- 17 TUNER
MINT. £375
LYNX THETA TUNER
ELT. £225
QUAD FM-4
MINT/BOXED. £225
LEAK T/LINE 3STEREO.
£175

www.hifinews.co.uk

ELECROCOMPANIET EC 4.7/ASW 220
MUSICAL FIDELITY A-300
MUSICAL FID. A3cr PRE/ A3srPOWER
THORENS TC-2000 PRE/TTA POWER
AVI M-2000S PRE/SYSTEM REMOTE
AVI 2000M MONOBLOCS
AVI POWER AMP
DPA MIS PRE/POWER/CABLES
MUSICAL FIDELITY A-370 MK2
GRYPHON S-100 POWER AMP
PLINIUS SA- 102 POWER AMP
JEFF ROWLAND MODEL-5B
BARTOLAMEO POWER AMP
GRYPHON SONATA-ALLEGRO PRE
C. JOHNSON PER.REMOTE PRE
ALOIA ST11.01 PRE/PSU

NEW/BOXED
MINT/BOXED
MINT
MINT
MINT/BOXED
MINT/BOXED.
MINT
MINT/BOXED.
MINT.
MINT.
MINT.
EXCLT.
VGC.
MINT/BOXED.
MINT/BOXED.
EXCLT.

.RING
. £895
£1295
. £695
. £495
.£795
£475
£1250
£1295
£2895
£2795
£2795
. £795
£6495
£1795
£1495

MINT/BOXED.
AS NEW.
MINT/BOXED.
MINT.
EXCLT.
EXCLT.
EXCLT.

£1595
£1750
. £850
£3450
£2995
£2995
. £595

VALVE AMPS
UNISON RESEARCH 845 INTEGRATED
ICON AUDIO LA-3/MB-25 MONO'S
AUDIONOTE ZERO PRE áMONO'S
TUBE TECH.SYNERGY NO.1
JADIS JPS-2 (WAS £8000)
JADIS DEFY-7POWER AMP
UNISON RESEARCH C5P PRE/PHONO

LOUDSPEAKERS
DYNAUDIO CRAFFT & STANDS
MINT/BOXED . £1,395
PROAC RESPONSE-3
BOXED.. £1350
MIRAGE M1si ( 2PAIRS)
IBA
MIRAGE BPS-20 SUBS (2)
IBA
SOJNDLAB MIL-3BI-WIRE (£9300)
EX.DEM.. £5450
KUPSCHORNS B.EYE MAPLE ( 104 DB)
VGC.. £3750
A.R.T PRECISION-2PIANO BLACK
MINT.. £3250
DYNAUDIO CONTOUR 1.3 MK11/STANDS ... MINT/BOXED... £995
RED ROSE SPIRIT MONITORS éRIBBON)
MINT.. £750

CELESTION A-1 CHERRYWOOD
MINT/BOXED. £495
SNELL CMKIV
EXCLT. £1295
CELESTION A-2 SANTOS ROSEWOOD (£ 1500+)
BRAND NEW/BOXED £ 1195
PROAC STUDIO 150 (YEW)
EXCLT £995
CURA CA-30 MAPLE
MINT/BOXED £ 895
KELLY KT-3 ( 96 DB SENSITIVE)
BOXED £750
TRIANGLE TITUS ( 1WEEK OLD)
BOXED £275
AUDIONOTE ANE R/WOOD
£795

INTERCONNECT
ACOUSTIC ZEN SLVER REF, 3.5 METRE XLR
£1450
ACOUSTIC ZEN SILVER REF 1.5 METRE RCA
£650
ACOUSTIC ZENS LVER REF.1 METRE RCA
£495
SILVER ARROW 1METRE XLR (£1200)
£495
XLO 3METRE PAM EX.DEM/NEW
£225
AUDICIOUEST DIAMOND 2METRE RCA
£450
AUDIODUEST LAOIS 4METRE PAIR
£395
VAN DEN HUL 0.8 MC GOLD XLR
BOXED/AS NEW
£195

STANDS
ELEMENTAL REF.SC2
MINT/BOXED £1250
SOUNDSTYLE ST- 105
NEW
£275
SOUNDSTYLE S1-100
NEW . £250
SOUNDSTYLE ST 310
NEW
£275
SOUNDSTYLE XS- 105
£225
NEW
SOUNDSTYLE XS- 100
NEW. £200
COPULARE AMP STAND
£495
TARGET R-2 SILVER
£250
ATACAMA R-274
£149
SIMILAR EQUIPMENT REQUIRED
PLEASE PHONE GEORGE 10-6PM

AUGUST 2005
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Chantry Audio
"No ordinary Hi Fi Dealer"
A fresh approach to the World of Specialist Hi Fi

3Demo Rooms inc. Home Cinema
And, loto, Prim:Lino (valve), Krell, Martin Logan, Theta, Copeland,
Audio Research, B&W speakers inc Nautilus 800 Series, Sim Projection,
Saws Faber, DNM, Crimson, Wilson Audio, Monitor Audio, Myryod,
Michell, SME, Rote', Denon,
CHANTEY AUDIO SALE

New

Now

B&W 804 Speakers, red cherry, boxed (ex deim) £2,500 £ 1,695
B&W 805 Signature, boxed,
mint, red tiger eye
feo dun) £2,500 £1,750
Meridian DSP 5000, rosewood, boxed (ex deer) £4,540 £2,295
Meridian 5000 centre, boxed (ex deer) £2,150 £1,195
Acosta' Speakers, sub and
electron active xover
is/h) £4,350 £ 1,250
Linn Classik, block, boxed
(ex dern) £ 1,030 £485
Rotel RSX 1055 AV omp, silver, boxed (ex-dem) £ 1,195 £795
Rotel RSP1066 AV Proc/pre, silver, boxed
lex-dem) £995 £695
Please contcd us for afull list of ex-dem equipment.
To see our lull up to date listings go to www.chantryoudia.com
NB. AB Ex Dan items are as new, unmarked, and boxed and include the
full manufactures guarantee! Offering o minimum of 2 years and up to 5
years, depending upon the product.
.......

Moil Order Available

Friendly service and advice in relaxed surroundings.
First- Time Buyer to High End Enthusiasts.
EASY ACCESS

INTEREST FREE FINANCE

FREE PARKING

16-18A Eldon Street, Tuxford, Nr. Newark, Notts NG22 OLH
Telephone (01777) 870372 Facsimile ( 017771 870437

Does This Seem Familiar?

0 0 0
Loud

Too Loud

It's a common problem.

Way

too Loud

The usable range on the

volume control is all down at the bottom end and
fine control at low listening levels is either difficult or
impossible. The noise floor may be audible too.
There is now a simple and effective solution - the
Rothwell In- Line Attenuators. They can be used
with pre/power or integrated amps to cure the
problems

of

eitcess

gain

and

bring

sonic

benefits, even with the most expensive equipment.
The coBt is only £39 per pair delivered. To order, call

Rothwell: 01204 366133 ,
www.rothwellaudioproducts.co.uk
See the excellent reviews in HiFi Choice, HiFi World,
HiFi Plus and on the web at vvwwint-audio.com

elincs
Like new, nothing like the price!

www.audiolincs.com
ADVANTAGE

S-2

Pre-amp

Dynamic yet so refined. Current model 12750 Now £1395

AUDIOSTATIC
Loudspeakers
Rill range, no-compromise electrostatic elegance. Indulge
yourself in unadulterated music! (£5,000)
Mint £3695
BAT VK-51SE
Pre-amp
Fantastic musical insights, especially with the new
VK-150SE power amps. Words simply aren't enough!
I'm tempted to keep it. New £7,995
Now £3995
BAT VK-150 Valve monoblock

power-amps
Authority with subtlety, agiant leap for the high end.
Bought new in late summer 2004, and absolutely
unblemished. Oh, so tempting! (£15,500) Now £8995

CANARY 300B

Monoblocks

Superb amplifiers with new EH 300B's.

Only £ 1295

CARY 300B

SE
Monoblocks
Special edition in gold/chrome. New valves
£1995

CARDAS Golden Reference

Interconnects
RCA lmtr £ 595
0.5mtr £ 325

Astonishing, we use this ourselves.
Also ashort length, balanced XLR.

CONRAD JOHNSON PV- 14L

Pre Amp
Prom £ 1,295

li.vo in stock. ex-dem and sAi. (£2250)

CROFT Charisma

Pre-amp
Upgraded (caps/silver) with phono stage (( 2700) £ 1795

CUTLOOSE AUDIO

Battery Power-amp
Pmduction quality prototype, 15 smoocoth watts per channel.
Amazing 12 hours per charge, or run on mains direct.
Production models will be ira £4000.
This one £995

HORNING

Agathon
Loudspeakers
On permanent demonstration because Iwon't pan with mine!
Vitàt httpewww.horninghybrid.com
MECZI

HORNING Agathon

Loudspeakers
Mid-nineties model, beautiful in fiench-plishect oak_ Output
contouring fix any !
DOM Beats Ischnolcce for music. £ 1595

LAVARDIN IT

Integrated Amp
The giant killer. Effortlessly dynamic and tireksy entertaining
Simply incomparable at its pica

LFD Mistrale LE
Quite lovely outstanding value.

Integrated Amp
Just £495

LUMLEY Reference Stereo
Magic! Authoritatively musicaL

Power amp
Amazing for £ 1495

MANLEY Model 120
Classic valve uibtlety with 120wpc •

Monoblocks
Wonderful £ 1795

MERIDIAN GO7

CD Player
Now £1195

One tiny mark (not obvkius) saves you E400!

NORDOST Valhalla

CHOKING
THE SOPRANO WITH YOUR CABLES?

Careless cable choices can strangle your
excellent system. The Cable Company
database, based on feedback from
thousands of US home cable trials, can
tell you what cables will work
best in your system.
•FREE SHIPPING on purchases over $ 100.
•60 brands, 238 cable products.
•FREE of all US taxes.

COMPONENTS
ACCESSORIES
TUBES
Call, write, fax or email for details and free consuhation
(215) 862-4870 • fax ( 215) 862-4871
í-

Visit our website at:
http://www.fotwyre.com
email: totwyre@fotwyre.com

It

125 Union Square, New Hope PA 18938 USA
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS
AUGUST 2005

Hi-FiNews

0.6mtr RCA
Now only £795

PAPWORTH M200

Monoblocks
Now £2995

Demonstrably world class. Were £4995

PERPETUAL TECHNOLOGIES

DAC
Pia, P3a and P-3b. Incomparable. New £1695. Now £995

QUICKSILVER 'Mono'
Deliriously fluid 60 wpc with superb control.

Monoblocks
Only £995

REFERENCE 3a MM de Capo
Speakers
Multi award-winning miniattues, they're just so effortless.
Finished in maple. New £2.2£0.
Our price £ 1395
TOWNSHEND

Super Tweeters
It's like giving your speakers pure oxygen.
BEE

UNISON S2K
Valves again, highly reviewed Italian beauty.

Integrated
Only £895

XTC Prel (Remote control)

Pre-amp
Incredible value with aperformance far above its price
point even when new!
Simply unbeatable at £495

XTC CDT1LE

CD

Transport

High-end performance standards in all respects from
the Orelle/XTC stable! Remote, boxed.
As new: £ 545

)

LINCOLNSHIRE
APPOINTMENT

GRANTHAM (Al)

DEMO'S

THE
CAME

conwany
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It really does make adifference.

BY

SELL

Tel: 078 2192 5851
01476 591090

YOUR HI- Fl
FOR WHAT
IT'S WORTH

CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED

We do it all for

HIGH- END REPAIRS AND SERVICE

a low, fixed fee

HICAM
MICHELL ORBE SME BOARD NEW
WAS NOW
2413
WHARFEDALE AIRDALE LOUDSPEAKERS CIRCA 1960s
WORKING BUT NEED TLC COST £ff
E1000
CARVER Cl PRE AMP MM/MC PHONO
f1300 (650
CARVER TSM 42 POWER AMP 375 WPC COST
C2111"
00 "
KOETSU URUSH1 BLACK MC CARTRIDGE
KIMBERKABLE SELECT IMETRE INTERCONECT (27
Ele8000
(1200
C800
KIMBEFIKABLE MONOCLE XL SPEAKER CABLE
IX2MTR 1X4MTR£
KIMBERKABLE TAK(AGITURNTABLE INTERCONECT ISMEV) . £14
43"
00 11
PATHOS LOGOS INTERGRATED AMP 110 WPC
2750
AUDIO ANALOUGUE PAGANINI 24/96 CD PLAYER
900
395
UNISON RESEARCH UNICO CD PLAYER
1195 . 995
ALPHASON AKROS 2 SPEAKER STANDS BOXED MINT . 60
30
AUDIO ANALOGUE BELLINI PRE AMP MM/MC REMOTE ..
825 . 395
ACCUSTICS ARTS POWER 1INTERGRATED AMP 130WPC
3890 320,)
MONRIO ASTY CD PLAYER 24/98
895
595
PROAC EBS LOUDSPEAKERS
AUDIO ANALOGUE DONIZETI MONOBLOCKS
1500 . 595
700
ACCUSTICS ARTS PRE AMP 1INC REMOTE CONTROL
1150 2350
AUDIO ANALOGUE PRIMO SETTANTA INT AMP 70 WPC
425
GRAAF VENICINOUE INT AMP
23" 1"0
AUDIO VALVE EKLISPE PRE AMP BALANCED
2100
AUDIO VALVE ASSISANT 205 INTERGRATED AMP
1500
AUDIO VALVE BALDUR 70.
70VVPC
OW
AUDIO VALVE AVALON MONO PER
AMPS
CLEAR AUDIO SYMPHONO PHONO STAGE M/C
3100 2
24
75
00
0
770
ACCUSTICS ARTS DAC 1 32/384KHZ D/A CONVERTER
2900 2400
EXIMUS SI POWER AMP 200WPC RCA/XLR INPUT
ACCUSTICS ARTS PLAYER 124/96
2825
AVI LAB SERIES NEW POWER AMP 200WPC
AU
LA
5
4
POWER
FULL RANGE
0
AVIDUSA
NEW EUPEN
B SERIES
PRECABLES
AMP OPTIONAL
PHONO/DAC
22:8249903:9g1
AVI LAB SERIES CD PLAYER SUPERB NEW
1469
AURUM CANTOS LEISURE 3SE STANDMOUNT SPKS
AVI LAB SERIES INTERGRATED AMP 200 WPC EX DEM
1200 .1350
995
1499
AUDIO RESEARCH SP 10 PREAMPTPSU
2500 1500
THREASHOLD SC 300 POWER AMP
5500 3000
AUDIO OVATION TURNTABLE/SME V ARM
8"3 4°1)0
BLUE NOTE BELLAVISTA SIGNITURE TURNTABLE
1900
ATC PRE/REMOTE CONTROL/BOXED
BLACK RHODIUM SYMPHONY 2 MTR PAIR
1"
MONRIO MP2 PER
AMP
135
WPC
750
495
OW
1095
791
BLACK RHODIUM POLAR ORATORIO 2 1MTR PR
697
CROFT VITA PRE AMP EX DEMO
CROFT TWIN STAR POWER AMPS EX DEM
1500
9"
12
1
2
70:0
5
CROFT DAKSHINI ALL VALVE POWER AMP NEW
3600
CROFT GC1INTERGRATED AMP 40WPC NEW
NEW BLACK RHODIUM DCT HARMONY 2 1MTR PR
160
NEW BLACK RHODIUM POLAR CONCERTO 1MTR PR
225
CLEARAUDIO CHAMPION TURNTABLE
810
PROAC RESPONSE ONE SC STAND MOUNT SPEAKERS EX DEM1199 950
CLEARAUDIO MICRO BASIC PHONO STAGE MM/MC
230
EAR 324 TRANSISTOR PREAMP NEW
2400
UNISON RESEARCH UNICO DUAL MONO POWER AMP
2000 . 1395
EAR 834 INT AMP BOXED NEW
2440
PROAC TABLETTE REFERENCE 8 SPEAKERS
EAR 834P MM/MC PHONOSTAGE NEW
699 550
715
EAR 890 POWER AMP 70 WPC CLASS A
3075 . 2600
EAR 899 INT/PRE AMP 70 WPC CLASS A
3250 . 2600
EAR 8L6 INTRERGRATED/PRE/MAIN AMP NEW
2690
EAR HEADPHONE AMP HP4 NEW
EAR 864 PRE AMP
ELAC CL 310.2 JET SPEAKERS NEW
ELAC 203 ESP ACTIVE SUBWOOFER NEW
UNISON RESEARCH UNICO DUAL MONO POWER AMP
ELAC CL 3301 JET INC STANDS NEW
1799
2
21. 4
674: 9
99277 9
1
GAMUT 1MTR TEFLON COATED INTERCONECTS RCNXIR
195
ELAC 207.2 FLOORSTAND LOUDSPEAKERS NEW
995
GAMUT D3 PRE AMP BALANCED IN/OUT
GAMUT D200 MK3 POWER AMP NEW 200WPC
GAMUT M200 MONOBLOCKS 200WPC
33:
6
10
93 0
g
GRADO RS 1HEADPHONES NEW
600
HALCRO DIAS PRE AMP /RCA/BALANCED
9480
HALCRO DM 38 STEREO AMP 180WPC
13550
HALCRO MCA70 7 CHANNEL POWER AMP
5100
LYRA ARGO MC CARTRIDGE
LYRA HELIKON MC CARTRIDGE NEW
795 1145
695
LYRA HELIKON SL MC CARTRIDGE NEW
LYRA DORIAN MC CARTRIDGE NEW
MICHELL HR PSU DC MOTOR NEW
EXIMUS DPI DAC/PRE 24/192 BALANCED CLASS A
MICHELL GYRO SE/RB300 ARM
LA
2: 5
312
42 3
941 :
55
5
MICHELL ORBE SME BOARD NEW
2413
CLEARAUDIO BLUEMOT1ON TURNTABLE 3/EARS WARRANTY
695
CLEARAUDIO EMOTION TURNTABLE 3YEARS WARRANTY
655
MICHELL TECNODEC WITH RB 300 ARM NEW
700
GOLDRING GRI TURNTABLE CW ARM AND 1.01 CARTRIDGE
140
CABASSE PIANOSA SPEAKERS CHERRY FINISH NEW
595
450
TRANSFIGURATION ARIA MC CARTRIDGE 0.36 MV
690
TRANSFIGURATION TEMPER MC CARTRIDGE 0.38 MV
2250
18
28
55
0
CABASSE X05 5WAY SPEAKER SYSTEM INC SUB NEW
895
595
STELLO P200 PRE AM P RCA/BALANCED
.
STELLO AI320 INTERGRATED AMP
1195 . 950
STELLO DP 200 DAC/PRE AMP RCA/BALANCED1495
STELLO S200 STEREO POWER AMP 200WPC EX DEM
1495 1200
GRAAF GM 50 INTERGRATED AMP 50WPC
3950
VIRTUAL DYNAMICS POWER 3CABLE 6 FT LONG
125
VIRTUAL DYNAMICS DAVID RCA IMTR PR
380
AUDIO ANALOGUE ARIA MM/MC PHONOSTAGE
495
OPERA CALLAS SPEAKERS
1695 1295
ORELLECA100/SP100
LA
PRE POWER NEW
1998, 1
P
3
0
28
5
PATHOS CLASSIC ONE INTERGRATED AMP 70 WPC
ORELLE 100 EVO CD PLAYER EX DEM
1409 1199
ORELLE SA 100EVO INT AMP 80WPC 13/C NEW
1199. POA
ORIGIN LIVE AURORA GOLD TURNTABLE NEW
1470 1470
ORIGIN LIVE ENCOUNTER TONE ARM NEW
ORIGIN LIVE ILLUSTRIOUS TONE ARM NEW
ORIGIN LIVE RESOLUTION TURNTABLE NEW
15971 2
1
.
9
2
55
70
7
0
1970
1970
UNISON RESEARCH SMART 845 MONOBLOCKS
3750
PLINIUS P03 POWER AMP 200WPC080HMS
PLINIUS M8 PRE AMP INC REMOTE CONTROL
2250
PR1MARE A10 INT AMP EXCELLENT CONDITION BOXED .
275
FOB ALPHA 8ACTIVE SUBWOOFER AS NEW
225
STANDS UNIOUE AV ' SPEAKERS BEECH FINISH
500
399 ..
.. 250
RUARK VITA 1005.1 SPK SYSTEM INC RUARK ACTIVE SUB USED1695 750
RUARK VITA 1205.1 SYSTEM NEW
1695 1500
RUARK PRELUDE rl NEW
900
800
PROAC D15 VARIOUS FINISHES NEW FROM
1790
QED FULL RANGE
POA
RUARK PROLOGUE 11 LOUDSPEAKERS NEW
1250
SENNHEISER RS85 WIRELESS HEADPHONES NEW
159
SME MODEL 10 TURNTABLE NEW
2643
SME SERIES IV ARM BOXED UNUSED
1126 1000
SME SERIES V ARM NEVER USED MINT
1815 . 1400
SME 20/28 TURNTABLE INC SERIES V ARM
5273
WIREWORLD ECLIPSE REFFERENCE INT 1MTR NEW
49
2
79
'
WIREWORLD ALANTIS 5IMTR INTERCONNECTS NEW
149
SOUND ORGANISATION FULL RANGE
POA
WIREWORLD EQUINOX 5FOR NAIN OWNERS DIN/DIN
109
STAX SR 007.SRM007 EARSPEAXERS NEW
STAX SRS 2020 MK2 EARSPEAKERS NEW
STAX SRS
4040 SYSTEM
SIGNITURE 2
NEW
SUMIKO
BLACKBIRD
MC CARTRIDGE
NEW
2593
4894
98555
SUMIKO PEARL MM CARTRIDGE NEW
SUMIKO BLUE POINT SPECIAL MC NEW
T.A 24/192 CD PLAYER AMAZING NEW
SUMIKO BLUE POINT SPECIAL e. 111 MC NEW
WIREWORLD SOLSTICE 51 MIR INTERCONNECT NEW
WIREWORLD FULL RANGE OF AWARD WINNING CABLES
WIREWORLD STARLIGHT 5HDMI 1MTR CABLE
WIREWORLD EQUINOX 5 1/2 METRE INTERCONNECT
TRICHORD DINO PSU NEW
NEW TRICHORD DIABLO PHONO AMP >AMC INLINE PSU
AS ABOVE WITH THE NEVER CONNECED POU
OED SI DISCSAVER CONVERTS LINE LEVEL TO ACCEPT MM
SHURE FULL RANGE
VIVANACO
BLACK RHODIUM
DX 400 SUPER
HEADPHONES
MAINS 13
NEW
1.25 MIRS NEW
MISSION RANGE OF SPEAKERS AVAILABLE
WIREWORLD SOLSTICE 5 SPK CABLE AWARD WINNER
WIREWORLD EQUINOX 5INTERCONNECT 1MTR PR
WIREWORLD RAINBOW 5INTERCONNECT

65
239
69
159
1629
11 9
1
:9 8
9909
35
P038
5
45
29

20

POA
FROM . £ 132
219
149

AGENTS FOR, EAR, TRICHORD, AUOIONOTE MICHELL. MYRIAD. AVI. SUL LAT, ELAC.
RUARK. SME. PLINIUS, SLACK RHODIUM, LIRA. SUMIKO, 0E9 GAMUT. ORIGIN LIVE. ORELLE
WIREVIORLD.TRANSFIGURATION, AURUM CANTUS, ACOUSTICS ARTS, HALCRO, STELLO.
CLEARAUDIO, ALMA. SHUN MOOK. CROFT AUDIOVALVE. VIRTUAL DYNAMICS

Open Mon- Sun tam - 6pm Now in Northampton 2minutes oft A508
For further details
Tel/Fax:
Email ... .
Website

01604 842379
07973 233380
PATRICK@HICAM.CO.UK
HICAM.CO.UK

www.hifinews.co.uk

The HiFi Company's

Trading
Station
•

vinyi

ACOUSTIC Research EB101
DUAL ( 5505-1 Silver
GOLDMUND Studietto/T5
GOLDMUND Stud1o7T3F Arm/PLO Servo
KOETSU Block ( Re-tipped)
LINN Lis " Akito / K9
LINN Bose Turntable
LINN Ittok II Block
LINN LP12 Afr Lingo / Akita Ex- Demo
LUXMAN P0282 Rosewood
MICHELL Gyrodeckilinn LVX
MICHELL GYRO SE / OC ; RB250 ( origin)
MICHELL GYRO SI ( No Arm) Ex- Demo
NAIN ' Slageline' en Phono Sege
NOTTINGHAM ANALOGUE Hypersekei
Mentor NA Can
ORACLE Alexandria
ROUA Planar 1
ROCKPORT Cabello 11 No Arm
ROKSAN Xerxes IMorph Arm AT OCS
564030 VArm ' Micro Benz Rel. Comm
SME 10A Em.Derno
SME 20 1A Ex Der.o
T8A VIO Integrated TTable Ex Dee
THORINS 1D3113 Orsofon 01110
THORENS TDI50 Rare
THORENS TDI65 iShure VI5 Ill
THOPINS 10280 Mk II
TRICHORD Dino phono
WILSON BENESCH Foil Circle Ex- Demo

Retell
Offer
£175 £ 148
£150 £ 65
£4,000 £ 1,198
£10,000 £ 2,398
£1200
5595
£795
5335
£600
5165
f800 £390
£2,900 £ 1,994
£5 1/5 £325
£1375
5690
£1,900 £ 1,298
£1,065 £ 876
£200 £ 128
£1800 £ 1298
£1,500 £ 495
£325 £ 1117
£10,000 £3,496
£2,000 £ 798
£16,500 £ 9,298
£3,581 £ 2,954
£5.537 £ 4,568
£4,000 £3,196
£375 £ 148
£300 ( 145
£300 £ 118
£350 £ 115
£799 £ 125
£2,000 £ 1.496

III Digital Sources
Retail
Offer
ARCMS Alpha 6CD Player
£329 £ 145
ARCMS Alpha 8CD Player
£ 400 £ 185
ARCAM Alpha One CD Player
L300 £ 115
ARCAM Block Box SO : Delta 2500 ( 1,195 £ 525
AUDIOLAB 8000 (DM
£ 1200 £ 598
AUDIOLAB 8000060
£ 1,000
5528
AUDIO ANALOGUE Pagonini £910 (495
AUDIO RESEARCH CD?
£3750 52251
AUDIO RESEARCH DAC-5 Ex- Demo
(2,335 51,297
MUS Dad3Q CD Player
£895
f375
CYRUS DVD6 OVO Player
£ 1,000 £598
CYRUS CD8 Silver
£ 1000 £698
DPA The PDM One Series 2
£ 1300 £ 75
DCS Purcell Ueompler
£ 4,500 £ 1,395
DENON DUS 10 II
£ 1300 £528
Ilea 08000 ID CD Transport £3,950 £698
HELIOS Stargate CD Player
£ 2995 £ 1798
KINSHAW Perception DAC
£ 1,000
5378

The leading reseller of carefully used
and mint condition hi-fi components
and systems.
Buy, sell. exchange. Commission Sales.

11"11M''

IMP
www.hifitradingstation.com

WE HAVE CASH READY
FOR VINYL - INTERESTED?
GIVE US ACALL

The Trading Station
35Cowgate Peterborough PEI 11/

Tel: 0870 608 8211

email: info@hifitradingstotion.com

QUALITY HI- Fl WANTED
Cash ... Trade-in ... Commission Sales

BUSINESS HOURS: Tues - Set: 10em - 5.30pm - CLOSED MONDAYS
ALL MAJOR IRIDIO ( ARIOS ACCEPTED*NEXT DAY DELIVERY AVAILABLE'COMPETITIVE FINANCE TERMS FOR PERSONAL CALLERS

KRELL KPS2Ssc
(24,998 £ 11,998
£8,998 £5,996
KRILL Ke 28. CD Player Sm Demo
LINN Link CD Player
£1,850 £ 896
£1,500 £ 796
LINN Numerik DAC
53350 £ 1,726
LINN Nunerik / Kure Transport
MARRAIT? C017 CD Player
£895 £395
MURANT? CD8S CD Player
£450 £ 195
MERIDIAN 207 CD Player
£700 £ 225
£1200 £ 598
MERIDIAN SOI CD Tronspon
MERIDIAN 596 DOD APlayer
52,500 £ 1,296
MERIDIAN 506 ( 18 bit) CD Player
£1,795 £ 495
MERIDIAN 011041 OVO Ex Demo
£3,895 £3,116
MERIDIAN G98DH ove Trans Ex Dena
£3,350 £ 2,686
MERIDIAN 703 DAC
0395 £ 198
MERIDIAN 106 CD Player
£500
5295
MERIDIAN 263 DAC
£.500 £ 145
£1200 ( 598
MERIDIAN 500 CD Transport
MERIDIAN 506 14 Bit CD
£1100 £ 698
MERIDIAN SO7 CD
£1295 £ 798
£499 £ 146
MICROMEGA Duo DA(
£600 £296
MICROMEGA Stage 2
£750 £ 198
MICROMEGA Stage 3
(1,000 £375
MICROMEGA T.DAC
£1000 £ 698
MUSICAL FIDELITY A3.2 CD
MUSICAL FIDELITY E60 CD Ployer
£300 £ 165
£1,999 (595
NA1M CD, CD Player
£5,000 £ 1,998
HAIM CDS:CDPS
£795 £596
PIRPETUAL TICHNOIOGIES P-31) DUC lo- den,,
PHILIPS 0081010
£650 £ 248
PHILIPS CDR- 880 CD Ree
£200 (75
£1,000 £316
PIONEER PDR 04 CD Recorder
PIONEER OVO1000 Rol DVD Fearer Er- Demo £1,299
5896
£450 £394
PIONEER DVR-3100 DOD Recorder Ex- Demo
QUAD 66 CD Player
£800 £396
QUAD 77 CD Player ( Bus)
£600 £ 298
£995 £694
RIGA Jupiter CD Player Ex-Dere
£400 £ 145
ROTES RLD 965 CD Player
(799 £296
ROTES RCD 991 CD Player
£495 £ 148
SONY CDT' 970 CD Player
SONY DVISNS 905V DVD Player
£250 £ 95
£1,000 £336
SONY AUDIO SYNTHESIS honeend Irons
£450 £228
SONY 115900V
SONY SCDX940 SACD Player
£290 ( 145
TEA( VR0510 CD Player
f700 £346
TEAS VDRS7 CD
£600 £ 195
THETA ( omen OVO CD Player
£4,000 £ 1,726
THETA Data Brno 1Transport
£1,800 £ 648
THETA DSP Pro.Gen VDA(
£3,800 f1,298
THETA Progency DAC
£1,396
5676
TRICHORD Pulsar Series IDAC
£1,900 £ 748
WADIA WT3200 Transport
£4000 £ 796
WOODSIDE W52 CD Moyer
£1,000 £ 298

• Amplifiers solid state
47 LABORATORY Model 4706 in,.
ADVANTAGE 6000 Power Amp
ARUM Delta 110.2 Power
ARCAM Alpha 6Plus Int, Amp
ARCM Alpha 8
ARCAM Alpha SOSO Amp

Retail
CAler
£3,000 £ 1,698
£2,699 £ 1,495
£300 £ 125
£350 £ 115
£450 £ 188
5100 £ 245

£248
ARCAM Della 110 Dig Pre
£700
£145
£450
ARUM Delta 290p
£1,850
£675
ARUM FMI A22 Dave Module
£684
£850
ARCMS Die. 1190 Ex- Demo
£165
f595
AUDIO ANALOGUE Bellini Pre
£346
AUDIO ANALOGUE Donixeni
£650
£600
C215
AUDIOLAB 80000
£600
£185
AUDIOLA8 8000( Pre
£650
£228
AUDIOLAB 8000SX Power
£2,500 f1,496
BOW TECHNOLOGIES Wore XL let
£998
£2,500
BURMEISTER 850 Mono blocks
£596
CHORD SPM900
£1500
£2500 £1798
CHORD CPAI800 Pre Amplif ier
£3750 £1798
CHORD SPM 1200 Power Amp
£95
MUS Two Integrated
£275
£32S
£500
CYRUS 3Integrated Amp
£395
£500
CYRUS SIntegrated
£358
£800
ONUS Pre
f
800
£195
DENON AV(- 2800 AV Amp
£2,000 £378
DNM Pre • 3PSU
£2,800 £ 678
DNM Pre 2 PA1 Pre & Power
£500 £ 118
ELECTOR MPS Pre-Amplifier
(950
5298
EXPOSURE 19 Pre-Amplifier
5604
5298
JOHN SHEARNE Phose 2 nt.
5400 £ 228
JOHN SHEARNE Phase 3Power.
£14,991 £8,998
KRILL 918100 cx
£2200 £ 1398
KRILL RAVI SUA
£9,998 £6,996
KRILL NCI Pre-Amplifier Er- Demo
£1,954 £ 1,194
SINN 2250 5ch Power En-Demo
LINN AV5103 AV Pre/Processor ExDer.o
£3,285 £ 1,994
£2,000 £ 1,296
LINN Classic ' Moyle' Mike ExDer.o
£915
5494
LINN Wakondo Pre- Amp Ex-Demo
LINN Koirn Pre/Anuldier £ 1,750 £896
LINN 11280 Sparks PS.
51,100 £528
ILINTOSH MA6900
£4919 53756
ILINTOSH MC7108 8 SO wan Power Ex- Demo 52,449 £ 1,496
MARANT1 Pft117 Integrated ( blk)
£9/5
£525
MURANT? PM4200 Imegrated
£195 £95
MURANT? MEESE Ki Sig
£195 £ 95
MARK LEVINSON 331 Power
£5,500 £ 2,295
M<1NTOSH MCI201 ( 1200 wan Mono's)
£15,000 £8,028
M<INTOSH ( 200 ( 2box Pre)
£7,995 £3,998
MERIDIAN 20S Monos
£900 £ 495
£895 £596
MERIDIAN 555 Stereo Power
MERIDIAN 562 Pre
51,250 £698
MERIDIAN 56201 AV Pre
£1,295 £596
MERIDIAN 603 Pre Amplifier
£1,500
5525
MERIDIAN 557 Power Amp Ex Demo
£1,995 £ 1,596
MERIDIAN 502 Pre Ex Demo
£1,750 £ 1,406
MICHELL Argo Electro Mono's
52,495 £ 1,126
MICROMEGA Tempo IIntegrcded
(600 £245
MUSE Monoblaks ( 300 watts)
54,500 £ 1,998
MUSICAL FIDELITY El IInterred
£350 £ 118
£300
£118
MUSICAL FIDELITY E10 Integrated
MUSICAL FIDELITY ' THE' Pre Amp
£75
£350
£175
£375
MUSICAL FIDELITY 31 Pre
£2000 £1298
MUSICAL FIDELITY 830E Integrated
£1600
£998
MUSICAL FIDELITY 600E Pre Lop
£145
MUSICAL FIDELITY Pre8
£395
£350
£245
NAD (352 low
£660
£398
NAIL NAC112 Pre
HAIM NAG? Pre:SNAPS
£400
£145
NAM NAPI50
£795
£498
£400
£95
MUM 42 Pre AmplIfier
NAIM NAC- 102 Pre Amplifier
£1,100
£595
OPERA Aldo Integrated
£795
£445
PLIN1US 9200 Imegrated
£2,500 £1,596
PS AUDIO LCC Pre
£249
£98
£250
£116
QUAD 303 Power
£298
QUAD 77 Int
£700
£.165
(869
QUAD 909 Power

QUAD 33 Pre Amplifier
QUAD 34 Pre Amplifier
RED ROSE ' Spirit' Iniegrmed
ROGERS Ravensbrook Integrated
ROKSAN ( reign DSP AV Pte
RIGA Cursa Pre Amplifier Ex-Demo
sore VA333ES AV Amplifier
SPHINX Proem, 11 mono's
SPHINX Proie<t 1Le Amplifier
TAG M<CLARIN F3 Proem Amplifier
TALK ELECTRONICS ' Olor,.' Inl
TISSERAC Pre Amplifier
THE MOD SQUAD Line Drive Ski

£115
515
5395
£118
£1,295 £696
(150 £55
£900 £418
£54S £344
£799 £375
£3,000 £ 1,128
£1,600 £ 598
£1,500 £ 488
£650 £ 285
£1,500 £378
£300 £ 145

Ill Amplifiers valve
Retail
Offer
£1,200 £ 448
AUDIO INNOVATIONS Series 800 Mono's
£1,200 £ 518
AUDIO INNOVATIONS 5800 Power
53,300 11,346
AUDIO RESEARCH Classic 60 Power
f3,000 £ 1.498
AUDIO RESEARCH LOIS Pme-Ane
£3000 £ 1,495
AUDIO RESEARCH LSI6
£3000 £ 1298
AUDIO RESEARCH SP14
£6,000 £ 1,498
AUDIO RESEARCH SPI5 ( 2box) Pre
£3999 £ 1996
AUDIO RESEARCH VS110 Ex Demo
£2699 £ 2026
AUDIO RESEARCH VS55 Ex > 110
AUDIO RESEARCH 00100 Nh 1Power
£5,500 52,246
£11,981 £ 6,997
AUDIO RESEARCH (T200 2Power Ex- Demo
£2645 £ 1195
AUDIO RESEARCH 1/160 Power
510,500 55,997
AUDIO RESEARCH Ref 2Pe Er- Demo
£1,200 £876
AUDION Sterling 3008 Int.
AUDION Sterling 6550 Ini.
£850 £ 298
£3,600 51,298
BEARD 101 - 100 wan Mono's
£1,100
CS2S
BEARD B8100 Integrated
CONRAD JOHNSON Prenuer 78 Dual Mono Pre 510,000 £ 5,198
£16,000 £ 6,996
CONRAD JOHNSON Premier 8A Mono's
CONRAD JOHNSON PVIOAL Pre
(1,400 ( SOS
CONRAD JOHNSON PVI IPre
£1,950 £748
£2,000 £ 1,195
CONRAD JOHNSON PVI2L Pre
COPLAND CTA501 Int.
£1995 £ 996
HOVLAND HP100 MC Phono Pre
£5,750 52,626
£4,790 £ 1,815
JADIS Dely 7Power Amp
£695 £ 495
NORA Explora 90 Hybrid Anp
LA/HM LL2
£4,000 £ 1,998
£6,000 £ 2,698
MANLEY Rol YTS 275 watt mom's
McINTOSH MC2000 ( Anniversay LE.)
£12,500 £ 9.998
(5,500 £2,698
McINIOSH MC120 Pre-Amplifier
NACRA PIP Pre- Amplifier Ex-Derno
£6,995 £ 4,996
PATHOS Twin Tower Inl.
£3250 £2128
£3000 £ 1275
PM COMPONENTS 84S Monos
£4,000 £3,196
T & AVIO Integrated Amp Ex Demo
£1,950 £ 896
TRILOGY 901 Pre
£2,500 £ 1,048
TRILOGY (Tm Integrated
£4000 £ 1798
UNISON Simply 845 Int.

• Tuner Tape misc
ARUM DORIS Digital Tuner
ARCM Delta 80 1,14 FM Tuner
ARCM Diva Tal FM OJO Toner
AUDIOLAB 8000T Tuner

Reictil
£800
£300
£230
£1000

Offer
£ 795
£ 148
£ 164
£ 598

CYRUS Tuner
DENON UDR- F10 Cmsette
DENON UTU-F10 AM:FM Tuner
LOWTHER PM2C Drive Units
LUXMAN 50 Tuner
LUXARAN STS0 Tuner
MARANT2 STS4000 Tuner
MURANT? SU -/ 1Noise Suppressor
NAIL Nail OS
NAXAMICHI 80125E
NORDOST SPM Sm bl-aire
NYTEOV CTA 106 ( rare classic)
PIONEER 9656 arefrx Tuner
PURIST AUDIO Dominus SE Ire IL
QUAD 77 Tuner ( Bus)
QUAD FM4
RS VOX All 10" reel to reel
REVOX ' 5' Series system
SONOS FABER 'stonewood stands
SONY 5800 AV Seterx inel speakers
SONY WMD6C Pro Walkman
SOUNDSLIE 4Shelf Rock
5001051.5LE SShelf Stand ( Green)
STANDS UNIQUE ' Ref' 5shell support
STAY 3030 Bask eleerostotk phone
STAX Omega electrostatic phones
TRANSPARENT Music Wave bi-wire 18ft
TRANSPARENT ' Ref' ( G75m) Speaker
¡TAC A33405 4track 10" reel to nul

5500 £ 148
£200 £95
£700
CAS
£400 £ 17S
£600 £ 195
£900 £295
£110 £_58
£125 £ 75
£825 ( 498
£400 £ 178
£4,500 f2,996
C300 £ 98
£250 £ 75
£4,000 £ 2,46 6
£599 £ 248
£395
5198
£750
f288
£1,550 £ 695
£480 £ 195
£900 £ 446
£250 ( I/O
£175 £ 75
£200 £98
£1,000 £398
£550 £ 186
£1,000 £ 996
£1,100 £350
£2,250 £ 1,495
£900 £295

11 Loudspeakers
ACOUSIA1 Skeen° 1100
ARIS1ON QNR Monitors
AT( 5(/A10
AUDIO- STATIC DCI (Mite)
AUDIO- STATIC E(300
AUDIOPLAN Kontrasl II
ORIEL ACOUSTICS Model 8's Rouwood
Ode P6
ORS AUDIO 10711
80SE 901
CHORD LS35, I2A
CELEST1ON AVF302
DOA Time Windows (colletors items)
DYNAUDIO 3.3 ( fbsewood)
ENSEMBLE Prima Donna
GALE 401 ( Chrome)
HEYBROOK
HEYBROOK Hemrstmk
IMPULSE H7 ( horn- loaded)
WV( API
Spa Subwoofer ( rare)
REF Cube ( EQ. box)
KEF 035
REF ASS
REP Rol Model 1.2
REF XQI Ex- Demo

Retail
Offer
£1,500 £ 438
£1,200 £ 275
£950 £ 518
£3,500 £ 1,198
(1,500
£
375
£3,000 £ 746
(5,679 £ 2,996
£1,000 £ 195
£1,750 £745
51700 £898
£1,995 £ 1,088
5600 £245
£600 £ 185
£4,500 £ 2,198
£10,000 £ 1,246
(595 £ 298
£450 £ 208
£500 £ 146
£1,200 £338
£195
590
£500 £ 218
£700 £ 145
f350 £ 198
£500 £ 296
£1,500 £ 678
£999
(644

REF 001 stands
REF 005
KRELL Resolution 1Ex Demo
KRILL Resolution 3Ix Demo
KRILL Resolution (ordre Ex Deno
LEAK Mini Sandwich
LINN Kober
LINN Kobe Aktiv Xover
LINN Kellidh
LINN Ekwell kernel Ex-Dene
LINN Simmik 10.2S
LIVING VOICE Lava,
LOCKWOOD Studio 15
M<INTOSH L5320 Ex Demo
ALINTOSH LS340 Ex Demo
MAGNA PLANAR 1c Imp
MAGNA PLANAR 1.5
MARTIN LOGAN Aerius 1
MARTIN LOGAN CLSII
MERIDIAN DSP33( Dig <entre Ex-Detoo
MERIDIAN DSP5000( Dig, Centre
MERIDIAN DSP5000 Rose
MERIDIAN DSP7000 Silver Er Demo
MONITOR AUDIO Silver 5
MISSION 753 Freedom ( Block)
MISSION 1105 Speakentkane
MISSION 760
MISSION 771
MISSION 774
MISSION 781
MONITOR AUDIO R657MD
MONITOR AUDIO Studio 14
MONITOR AUDIO Studio 11
MORDAUNT SHORT Aram 5.1
MOREL Bass Masers
MUSE IS IS" Active Sub
PINK TRIANGLE Ventrical
PROAC Studio I
PROAC Super Towers
PROAC Tablette 1000
RIGA Noes
ROL Stadium Sub
ROL Strata Sub
REVOX Elegance bookshelf
ROGERS LS33/A1133
RUARK Prelude
RUAPY Sceptre
SHELL Type K
SONOS FABER Amon
SONOS FABER Cowen°
SONOS FABER Grand Piano ( Blk)
SONOS FABER florin Arnator II / SInds
SONUSFABER Signuno
SONOS FABER Fixed Sends
SOUNDLAB Al ( lull range)
SPENDOR SE Cherry Ex- Demo
SPENDOR 58
IANNOT Buckingham
¡ANNOY DC2000
TANNOY £ 115
TANNOY 1115
IDS Nucleus II
IDS Studio I
TOWNSEND RIBBON
TRIANGLE Icare
TRIANGLE Celius Ex- Demo
TRIANGLE Titus 202
WHARFEDALE pox-I:"PPS-1
WILSON BFNESCH Orator Er- Demo
WILSON Sophia
YAMAHA NSIOOM
ZINGALI Colosseum sub sots

£199 £ 184
£1,999 £ 1,294
£6497 £ 4876
£3200 £ 2406
(2980 52136
£200
578
£2,500 £748
£1,000 £378
£1,000 £288
£795 £454
£995 £554
£2995 £ 14911
£1,500 £578
£1790
5996
£4590 £2496
£1,400 £ 445
£2,950
5781
£2,100 £ 1,125
(6,700 £2,24S
£1,425 £1,146
£1,995 £ 1,344
(3,500 £1,791
£17350 512916
£450 £274
£800 £475
£495 £ 195
£100
£58
£350
£165
£500
f/55
£150
£98
£500 £ 148
£900 £226
£1,200
£446
£1,150 £698
(1,600 £ 445
£5,000 £ 1,998
£1,500 £356
£795 (376
£1,000
5445
£649 £375
£998 £594
£700
5395
5500 £295
£450 £286
£895 £395
£600
5378
£700
5228
£395 ( 298
£11800 £ 8996
£995 £ 596
£1,699 £ 1,098
52400 £ 1598
(1300
£
715
£290 £ 195
£13,500 £
6,668
£1,100 £ 1,115
£1800 £ 1118
£5,000 £ 1,875
£200 £ 75
5295
51/8
£395 £ 145
£130
£75
(1,000
5295
£1,295 £ 415
£1,500
5255
£1,095 £196
£345
5276
£300 £15
(3,000 £ 1,724
£11,950 £ 9,596
£300 £ 115
£770 ( 428

Heatherdate

NOTEWORTHY AUDIO
hi-fi by enthusiasts
why not pop in visit our web-site or call us and see if
you agree.

Below is asine selection of some of our ex demonstration
and part exchanged special otters. For more information and
photos of most items please see our website.
Was

Michell Orbe SE with SME 309

155
2.880

1.'50

500

:175

Ortofon Kontrapunkt a Very low hourt
Pro ect 2turntab ewith Ortofon 510

> AUDAX
> ETON
> FOSTEX
> LPG

Main dealer for
Tannoy Prestige Speakers

Now

Heybrook 112, Rega RB300 & Sumiko BPS
Linn Basik with Basik LVX arm ( marked lid)

> ATC

202, Findon Road, Worthing, BN14 0E1
Pre-owned equipment available
with guarantee
Export facilities available
Visit our Web Page www h(fi-stereo,com

Special offers

Turntables d Phono Stages

DRIVERS:

Oaudio limited

We think we are a refreshingly different hi-fi shop.

Audio Note Zero

System.

Ex Demo. ANZ Mono Blocks,

Retails £2,945

1.100

Exposure 2010 CD player in silver. Ex dem

600

Rega Planet cast case version

500

775
455

1.500

:95
E55

Pure DRx701ES •ligital radio in Black

2E0

165

Talk Electronics Li • htnin. 1.1 tuner

6C0

425

5,295
600

3.795
455

Marantz DV8300SACD/CD/DVD-A. Ex dem
Tuners

Amplifiers
Bryston BP20 & 3PST pre & power amplifier
Chord CPA22005MP600 Pre/Power
Exposure 2010 hie level amplifier in Slack

1775

Exposure XXlieraofe controlled line level pre
Icon Stereo 40 integrated 40w valve amp

650
900

Magnum A50 incyloplocks. Factory modified

895
1,200

Marantz PM6010 KISignature in gold. New

500

250

Rega Brio integrated amptifer in Silver

330

250

Rega Eles integrated with MM phono stage

200

Rega Maia 2000 power amp in Silver. Ed dem

498

Rose Scion 2bo. irtegrated. Ex dem

615

495

3.000

1.500

250

125

re/ owe

B&W DM601S2 speakers
B&W DM602 speakers

375

130

B&W P4 speakers in black. Marked.

675

BC Acoustique Tbre in cherry. ex dem

890

730

'3astle Richmond 3 New . in Biack Ash

280

230

Epos M12 speakers in dark cherry.

500

JM Labs Electra 906 speakers in grey/rose

130

300
675

Omega full range Fcstex based speaker

2.000

1,1)0

.roAc Studio 125 ir Maple. Ex dem

1,000

655

Quad 11L in Birds Em Maple. Ex dem

380

245

Rega Alya speakers in Maple

398

2'5

Revolver R33 speakers in Maple/Grey
Rethm ' Second Retnm' serious Lowthei horn
'annoy R2 ni Chen

500

3'0

7.000

3.949

350

175

1,500

8'5

Denon DVD-A1 their flagship DVD player

2.500

14-5

Nad T532 DVD player New
Pure 601ES Processor and 5ch'mer am.

330

250

1,050

650

Vienna Mozart in 3loss black li.htl

marked

Home Cinema

ntsu

£1,995

> VIFA

420

2E:0

Rega 4tier rack suitable for cast case range

90

Tar et TT1 one tier a.lifier stand

à0

ACCESSORIES
We stock awide rénçe of accessories to ;ate, for the needs&
every enthusiast
..:.'ones etc from Michell, RDC, Something Solid & Nordost
•Tumtable dust covers from Michell and Clearcover
•lange of LP's he is stock ( including Hari News Testdisc)
Plus magazine stockists
.:solation platforms from Voodoo, Somet -ung Solid, RDC
•LP tweaks from Rinªmat, Verdier. Last Zerostat Shure
dAains items from Isol-8 Isotek Power Wrap, MusicWorks
-CD tweaks from Audioprism Statmat Bedini
•Antistatic LP inner
houri Nagaoka. Goldring S'i Maher
Record cleaning pi oducts machines and cleaning service
Please see our website for our full range of accessories
NOTEWORTHY DIY
-Stoetkit superb range of Valve amplifier kits starting from
£395
.89A & UX4 valve tases
Lowther drive unit4
•
-PHY-HP drive unit:
-Wonder Solder
•
Eichmann phono arid 4mm plugs
•
Furutech IEC socle and plugs
-Inca Gold plated mans plug
-DeoxIT/Pro Gold coatact cleaner
-Unsleeved 0 5mm PLre Silver wire
'Voodoo pure silve -plated 4mm plugs
-Silver plated phomprugs, sockets and binding posu

la>

ChM www noteworhyaudoo co uk/dry for blither derails
to race ve acopy of our DIY brooklet

Open 9.3C to 5 30 Tuesday to Saturday

Te!: 01296 422224
www.noteworthyaudic.co.uk

INDUCTORS - USED BY THE
MOST DISCRIMINATING
LOUDSPEAKER
MANUFACTURERS.
HARDWARE
HOW TO BOOKS

Contact us for the
free Solen CDROM
Catalog.

£595

e.
.e°,`"&`.:‘••••''

£595
£495
£P0A

SOLEN

£12,500
£1,495
£1,395

4470 Avenue Thibault
St- Hubert, QC, J3Y 7T9 Canada
Tel. 450.656.2759
Fax* 450.443.4949
Email' solenesolen.ca
Web' vvvvvv.solen.ca

AMPLIFIERS
Mark Levinson ML333 power amp
£3895
Audio Note Nero Mono Blocks
£5,495
Spectral DMC 12 line Pre Amp,
DMA 90 Power Amp with MIT Speaker Cable
and Interconnect (boxed, mint)
£4,995
Quad 44/405 Pre/Power
£295
Parasound HCA 1000a Power Amp
£345
Musical Fidelity A3.2 CR Power Amp
£ 595
Musical Fidelity A3.2 Integrated Amp
£650
Mark Levinson ML 336 Power Amp
(cost new £9,995)
f4,495
Audio Note Kegon Mono Blocks
(silver transformers, western electrics 300b's.
Brand new ( retails £28,000)
£15,000
Meridian 605 Mono Blocks
£895
Accuphase A20V class A amp
(as new. retails £4,000)
£2,950
Advantage Integrated Amp
£ 1,495
CD PLAYERS

Absolute Demos
2 Audiogram MB2- Integrated Amplifier
.-..

Auchogram MB1- Amplifier

2 Audio research VT100 MKIII - Valve Amplifier

Audio research 150.2 - Class T digital amplifier

Audio research 150.M5- Class T 5 ch digital amplifier f4025.00
Copland CSA301 MKI

•

MISCELLANEOUS
Shunyata Aries Interconnects 1m pair (ex demo) . . . £450
Shunyata Aries Interconnects 2m pair (ex demo)
£695
Audio Note AN-S2 moving coil Cartridge step-up
transformer, copper wired ( new) ( retails £499)
£450
Zerodust Stylus tip cleaner gel ( retails £35)
£25
Zerodust CD & lens cleaning cloths ( retails £25) .. £17.50
Selection of AudioTekne Tables and accessories
at unbeatable prices ..
Phone for details
TURNTABLES, CARTRIDGES & TONEARES
SME V Gold plated tonerarm mint/boxed
£ 1,495
Zyx Airey Cryogenic copper cables
(as new, retails £ 1,500)
£995
Air Tangent 2002 tone arm (as new, retails £6,900) £4,250
Project 6.9 Turntable (no cartridge fitted)
(as new, retails £600)
£425
Audio Tekne Cartridge with step transformer
(as new)
£2,995
My Sonic Eminent Cartridge (as new)
£2,750
Dynavector DV-DRT XV1S cartridge
as new, retails £2,900)
£ 1,995
Project 9e S carbon fibre arm with silver wires
as new, retails £550)
£375
Project RPM9 Turntable ( no cartridge fitted)
as new, retails £ 1,000)
£700
RS Laboratory RS-Al with rotary headshell
as new, retails £850)
£595
Selection of brand new discounted cartridges

Copland CTA504 - Valve Amplifier
Copland CVA 535- 5 X125W amplifier

O
e
+
•

MAIN DEALERS OF MARK LEVINSON, THIEL

WE ACCEPT SWITCH - MASTERCARD

01903 872288 or
07860 660001
Fax: 01903 872234

Tel:

Evenings

Email:

heatherdale@hifi-stereo.com

f1494.00
C699.00
C650.00
C1099.0
£1700.00
£899.00
£1499.00

Krell KAV250P - Preamplifier

.."" Krell KPS 25Sc-Preamplifier/CD puyen CAST2
Krell KSL - Preamplifier

f18995.00
f1300.00

Martin Logan Odyssey- Electrostatic Loudspeakers £4780.00
Martin Logan Ouest

Electrostatic Loudspeakers £2400.00

E Marlin Logan Script - E/ectrosatic Loudspeakers

£1225.00

o

McIntosh C200 - 2 chassis Preamplifier

£4200.00

•

McIntosh MC2000 - Ltd. edition Valve Amplifier

£9000.00

4 McIntosh CR16 - Multizone control system

£2299.00

McIntosh MC58 - Amplifier

£1719.00

'171

Mcintosh MC202 - Amplifier

£
£1999.00

•

McIntosh MHT100
PS Audio Ultralink

•

Home theatre processor
- DAC

•

Sakes Faber Concertino Home Latdspeakers

CO

Theta Digital David II - CD/DVD Drive

e Wilson Audio CUB - Loudspeakers Silver
=
•

3199.00
£989.00

PS Audio Reference Link - Digital Prearnp

Wilson Audio CUB II w/stands Black

£1999.00
£399.00
£2999.00
£2900.00
£5499.00

Wilson Audio System 6 - Loudspeakers Cashmere £ 12500.00

Cr Wilson Audio Witt II Loudspeakers Black
2 Systems FID01- Transparent Digital Equalieer

f5400.00
£ 1850.00

no grey imports - all equipment comes
with 1 year full warranty

Premier Audio
Now demonstrating

0% FINANCE available for up to 3 years*
'On selected items. Subject to status. Conditions apply.

-

Valve Preamplifier

Copland CSA303 - Hybrid Prearnpkfier

Jadis Orchestra - CO Player

£895

f4850.00

CI

ri0

£3,995

£265.00
£ 219.00

. '

6. TRANSPORTS

47 Flat Fish Transport, Progression DAC &
Power Dumpty PSU
Roksan Attessa CD Transport with
ROC DA1 and ROK DS4 PSU

NOTEWORTHY AUDIO
36 Buckingham Street, Aylesbury . Bucks, HP20 21_

SOLEN CAPACITORS AND

PRE- AMPS
Exposure 11 & 12 Pre Amp & PSU
Nairn NAC 92 Pre Amp & Naim NAP
90/3 Power Amp
Toft LBPA-5 Line level Pre Amp
Martin Logan 320s preamp with phonostage
Audio Note M8 Pre amp with phonostage
(brand new, retails £ 19,500)
Audio Research SP14 Pre-amp
Proceed PAV Pre Amp

VISA - DINERS CLUB - AMERICAN EXPRESS

AUGUST 2005

> VISATON

SPEAKERS
Audio Physics Tempo Speakers
£795
B&W Silver Signature 30 Speakers
(very rare, retail £7,000)
£4,450
Spica TC-50 Speakers
£275
Orchid LWO Speakers
£2,795
Thiel CS6 Speakers Rosewood finish
(superb condition, retails £8,500)
£4,495
KlIpschorn Speakers medium oak finish
(retails £5,700)
£2,950
Audio Note Jspeakers (excellent condition, boxed). . £625
Tannoy 15' HPD drivers with cross overs
£395
Genesis 350 SE Speakers 10 months old
(retails £35,000)
£16,995

Lab

d s• aker stands

Quadraspire QAV 3tier rack in Cherry

126

> SEAS

> VOLT

Audio Note CD-T1 transport. Ex dem

ui

PEERLESS

> SILVER FLUTE

CD Pla ers

Tube Tech Seer/Unisi svalve

>

> SCAN- SPEAK

ANZ Pre-Amp, ANZ DAC, ANZ Transport & ANZ Speakers

60

> MAX FIDELITY

> MOREL

02oom 2

lks Ligar. Purcell & Verdi Transport. Plimus CD Lad &
250 Power, Verity Fidelo & Sonus Faber Speakers, Siltech
Cables, Isotek Sub Station, BDA Equipment Stands
Audio Aero, Audio Synihisis, Kara Pre & Power, Pink
Triangle CD/Amp, Martin Logan Audio Physics Speakers,
Amici Equipment Stand, Isotek Sub Station P/S

Audio Synihisis - Audio Physics - Audio ACM • Absolute Sounds
DCS - KOra - Plinius - Siltech - Arcici - BOA - Pink I
nangle
Avid Turntables - Project - Otto/on - Van den Hull - Mirage
T/X welcome

dfome bmonstration ,qood selection of SIgand

We are 10mins J39 M1
1Ornins J30 M62
Tel : Wakefield 01924 255045 - Colin Grundy

www. hif i
news.co.uk

THE MIDLANDS BEST USED
EQUIPMENT SPECIALIST
TEL/FAX

0121

747 4246

QUALITY USED
EQUIPMENT,
BOUGHT, SOLD,
PART EXCHANGED

CENTRAL
0
AUDIO

Also agents for
Advantage • Acoustic Zen
•13 AT • Boulder • Hovland
•Kharma • Lumley • Pass labs
•SME • Sound lab

CURRENT INVENTORY
AUDIO RESEARCH LS7
AUDIO RESEARCH D130
ACCUPHASE DP75V
ATC C2 SUB
BAT 51SE PRE 6 MTHS OLD
BAT EXTRA CHANNEL FOR 6200
BOULDER 1012 PRE DAC EX DEM
BOULDER 1010 PRE EX DEM
BOULDER 1060 POWER EX DEM
BRYSTON BP25 PRE
CHORD CPM3300 SILVER WITH LEGS
CHORD CHORUS 0.5 MTR RCA
DCS DELIUS FIRE WIRE
DENSEN BX340 NEW
DENSEN B200 NEW
EAR V20
GRYPHON ADAGIO CD PLAYER
HOVLAND SAPPHIRE
KRELL KRC-HR KPE PHONO
KRELL MASTER REFERENCE AMPLIFIERS
KRELL FPB650 MONOBLOCKS
3 PAIRS AVAILABLE
KRELL FPB650 ONE ONLY
LINN ISOBARIKS PMS BLACK +
PANEL STANDS s/n 6987/8
LINN KATAN BLACK
LINN ARKIV B s/n 006242
MARANTZ SC12SI SACD DVD CD
MARTIN LOGAN ASCENT I3 MONTHS OLD
MERIDIAN 562V
MERIDIAN M60C BLACK
NAIM 500 s/n 179450/177734
NAIM NBL BEECH s/n 159946
NAIM CDX2 s/n209469
NAIM 112X s/n 207435
NAIM 150X s/n 207569
NAIM FLATCAP 2 s/n 214209
NAIM PREFIX K s/n 165500
NAIM 82 s/n 102930
NAIM HICAP s/n 86542
NAIM FLATCAP s/n
NAIM 180 s/n 106985
NAIM CD5 s/n 185901
NAIM SBL BLACK s/n 097689
NAIM ARMAGEDDON s/n 135075
NAIM IXO s/n 156340
NAIM 102 s/n 151705
NAIM 01 TUNER s/n 128137
NAIM CDS11 HEAD UNIT s/n 148771
NAIM SNAXO 3-6 S/n 187399
NAIM NAXO 2-4 s/n 86414
NORDOST BLACK NIGHT IMTR XLR
NORDOST BLACK NIGHT IMTR RCA
4 PAIRS AVAILABLE
NORDOST SOLAR WIND 15 MTR XLR
NORDOST SOLAR WIND 1MTR RCA
NORDOST SILVER SHADOW IMTR DIGITAL RCA
NORDOST BASSLINE SUBWOOFER
INTERCONNECT 5 MTR XLR
PATHOS LOGOS 3 MONTHS OLD
PLINIUS CD LAD PRE
PMC GB1 CHERRY
SONUS FABER GRAVIS SUB
SONUS FABER SOLO HOME
SONUS FABER CREMONA AUDITOR
MAPLE WITH STANDS
SPECTRAL MIT 350 MK11 IMTR RCA
SPECTRAL DMC 30SL
TANNOY DIMENSION 8
TARA LABS DECADE 2MTR BALANCED
T AND A TALUS 5 1 NEW UNUSED
VPI TNT HRX NEW
VPI SUPER SCOUTMASTER NEW
VERITY AUDIO FIDELIO PIANO BLACK
VVADIA 850

NOW

100000

995
4495
895
3995
495
7995
6495
9995
795
3495
95
3495
1195
650
1795
2495
3495
2695
POA

23800
11900

9995
4995

N/A
395
650.. 395
1200.. 395
3500. 1295
4333. 2995
1300
295
1000
495
12350 . 7995
7500.. 3995
2800.. 2095
705.
530
795.. 595
535.
395
500.
250
2600. 1195
750.. 395
N/A... 250
1220... 495
1200... 695
2700.. 795
800
450
500.. 250
1210... 495
N/A. 1195
3995.. 1795
829.. 495
N/A... 295
107... 65
72
155
100.
368

45
95
65
225

195
. 1995
• 895
• 695
• 695
. 295

2550
1500.
8500.
4000.
2300.
2200
9250.
4750
8000

1795
695
5495
2495
395
1295
5995
2995
3995

5000
PLEASE CALL TONY WHEN YOU WANT TO SELL YOUR EQUIPMENT IWILL
COLLECT AND PAY UP FRONT NO MESSING ABOUT WITH COMMISSION SALES.
IAM ESPECIALLY INTERESTED IN THE FOLLOWING.
KRELL • AUDIO RESEARCH • MARK LEVINSON • NAIM AUDIO • LINN
MERIDIAN • QUAD • AUDIOLAB • WADIA • ACCUPHASE • TAG • CARY
THETA • SONUS FABER • MARTIN LOGAN • COPLAND • CHORD
EAR YOSHINO • DNM • NAKAMICHI • KOETSU • XL0 • MICHELL • SME
ATC • STAX • PROAC • MANA • JEFF ROWLAND • DCS • NAGRA
McINTOSH • ORACLE • ROKSAN • TRANSPARENT • DYNAUDIO • Etc

Tel: 0121 747 4246
5MINUTES JCN 9M42/JCN 4M6.

Open Mon- Sun 10.00 to 8.00
Website:
E-mail:

www.centralaudio.co.uk
tony@centralaudio.co.uk

www.hifinews.co.uk

rnri=íir exchange,'
_201

15

mobil

RAP
1400
2000
7500
1600
7950
1175
12950
9450
16500
1500
6500
200
6500
1850
1000
3500
5000
7000
7639

330
2850
2400
1000
1100
450

brighten
36 I

email '
'figuy.co.uk
www.hifiguy.co.uk
just

we are the south coasts
leading stockists of
quality new, used
and ex-dem Hi -Fi
t.
,

O

we «WHI travel
anywhere in the
country to pick up
or deliver your
eqt ipment.

938 1

websrte updated dailyl

In
£1,800
£5,000
£1,200 ,,E3,000
£1,100 ' £1000
£850
[1.#
£4,200
£8.
£1,450 £ 10.
£1,995
£5,
£3,200
£5.500
£1,800„ £4.500
£5,995v £24.000

AIJDION QUATROVALVE MONOBLOCKS[4BOX]
AUDIO SYNTHESIS DESIRE DECADE AMP
AUDIO SYNTHESIS DAX DECADE[DAC PRE]
AVID DIVA/RB300[MINT BOXED
B&W NAUTILUS 80Is
CELLO SERAFIN ACTIVE SPEAKERS
PASS LABS ,AEPH 4POWERAMP
SONUS FABER CREMONA SPEAKERS[MINT BOXED
VOYDTHEVOYD PLUSTOP HELIUS ARM
VVADIA 78i9 CD TRANS AND DAC[4 BOX PLAYER[

(

Current
£2,900
£1,200
£1,500
£895
£2,400
£2,995
£2,500
£9,995
£2,700
£2,000
£
£3,250
1,500
£1,700
£450
£300
£1,900
£6,995
£6,500
£2,950
£1,200
£1,500
£7,995
£2,850
£7,995

AIRTIGHT ATM- 2 [SUPERB AMPUFIER]
ALON MK4s
APOGEE DUETA SIGS
AUDIO NOTE AN-SPX 2.7 METRE SPEAKER CABLE
AUDIO RESEARCH CLASSIC 120 MONOBLOCKS
AUDIO RESEARCH VT I
50 MONOBLOCKS
AUDIO RESEARCH LS25 PRE
AUDIO RESEARCr REFERENCE 630 MONOBLOCKS
AUDIO RESEARC:-. LS25 MK2
AUDIO RESEARCH VT100
AUDIO STATIC 5s [new]
AUDIO STATIC 4s ELECTROSTATICS
BAT VK 60
BEARD P35 •MK2 POWERAMP
BEARD CAES PREAMP
CADENCE AN1NA SPEAKERS[NEW]
CAT IL- 1MONOBLOCKS
CAT ULTIMATE PREAMP
CA- ULTIMATE PRE
CEC TL- 2X 3ELT DRIVE CD TRANSPORT
CLASSE CAVI50 6CHANNEL POWERAMP
CLEARAUDIO MASTER REFERENCE/MASTER TQ IARM
CONRAD JOHNSON 16LS PREAMP
CONRAD JOHNSON PREMIER 8A MONOS
CROFT CHARISMA 3PREAMP
EAR 509 mk IMONOBLOCKS
EXPOSURE SUPER 15 INTEGRATED
GAMUT CD2
GOERTZ AG3 DIVINITY SPKR CABLE 4metres X2
GRAHAM MODEL 2TONEARM[boxed as new
INNERSOUND M300 POWERAMP
JM LABS COBALT 807 SPEAKERS
JEFF ROWLAND CONCENTRA MK2[BOXED AS NEW]
KRELL FPB300
LINN SONDEK LP I
2/ITTOKJASAK
LONDON SUPERGOLD 53 CARTRIDGE
LINN SONDEK LP12/ITTOK/KHARMA
LINN SONDEK LP12/BASIK PLUS
LUMLEY ST70 VALVE POWERAMP
MARANTZ CD2S[VERY RARE]
MARANTZ MA2.3 MONOBLOCKS @PRE1:BOXED AS NEW]
MARANTZ MA24 MONOBLOCKS
MARANTZ CD12
MARK LEVINSON ML380 PREAMP
MC INTOSH MA 6850 INTEGRATED
MICHELL ALECTO MONOBLOCKS
MUSE 18 SUBWOOFER[with active card's]
MUSICAL FIDELITY DVD I
NAIM NAP9O/NAC62K PRE/POWER
NAIM NAIT 31NT ERGRATED
NAIM 10I/SNAPS PSU
PASS LABS XI 50 POWERAMP
PLINIUS ODEON 5CHANNEL AMP
PS AUDIO CLASSIC 250 POWERAMP
QUAD 989
REFERENCE 3A ROYAL VIRTUOSOS
SD-ACOUSTICS SDI SPEAKERS
SIMON YORK MODEL 8
SONIC FRONTIERS CD' TRANSPORT
SONUS FABER MUSICA INTERGRATED AMP
SPENDOR LS35A SPEAKERS[ I
5OHM]
SPI ALBA TURNTABLE
TOM EVANS THE VIBE/PULSE PSU
TRANSPARENT ULTRA 6M PAIR
VTL 85 VALVE POWER AMP

£1,500

£895
£295
£1,500
E1,000
£1,100
£1,500
£350
£3,500
£3,400
£625
£300
£595
£450
£650
£1,900
£1,500
£1,200
£1,200
£1,700
£1,500
£895
£1,500
450
£295

£325

£495
1,800
£3,200
£1,800
£2,995
£2,200
£450
£2,995
£2,500
£1,500
£550
£7,000
£3,250
f1,000
£850

Gamut IGraham

£8.000

£ 14,000

£5.000

£38.000
£ 5,995

£6.000
£5,550
£4.000

£4,500

£N/A

iN/A
£4.500
£30,000
£2,995
£6.500
£2.500

£, 600

£ 14.000

£8.000

£ 16.000

£ 2.500
CN/A
£800

£3,000
£5,000
£1.900
£3.500
£700
£ 7.500

£8.000

£ N/A
£695
£ N/A
£ N/A
£ 2.450
£ 5,000
£ 3.500
£ 2.800
£ N/A
£ 4,500
£3.500
£2,000
£3.500

£1,500

£ 1,200

LN/A
CN/A

£

Acoustic Zen I Audience
AudioValve I BAT
Borde Patrol
Boulder I Cabbase I CAT I CEC
Clea-Audio

£6,000
£3.500
LN/A
£ 2.500

Halcro

£3.750
£4.000
£4,500
£5,500

£4.400
CN/A

£4,250
£ 7.000
£ 2.995
£ NIA
£ 15.000
£ 4.800
£ 3,200
£ I.85C

--

Hovland

Lavardin I Oracle
Pass Labs
Plinius I PS Audio I Reference 3A
Rogue Audio
SPJ Record Pzyers I Transfiguration
Vincent
Hi-FiNews
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Award Winning Retailers...

fekers

/

The North of England Hi Fi Specialists
Mid'
M._ A

Quality Hi -Fi separates from £ 100 to £ 10.000

Monito

Widest choice in the area

Monrio

Independent advice

Consumers Choice Gold Award Winners

Mondu .
D

Over 35yrs experience.

gorlos

Qualified staff

Comfortable dem rooms

Opera

Superb showrooms

Origin L.'

Main road location

Orofon

Insurance estimates

Palios

Up to 3 years Interest Free Credit'

Pickerin

Major car parks nearby
Service Dept.
only 20% deposit

Carriage Free Mail Order ( inc. credit) * suoject to status

Pnmare •
Pro-Ac

Delivery & installation

Project

Open 10:30am - 5:30pm

QUAD

Visa. Access, Switch etc.

Fioksan

Part Exchange
6 days: Mon. to Sat

Shanling
SME

24 Gillygate, York Y031 7EQ
01904-629659
www.Vickers-HiFi.co.uk

Sugden
Tar;my
TEAC
Trictiord
Unison R
Van Den
Wharfe

talists in high fidelity sound reproduction - since 1967

Yamaha

ALIUM AUDIO

01273 608332

Distributors Of Q

01273 325901

-

consopance audio products
"Reference

"Droplet

Series"

Series"

CD Players,

CUP 5.0

SACD PLayers

Custom Choke

Tuners

Super- Clock

Pre- Amps

Balanced Output

Power Amps

6H3C Valves

Integrated

24/102 Upsampling

"Cyber
Signature
Series"
Integrated Amplifiers

845 (28wpc) Set
211 ( 16wpc) Set

Remote Control,

E-Mail
,
.
128
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6CA7 ( 78wpc) P/P

2A3 ( 11wpc) P/P

for Input/Volume.

i• )0,
"

Morioblocks

300B ( 22wpc) P/P
6550 (50wpc) P/P

clat çf
ildio g

"Cyber Series"

3006 (9wpc) Set
3006 ( 18wpc) Set

Quality Hand-Built Italian Loudspeakers,
High Efficiency 92dB-94dB Sensitivity, Stand- Mount, and Floor-Standing Designs

sales@aliumaudio.com

Website www.aliumaudio.com
www.hifinews.co.uk

You can now choose to pay in 2006 at KJ West One
Right now we are offering our
customers the opportunity to
choose any system, or component
upgrade for that matter with the
option to pay just 20% deposit and
then nothing to pay for 12 months.
We are committed to making it
easier for you to upgrade to your
dream system.

systems below. All of us at KJ take
considerable pride in our
endeavours to audition and put
together dream systems. We are
fortunate to be able to choose
from the world's finest range of
musical components.

work that well. Our ten featured
systems we know are totally
compatible and will provide atruly
satisMng musical experience.

In the final analysis we do feel
that our guiding criteria has to be
outright performance versus
Whilst equipment reviews are investment.
helpful we quite often find that the
We think we've got it righd
Take alook at our own featured sum of the parts do not actually

SYSTEM 1

* * * * *

£1 000.0 0

CYRUS CD8x

SYSTEM 2

£1000.00

£999.00

QUAD 99 Power

£ 550.00

UNICO Amplifier £ 825.00

£399.00

QUAD 221 Spkrs

£895.00

SONUS Concerto Spkrs £999.00

Normal System Price

£2398.00

Normal System Price

1
-SYSTEM 4

*****

T£3999.00

T+A VIO Amplifier

£3995.00

SYSTEM 5

****

£1899.00

KRELL KAV400xi Amp

£2699.00

£1799.00

SONUS FABER Auditor

£2548.00

Normal System Price

£5947.00

Normal System Price

DEPOSIT

£1190.00

DEPOSIT

£1510.00

Deferred 12 months

£4757.00

Deferred 12 months

£6036.00

£1325.00

COPLAND CSA29 Amp

£1499.00

PROAC D15 Spkrs

£895.00
£3578.00

Interest Fee Option on Request
SYSTEM 8

* * * * * * *

THETA Compli Uni Plyr

£2249.00

SYSTEM 9

*******

AUDIO RESEARCH CD3

£5189.00

SONUS FABER Cremona

£4999.00

PATHOS hip' 2Amp

£5500.00

McINTOSH C2200/MC2101

Normal System Price

£12,993.00

WILSON BENESCH ACT

£9000.00

MARTIN LOGAN Odyssey_ £6798.00

£2600.00

Normal Systffl Price

I£18,982.00

Normal System Price I£21,987.00

DEPOSIT
erred 12 months

£10,393.00

Interest Free Option on Request

DEPOSIT

£3800.00

Adeallingw £ 15,182.00

DEPOSIT
Deferred 12 months

Interest Free Option osillie.1

A Perfect Partnership
With the Wadia 302 at the helm
signalling accurate, detailed information
into the absolutely amazing and
innovative 70 watt integrated valve
amplifier from T+A driving the full range
of micro dynamics through the most
elegant affordable speaker from the
master craftsmen at Sonus Faber. Yes,
we have the perfect partnership. A sonic

SUBJECT TO STATUS, WRITTEN DETAILS ON REQUEST.

HIGH-END HOME DEMONSTRATIONS BY
APPOINTMENT. PLEASE CALI. FOR DETAILS

£10,000.00

£4400.00

SYSTEM 10

* * *****

£8998.00

KRELL KPS28c CD Plyr
AUDIO RES. 1.525/V5110

£9798.00

WILSON Sophia Spkrs

£11,992.00

Normal System Price
IIIMIre -

I£30,788.00
r

£6200.00-

Mead limijainghL, £24,588.00
Interest Free Option con1=191

KJ W EST ONE
26 NEW CAVENDISH STREET
LONDON WIG gry
Tel: 020 7486 8262/3
PETERBOROUGH

(01733) 341755

alliance at, dare we say. abargain price.
* FINANCE

I £7546.00

Interest Free Option on Request

Interest Free Option on Request

£4482.00

Tbe Wórld's finest
Sound & Vision Systems

j

* * * * * *

£2299.00

GO8 CD Plyr

PATHOS Classic IAmp

I £4473.00

SYSTEM 6

**

AUDIONET ART V2 CD

IMERIDIAN

SPENDOR SbE Spkrs

Deferred 12 months

I£2999.00

Interest Free Option on Request

Interest Free Option on Request

£1649.00

DEPOSIT

Normal System Price

11

SHANLING MT100

Normal System Price

V7ADIA 302 CD Plyr

I£ 2445.00

peferred 12 months

Interest Free Option on Request

***

*

DYNAUDIO 42 Spkrs

111111111•11111

SYSTEM 7

* * * *

UNICO CD player £ 1175.00

ROKSAN Caspian Amp

POSIT

FEATURED

SYSTEM 3

* * * * *

QUAD ( DP

Full System Reviews featured at
WWW.idwestone.com

Seetage

01376 521132
07709 260221
E-MAIL: soundstage@netlineuk.net
www.sound-stage.co.uk
BY APPOINTMENT ONLY

Chelmsford Essex

PROFESSIONAL RECORD CLEANING SERVICE- KEITH MONKS MACHINE PLEASE RING FOR FURTHER DETAILS AND PRICES. THREE MONTH WARRANTY ON ALL ITEMS

www.sound-stage.co.uk

FRONT END/PLAYBACK

Digital

AMPLIFICATION

PRE-OWNED EQUIPMENT
ATACAMA EQUINOX 2TIER SILVER EQUIPMENT STAND
£199
AUDIO ANALOGUE PUCCINI SE INTEGRATED PHONO BLACK BOXED AND SUPERB
£399
CASTLE HARLECH CHERRY FLOORSTANDERS
£549
COUNTERPOINT SA100 POWER AMP VALVE/TRANS HYBRID BLACK BOXED
£595
CYRUS IIli INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER BOXED AND SUPERB
£249
DENON DVD5000 DVD PLAYER BLACK IMMACULATE (NEW £1600)
£499
EPOS ES12 LIGHT CHERRY BOXED AND SUPERB
£299
EPOS ES 14 BLACK SINGLE WIRE
£329
GARRARD 301/SME 3009/SHURE MM CARTRIDGE ON HARDBOARD MOUNT
£599
KEF 103/3 ROSEWOOD WITH KEF KUBE EQUALISER AND INTEGRAL STANDS
£399
LFD PA2 POWERSTAGE POWER AMP MARBLE FRONT LOVELY LOOKS AND SOUND
£649
LINN SONDEK LP12 NORTON AIR POWER ITTOK TROIKA WALNUT SUPERB
£1295
LINN KAIRN PRE AMP MM/MC PHONO STAGE BOXED AND SUPERB
£695
LINN SARA 9BI-WIRE WALNUT BOXED AND STUNNING WITH STANDS
£499
LINN SONDEK LP12 VALHALLA BASIK K9 AFRO BOXED VGC
£499
LOEWE ACONDA 32 FLAT WIDESCREEN SILVER rLOEWE GLASS STAND
£995
MERIDIAN 606 DAC BLACK/GOLD BOXED ANO IMMACULATE
£495
MERIDIAN A500 BLACK ASH LOUDSPEAKERS BOXED LOVELY CONDITION
£399
MERIDIAN 605 MONO AMPLIFIERS BLACK
£795
MICROMEGA STAGE 5CD PLAYER IMMACULATE
£349
NAIM SNAXO 362N IMMACULATE BOXED 2004 MODEL
£599
NAIM NAP 250 BLACK FRONT 1985 BOXED VERY NICE CONDITION
£795
NAIM NAP 135 x2BLACK FRONT 1988 LOVELY CONDITION BOXED
£1595
NAIM INTRO BLACH ASH BOXED ANO SUPERB
£349
NAIM CDS WITH CDS POWER SUPPLY TOP LOADER BOXED IMMACULATE
£1495
PRIMARE 0.20 24 BIT CD PLAYER
£595
PROCEED AVP AUDIONIDEO PRE AMPLIFIER AC-3, DTS, THX,DPL (NEW £4700)
£1495
PROCEED MDT MODULAR DVD TRANSPORT (NEW £5500)
£2495
QUAD FM4 FM TUNER GREY CASE DIN SOCKET BOXED SUPERB
£279
QUAD 33/303 PRE/POWER AMPS LOVELY CONDITION
£249
QUAD 77CD BUS/77 PRE/77 TUNER CARBON BOXED AND IMMACUALATE
£995
REGA PLANET CD PLAYER CAST CASE BOXED SUPERB
£199
REGA PLANAR 3BLACK, RB300, ROKSAN CORUS BLACK, REGA MOTOR UPGRADE
£279
REGA RADIO RREMOTE READY TUNER BLACK BOXED AND IMMACULATE
£229
ROKSAN CASPIAN TUNER BLACK BOXED AND SUPERB
£289
ROKSAN L1.5/DS1.5/S1.5 PRE/POWER SUPPLY/POWER AMP BLACK
£2295
ROKSAN XERXES BLACK ASH ARTEMIZ LYRA CLAVIS D.C. VDH MODDED
£1495
RUARK TALISMAN Il ROSEWOOD FLOORSTANDERS
£449
RUARK TEMPLAR 2CHERRY FULLY VENEERED LOUDSPEAKERS SUPERB
£349
THORENS TD 160 SUPER BLACK/SME 3009 IMPROVED
£259
THRESHOLD MODEL FET ONE & S/150 STASIS PRE/POWER AMPS SILVER
£695
TOTEM MODEL ONE SIGNATURE BLACK BOXED AND MINT MONTHS OLD
£1295
WADIA 3200 CD TRANSPORT WITH REMOTE AND INSTRUCTIONS
£995

Theta Pro Basic 11 DAC with Oscom/Balanced S/H
Accuphase DP77V CD/SACO player x-demo
Audio Synthesis DAX Decade 22bit/Balanced S/H
dCS Elgar 24/192 1998 Version ( non-firewire) S/H
dCS Verona 6 months old S/H
dCS Verdi Transport latest software S/H
Densen Beat4001. x-demo
Mark Levinson No360s DAC S/H
Meridian GO8 CO S/H
Naim Audio CO3 S/H
Sony SACO 777ES S/H
Primare V10 CD/DVD Player x-demo
Sugden CD2I Graphite S/H
TAG Mclaren CDT2OR Transport S/H
Theta Generation V Balanced S/H
Theta Pro Basic II DAC with Oscom/Balanced S/H

2990
7600
4200
8500
3999
7999
1295
7500
2250
980
1750
795
1099
1500
6290
2990

995
4999
1799
3299
2499
3999
979
2999
1899
449
950
499
649
749
1999
995

2800
795
1030
2900
950
N/A
460
995
550
2487
N/A
2695
300
299
738
N/A
5537
12905
3500

1699
599
699
1699
679
399
299
599
395
1299
1399
1750
179
99
449
599
3799
7999
1999

625
5495
9989
2390
4999
598
7600
4800

499
1799
2999
5998
1750
2499
429
4999
3250

1050
1999
9998
7300
28900
1189
1000
548
3299

729
995
6999
3299
17995
599
649
399
1299

1650
499
3999
1999
1000
11999
875
7500
599
N/A
749
5398
1750

1199
375
1699
999
650
6499
499
5799
299
1499
579
3495
950

550
N/A
420
2199
8400
199
1050
2100
800
500
1400
230
369
769
309
1199

375
199
199
799
4999
99
599
1199
499
329
799
169
149
429
149
399

3600

2999
299
279

Analogue

Clearaudio Accurate MC 0-demo
Clearaudio Unify Unipivot Tonearm New&Boxed
Clearaudio Victory MC New&Boxed
Dynavector XVls 200hrs S/H
Dynavector XX2 MC Cartridge 100hrs S/H
EAR The Head MC Transformer S/H
Graham Slee EraGold V MM Phono stage S/H
Grado Reference Reference One Moving Iron S/H
Heed Ouazar 2box MC/MM Phono stage new
Krell KPE Reference, PSU S/H
Kuzma Stabi/Stogi S Turntable New& Boxed
Lyra Titan MC 100hrs S/H
Project Tube Box Valve Phono stage S/H
Project 2Turntable S/H
Rega Planar25/Elys Maple S/H
Roksan Xerxes XPS1/Alphason HRS100 SM
SME 20/2A Turntable S/H
SME 30/A Turntable S/H
Triplannar Series VI Tonearm S/H

Preamplifiers

Audio Analogue Bellini Remote Preamplifier X- demo
Audio Research LS16 Preamplifier
Hovland HPIOOMC Preamplifier S/H
Krell KCT Preamplifier S/H
Naim Supercap Power supply 1995 S/H
Mark Levinson No380 Preamplifier S/H
Rega Cursa Preamplifier Black x-demo
Spectral DMC 305 Reference Preamplifier S/H
Spectral DMC15 Preamplifier S/H

Amplifiers
Audio Analogue Donizetti Mono Power Amplifiers X-demo
Audio Research VT60 Re Valved S/H
Audio Research VT200 Mk11 Valve Power Amplifier S/H
Jeff Rowland Modell() Power Amplifier S/H
Krell FPB750mcx Mono Amplifiers S/H
Naim NAPI80 S/H
Red Rose Sprit Integrated x-demo
Rega Maia Power amplifier Black x-demo
Sirius 0200 Power Amplifier S/H

Loudspeakers

ATC Active 10 SL x-demo
ATC SCM7 Cherry x-demo
JM Lab Micro Utopia Anigre with Stands S/H
JM Lab Mini Utopia Centre Anigre S/H
JM Lab Sib XL x5 Grey S/H
Martin Logan Prodigy Hybrid Electrostatic S/H
Naim Audio Intro Black Ash S/H
Peak Consult Incognito Rosewood x-demo
ProAc CCI Response Centre Speaker Black Ash S/H
Quad ESL 63 Brown just serviced with stands S/H
Rega ELA Cherry X-demo
Bonus Faber Guaneri Homage S/H
Bonus Faber Signum/Stonewood Stands S/H

"On sheer performance it's easy

Cables and Accessories

to recommend the KIMBER Select
KS3038... This is a true reference
grade cable design combining
accuracy and neutrality with the

CABLES & TABLES

musical message."
Hi Fi News, Jan 02

Phone UK Local Rate
(quote: ANEWS)

Cardas Neutral Reference 1m RCA-BNC S/H
Cogan Hall Intermezzo EMD 0.75m RCA S/H
Madrigal MOCI ImAES/EBU 110ohm Digital Cable new boxed
Nordost SPM 2x2m Speaker cable Biwired S/H
Nordost Valhalla 2x5m Speaker cable Biwired S/H
Sennheiser HD565 Headphones S/H
Spectral MH-750 10tt Spker cable x-demo
Spectral MH-750 20ft Speaker cable x-demo
Spectral MI- 330 15fl Interconnect RCA- RCA x-demo
Spectral MI- 330 311 Interconnect RCA- RCA S/H
Spectral MI- 350 I5ft Interconnect RCA- RCA x-demo
Siltech HF9G3B AES/EBU digital 1m S/H
SoundsFactory Tripod system 6tier modular S/H
Transparent Audio Music Wave * Bi wire 2x8ft S/H
Vdh CD102MK111 2x4m balanced S/H
Wirework' Equinox 3-et. 3m pair speaker cables S/H

Tuners & Tape decks, power supplies
Magnum Dynalab MD1067 4months old
Nakamichi BX300E 3head cassette deck S/H
Rega radio 3Silver X-demo

www.midlandaudio-xchange.co.uk

0845 345 1550

and request aFREE Select catalogue or order online at

www.russandrews.com
MIDLAND

AUDIO

XCHANGE

Russ Andrews Accessories Ltd,
18 Moreland Court, Westmorland Business Park,
She Road, Kendal, LA9 6NS,
Tel: .44 1539 797300 Fax: - 44 1539 797325
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Solutions for better music & movies

HI-FiNews

t.01562 731100 L01562 730228 m.07721 605966
THE OLD CHAPEL, FORGE LANE, BELBROUGHTON. DY9 9TD

www.hifinews.co. uk

turntableworld,

3015 Larchtield st, Darlington - 01325 241888
• or e-mail us... news@turntableworld.co.uk

The biggest and best analogue dem selection in the north
Turntables

Clearaudio
Michell
Nottingham Analogue
Origin Live
Project
Wilson Benesch

Tonearms

Cartridges

GFC Hadcock
Michell
Moth
Nottingham Analogue
Origin Live
SME

Stages

Wilson Benesch

Audio Technica
Dynavector
Goldring
Grado
Lyra
Ortofon
Sumiko
Transfiguration
Wilson Benesch
Graham Slee
Project
Tom Evans
Tnchord Research

Accessories

Protective sleeves Record Cleaning Machines. Platter Mats. Wall shelves.
Carbon Fibre Brushes, Stylus Pressure Gauges. Stylus Cleaner, etc etc

Used Items

Over 50 used items by the following great names.....
Alchemist. Alphason. Audiolab. EAR, Chord. Garrard. Hadcock. Linn,
Logic. Michell. Monrio. Mission, Musical Fidelity. MTM, NAIM.
Origin Live, Odyssey, Pink Triangle. Project, Rega. Rotel. Roksan.
Thorens.Transcriptors. and more by the time you read this!

Trade Ins

Helping you to make the right upgrade at the right price is our speciality

Why us?

We probably have the widest experience of working with turntables in the
UK and have over 100 fully working models for servicing info etc

hifisound

30b Larchfield st, Darlington, DL3 7TE
01325 241888 or email news@hifisound.co.uk

We are proud to announce that we have been appointed stockists for

USHER AUDIO LOUDSPEAKERS

• buy your hi-fi
• sell your hi-fi
• trade-in hi-fi
• we collect your hi-fi
• uk next-day delivery
• all major credit cards
• no grey imports
• no phantom products
• all equipment tested by our engineer
• six month warranty on all used hi-fi

10 reasons why buying second-hand
hi- fl is ancient wisdom:
I, Ayre Acoustics CX-7xe CD player ( new)
2. AyreAcousticsAX-7e Integrated Amp ( new)
3. Consonance Cyber Signature 100S Inc 300B Amp (new)
4. Consonance Ref CD2.2 Tube CD Player ( new)
5. JPS GPA 2Power Cord ( new)
6. Pathos Classic One Integrated Amp ( new)
7. System Audio SA 1530 Floorstanding Speaker (new)
8. Unison Research Unico Integrated Amplrfier ( new)
9. Unison Research Unico CD Player ( new)
10. Zingali Prelude One Standmount Speaker (new)

£2,195
£1,995
£1,495
£1,295
£139
£1,350
£495
£900
£1.195
£1.200

AND

CHORD CABLES... PAY US A VISIT!
USED SELECTION - 100+ items in stock
Call
AH! Njoe Tjoeb
Valve CD - 6 months old, boxed. remote
399
Arcam
CD82T - nr mint, boxed. remote
299
Audiolab
8000DAC - nr mint boxed
779
Audiolab
8000CDM/DAC - nr mint
899
Micromega
CD3 and 8S2 - nr mint boxed. remote
699
Quad
99CDP - nr mint. boxed
449
Rotel
RDD980 and RDP980 Transport and DAC - ex very very rare
399
Rotel
RCD991AE - nr mint. boxed
699
SAT
CDFix - nr mint boxed, in silver
1199
Sony
SCD XA777ES - nr mint. boxed in champagne
1449
Quad
67/66/66/606 - ex. sought after combo with system remote
399
Audiolab
8000P - ex. boxed
699
AVI
SC2000MM - ex pair monoblocks
499
Croft
Linestage - nr mint one off one pot special! Beautiful...
299
Sumo
Andromeda - ex US poweramp
1399
Amphion
Xenon - nr mint, Oozed
reduced to 999
Meadowlark
Shearwater Hotrod - ex. boxed
PMC
FBI - nr mint, boxed. cherry
799
Quad
ESL63 - nr mint, black/rosewood. just back from Quad service boxed
1299

ITEMS TO SELL? CALL US - WE WILL GIVEYOU MORE COMMISSION SALESTOO!

IJe never been so taken wrth any speaker

The nvolvement level of the LL 2

so intense so

at any once point. as 1have by the VR4 Gen III

deep and so much hke music that my words

special edrtion n is my contentron that this product

end up getting in the way. which of course.

AvIl redefine what other manufacturers will have to

makes wafting a some a pretty &Scutt task -

beat at S20 000 and lower"

Todd Menke -Soundstage

Greg Weaver . The

Stereo

Please visit www.hi-fishop.com for a complete up-to-date list as the list
changes daily.VVhy not subscribe ( free) and receive our complete list by
email every Monday! Simple.

Bargain Basement

hIRP

RRP

Arcam Alpha 10 Integrated ( black)

ell

£795

KEF Concerto One
Micromega Duo CD 2Transp & Duo Pro Dac

s/h
sib

£495 £ 199
£3.099 £ 799

£295

Amplifiers
Cary SLP-50 Pre-amp ( silver, pod tond)
Cary SLAM 100 monoblocks pair ( saver)
Conrad Johnson PV I
OA Pre-amp
Gryphon XT 2-box Pre-amp ( black)
Mark Levinson 32 Preamp ( Inc phono stage)
Mark Levinson 383 Integrated Amp
Musical Fidelity KW Pre and 750 Power Amp
Musical Fidelity KW Integrated ( superb)
Parasound A23 Power Amp , I
25wpc ( silver)
Par-asound JC IMonoblock Flavver.4C0wpc (Par.siver)

s/h
s/h
s/h
s/h
s/h
sib
eh
exd
eel

£1,995 £ 1.000
£5.400 £.250
LIAO()
£750
£4.500 £ 1.750
£16,900 £8.250
£5,995 £3,195
£9,000 £7.000
£4,000 £2,750
£750 £575
£5.2X, £4,200

Digital
Manley Reference ( Professxanal) DAC
exd
PinkTnangle Da CapoTransport DAC.
s/h
and Battery Power Supply ( excellent)
Sorry SCD- I
(CIDISACID) Rryer
sin
T
E2C Esotax IN-50 (CDVCIDDIDAuclio+Voieo) nerV

Times

£8,250 £3.495
£3.100 £995
£4.CCX) £ 1.750
£
4,495 £3,495

Home Cinema / AV
Proceed PR PMDTPVP DVD Transport

s/h

£ 7,490 £2.495

s/h
s/h
s/h

£2.995 £ 1.250
£7.500 £3,500
£3.200
a000

Speakers
PhystcVirgo 2 ( black/mahogany)
Audio Physic Avante Speakers (senous bargain)
ART Speakers Home Cinema System
(piano black 4xfloorstandec Ixcenter)
B&W Nautilus 801 ( black upgraded to 800 spec)
Cabasse Colone 135
DynaudioAudiexe 10 ( black)
Lumley Lampreo 400 / S2 ( oak)
Proac Future . 5Ribbon Speakers ( maple)
%at Future 2 ( walnut) Ribbon Smkers
Pro Ac D25 ( stunning ebony, as new)
Quad ESL-63 (recently serviced)
Revel F30 (cherry)
Zingall Home Monitor 115 ( cherry)

Audio

www.vonschweikertcom

MIT7\4

Schwelkert Audio
Call now for pricing, literature and to arrange

demonstration

consultation either at non, or al our

business premises

RP
-Coh ,a0 Johnson Premier 140 stereo pow, ampttfier , 140Apc puso po,,,
-Pass Aleph

3 30

f
£7500

wpc pure class A power amplifier

2200

SALE

£4495
11195

-Rogue 88 mag stereo power amplifier (
60wpc ultra knee./ 40wpc Male/

£2000

£750

-Rogue 90 mag stereo power amplifier (
60wpc ultra linear r40wpc 'node,

£2500

£1200

£4500
£2500

£2495
£1395

885

£745
£495

£500 extras nc tungsol 6550's rerbt nextgen input jacks and tube damps,
-Kara Galaxy Ref power amplifier (50wpc push-pull
-Aced.

mode)

%sons Modules 3a Pre (hoe /
mmekync) saver or black face

Lottd,peakot,
-Von Schwerked VR-1 Ref monitor thaxelwood odernonstrabon)
-Tannoy Lancasterrs monitor goes vgc (mahogany,

s/h
s/h
s/h
s/h
eh
exd
s/h
s/h
s/h

£9,500
£2.000
Ltbc
£8,000
£3.495
£10.575
£3,575
Lttx
£2.995
£9.700

£4.500
£995
C150
£ 2.995
£ 1.400
£4.745
£2.450
£ 1.250
£ 1.295
£4.500

£329

£ 143

Other
BOW Wand Remote Control ( saver)

Digdal
Wade 16 (digs volume

output 4digital

inputs/outputs crnk4 VRDS transport,

£7500

£2295

VISA
-Cantlas Gorden

Cross

interconnect

1Son

Rca

£970

-Transparent Musc Wave Ultra 8-brwee spades
-Transparent Music Wave Ultra interconnect 1m Rca
-Transparent MUSIC Premium PDC de- fink

£1095

£800

£350

£350

£195

email: audioplay@btinternet.com
Von schweikert

Lamm

Renaissance

~i
t

A
tip

545

£2700

Dealers of new and previously owned high-end audio
Demonstration by appointment
Simon Phipps - . 44 (01207 3596962
mob 044 1017966 101971
Agents for:

Mal

Verbatim Cable'.

Call 0141 333 9700 today or
visit www.hi-fishop.com

Th e

Market

The place to buy and sell audio equipment and accessories

For sale

Warped vinyl permanently flattened with Air-Tight

Halcro DM38 power amp £ 8795, Halcro DM10

record flattener; records cleaned, cables

pre-amplifier with stunning phono £ 6995, the

Accuphase DP75V single- box CD player, mint

professionall burnt- in using Cable Cooker, CDs

ultimate combination, just 8months old, Wilson

condition, UK dealer supplied, original box and

profiled on Audio Desk Sound Improver, Tel: 01923

Audio Sophia speakers ( mint) £ 7150, I
nfocus

packaging, manuals, very light use £4000, very

826830, email: Derek.Achelis@

Screenplay 7205 projector ( as new) £2750,

rare modern classic, better than DP85 at playing

btinternet.com [ FH17]

delivery possible, Tel: 07795 173094 [ GH14]

CDs. Tel: 07791 361620 [ EH17]

AVI monoblocks and pre-amp £895, AVI Pro Nine

Naim SBL black, latest drivers, excellent condition

Spectral DMC-30SL studio reference limited

Plus £395, AVI Reference 52000 C/D £360, Avid

£700 ono, Tel: Watford 01923 448265 [ 01-114]

edition pre-amplifier, XLR and RCA inputs and

ASC speaker cable 3m £ 300, mint, Tel: Julian

Audio Analogue Donizetti power amp £450 ono,

outputs, latest benchmark Spectral product,

01455 212362 or 07795 671932 ( Midlands)

Linn LP12 Basik plus , serviced £400 ono, Michell

complete with remote and manual, etc, as new

[FH171

!so Hera £ 350 ono, Tel: 01773 861816/07745

£6450 ono, Tel: 07776 301106 [ EH17]

Krell KPS20i legendary reference CD player,

104258 [ GH14]

Sonus Faber Amati Homage speakers, as new

AbsSnds inspected 3/05 £ 2995 (£ 10,000),

Monarchy SM70 class A, zero-feedback power

condition £ 7000, Cayin 500M Ktube integrated

Martin Logan Odyssey hybrid electrostatic

amplifier £375, Cambridge Azur 640 CD, as new

amplifier ( with Mundorf silver/oil caps) £ 1900,

floorstanders, mint, astonishing realism £ 3950

£180, Pioneer DV-656 universal disc player £ 195,

Quadll+ 22, £ 900 ( price includes shipping from

(£6700), Transparent Musiclink Reference,

Linn Kolektor pre-amplifier with remote £ 295, Tel:

Italy), email: imechant@hotmail.com [ FH17]

balanced interconnects 1.5m £995 (£ 3300), Tel:

01243 863371 ( W Sussex) [ GH14]

Naim NAC 252, NAP 300, mint condition with

01590 624333, hiredfox@onetel.com [ FH17]

Nottingham Analogue Dias turntable, mint

original packaging, £ 7500, Tel: Pascal 00 32

Quad ESL- 57 black pair, VGC, serviced £ 550,

condition £ 2200, SME Series Vtonearm £ 1100,

42210050 ( Belgium), email: eldrummer@

Nairn CDI vgc £ 500, Gamma Rhythm Reference

boxed as new (£ 1900), Tom Evans Groove phono

teledisnet.be [ FH17]

211 single-ended integrated valve amplifier, vgc,

stage £ 1200, Tel: 07967 317036/0161

Naim NAT-01 tuner, vgc, boxed, instructions, etc

serviced £ 650, Tel: 01234 852675 or 07905

7734198 ( Manchester area) [ GH14]

£800, Tel: Roger 01565 632796 ( Cheshire) or

476446 ( Bedford) [ GH141

Chord SPM 1203 £ 2300 ( original price over
£5700), mint condition, black ash version, original

mobile: 0777 3514085 [ FH17]

Two Creek mono 52SE power amps, passive pre +

Chord CPM2600 integrated + remote £ 2500

power supply m-chead amp + power supply Epos

box, postage extra, Tel: 020 8776 9812, email:

(£4140), Isotek Cleanline £ 150 (£ 295), Rega

ES22 speakers £ 650, Tel: 01727 850904,

mfc117@yahoo.co.uk [ GH14]

RB300 with Michel TecnoWeight £85, Ortofon

mobile: 07946 848157 EGH141

Musical Fidelity kW 500 integrated amplifier,

MC25FL, low usage £95 (£ 250), Tel: Dave 020

Meridian DSP5000 Mkl loudspeakers also

£3300 (original price £ 3999), mint condition,

8641 3911 evenings ( Surrey) [ FH17]

Meridian 500 CD transport system, in mint

original box, postage extra, Tel: 020 8776 9812,

Dunlavy Audio speakers SC-V1 monsters, cost 24k

condition with original boxes, instructions, cables

email: mfc117@yahoo.co.uk [ GH14]

£7500, HRCC centre £ 1500, SC- 11£750, light

and remote control, genuine enquiries only, Tel:

Avalon Eidolon speakers in unmarked cherry wood

oak, excellent condition, Jeff Rowland 8Ti power

01383 413695 or 07971 632162 [ GJ17]

finish £ 12,500 (£ 23,000), Tel: 01797 253073 /

amp, new batteries, original crates, £6500, dCS

Marantz CD94/94A, classic and much sought after

07801 837927 [ 0.117]

Elgar/Purcell upsampling DAC, original model,

two- box reference player and DAC, one of the best

Kimber Select KS3033 15ft pr, reference copper

£4000, boxed, Tel: 01243 584728 ( Bognor

ever, mint, original boxes and manuals £650 Tel:

speaker cable complete with Pelican box and

Regis) [ FH22]

01923 855235 ( Herts) [ GH14]

terminated with WBT0645 banana plugs, 12

B&W CD, mint, floorstanding speakers in cherry

KEF 104/2 Reference floorstanding speakers,

months old, excellent condition, as new (£ 2200)

finish, excellent condition with manuals (£ 1250)

walnut finish, superb sound, excellent condition,

£1250 inc carriage, Atacama R724 silver speaker

accept £ 500 ono, Tel: Robert 01234 214169

genuine reason for sale, downsizing house, sensible

stands (£ 250) £ 125, Tel: 01772 721114/07899

(Bedford) [ FH17]

offers only. Tel: 01954 231496 evenings

828232 [ GJ171

Spectral Audio DMC-30s, Reference pre-amp

(Cambridge) [ GH14]

Revox B77 Mk II, Koetsu with diamond cantilever,

(mint) boxed with manual, just over 2years old was

Arcam FMJ DV27A, 4-year Arcam warranty £ 1200

top-of-the-range, silver cables, again hand- made,

(£8500) sell £3499 ovno, Tel: 020 7584 5784 or

(£1900), Pioneer DV- 646A DVD player £ 100

probably the best in the world, Tel: Tue-Thur 07802

email: ianbodill@hotmail.com [ FH17]

(£490), KEF Q15 £80, VdH Triaxial digital £ 60

843769 7-8pm [ GJ17]

BAT VK-51SE flagship valve pre-amp, 7months

(£80), TCI Viper interconnects £45, Tel: 07808

Michell Gyrodec £ 550, SME IV £ 595, Michell

old, pristine, boxed as new, under warranty,

771394, email: asphull@btinternet.com [ GH14]

Alecto stereo £ 550, Miceli Orca £695, Musical
Fidelity X-Can V3 £ 120 (£ 250), Nordost Blue

stunning sound and build, additional info at

Arcam A85 integrated amplifier, silver, boxed, one

www.balanced.com £3700 ovno ( RRP £ 7950) Tel:

year old, mint £425 ovno, Tel: 01803 873070

Heaven 0.5m £ 50, Red Dawn 1.0m £ 140, Tel:

01638 602319, email: steve-byrne@

daytime, 01803 400708 evening ( Devon) EGH141

01202 381413 [ 0J17]

ntlworld.com [ FH17]

BAT 150SE valve monoblocks £ 7250, Verity Audio

Naim CDS3 / XPS CD player, few months old,

Ruark Accolade three-way floorstanding speakers,

Parsifal Encore speakers ( stunning, with flight

3years guarantee, boxed/instructions, Al

attractive dark walnut finish, impressive sound and

cases) £6550, Pass Labs X-350 power amp

condition £ 5250 ( new £ 7244) Tel: 01623

top quality build, excellent condition, original

£3450, Gryphon Sonata Allegro pre-amplifier

740872 or 07816 063648 [ 0.117]

boxes and manuals, bargain £895 (£ 2700 new)

£4595, all mint/excellent condition, delivery

Audio Research Reference 2Mk Il line stage, 11

Tel: 07905 338232 anytime [ FH17]

possible, Tel: 07795 173094 [ GH14]

months old, perfect, boxed, manuals, £ 5000 ono

Naim NAC 552 ( inc P/S) and Naim NAP 500

Boulder 1060 power amp £8495, Boulder 1012

(£10,000), can demonstrate in your own system if

(inc P/S), all in mint condition, wonderful sound,

pre-amp/phono/DAC £6495, Mark Levinson

genuinely interested, Tel: 01925 656990 ( eve)

dealer installed December 2004, only £ 19,995

Reference 32 pre-amplifier £ 6750, Wilson

email: nemall@aol.com [ G.117]

the pair ( ono) - save £4200 on the list price! House

Watt/Puppy 7 £ 12,995, all mint/excellent

Audioquest: Anaconda 5m balanced

move forces sale. Tel: 01225 445561 ( office

condition, delivery possible, Tel: 07795 173094

interconnects, mint, 2months old (£2300),

hours) [ FH17]

[GH14]

Volcano 2m speaker cable, mint, 2months old,
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single to bi-wire (£ 1800), Electrocompanient ECI 1

network Grand Reference sound, walnut, ex-dem, a

mint amplifier, true dual- mono original anniversary

no-substitute product, mint condition, cost

707751/07979 300421 [ 1-1.114]

edition with blue stone front, will accept reasonable

£34,000-£21,500, Nola Signatures £4500

Revox B77 stereo open- reel tape recorder,

offers, Sonus Faber Electa Amator Mk 1, mint early

(£9000), Thunderbolt Sub £ 1000, Tel: 07905

stunning, near mint condition throughout, has just

originals with no fixing holes in the base, will accept

352793 [ GJ17]

been fully serviced! Detailed photos available or

offers around £ 1500-£1700, JPS SC2 10-feet

ProAc Response 2, ProAc's best speaker, mint, cost

can demonstrate £495 ono, Tel: 07813 960156
email: ob.mm@virgin.net [ HK17]

wanted Krell KSA50-S, Tel: 01942

unused speaker wire pair ( cost £2500), as moving

£1700, accept £655, EAR 834 integrated amp,

will accept reasonable offers, email: zi.jaffere

50W/ch valve, mint, boxed £ 1295, Kimber 8TC

Revox B77 parts and service offered, new &

ukonline.co.uk Tel: 07921 044254 EGJ421

2.5 metre speaker cable £ 100, Tel: 07973

selected used parts available, very competitive

Musical Fidelity A5 integrated amplifier, 250 watts

189538 ( London) EGJ171

service rates, located in Bristol and Southampton

per channel, boxed, mint, little used. (£ 1500)

dCS Verdi transport, mint condition, 2years'

areas but can arrange courier, Tel: 07813

£1200 ono, excellent review HFNJan ' 05, Tel:

warranty £ 3995 ono, Wilson Benesch ACT1

960156, email: ob.mm@virgin.net [ 1-1K17]

01257 415541 ( eve), 07985 870560 ( day)

speakers, mint condition, 3years' warranty, £3000

Audiolab 8000P and 8000A amplifiers, black,

(Lancs) EGJ171

ono, Tel: Ben, 07813 136321 [ GJ171

boxed, first class condition, bargain at £325 for

Krell FPB600 power amp £ 5750, FPB650 mono

Ben Duncan pure power mains conditioner £ 220,

the pair, Tel: Stuart on 020 8443 5174 [ FG14]
Audio Synthesis DAX with Ultra-Analogue DAC

power amps £ 11,500, Reference KPE step- up-

EAR 834P m- m phono stage £ 220, both excellent

amp £ 1000, Wilson Audio Watt Puppy 5.1 £6600,

Tel: 01592 772806 EGH141

module and HDCD as new condition, can

Vidikron Vision 1projector ( 250 hours maximum

Wilson WITTs finished in piano black (£8888)

demonstrate £ 590 ono, Tel: 07850 764974

used), still the world's best projector, Faroudja

£2900 ono, Theta Data Basic II CD (£2397) £ 900

(North London) [ H8]

Vidikron VP400 line quadrupler £ 15,000,

ono, Theta Pro Gen DAC (£ 1145) £600 ono,

Avantgarde Solo active efficient horn speakers,

Nakamichi Dragon £850, Runco LJR II laser disk

manuals, Tel: 01372 450969 EGJ171

200W/ch amplifier, integrated stands, room

£300, Tel: 01707875711107740 624101

Theta David II CD/DVD transport, excellent

tuneable, silver, immaculate (£ 5700) £ 1900, as

EGJ17]

condition £ 1500, worth it for the CD replay alone,

new LPs from £ 5, secondhand LPs £ 1, ring for list,

Krell KPS 25sc and FPB 700cx both in absolutely

Mark Levinson Proceed AVPI , AV pre-amp,

Tel: 01453 544050 [ HFOC1
Nottingham Analogue Hyperspace, white with new

mint condition, very latest specification and

excellent condition £ 1000, Tel 07773 374508 or

cosmetics ( not upgraded units) £ 14,850 for the

01538 399347 EGJ171

RB250 £ 900, Townsend Rock with RB250, good

pair (£40,000): Tel: Akis 07971 795214

Sansui CA- 3000 pre-amp and BA-3000 power

condition, great sound, can demo, email pictures

(Norwich) EGH171

amp, also interested in Yamaha NS- 1000M

£500, Meridian 508.20 £850, Tel: Philip ( Ealing)

Michell GyroDec, QC Power Supply, ' so phono amp,

speakers, only mint or near mint, Tel: 01327

020 8991 2911. Turntables collection only.

SME Series Vand Denon DL304 cartridge all in

855454 ( eve), email: Karl.holtey@

IHK17]

excellent condition, bronze-tint with black/gold

btinternet.com EGJ171

Monarchy Audio SM7OPRO, class Azero-feedback

finish £ 1600 (£3750) Tel: Akis 07971 795214

Theta Carmen CD/DVD Transport £ 1500, Copland

MOSFET power amplifier, mint, boxed with

(Norwich) [ GJ17]

CTA305 pre-amp and CTA520 power, £ 1300,

manuals, see Monarchy Audio website, cost £900,

Nordost Valhalla, Quattro-Fi I, SPM interconnects,

Sonus Faber Signum speakers and Stonewood

accept £ 550 or offers Tel: 01785 816564

different lengths and termination, all mint, sell for

stands, £850, all immaculate and boxed, growing

(evenings) [ H8]

much less than half of retail prices, contact me for

family, no time! Tel: Simon 07711 912094, email:

Sugden Azia, black mint £ 500, Azia power £ 500,

details and photos, Tel: 020 8661 5329 email:

simonri lot@

both £900, Krell 300i, mint £ 1000, Tom Evans

zhuo_deng@

yahoo.co.uk ( Richmond, Surrey) [ G417]

Groove phono stage £ 1100, all boxed with

hotmail.com [ GJ171

Bryston 4B SST, black, 18yr warranty £ 1600, REL

manuals, prices include posting, Tel: 0161

Eichmann Bullet plugs, as new, £ 17 for aset of 4,

Q400E £ 380, Cyrus ACA7.5 balanced

2266125/07961 427777 [ Hi]

Neutrik XLR connectors, gold plated, as new, £ 14

pre-amp, black £ 380, Nordost Solar interconnects

Levinson 331 power amp, 95 model, 100 watt into

for aset of 4, more available, Tel: 020 8661 5329,

£40, speaker leads £ 140, everything mint, boxed,

8ohm, 200 into 4ohm, manual but no box, vgc

email: zhuo_deng@hotmail.com EGJ171

receipts, Essex, email: p_vantage@yah000.co.uk

£750, Tel: Craig 020 8905 1621 [ 11.114]

Cardas Golden Reference XLR, 1m £ 365, Golden

[GJ17]

Shan Shimna speakers with matching stands

Cross XLR, 1m £ 285, Golden- 5C Hexlink XLR, 1m

Proceed cdd transport d/a processor, pristine

£160, Croft Super Micro AMk 4valve m- m pre-

£120, Transparent Premium Digital, XLR, Im

condition, original boxes + remote, bargain £ 1400

amp £ 300, Sound Factory Tripod stands, three

£120, Cello String- 1interconnects, XLR, 1m

(£3500), Jeff Rowland Consonance pre-amp,

shelves £40, Tel: Alex on 02380 225239 or

£120, Tel: 020 8661 5329, email: zhuo_deng@

black, pristine condition, w/phono stage + remote,

email: apm@noc.soton.ac.uk [ 1-1.114]
Spendor S3e speakers, rosenut £485 (£ 795),

hotmail.com EGJ171

6inputs, digital volume £ 1200 (£ 2500), Tel:

Krell KPS201 CD player with Delta 09 upgrade, as

07900 166105 ( George) [ GH14]

Samuel Johnson ppa 100 & pca 100 pre/power

new, with original boxes, manual, remote , stunning

XTC Pow 1power amp, 200 watt, excellent £600,

amplifiers £ 1695 the pair (£4700), Pathos TT

sound for £ 3250, cost new £ 9900 plus £ 1500

Alphason Ribbon speakers £ 200, Target RI stands

integrated class Ahybrid amp with phono section

upgrade, Tel: 01495 248488 [ GJ17]

£100, Denon AVR 3801 processor £ 300, KEF

£1895 (£ 3250), Wadia 301 CD player £2250

Nola speakers the Pegasus outboard crossover

surround speaker system with Active sub £ 450,

(£3650), Tel: 01202 767873 ( Dorset) [ 1-IK17]

Due to limited space this month we are unable to include an order form, so to place an advert for the next issue either email:
carole_molloy@ipcmedia.com or fax 020 8726 8399. For your security, do not include acredit card number in any email.
Alternatively, send your advert in writing to Hi Fi News, IPC Media, Leon House, 233 High Street, Croydon, Surrey CR( 1HZ and
remember to mark it for inclusion in the ' For Sale' or ' Wanted' sections.
Rates: £ 8 ( inc VAT) per 30-word insertion for one Issue. For two months £ 14; three months £17. Additional words 50p each. Box numbers £ 3
extra. Note: telephone or product reference numbers count as one word ( eg, Pioneer A400 = two words).
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The Market

Se

Martin Logan SL3 electrostatic speakers £ 1000

months £ 1800, Nairn CDS3, 15 months £ 3750,

GI I £ 300, NHT speakers M6 monitors, new £ 500,

(£3300), Mana stands £ 100, Harmon itech Pro9

Naim NAP 500, 7months £ 9500, all boxed and as

NHT Al 250W monoblocks £400, Tel: 020 8531

8ft bi-wire speaker cable £ 300 (£800), Bryston 7B

new. Tel: Chris on 07967 031286 and leave

5979 11-1K171

ST 500 watt mono amps, long warranty £ 1400

voicemail which I'll answer shortly, email: chris-

Lector CDP7T valve reference CD, brand new, one

(3600), pair Elrod EPS-3S amp power cables US

metcalfe@tinyonline.co.uk1HJ141

available £ 1900, long order time, I
waited 8
months, could P/X Meridian 508.25 £ 1100, also

plug/adapters £800 (£ 1600), all mint condition,

dCS Elgar/Purcell, DAC+ upsampler £4500, Z

Tel: 020 8850 6287 evenings 11-1J191

systems RDP-1 digital equaliser pre- amp £ 1250,

Martin Logan SL3, boxed £ 1400, Tel: Kevin on

Cyrus 7, mint, boxed with all accessories and

Accuphase PS- 500 clean power supply £ 1250, all

01245 251235 11-181

manual £350, QED X- Tube XT300 speaker cable

boxed with instructions. Tel: 07916 176399

Papworth M100 valve monoblocks ( pair), serviced

5metres includes plugs, as new £ 75 pair (£ 148

(London)1HJ141

and re-valved by Papworth Oct'04, excellent

new), Roksan Kandy Mk Ill CD player, mint £450.

Sugden Masterclass pre/power amp, cost new

condition, retail £4200, asking £ 1400 ono +

Tel: 01270 873299 1H81

£5600, asking £ 3400, may split, XTC pre- is Mk II

carriage, pickup possible Monmouth or may deliver.

Quad 33 pre- amp, 303 power amp, FM4 tuner, two

pre- amp, cost new £ 1500, asking £800, JPS

jand1100@hotmail.com Tel: 01600 7756951H81

ESL- 57 speakers, £ 675 ono, Tel: John 020 8325

superconductor + 5foot bi-wire, cost new £800,

Naim CD5 £ 799, NAC112 £449, NAP 150 £495,

0860 ( Beckenham)11-1J141

asking £ 300 Tel: 01296 437314 ( Aylesbury.

NAT 05 £ 495, Flatcap 2 £ 349, Fraim ( black ash)

Naim NAC 112 pre- amp £ 350, NAP 150 power

Bucks) 11-1K171

base plus 4level standard shelves £ 1349, this is a

amp £450, both in excellent condition and in

Rotel RCD991 CD player, complete with remote

great opportunity to buy acomplete Naim system,

original boxes, call Phill on 07971 220326 1H81

and manual £300, excellent condition, Tel: 01793

all in mint condition, superb sounding system,

PMC OBI oak, 5months old £ 1750, TEAC P30

490968 or mobile: 07941 419196 IHK171

sensible offers accepted. Tel: 01225 445561

transport £ 1200, Missing Link digital & power

KEF Reference 1.2 speakers, rosenut £ 675 ono,

Simon 1H81

leads from £ 20, Cambridge T50 tuner £ 30. REL

Sennheiser HD650 h/phones ( 15 mins use) £ 150.

Strata Mk 1£ 195, Tel: 01234 240280 1H81

Ortofon MC30 supreme, any inspection £350, all

Usher Compass CP730 floorstanding speakers,

mint/boxed, World Audio Design speakers KL5 9s

Wanted
Vintage hi-fi quality items, unusual speakers, drive

mint condition £ 520 ono, MarantzCD94/CDA94

93x 38 x25cm, ring for details Tel: 0115

classic twobox CD player £400 ono, may separate,

9754070 ( Nottingham). Wanted: MF A3 CR gold

units, valve amplif iers, cartridges, arms,

Marantz PM94 amplifier superb! £400 ono, Tel:

trim mono amp, willing to p/ex an item with cash

turntables, record decks, microphones, audio

01773 826170 tH81

difference. I
HK171

valves, headphones, or anything old and interesting

Naim NAC 252, 1year £ 3200 ono, Naim

Advantage integrated amplifier S-100 £ 1000, REL

from the 1950s onwards, will travel ( cash paid).

Supercap,1 year £ 2100 ono, Naim NAP 250/2, 15

Stampede subwoofer, new £ 325, Isotek Mini Sub

Please call 01726 812966. EGJ171

BP
"... one of the greatest
examples of the genre..."
Gramophone Magazine

HI-FI NEWS
AWARDS ISSUE JAN 2004
EDITORS CHOICE
BEST IN CLASS
THUNDER 3.1B CP

"...this preamp rocks"
Hi Fi Choice, February 2005

"This 200 - watt monoblock
delivers awesome dynamics
that verge on the scary.
Better than that though,
it plays music"
Hi Fi Choice, February 2005

Listen and believe
Talk Electronics Ltd., The Old Barn, Higher Park Farm. Halebourne Lane. Chobham, Surrey GU24 8SL
Tel: + 44 ( 0)8456 123388 info@talkelectronics.com www.talkelectronics.com
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IAN EDWARDS

MAKERS OF FINE HANDMADE FURNITURE

Tel:
.01423 500442 Fax. 01423 705200
www.iansbespokefurniture.co.uk

FOR THE BEST
USED & X-DEM HIFI

www.choice-hifi.com

?he Ofd Chapel
282

sep ton Road

020 8392 1959

Harrogate, N Yorks
HG1 35Ú
E

07768 720456

Est

infoechoice-hifi.com

ie76

We accept all major credit cards.
Finance available subject to status

eree24

4

.7
16

ej7 i

3C High Street Rochester Kent ME 1 1LD

Tryfi

01634 880037
info@rochesterhi-fi.co.uk

Experience the difference

Beauhom, Border Patrol, Clearaudio, Diapason,
EAR/ Yoshino, Experience, Filtration, Final,

di
o0

LFD Audio, Lyra, Music First Audio,

EAfi 8341,

Nottingham Analogue, Opera, Pathos Acoustics,
Quadraspire, Transfiguration, SME, Shun
Mork Unison Research, Vandersteen Audio.
Demonstrations by appointment

ADVANTGE, AEON, ATACAMA, AUDICA, AUDION, AUDIOPHILE BASE,
AV:, BAT, BOULDER, CAIRN, CLEARAUDIO, CYMBOL, FOCAL, JMLAB,
GAMUT, GOLMING, GRADIENT, GRADO, GRAHAM SLEE, GRAVES AUDIO,
LINN CLASSIK, LOEWE, LUMLEY, MERLIN, MUSIC MAKER, MUSIC TOOLS,
NAD, NOT-INGHAM ANALOGUE, OPTIMUM, PARTINGTON, PURE,

Alternative
AUDIO

OUADRASPIRE, STELLO, USHER, VINCENT

t: 01984 624242

CALL NOW TO UPGRADE YOUR SYSTEM

e: peterOalternativeaudio.co.uk

hifinew .
;

Brompton Ralph, Taunton, Somerset
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Website www.emporiumhifi.com Telephone 01379 870873. Demos by appointment
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IMPACT AUDIO

STAX

We asked a cross section of our
customers rank in order of
importance the primary reasons
why they chose to purchase from us.
This is what they said:
1. The 28 day satisfaction or your money
back guarantee.
2. Having the entire range on
permanent demonstration in our

For The Best In Audio Components

LOUDSPEAKER KITS - DRIVE UNITS - ACCESSORIES.
Visaton loudspeaker kits are professionally
designed and fully tested in Germany. incorporating highly specified drive units which
complement each other to achieve maximum
performance. All kits are supplied with fully
assembled crossovers using top quality
components. Everything is included to build
asuperb pair of loudspeakers and Impact
Audio also supply finished cabinets for all
designs in arange of real wood veneers.

o
•
o

o

State of the art drive unrts
Huge range of accessoires

demonstration room.
3. Unbeatable upgrade path i.e.
Generous trade-in values,
minimum 90% p/ex within 4

MHT 12 Ribbon tweeter
V.,.
7.7
-

months, minimum 70% p/ex
within the first 12 months.

.111,

4. Relaxed demonstrations in the

30 Ta.

Transmission line kits

High End Kits
Home Cinema and surround sound

buyer's home
5 The confidence of the loan facility if the
purchase should fail.
6. Offering exclusives on the SRM-717, the SR- 4070,
the SRS- 3030, 4040 and SR- 717's in BLACK
7. Comprehensive, uncomplicated website.
Interestingly, nobody mentioned price.
www.simplystax.co.uk
0208

447

8485

7 days a week until 9pm

IMPACI AUDIO
www.impactaudio.co.uk
Tel: 01270 883243 Fax: 01270 882241
info@impactaudio.co.uk
Radway Green - Crewe - Cheshire - CW2 5PR

VISATON

definitive audio

cartridges
lyra
ortofon
sumiko

Definitive Audio creates a quality of musical experience
that is peerless. Our service is bespoke, our philosophy
is unique and our results are celebrated the world over.
We use a selection of the most artful and ingenious
creations, including the emotionally persuasive and
sublimely beautiful KSL Kondo amplifiers
and Living Voice loudspeakers.

>cables
chord company
nordost
headphones
akg
beyer
grado

New Western Electric 3008 valves available from stock.

stax
Sale of part exchanged and eu dew items

hardware
atc

Sale

Living Voice Avatar 1- cherry

New

£ 1900 £2700

Living Voice Avatar OBX-R2 - maple - 11 months
£ 3000 £ 4000
Living Voice Auditorium - cherry - Bruised but nice£ 300 £ 1700

audio pro
cabasse

Living Voice Auditorium - cherry - 12 months£ 1100 £ 1700

creek
epos

Art Audio Quintet integrated - 6 months - hair- shirt, single input joy

£ 2400 £ 3100

Art Audio Concerto power ( 6550) - old bird but serviced and happy

£ 1600 £ 3800

Art Audio PX25 - Swans - Single ended Ilea power for the sensitive type £ 3000 £ 4000
Eastern Electric Mini Max pre-amp - new. boxed - compact. quality cutie £ 400
£800

harbeth

Van den Hull Colibri - 4mv - new, boxed - beguiling and charming

harman/kardon

£ 1900 £ 3000

Van den Hull Grasshopper - very nearly new - spunky and determined £ 1600 £ 2600
AudioNote (
UK) Ltd P.Zero pre
monos
£ 500

lexicon

Audio Reseach Reference 600 monos - very powerful and very heavy £ 10000£30 0 00
Ruark Crusader II • black - OK condition - tweed jacket stylie
£ 800
I'
Sugden Masterclass integrated - nearly new£ 2500 £ 330(

michell
m+k

Border Patrol P20 - mahogany - power amp - 6 months

naim audio
neat acoustics
nottingham

Border Patrol S20 - mahogany - power amp - 6 months
Border Patrol P21 - mahogany - integrated - 11 months

£5900 £ 730e
£ 5900 £ 7300
£ 3800 £ 4800

Canary 608 ( blue) line integrated

£ 1900 £ 3001

great sound for low dough

Canary 608 ( champagne) line integrated +- Border Patrol power supply
Canary 3031110vI- new

parasound

fillet mignon

£2800 £ 4000

£ 3800 £ 7200

Canary 309 - very nearly new - beef wellington
£ 4800 £ 10000
Canary 8011110v) line pre- amp - lemon torte
£ 2500 £ 450 1

primare
sme

Nottingham Analogue Interspace with RB300
Aloia pre- amp - very new - very good condition - beautifully made - OK

something solid

£ 470 £ 770
£ 1000

E2801,

Thomas Sheu turntables ( 80mm platter with 17 arm)

spendor

(50mm platter with 9" arm)
Sugden A21a - titanium - classic integrated

hi-fi for grown-ups

trichord

£ 600 £ 1050

Sugden P21a - titanium - power amp version of above

£ 400 £ 700

Audiolab 8000 CD player - black - boxed - bargain

£ 370 £ 1000

Kimber Select inter- connect - O75m

fax ( 01473) 655172
email:enqesignals'.
.'
signals
bucklesham
ipswich" .effolk ! Pic) _or)`r
w
w
w.s
tgna
Is
uk
o o

ring for details

new - in elaborate plastic box

Tel: 0115 973 3222
internet: www.definitiveaudio.co.uk

£ 250 £ 500

Fax: 0115 973 3666
email: shout@definitiveaudio.co.uk

next month in Hi-FiNews
ATC anniversary!
Next month's exclusive reviews include astunning
anniversary edition of the classic ATC SCM50
monitor, the long-awaited Musical Fidelity kW SACD
player and the new, officially BBC-sanctioned
version of the LS3/5A speaker. Meanwhile, our
AVTech section will test the new InFocus
Screenplay 7210 projector, the latest high- end
universal player from Marantz and Velodyne's DD10
subwoofer. And don't forget we'll have another
superb hi-fi prize up for grabs in the September
issue's great free-entry competition.

Don't miss HiFi News September issue, on sale Friday, 5August
www.hifinews.co.uk
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Opinion

Getting
Hi-fi's heroes have returned.., don't let them clown

I

the risk of seeming

t's weeks after Rover's
demise. I'm still stewing in

stupidly optimistic,

bile. Anyone who knows me

Iwould posit that

personally will attest that Iam

specialty audio
per se will survive

fundamentally miserable, riddled
with pessimism, cynicism and

just as has the LP,

afew other ' isms' that ensure I

despite warnings 22
years ago that it was

won't be cast ( age and weight
aside) for the lead role of
Candide. But — and Idon't want

as dead as phones
with round dials.

this to ruin my image as asoonto- be-crotchety old man — there

week in April,

are teensy-weensy glimmers of
hope for our benighted passion.

BBC Radio and
The Gadget Show

2) In the same

It's not just Rover that's been
consigned to the dustbin of
history. I've just heard about the

PrimaLuna: great kit at approachable prices

had spots about
the superiority of
vinyl. OK, so they

parlous condition of one or two of our most establ.ished brands,
so you could say that my current state of mind is ' post reality
check' — never apleasant mood. However, Iam aYank as well

were dumbed-down, and The Gadget ShoWs demo involved a
showdown with a ' record player' of sub-travelling DJ quality

as aBrit, and Yanks tend not to be fatalistic. We're go-getters.

and the listening panel consisted of some slacker band

It's why Iattend every hi-fi show Ican, to report on them and
spread some form of enthusiasm.
Iam not, like Martin Colloms nor Paul Miller, able to design

whose members couldn't tell LP from MP3. But at least the
commentator did imply that agood LP playback system will

so as not to weight it against a £200 CD player and an iPod,

beat digital doo-doo.

or refine components. All Ihave is apair of ears. So Itry to
use them to turn more people on to good gear at approachable
prices — like the PrimaLuna valve amps or PMC speakers — and
to music they might otherwise miss in amorass of indie/thrash/
hip-hop crap. Ilike to think that if we at HiFi News can inspire
afew of you to influence your non- audiophile friends, then we
are all part of the rear-guard action in awar where the audio
and music industries are letting the iPod ano the internet
devalue everything that musicians, recording engineers and
audio designers have been honing over the last century-plus.
HITTING THE HUSTINGS

3) Wonderful audio eccentrics we thought had vanished
are returning from the wilderness. As Wordsworth pleaded in
his sonnet, ' London 1802', ' Milton! thou shouldst be living
at this hour: England hath need of thee,' so, too, do we need
reinforcements. Arthur Khoubesserian ( ex- Pink Triangle),

11

The listening panel consisted of
some slacker band who couldn't
tell LP from MP3

So here are some rays of sunshine. Tiny, admittedly, but they
should encourage every one of you who fee's the same despair

Howard Popeck, George Kaye ( Moscode), David Day ( Sequerra),

about audio's and recorded music's future, to hit the hustings
for hi-fi. If each of you simply talks one Hem out of buying

ahearty, 'Welcome back, boys!' Arthur has re-appeared with

some piece of junk that will diminish rather than increase their

anew budget turntable, upgrade kits and attitude. Howard

music pleasure, say, some alleged miracle of audio design

Popeck is writing for this magazine, so his wealth of experience

advertised in acolour supplement and promising the earth and

is being made available to all. David Day has revived Sequerra,

moon for the price of a toaster, if each of you turns on one

in order to reclaim the crown of World's Best Tuner. Kostas

15-year-old to some piece of music they don't even know exists,
who knows? HiFi News might even reach its 60th anniversary:
1) The revived Paris hi-fi show, in acountry not known for

Kostas Metaxas, Jim Bongiorno, to name but six — let's hear

Metaxas is working with highres recording. George Kaye
revived Moscode at the New York show. And Jim Bongiorno has
new Ampzillas — and has lost none of his sense of the absurd.

its love of hi-fi, was asmash hit, filled with two-channel, vinyl,

Did any of them need to come back? Idoubt L. But all of

valves and other 'pure' hi-fi products. OK, so it bodes ill for
some manufacturers that most of the interesting and best-value

them clearly wanted to, or they wouldn't be here. However, the
health and future well-being of high performance hi-fi cannot

items were made in China, but that's the way the world is

rest on their shoulders alone. It's down to all of us. So let's see

evolving. What's important is that the enthusiasm for masic and
sound quality remains high, if increasingly below the radar. At

to it that Arthur, Jim, Howard, George, David and Kostas have
no regrets five or even ten years from now.
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our new spring collection
The evolution begins now...
Introducing the next generation in Ayre
technology. The evolution series is acollection of
design achievements that further advances
Ayres position at the forefront of audio and
video design. Every Ayre component has been
upgraded to offer anew level of sonic
performance and reveal all of the musical
nuances you were meant to experience.

No 326S Stereo Preamplifier
The new Mark Levinson No 326S features audio
circuits, controls and optional phono modules,
based on the award winning Mark Levinson No 32
Reference Preamplifier. The No 326S features
Arlon circuit boards, together with discrete volume
attenuators. Following the Mark Levinson tradition
the No 326S exceeds all your expectations and
creates anew standard for stereo preamplifiers.

CS2.4 Loudspeakers
The CS2.4 is the result of Thiel's more than
25 years of extensive experience in designing
high performance loudspeakers. Since 1977,
Thiel's history of innovative engineering has
led to significant sonic improvements in each
new model, resulting in speakers with the most
outstanding performance in their class.

osymmetry
Ayre Acoustics, Cello, Esoteric,

t: 01727 865488

Grand Prix Audio, Lyra, Mark Levinson, Stax,

e: info@symmetry-systems.co.uk

Stereovox, Sumiko, System Audio & Thiel

w: www.symmetry-systems.co.uk

PROVOnance

Fft-RtLiews

THE WILSON AUDIO

,00

SYSTEM 7
HIGH- END PRODUCT OF THE YEAR

Provo, Ctah's hi-fi artisans, the speaker.builders of Wilson Audio, have
now been at the top of the high-end tree for three decades. Recent
recognition of their achievements tells us that complacency has yet to
affect David A. Wilson's enthusiasm. As if challenged by rave ' reviews
and countless awards, David has launched anew flagship to supplant
the legendary WANIM

surely the longest-running, e
rne high-end

speaker design of all time. The Alexandria has already been
tcktiowledged as the greatest cost-no-object speaker available today
Its sister speakers in the NVATCH range achieve the ultimate in home
theatre sound playback.
As the Alexandria paves the way for new and exciting advances in
music reproduction, so, too, does the Wilson

%%TAIT

Puppy System 7

remain the benchmark for consumers who desire compact speakers
that demonstrate zero compromise. It is with great pleasure we note •
that the WATT Puppy closing in on 20 years of production, was
awarded the honour of High End Product of the War 2003 4 Hi Fi
News. Now that's what we call provenance.

absolutesounds ltd.
58 Durham Road, London SW20 OTW

T: + 44 ( 0)20 89 71 39 09
www.absolutesounds.com

F: + 44 ( 0)20 88 79 79 62
infoOabsolutesounds.com

